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Summary

The complexity of biological systems has fascinated researchers for centuries,

and grasping the details of such complexity in the context of basic biological

processes as well as diseases continues to be a challenging endeavour. Large-

scale functional high-throughput datasets enable the study of these processes on

a systems-wide level. Deciphering the pathways and networks of biological func-

tions, these methods can help to improve the understanding of diseases whose

etiology cannot be linked to defects in just a single gene or protein. There is a

wealth of biological and medical data on different scales available from the molec-

ular to the physiological level. In recent years, we are witnessing breakthrough

improvements of bio-molecular knowledge, and technologies have been developed

to investigate various aspects of cellular processes, such as genomics, proteomics,

imaging; kinetic (mobile, sensor) and clinical data. These high-throughput ex-

periments are producing an explosion of different types of data and vast amounts

of literature. However, these data resources are heterogenous in both content and

format. The challenge is to transform these data into knowledge. The datasets

need to be harmonised, integrated and analyzed in order to facilitate the data

driven hypothesis generation and validation.

Bioinformatics approaches are key to create knowledge from biomedical data.

In this thesis, the potential of data integration and knowledge management meth-

ods to improve the understanding of biological systems and to give input for

translational medicine applications is demonstrated. In three different areas, from

experimental model systems to viral diseases and clinical data sets, the benefit

of different data driven methodologies is shown.

The first part of my thesis is focused on building a fine grained integrated

database with intuitive web application, ’bioCompendium’. It facilitates the

annotation of experimental results originating from different model organisms.

Furthermore by using bioCompendium, one can analyze/compare/enrich one or

more experimental datasets from different model organisms. It provides a wide

spectrum of biological information including bio-annotations, transcription fac-

tor binding site profiles, diseases associations, interacting drugs and chemicals,

patents information, different clustering and enrichment methods, and visualiza-

tion tools. Another important web application, ’Human-gpDB’, a database of G



protein - coupled receptors(GPCRs), G-proteins, effectors and their interactions

was developed. This resource, consisting of drug targets, is of high interest for

both the pharmaceutical industry and academia.

The second part is focused on text-mining of available Human Immunode-

ficiency Virus (HIV) full text articles to extract the mutations and map them

on the HIV proteome. This knowledgebase is available as a web application -

HIV Mutation Browser and it is a valuable addition to the currently available

HIV resources that will allow researchers to quickly and intuitively access data

on mutagenesis and phenotypic variation. The database will aid the process of

experimental design and be a key resource for the HIV community.

The last part is focused on clinical and translational medicine data integra-

tion and visualization. A workflow for the analysis and interpretation of high-

throughput translational medicine data was created, in which visualization is an

important component at each step of data processing and exploration. In this

workflow, three Web services - tranSMART (clinical and translational data inte-

gration and analysis platform), a Galaxy Server (workflow management system),

and a MINERVA platform (disease maps visualization service) - are combined

into one big data pipeline, TGM (tranSMART - Galaxy - MINERVA pipeline) to

enable the interpretation of data and the derivation of new hypotheses.

Overall, my work demonstrates how data from experiments and the clinic

together with prior knowledge can be utilised for hypothesis generation and val-

idation to provide input into personalised medicine.



Zusammenfassung

Die im Hochdurchsatz generierten Datensätze in den Lebenswissenschaften

können einen systemweiten Einblick in die zugrundeliegenden faszinierenden kom-

plexen biologischen Prozesse auf Systemebene geben. Durch die Erforschung der

molekularen Zusammenhänge auf der Ebene von Signalwegen und Netzwerken

kann das Verständnis von Erkrankungen verbessert werden, bei denen die Ätiolo-

gie nicht auf einzelne Defekte in Genen oder Proteinen zurückgeführt werden

kann.

Es gibt mannigfaltige biologische und medizinische Daten auf verschiedenen

Ebenen vom molekularen bis zum physiologischen Bereich. In den letzten Jahren

wurden enorme Fortschritte in biomolekularem Wissen erzielt und Technologien

entwickelt, die es erlauben zelluläre Prozesse auf molekularer Ebene zu unter-

suchen wie zum Beispiel die Genom- und Proteinanalyse, aber auch die Bildge-

bung trägt wesentlich zum Fortschritt bei. Dies wird komplementiert durch klin-

ische Daten und kinetische Daten, die mit Hilfe von mobilen Sensoren direkt

von Patienten gewonnen werden. Diese Methoden führen zu einer Explosion

von Daten verschiedenen Typs sowie zu einem enormen Zuwachs an Literatur.

Diese Daten sind von unterschiedlichem Format und Inhalt. Eine der größten

Herausforderungen in der Biomedizin ist es, aus diesen Daten Wissen zu gener-

ieren. Die Datensätze müssen harmonisiert, integriert und analysiert werden, um

datengetriebene Hypothesengenerierung und Validierung zu ermöglichen.

Die Methoden der Bioinformatik sind essentiell um Wissen aus biomedizinis-

chen Daten zu erlangen. In dieser Doktorarbeit wird gezeigt, wie Datenintegrations-

und Wissensmanagementmethoden das Verständnis von biologischen Systemen

verbessern können und dadurch Einblick geben in translationale medizinische

Anwendungen. Der Nutzen von datengetriebenen Methoden wird in drei ver-

schiedenen Feldern von experimentellen Modellsystemen zu viralen Erkrankungen

und klinischen Datensätzen demonstriert.

Der erste Teil meiner Arbeit befasst sich mit ”bioCompendium”, der Erstel-

lung einer detaillierten integrierten Datenbank mit einem intuitiven Internet-

portal. BioCompendium ermöglicht eine vergleichende Analyse experimenteller

Ergebnisse von verschiedenen Tiermodellen. Die Nutzung erlaubt ferner, eine An-

reicherung und Annotation der Datensätze. Es liefert ein großes Spektrum biolo-



gischer Informationen; hierzu gehören Bio-Annotationen, Profile der Bindungsstellen

für Transkriptionsfaktoren, Assoziierung mit Erkrankungen, wechselwirkende Medika-

mente und chemische Substanzen, Patentinformation, verschiedene Clustering-

und Anreicherungsmethoden und Visualiserungswerkzeuge. Eine weitere wichtige

Anwendung ist die Datenbank Human-gpDB zu G-Protein gekoppelte Rezeptoren

(GPCRs), G-Proteine, molekulare Effektoren und ihre Wechselwirkung. Durch

den Bezug zu Drug Targets ist diese Ressource von großem Interesse sowohl für

die Pharmazeutische Industrie als auch die öffentliche Forschung.

Der zweite Teil der Arbeit beschäftigt sich dem Text-Mining von im Volltext

verfügbaren Artikeln zum humanen Immundefekt-Virus (HIV), um Mutationen

auf dem HIV Proteom zu kartieren. Diese Wissensdatenbank ist als Internetan-

wendung verfügbar - der HIV Mutation Browser- und ist eine wertvolle Ergänzung

zu den derzeit bestehenden HIV Informationsquellen, da es den Forschern einen

schnellen und intuitiven Datenzugriff auf Mutagenese und phänotypische Unter-

schiede. Die Datenbank wird hilfreich sein für das experimentelle Design und zu

einer wichtigen Ressource für die HIV Forschung werden.

Der letzte Teil der Arbeit konzentriert sich auf klinische und translationale

medizinische Datenintegration und -visualisierung. Ein Ablauf für die Analyse

und Interpretation von Hochdurchsatzdaten der translationalen Medizin wurde

erstellt, in dem die Visualisierung ein wichtiges Element in jedem Schritt der

Datenverarbeitung darstellt. In diesem Arbeitsablauf sind 3 verschiedene Web-

dienste - tranSMART (eine Datenintegrations- und Analyseplattform für klinis-

che und translationale medizinische Daten), ein Galaxy Server (Managementsys-

tem für IT Arbeitsabläufe), und die MINERVA Plattform (Visualisierung von

molekularer Information zu Erkrankung als Karte) - zu einer großen Pipeline

zusammengeführt, TGM (tranSMART - Galaxy - MINERVA Pipeline), um die

Interpretation der Daten und das Ableiten neuer Hypothesen zu ermöglichen.

Insgesamt zeigt meine Doktorarbeit, wie Daten aus Experimenten und dem

klinischen Umfeld mit bestehendem Wissen zur Hypothesenfindung und -validierung

genutzt werden kann, um Input für eine personalisierte Medizin zu geben.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this post-genomics era, advancements in high-throughput technologies made

possible the paradigm shift from ’one gene - one postdoc’ to ’genome-wide func-

tional analysis’. High-throughput methodologies such as genomics, transcrip-

tomics, proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics, epigenomics, RNA interference

(RNAi) facilitating investigations of cellular processes in both healthy and disease

states at systems levels paved a path for systems biology and systems biomedicine.

These technologies are providing deeper insights into the systems biology of

complex diseases for example cancer, diabetes, neurodegenerative diseases (e.g.,

Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease) that are occurring as a result of dysreg-

ulation. Physiological functions such as cell division, apoptosis and pathophys-

iological functions occur as a results of interaction between various bio-entities

(e.g., genes, proteins, chemicals, metabolites, regulatory elements, non-coding

RNAs) in different biological processes and pathways at different levels: cell, tis-

sue, organ and systems level. These are not local effects, but rather systemic, a

network of systematically organised events taking place at the organism level. In

order to study the systems biology of these events, both pathological and physio-

logical, researchers are employing genome wide high throughput experimentation

using techniques including microarrys, proteomics, metabolomics, next gener-

ation sequencing technologies (whole genome, exome, RNAseq). These high-

throughput experiments are generating measurements for different sets of genes

or gene products, metabolites, non-coding RNAs (for example miRNAs, siRNAs)

that are playing an important role in the respective disease or healthy condition.

1



1. Introduction

There is a pressing need to integrate these heterogenous experimental datatypes

and prioritise the bio-entities for either early detection of the disease (as disease

biomarkers) or efficient patient stratification and personalised therapies. On the

other side there are large amounts of already published literature (>27millions

scientific papers in PubMed until November 2017) and various publicly available

biological databases that both are great sources of knowledge. This vast amount

of public knowledge is helpful to annotate, validate and prioritise the bio-entries,

markers, drug targets from above mentioned high throughput experimental tech-

niques. The main problem with public data resources is, they are heterogenous in

both content (e.g. genes, proteins, regulatory elements, chemicals, metabolites,

diseases, ontologies, reactions, interactions, pathways, literature etc.,) and format

(e.g. flat-file, XML, relational database). This public data need to be parsed and

integrated in order to use this knowledge seamlessly.

The current field of systems biology increasingly depends on high-throughput

experimental techniques. This trend challenges computational biologists to de-

velop fast, accurate, and meaningful ways of analyzing this experimental data

to make sense out of it. Some of these techniques are meant to study and

understand physiological phenomena or a pathophysiological conditions (disease

states). These experiments may result in list of genes or gene products (mRNAs,

proteins, miRNAs and so on) that may play a role in that particular biologi-

cal state. It is tedious and difficult for researchers to retrieve the information

from several publicly available databases for each gene individually, process it

and digest it in order to develop a hypothesis and/or prioritize them for further

experimental validation.

Wider access of scientific data and knowledge catalyzes worldwide scien-

tific progress. Enormous additional knowledge and insights could be extracted

from existing projects if their datasets were publicly available. But often, these

datasets are in silos and inaccessible for future research or data are stored in

proprietary data formats that are not interoperable (Wruck et al., 2014). There-

fore, governments, funding agencies such as European Commission (EC) H2020

mandate open access to all scientific publications. From 2017, research data is

by default open and FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable),

with possibilities to opt out. H2020 projects must have Data Management Plan

2



1. Introduction

(DMP), it should provide information on what data the research will generate,

how to ensure its curation, preservation and sustainability, what parts of that

data will be open and how users can access the data(H2020, 2016). Similarly,

Wellcome Trust (Welcome-Trust, 2017), NIH (NIH, 2016) embraces similar open

access policy.

1.1 Data integration and knowledge management

1.1.1 Biological databases

Large number of biological databases, tools, resources, web-services are available

as a result of data coming from life science experiments from different labs and

research centers all over the world. This information was systematically collected

and organised in a specific repository based on the nature of the data. Some

examples of such databases are listed below:

• Genes/Proteins: Ensembl (Flicek et al., 2012), EMBL (Cochrane et al.,

2009), GenBank (Benson et al., 2011), EntrezGene (Maglott et al., 2011),

Unigene (Schuler, 1997), UniProt (Magrane and Consortium, 2011), IPI

(Kersey et al., 2004), NCBI Protein (Sayers et al., 2012), RefSeq (Pruitt

et al., 2012), HGNC (Seal et al., 2011), UCSC (Fujita et al., 2011), KEGG

(Kanehisa et al., 2002), GeneCards (Safran et al., 2010)

• Diseases: OMIM (Hamosh et al., 2005)

• Protein structures: PDB (Berman et al., 2007), HSSP (Schneider and

Sander, 1996), PSSH (Schafferhans et al., 2003), PredictProtein (Yachdav

et al., 2014)

• Protein features: Pfam (Punta et al., 2012), SMART (Letunic et al., 2009),

PRINTS (Attwood et al., 2012), InterPro (Hunter et al., 2012b)

• Chemicals: DrugBank (Wishart, 2008), HMDB (Wishart et al., 2009),

PubChem (Bolton et al., 2008), chEBI (Degtyarenko et al., 2008), STITCH

(Kuhn et al., 2008), MATADOR (Gunther et al., 2008), PDBLigand (Feng

et al., 2004), chemicals from literature (AKS2)
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• Pathways: KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2012), PANTHER (Mi et al., 2005),

Reactome (Croft et al., 2011)

• Ontologies: GeneOntology (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000)

• Interactions (protein-protein, protein-chemical): STRING (Szklarczyk et al.,

2011), STITCH (Kuhn et al., 2008)

• MicroRNA: miRBase (Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2011)

• Literature: PubMed/MEDLINE (PubMed, 2015)

These resource are maintained and shared by organizations such as the Eu-

ropean Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI https://www.ebi.ac.uk) and the

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI https://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov) to advance science and health by providing access to these biomedical

and genomic information resources to researchers in academia and industry.

Each year the journal Nucleic Acids Research (NAR) publishes a database

issue in the month of January and a web-services issue in July. The current 2017

NAR database issue, the annual collection of bioinformatic databases on various

areas of molecular biology, consists of 1877 biological databases (Galperin et al.,

2017) and their sub category distribution is shown in the Figure 1.1.

The Bioinformatics Links Directory from bioinformatics.ca (Brazas et al.,

2010) features curated links to 176 molecular resources, 621 databases and 1548

tools. Similarly the Pathguide (http://www.pathguide.org, October 2017) pro-

vides the list of 688 biological pathway and molecular interaction related re-

sources that are organised in different sub categories such as signaling pathways,

metabolic pathways, pathway diagrams, transcription factors and gene regulatory

networks, protein-protein interactions, protein-compound interactions, genetic in-

teraction networks and other categories.

This vast amount of public knowledge is very useful. The main challenge

with public data resources is exponential growth and these resources are het-

erogenous in both content and format. Most of these resources are available in

the formats of flat-file (e.g., GenBank, EMBL, PDB, OMIM, UniProt, KEGG,

GO), XML (e.g., NCBI EntrezGene, MEDLINE), relational database (e.g., En-

sembl). Most of the systems biology data models are represented in XML based
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2017	NAR	Journal	Database	Issue	Category	Distribution

Genomics	Databases	(non-vertebrate)	(305;16.3%) Protein	sequence	databases	(226;	12.1%)
Human	Genes	and	Diseases	(211;	11.3%) Structure	Databases	(175;	9.4%)
Nucleotide	Sequence	Databases	(168;	9%) Metabolic	and	Signaling	Pathways	(166;	8.9%)
Plant	databases	(140;	7.5%) Human	and	other	Vertebrate	Genomes	(121;	6.5%)
RNA	sequence	databases	(104;	5.6%) Other	Molecular	Biology	Databases	(88;	4.7%)
Microarray	Data	and	other	Gene	Expression	Databases	(77;	4.2%) Immunological	databases	(36;	2%)
Proteomics	Resources	(26;	1.4%) Organelle	databases	(26;	1.4%)
Cell	biology	(8;	0.5%)

Figure 1.1: The NAR database issue category distribution. The figure shows the different
classes of biological databases published in the 2017 Nucleic Acids Research (NAR) database
issues with their absolute size and percentage of each category.

markup languages for example Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML), a

standard for representing models of biochemical and gene-regulatory networks

(Hucka et al., 2003; Le Novere, 2006); Cell System Markup Language (CSML)

for creation of an exchange format for modeling, visualizing, and simulating bi-

ological pathways (Nagasaki et al., 2008); CellML, an XML-based language for

describing and exchanging models of cellular and subcellular processes (Cuel-

lar et al., 2015; Lloyd et al., 2004); System Biology Results Markup Language

(SBRML), a markup language for associating systems biology data with mod-

els (Dada et al., 2010); Simulation Experiment Description Markup Language

(SED-ML), a machine readable format for providing simulation and analysis ex-

periments to apply to computational models. A SED-ML file includes details of

which models to use, how to modify them prior to executing a simulation, which

simulation and analysis procedures to apply, which results to extract and how

to present them (Bergmann et al., 2015); Metabolic Flux Analysis Markup Lan-
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guage (MFAML ) for the representation and exchange of metabolic flux models

(Yun et al., 2005); mass spectrometry standards from HUman Protein Organi-

zation Protein Standards Initiative (HUPO-PSI http://www.psidev.info) such

as mzXML, mzData, mzML, TraML, mzIdentML, mzQuantML. This public data

need to be parsed and integrated in order to use this knowledge seamlessly.

1.1.2 Data management and integration

Large systems biology, clinical and translational projects can have several work-

packages and work-groups often from different parts of the world. The function-

ality of data management system that includes (i) data collection, (ii) storage,

(iii) curation, (iv) harmonization, (v) exchange, (vi) integration, (vii) analysis

and (viii) delivery of the results from the data in these research projects are very

important to reach the objectives and goals of the the project. The greatest prob-

lems in data management in research are 5V’s: Volume, Velocity, Variety, Value,

Veracity (Fosso Wamba et al., 2015; White, 2012) as described below and the

noisiness of the data generated by modern high-throughput methods, the lack of

well-established data standards and globally unique identifiers, which is needed

for mapping and data integration (Mayer, 2009a; Van Deun et al., 2009).

• Volume: Large volume of data that either consume huge storage or consist

of large number of records (Russom, 2011)

• Variety: Data generated from greater variety of sources and formats, and

contain multidimensional data fields (Russom, 2011)

• Velocity: Frequency of data generation and/or frequency of data delivery

(Russom, 2011)

• Value: The extent to which big data generates economically worthy insights

and or benefits through extraction and transformation (Fosso Wamba et al.,

2015)

• Veracity: Inherent unpredictability of some data requires analysis of big

data to gain reliable prediction (Beulke, 2011)
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http://biocompendium.embl.de

Prediction ToolsBiological Databases

Entrez Gene

Text Datai ii iii

Sources of Information

Disease MapsWeb Application

Knowledgebase

B

i
ii iii

A

Figure 1.2: Sources of biological information. The figure shows (A) important sources of
biological information, (A.i) several biological databases as shown in Figure 1.1 available as a
result of deposition of experimental results coming from various labs from different parts of the
world. Most of this data is structured (relational databases e.g., ENSEMBL, REACTOME,
ChEMBL) or semi-structured (XML e.g., EntrezGene, GeneOntology; structured flat-files that
needs parsing and indexing e.g., EMBL, UniProt, PDB, KEGG). (A.ii) Unstructured text data
is other important type of data within the biomedical domain. For example, vast amounts of
publications, conference proceedings, electronic health records, most of the current World Wide
Web (WWW) content without semantics, even hidden behind HTML tags (deep web), contain
large amounts of text which has been entered in a non-standardized formats. The next im-
portant source of information is (A.iii) bioinformatics prediction tools such as PredictProtein,
TargetScan, PhospoPredict and so on. All these sources of biological information shown in sec-
tion (A) are very vital and these are mined, analyzed, linked to fill the missing gaps and links
that are important to unravel the bio molecular, cellular functions and to understand complex
diseases. The extracted knowledge from these information sources are typically stored in a
relational database systems such as (B.i) MySQL, PostgresSQL or NoSQL solutions like Mon-
goDB or Resource Description Framework (RDF) triple stores (linked data). These structured
knowledgebases (B) serve the fine grained knowledge to the rest of the world via web-services
(B.ii) or APIs and to annotate, enrich one of the example applications such as (B.iii) disease
maps (refer Chapters 6, 8 for more details).
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Centralized versus federated data management: Centralized and feder-

ated data management are the two common approaches in the field of systems

biology. Most of the data management solutions in systems biology are central-

ized as the majority of the analysis tools, algorithms that currently available are

designed for pooled data. It is easier to merge the data from different resources

and faster to develop new solutions. There are a lot of benefits in terms of ease to

manage upgrades of systems, updates of data, its curation, application of stan-

dards and provide security as most of the data from systems biology projects are

sensitive in nature. Though data update is a sisyphean task it is much easier

if the data is available locally compared to remotely as in the case of federated

data management. Many important resources provided by EMBL-EBI ( http:

//www.ebi.ac.uk, 2017), NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, 2017), Se-

quence Retrieval System (SRS) (Etzold and Verde, 1997), various BioMarts, clin-

cial and translational medicine data management system - tranSMART, Predict-

Protein (Yachdav et al., 2014), solutions presented in this thesis for example

bioCompendium, Human-gpDB, HIV Mutation Browser described in Chapters

2, 5, 7 respectively and all the databases mentioned in the section 1.1.1 of this

chapter are examples of such centralized data management solutions.

Federated data management is rapidly becoming a mainstrem data manage-

ment approach as we are dealing with large amounts of sensitive personalised

data. Some of these data volumes are as high as from hundreds of terabytes to

petabytes. For example Genomics England 100,000 Genomes Project expected to

generate 15 to 20 petabytes (PB) of sequencing data and its analysis results (Ge-

nomicsEngland, 2017; Lonzer, 2014; University of Oxford, 2014). The Cancer

Genome Atlas (TCGA) is providing 2.5 PB of data covering 33 different tumor

types obtained from 11,000 patients (TCGA, 2017).

(Stephens et al., 2015) projected annual storage and computing needs in four

domains of Big Data by 2025. In the domain of astronomy 25 zetta-bytes of

data will be acquired annually, out of which 1 exabyte (EB)/year will be stored

after real time processing. Where as in the case of Twitter (0.5 to 15 billions

tweets/year), it demands 1 to 17 PB of storage. Metadata as well as topic and

sentiment mining will be done. In the case of YouTube 500-900 millions hours

data will be acquired annually, out of which 1 to 2 EB data will be stored. Then
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coming to domain of our interest, genomics, will generate 1 zetta-bases per year

which demands 2 to 40 EB/year. Heterogeneous data analysis and variant call-

ing need roughly 2 trillions central processing unit (CPU) hours. In addition

all-pairs genome alignments requires 10,000 trillion CPU hours. Apart from ge-

nomics, systems biology continues acquiring data from other related sub-domains

- health, clinical/translational, imaging, other omics - proteomics, metabolomics,

lipidomics, metagenomics, mobile sensors etc., at different scales and time points

that demands far more acquisition, storage, analysis and distribution require-

ments than any other field in order to achieve personalised and precision medicine

and treatment in the future.

Apart from these large volumes of data, the European General Data Protec-

tion Regulation (GDPR http://www.eugdpr.org) will be implemented by May

25, 2018 in each European member state, and this may influence data transfers.

This might have some impact on movement of personal sensitive data from the

member states, especially human sequencing data. This will depend on the sub-

ject informed consent and GDPR implementation in that particular European

country. This forces us to implement federated data management solutions and

take the bioinformatics analysis tools, algorithms, workflows to data and analyse

the data in the federated environment rather than pooling (downloading) this

massive data into one place and analysing locally which is a very expensive and

time consuming effort.

The following approaches are the typical data management systems currently

used in systems biology.

Spreadsheet based approaches: Most of the bench biologists follow this sim-

plest approach to manage their experimental data using spreadsheet programs.

This includes the use of Microsoft Excel and other template spread sheets like

the TAB-based formats MAGE-TAB and ISA-TAB.

MAGE-TAB (Microarray Gene Expression - Tabular format) is a MIAME

(Minimum Information About a Microarray Experiment) compliant, tab delim-

ited format used to annotate microarray data and this data format is employed

at the EBI repository Array-Express (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/,

2017) for depositing microarray data. It uses simple spreadsheet-based for-
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mat for representing primary data and associated metadata (http://fged.org/

projects/mage-tab, 2017) (Rayner et al., 2006). The open-source ISA - In-

vestigation represents the project context; Study represents a unit of research;

and Assay represents an analytical measurement. The entire suite provides ap-

plications managing tab-delimited (TAB) format (ISA-TAB). It is a general pur-

pose framework with which to collect and communicate description of the ex-

perimental metadata (for example sample details, technology and measurement

types, sample to data linking) from ’omics-based’ experiments so that the result-

ing data and discoveries are reproducible and reusable (http://isa-tools.org,

2017) (Rocca-Serra et al., 2010). The ISA software suite has been used in several

projects (Sansone et al., 2012) and integrated into other data management sys-

tems, for example the Harvard stem cell discovery engine, an integrated database

and analysis platform for cancer stem cell comparisons (Ho Sui et al., 2012).

Another such TAB based format is Study Data Tabulation Model (SDTM) from

the CDISC (Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium). It provides a

standard for organizing and formatting data to streamline processes in collection,

management, analysis and reporting. SDTM is one of the required standards

for clinical study data submission to FDA (U.S.) and PMDA (Japan) (CDISC-

Consortium, 2017). It’s easy to use spreadsheet based approaches compared to

XML based formats for example MAGE-ML. These TAB based formats are easily

human-readable and can be processed by simple spreadsheet programs which are

familiar to the biologists (Mayer, 2009a).

Web-based document sharing tools: In smaller projects, wiki or similar

content management systems are often used for data management. There are sev-

eral open source wikis (Giles, 2007; Singh et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014), some

of them are combined with semantic web technologies (Burgstaller-Muehlbacher

et al., 2016; Good et al., 2012) or groupware programs like Alfresco (Alfresco,

2017), BaseCamp (BaseCamp, 2017), EGroupware (EGroupware, 2017), BSCW

- Be Smart Cooperate Worldwide (BSCW, 2017), Drupal (Drupal, 2017), or

Joomla (Joomla, 2017). Solutions like Google drive (Google, 2017), Dropbox (Drop-

box, 2017), ownCloud (ownCloud, 2017) are also used to exchange and access

small volumes of data across the distributed project teams. Most of these so-
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lutions are not based on Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS),

they can’t guarantee the data consistency between the data submitted by dif-

ferent users as well as data security. Therefore, they are not suitable for the

experimental data management (Arita, 2009; Mayer, 2009a).

Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS): LIMS or Elec-

tronic Lab Notebooks (ELN) are important class of laboratory data management

tools, to record experimental details (meta-data), processes and results on daily

basis instead of noting down in paper lab book and to link meta-data to associated

high-throughout experimental results such as genomics or imaging data. Com-

pared to paper-based lab books, these systems are searchable, and also enforce

an elementary standardization of record keeping and allow the use of predesigned

user-controlled templates (Mayer, 2009a). The ultimate vision of ELNs is paper-

less lab.

To choose a data management and integration system, there are 3 choices:

• Developing an in-house solution by using RDBMS as back end for processing

and managing the data and web front-end to present the data from the

database

• Use of open source software, list of open source data management systems

are shown in table 1.1

• Use of commercial software, e.g. Genedata suite of Expressionist, Phyloso-

pher, and Screener; GeneLogics, GeneBio, Accelrys Pipelien Pilot, Ingenu-

ity Pathway Analysis Suite etc.

1.1.3 Semantic web and Linked data

Up to now I have discussed file based or relational data management and in-

tegration systems where the database schemas are specific to that application.

That is why the traditional database concepts are called Closed World Assump-

tion (CWA). But Semantic web and Linked data technologies are one step a
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System Description Reference

AMEN
Annotation, Mapping, Expression and Network suite of tools
for molecular systems biology

(Chalmel and Primig,
2008)

BASE
BioArray Software Environment to manage the transcrip-
tomics/microarray data from Lund University, Sweden

(Vallon-Christersson et al.,
2009)

BioMart
Data management system with predefined, query optimized
relational schema that can be used to represent any kind of
data

(Kasprzyk, 2011)

Bio-SPICE A suite of current computational tools for biologists (Garvey et al., 2003)

BRM
Bioinformatics Resource Manager provides the user with data
management and data retrieval upon request

(Shah et al., 2007)

cBioPortal
The cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics provides visualization,
analysis and download of large-scale cancer genomics data sets

(Cerami et al., 2012; Gao
et al., 2013)

DIPSBC
Data Integration Platform for Systems Biology Cooperation
and is a wiki based system with Solr, Lucene search function-
ality

(Dreher et al., 2012)

eTRIKS, tranSMART Clinical and translational data management system
(Bierkens et al., 2015;

eTRIKS consortium, 2017;
Szalma et al., 2010)

i2b2 Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) (Murphy et al., 2009, 2010)

Gaggle
An open-source software system for integrating bioinformatics
software and data sources

(Shannon et al., 2006)

ISA tools
ISA software suite consists of Java applications to manage
data referring to the ISA-Tab format

(Rocca-Serra et al., 2010)

LabKey
An open source data management system focus on specimen
management developed by LabKey Software

(Nelson et al., 2011)

MiMiR
An integrated platform for microarray data sharing, mining
and analysis

(Tomlinson et al., 2008)

MIMAS Data management system for multi-omics (Gattiker et al., 2009)

OMERO Microscopy imaging data management system (Allan et al., 2012)

OpenClinica

Electronic clinical data capturing system. It provides tools
to validate, annotate clinical data as well as to capture elec-
tronic patient reported outcomes. It also allows study audits,
reporting, and data extraction

(OpenClinica, 2017; Shah
et al., 2010)

openBIS
Distributed data management system for biologic information
developed at the ETH Zürich.

(Bauch et al., 2011)

REDCap
Research Electronic Data Capture system (REDCap) is a se-
cure web application for implementing and managing digital
surveys and Case Report Forms (CRFs)

(Harris et al., 2009; RED-
Cap, 2017)

SBEAMS
Systems Biology Experiment Analysis Management System
form ISB, Seattle

(Marzolf et al., 2006)

SBW
Systems Biology Workbench (SBW) is a software framework
for systems biology simulation and modelling

(Sauro et al., 2003)

SysMO-SEEK
Systems biology of microorganisms (SysMO) and correspond-
ing transnational research

(Wolstencroft et al., 2011)

XperimentR

Standalone solution development at Imperial College in Lon-
don by integrating BASE, Metabolomixed and OMERO for
transcriptomics, metabolomics, proteomics and imaging data.
It is not distributed as software

(Tomlinson et al., 2013)

Table 1.1: Open source systems biology data management systems - The table provides
list of open source data management systems used to manage the data in the field of systems
biology.
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head in machine readable data and linking the data entities seamlessly. Seman-

tic web is an extension of the web in which, not only humans, but also ma-

chines can read the information and data can be searched, found, interpreted,

shared and reused among applications, organizations and communities (Sulè and

Lapeyra, 2016). This is known as the Web of data. The semantic enrichment

obtained with the help of ontologies to achieve true data integration, data ex-

change, efficient information and text mining approaches (Mayer, 2009b). There

are several ontologies available in the biological domain. Currently OBO Foundry

(http://www.obofoundry.org, 2017) lists 157 different ontologies, e.g., Gene

Ontology (GO) (Lomax, 2005), Systems Biology Ontology(SBO) (Courtot et al.,

2011) and Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO) (Malone et al., 2010).

Linked data is an important concept within the Semantic web and its aim is

to semantically annotate the data with RDF (Resource Description Framework)

model, RDFS (RDF Schema), OWL (Web Ontology Language) so that machines

can browse the web. RDF is useful for describing static things or facts, because it

uses a simple data model of ”subject, predicate, object” triples. This RDF triple

knowledge can be treated as a simple graph where subjects and objects are the

nodes and edges are the predicates. New knowledge can be easily added to the

existing graph, this is called OWA (Open World Assumption) (Mayer, 2009b).

RDFS builds up on RDF and allows defining application-specific vocabularies by

modelling of hierarchical class und subclass relationships. OWL is even more

expressive than RDFS, allowing the definition of ontologies. OWL together with

RDFS is suitable to model the concepts and relationships between data. One

can query these triple stores with SPARQL (Simple Protocol And RDF Query

Language). DBpedia, a project to convert Wikipedia articles into RDF and link

to databases like GEO species, is an example of Linked data. Databases like

UniProtKB, chEBI are available as RDF triple stores (Sulè and Lapeyra, 2016).

1.2 Literature mining

As shown in Figure 1.2, text is one of the important types of biomedical data. For

example, vast amounts of publications, conference proceedings, medical health

records. Most of the current World Wide Web (WWW) content without seman-
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tics, contain large amounts of text which has been entered in non-standardized

formats and different languages (Holzinger et al., 2014). However, this unstruc-

tured free text consists of very valuable information that needs mining and ex-

traction of the knowledge. Literature mining or text mining is the use of auto-

mated methods to extract the valuable knowledge presented in the vast amounts

unstructured literature. There are at least as many motivations for doing text

mining work as there are types of bioscientists (Cohen and Hunter, 2008).

Text mining evolved from tagging of bio-entities by named-entity recogni-

tion methods in the text (Hirschman et al., 2002; Leaman and Gonzalez, 2008;

Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 2011; Settles, 2005), draws upon dictionaries of syn-

onyms, homonyms, acronyms, orthographic variations, controlled terminologies,

ontologies (Pafilis et al., 2013; Rzhetsky et al., 2009; Sasaki et al., 2008; Shah

et al., 2009; Spasi et al., 2008) to application of co-occurrence based approaches (Hoff-

mann et al., 2005; Li et al., 2009a; Rosario and Hearst, 2004) and, finally, se-

mantic and syntactic analysis that extracts complex events which seek to re-

veal cause-effect relation between various bio-entities involved in the biomedi-

cal processes (Björne et al., 2009; Kilicoglu and Bergler, 2009; Van Landeghem

et al., 2012). Some approaches use textual data as the only source for the anal-

ysis (Gawronska et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2015) while some others combine it

with experimental data available from dedicated databases (Liekens et al., 2011;

Szklarczyk et al., 2011).

The literature contains rich information including bio-entities such as genes,

proteins, diseases, chemicals (drugs, ligands, metabolites ), cell types, tissues,

organisms, biological processes, molecular functions, cellular components, ncR-

NAs, reactions, anatomical terms, side effects, genetic information (mutations,

indels, structural variants) and so on. Genetic variations, natural selection and

genetic drift are the main drivers of biological evolution. However, many muta-

tions might be harmful (Rost, 1996; Rost et al., 2003; Sawyer et al., 2007). Most

of the research results on mutations and their effects still remain published in pa-

pers. Databases such as OMIM, UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot rely on labor-intensive

and time-consuming expert curation to extract knowledge from these precious ex-

perimental results available as unstructured text (Cejuela et al., 2017). There is a

large information gap between literature and database annotations (Jimeno Yepes
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and Verspoor, 2014). It is well described by Cejuel et al., in our publication (Ce-

juela et al., 2017) that PubMed search of query relevant to keywords ”mutation,

mutagenesis, SNP, indel, polymorphism, sequence variant” retrieved >1 Million

articles, where similar query in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot (Magrane and Consor-

tium, 2011) retrieved∼13, 000 indexed publications. Similar trend was found with

Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) mutagenesis information that is available

in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. Only 135 mutations are found in one of the highly-

studied HIV group M subtype B HXB2 isolate that contains 9 proteins. But

in reality there are much more mutation mentions in the literature. The clin-

ical importance of HIV/AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) leads to

research across many diverse fields - basic research, clinical and therapeutic re-

search. This research has produced large amounts of HIV literature, over 275,000

articles. Manual curation of this vast amount of literature is far from reality,

but text mining of free literature is a solution that could scale and substantially

narrow the gap (Krallinger et al., 2008).

Several resources are available with mutation data for researchers by man-

ually curating mutagenesis and polymorphism data from HIV studies. These

include the UniProt knowledgebase (UniProt-Consortium, 2014), which contains

manually annotated articles describing mutagenesis of HIV proteins, the Stanford

Drug Resistance database (Rhee et al., 2003), which contains curated mutations

related to drug resistance and the Los Alamos HIV Database, which contains

annotations from different HIV resources including epitope mutations and escape

variants (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov). However, these resources are limited in

scope because manual curation is difficult with vast amounts of available litera-

ture.

Resources such as Reflect (Pafilis et al., 2009) and MutationFinder (Caporaso

et al., 2007) are available to quickly scan, tag, annotate the bio-entities computa-

tionally and organise large amounts of scientific literature systematically. These

techniques should help HIV research. But in reality so few resources are avail-

able to access the literature in a structured and organised way. One such facility

is PubMed Central (PMC https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc), even though

PubMed comprises more than 27 millions publications, only 4.4 millions (16% of

PubMed) articles are archived in PMC and are available for scientific commu-
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nity for manual reading. Many of these articles are subject to publishers access

licenses and copyright restrictions and are not available for bulk downloading.

Only a fraction (1.6 millions, 6%) of these publications are available for bulk

retrieval and text mining. This was a major issue in mining full text articles.

Text-mining of available HIV literature and building of HIV mutation browser

to serve the knowledge extracted from the literature are described in the Chap-

ter 7.

1.3 Clinical and translational medicine

In this digital age, we are witnessing the beginning of revolutionary changes

in health care and practice of medicine. Invention of internet, smart phones,

world wide web(WWW), social media networking sites (Facebook, twitter, What-

sApp, WeChat, MySpace etc.,), search engines (Google, Bing, DuckDuckGo,

Baidu etc.,) changed the way we live. DNA testing, sequencing and other high-

throughput molecular analysis technologies paving a path for personalized medicine,

which aims to be predictive, preventive, personalized and participatory (also

known as P4 medicine) and establishing links between biomolecular character-

izations, patient conditions, treatment effectiveness and adverse effects, and thus

providing patients with the best individual treatment (Hood and Flores, 2012).

The European Society for Translational Medicine (EUSTM), defines Trans-

lational Medicine(TM) as ”an interdisciplinary branch of the biomedical field

supported by three main pillars: benchside, bedside and community. The goal of

TM is to combine disciplines, resources, expertise, and techniques within these

pillars to promote enhancements in prevention, diagnosis, and therapies” (Cohrs

et al., 2015).

Translational medicine is a domain turning results of basic life science research

and investigations in humans into new tools and methods in a clinical environ-

ment, for example, as new or improved diagnostics or therapies. It also includes,

non-human or non-clinical studies conducted with the aim to advance therapies

to the clinic or to develop basis for application of therapeutics to human dis-

eases. This rapidly growing knowledge-based translational medicine discipline in

biomedical research aims to expedite the discovery of new diagnostic tools and
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treatments by using a multi-disciplinary and highly collaborative approaches. It

involves the integration of multiple high dimensional datasets that capture the

molecular profiles of patients, as well as detailed clinical information. To gen-

uinely realise the promise of Big Data in healthcare, we must consistently and

continuously collect the data, annotate it with consistent and useful ontologies,

apply sophisticated statistical analysis and translate these findings to the clinical

applications. It is not only a great opportunity but also a great challenge, as

translational medicine big data is difficult to integrate and analyze, and requires

the involvement of biomedical experts for the data processing. The rise of transla-

tional and personal medicine have been made possible due to the advancement in

many high-throughput technologies to study the cellular processes and molecular

functions of organisms at different levels as described earlier. These technologies

such as genome, transcriptome, proteome, lipidome, metabolome, epigenome, and

microbiome collectively called -omics of both single as well multi-cell samples,

their integration and systems biology, have greatly advanced our understanding

of human health and diseases (Canuel et al., 2015; Hawkins et al., 2010). How-

ever, the progress comes at a cost, as translational research data sets nowadays

include genomic, imaging, and clinical data sources (Bender, 2015; Topol, 2015),

making them large and heterogeneous. In effect, important steps of the data

management: collection, integration, analysis, and interpretation are a challenge

for biomedical research. Moreover, enabling biomedical experts to efficiently use

big data processing pipelines is another challenge.

As translational medicine data become more and more rich and complex,

their potential in informing both clinical and basic research grows (Regan and

Payne, 2015). With constantly increasing presence of high-throughput molecular

profiling, it becomes increasingly important to ensure that data interpretation ca-

pabilities follow the generation of large-scale biomedical data sets (Costa, 2014;

Mardis, 2010). Visualization can support greatly the processing and understand-

ing of complex data sets on each of the steps of the data life cycle. This oppor-

tunity is actively explored in various domains of biomedical research, including

clinical big data (West et al., 2015) or multiscale biomedical ontologies (de Bono

et al., 2012).

Modern translational medicine approaches aim to combine clinical and molec-
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ular profiles of the patients to formulate informed hypothesis on the basis of

stratified data (Tian et al., 2012). Integration of plethora of sources renders

these data sets complex and difficult to process. Visualization of such integrated

data sets can aid exploration and selection of key dimensions and subsets for

downstream analysis. In turn, visually aided data analysis allows to comprehend

even complicated workflows and aids interpretation of results.

Although many data standards (CDISC, 2017; HL7, 2017) and resources, such

as Electronic Data Capture (EDC) systems, are available, the current state of

clinical and translational research remains largely based on paper or spread sheet

based case report forms (CRFs), especially in academia. But there is a growing

trend towards the adoption of EDC systems. Even though some of the well struc-

tured and well organised projects such as PPMI (Marek et al., 2011), TCGA (We-

instein et al., 2013), are collecting clinical data via EDC systems, these projects

are still using project specific terminologies. This lack of consistency prohibits

groups around the world that are working on the same disease from effectively

sharing and integrating their data. Therefore, there is a great and pressing need

to use common ontologies and standards, such as those provided by the Clin-

ical Data Interchange Standards Consortium, CDISC (CDISC, 2017). Indeed,

major efforts are needed to access and harmonize the data due to the heteroge-

neous formats and terminologies. This challenge has been clearly identified by

funding agencies (MRC, 2013), consequently, developing research policies or sup-

porting the development of frameworks for standardized data integration, e.g.,

EMIF (EMIF, 2013), BioMedBridges (BioMedBridges, 2014).

1.3.1 Clinical and translational data

With the aim of stratification of the participants, early detection of biomarkers,

understanding disease history, pathology and personalised medicine, clinical and

translational studies collect a range of different datatypes. As shown in Figure

1.3, the typical data types are clinical observations (also call it clinical data

or phenotypic data), imaging data, mass spec data, different types of omics -

Genomics, transcriptomics, mobile sensor data and are described below:
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Clinical data: Data collected by the characterization of a study participant

by a medical professional, for example, demographics, medical history, adverse

events, study-specific questionnaires, or examinations. It is collected with the

help Case Report Forms (CRFs) and Electronic Data Capturing (EDC) systems

as described below in great detail.

Figure 1.3: Clinical and translational data types. The figure shows the different data
types typically collected in a clinical and translation study. These are clinical observation (also
called clinical data or phenotypic data) including demographics, medical history, concomitant
medication, adverse events etc., imaging of different organ systems, mass spec of different types
of peripheral markers like proteins, metabolites, cells, microbes etc., transcriptome data (e.g.
mRNA, ncRNA, miRNA), and genetics/epigenetics data.

Case Report Form (CRF): A CRF consists of either paper based or digital

form of questionaries, domain (e.g. disease) specific scales, evaluation forms,

fields to collect meta-data related to specimens collected from the participants.

It is designed to collect the participant’s (patient and healthy control) clinical

data by a qualified clinician or a study nurse after signing the informed consent

and fulfilling the inclusion-exclusion criteria. The International Conference on

Harmonization Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice define the CRF as: ”A

printed, optical or electronic document designed to record all of the protocol
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required information to be reported to the sponsor on each trial subject” (ICH-

Guidelines, 1996).

The development of CRF represents a significant part of the clinical research

and can affect study success (Nahm et al., 2011). It requires good planning in

advance and one should pay attention to minute details in order to design a

state-of-the-art CRF that should facilitate pooling of the data from other similar

cohorts or cross-study comparisons and analysis. In addition, designing a CRF

is crucial in a clinical trial as it will help in assessing the safety and efficacy of

the drug or other medicinal product accurately. CRF should be designed for

optimal collection of data in accordance with the study protocol compliance,

regulatory requirements and shall enable the researcher test the hypothesis or

answer the trial related questions (Bellary et al., 2014). A well-designed CRF

should represent the essential contents of the study design and study protocol

and ensure the data quality required by the protocol, ethics, safety needs and

regulatory compliance. It should facilitate the compliance with standards like

CDISC, controlled terminologies, vocabularies, standard ontologies and provide

certain quality control of the data (Latimer, 2008; Lu and Su, 2010). In an ideal

situation, CRF is designed once the study protocol is finalised. In some cases, it

can be prepared in parallel, but it should fully comply with the study protocol

(Bellary et al., 2014).

Poorly designed CRF results in frequent modification of backend database.

Each change needs ethical and data protection approval that affects the study

timelines, milestones and deliverables. CRF should collect the data that is re-

quired by the study protocol. Collection of large amounts of not-needed-data

will results in waste of resources in collection, curation, integration and analysis.

Questions in the CRF should be clear and unambiguous to avoid unnecessary

confusions (CDISC, 2017).

In addition to CDISC Foundational Standards (PRM - Protocol Represen-

tation Model; SEND - Standard for Exchange of Nonclinical Data; SDTM -

Study Data Tabulation Model; PGx - Pharmacogenomics / Genetics; CDASH

- Clinical Data Acquisition Standards Harmonization; ADaM - Analysis Data

Model), it also provides Therapeutic Area (TA) standards to represent data

specific to particular disease area. These standards are developed in close col-
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laboration with specific disease area experts and consortiums. They include

disease-specific metadata, examples and guidance on implementing CDISC stan-

dards for a variety of uses, including global regulatory submissions. The list of

disease areas for which TA standards are available can be found from https:

//www.cdisc.org/standards/therapeutic-areas.

Electronic Data Capturing (EDC) systems: Customarily, paper based

CRFs or questionnaires have been used for gathering data as a part of clinical

practice and research studies. Despite being simple and straightforward, manual

data entry into spreadsheet or database and further quality control is tedious,

time consuming and prone to errors (Velikova et al., 1999). With the advance-

ment of information technology (IT), EDC systems have become an alternative

option to paper based data collection. EDC systems are mostly web based ap-

plications with database backend, run in a web-browser and covers both single

site or multi-site clinical studies. Some of the EDC systems are also standalone

applications to run on a client desktop or server at a single site. These sys-

tems are designed to collect and manage clinical and laboratory data in digital

format (Bart, 2003; Litchfield et al., 2005; Shah et al., 2010).

Although all the EDC systems are meant to capture the data digitally, there

are different types of systems based on the technology and the intended use. In

the case of studies using eCRF, the data of the participants will be directly en-

ter into the EDC system during the clinical visit which is the ideal procedure.

In other cases digitalize after collection on paper based CRF. Some EDC sys-

tems also provides interactive voice response systems (IVR) where a participant

can report information through a phone, electronic diaries that capture partici-

pant reported outcomes and collection systems that use tablets to capture data.

These sophisticated modules not only complement data collection in clinical and

translational studies, but are also for building clinical registries and databases.

Here are some other examples where EDC systems are generally used: phase

3 and Phase 4 clinical trials, pharmacovigilance studies, and safety surveillance

activities (Koop and Mosges, 2002).

Usually an EDC system provides easy-to-setup, easy-to-configure CRFs and

provides user friendly and intuitive interface. Other typical features range from
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multi-level user access control with multi-factor-authentication, quality control

of the data at the entry, multi-site and remote data entry. They also provide

immediate feedback to site staff regarding inconsistencies, branching logic, multi-

lingual support, digital signature, audit trial, data import/export in a variety of

formats and the ability to reuse CRFs. They also comply with industry standards

such as CDISC Operational Data Model (ODM), CDASH, E2B (Clinical Safety

Data Management: Data Elements for Transmission of Individual Case Safety

Reports) (Ahluwalia, 2016; FDA, 2014; ICH, 2017) and SDTM, Good Clinical

Practice (GCP) and Electronic Records and Electronic Signature (ERES) com-

pliant (CDISC, 2017; Medidata, 2013; Russell and McHale, 2010). Some EDC

system variants also include the ability to analyze data and generate reports.

Apart from these standards, EDC systems should comply with United States

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Federal Regulation - ’21CFR part 11’ as

described below, in order to submit the clinical studies to FDA.

”Title 21 CFR part 11: Title 21 CFR Part 11 is the part of Title 21 of the

Code of Federal Regulations that establishes the United States Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) regulations on electronic records and electronic signatures

(ERES). Part 11, as it is commonly called, defines the criteria under which elec-

tronic records and electronic signatures are considered trustworthy, reliable, and

equivalent to paper records and handwritten signatures executed on paper (Title

21 CFR Part 11 Section 11.1 (a)). This regulation, which applies to all FDA

program areas, was intended to permit the widest possible use of electronic tech-

nology, compatible with FDA’s responsibility to protect the public health” (FDA,

2002, 2003, 2007, 2017; RISC, 2016; Wikipedia, 2017).

The number of published trials that use an EDC system has been rising (Paul

et al., 2005), and there have been claims of a rapid uptake of this technology in

clinical trials (Borfitz, 2007). However, the numbers are far from expected, a sur-

vey conducted in 2007 concluded that only 20% of trials are using EDC systems

(El Emam et al., 2009) and by the end of the year 2017, it is expected to be 40%

(Borfitz, 2017). There are several benefits associated with EDC systems. Online

eCRF supports real time multisite data capture, and validation at data entry en-

sures accuracy and data quality characterized by low incidence of problematic or

missing values (Velikova et al., 1999). Well defined eCRF with standards reduces
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downstream data curation and standardisation efforts, which is tedious and man-

power intensive. This eventually accelerates study processes and substantially

reduces the study time thus reducing the overall study cost (Prokscha, 2011).

EDC systems can be broadly classified into two categories based on licensing

model, as commercial and open source. An exhaustive list of EDC systems is

available at URL: http://edcmarket.appspot.com/edcsystems, where one can

compare the features of selected EDC systems. Commercial EDC applications

are usually developed by industry group of developer for-profit. They charge the

users for licenses and generally the source code is not published. Some examples

include, Oracle Clinical, an integrated Clinical Data Management (CDM) and

Remote Data Capture (RDC) solution that includes functionality in key areas

such as integration, data collection, localization, and reporting (Oracle, 2017b);

Oracle Health Sciences InForm, a cloud based global trial management system

(Oracle, USA) (Oracle, 2017a); DATATRAK Electronic Data Capture and Med-

ical Coding (DATATRAK, USA) (DATATRAK, 2017). On the other hand, free

and open source applications are developed on voluntary basis by a single or

group of developers. The source code and corresponding applications are pub-

lished online and users can use them for free. For example REDCap (Vanderbilt

University, USA) (Harris et al., 2009; REDCap, 2017); OpenClinica (Akaza Re-

search, USA)(OpenClinica, 2017); DADOS P (Research on Research group, Duke

University, USA) (Nguyen et al., 2006). These open-source EDC systems are de-

scribed below:

• REDCap: Research Electronic Data Capture system- REDCap is a freely

available secure web based application for building and managing online

surveys, CRFs and databases. While REDCap can be used to collect vir-

tually any type of data (including 21 CFR Part 11, FISMA (Federal Infor-

mation Security Modernization Act (USA-Homeland-Security, 2014)), and

HIPAA(The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (USA-

HHS, 1996))-compliant environments), it is specifically geared to support

online or offline data capture for research studies and operations. The RED-

Cap Consortium, a vast support network of collaborators, is composed of

thousands of active institutional partners in over one hundred countries who

utilize and support REDCap project (Harris et al., 2009; REDCap, 2017).
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REDCap was initially developed and deployed in 2004 at Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Medical Center by Paul Harris to support a small group of clinical

researchers who needed a secure data collection tool comply with HIPAA

standards. Later in 2006, it was offered to other institutions and a consor-

tium of domestic and international users was formed. Currently (Novem-

ber 2017), REDCap is used by 626,000 users from 2,597 institutions in 116

countries for around 475,000 projects and published around 4,217 articles so

far (REDCap, 2017). REDCap is easy to setup and configure. Its features

include: an intuitive interface to build the eCRF and secure data collection

that supports data validation, quality control and data export in multiple

formats (Excel, SPSS, SAS, Stata, R), supports multisite projects, double

data entry, data management (lock forms). It also supports other advanced

features such as branching logic, calculations, audit trails for tracking data

manipulation, export procedures, file upload and provides reporting tools

and an API (Shah et al., 2010). It is continuously developed by Vander-

bilt University and consortium members voluntarily. In May 2017, a com-

munication platform, REDCap Messenger, is built directly into REDCap,

allowing users to communicate easily, efficiently, and securely. It is a chat

application that supports one-to-one direct messages and group conversa-

tions, as well as project-linking, document and image sharing (REDCap,

2017).

• OpenClinica: OpenClinica is an open-source software for clinical research.

First released in 2005, it has both EDC and data management capabilities.

It is available to download and install on client environments and also avail-

able in the cloud. OpenClinica facilitates collection, validation, annotation

of clinical data and also has features that allow study audits, reporting,

data extraction along with tools to capture electronic patient reported out-

comes (OpenClinica, 2017; Shah et al., 2010).

• DADOS Prospective: DADOS Prospective is a Web-based freely avail-

able tool for data collection on human subjects for clinical and translational

trials. It is full compliance with HIPAA guidelines and 21 CFR Part 11 for

collecting and storing patient data on secure database. Its features include,
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eCRF setup, collect data in single and multiple studies, electronic signature,

allows storage of source documents, medical images, audit trails, record

locking after signature and extract data in an interoperable format (Nguyen

et al., 2006; Shah et al., 2010).

Molecular data: Data collected by analyzing samples donated by a study

participant using imaging (microscopy) or high-throughput molecular profiling

(’-omics’). Examples are mammograms, brain scans, mass spec analysis of blood

proteins, metabolites, transcription analysis of mRNAs, ncRNAs, miRNAs and

sequencing analysis of genomes. Data sets generated from omics analysis are

high dimensional, ranging from hundreds to hundreds of thousands of variables

per sample.

1.3.2 Clinical and molecular (omics) data integration plat-

forms

A combination of clinical and high-throughput molecular profiles (-omics) creates

a very variable heterogeneous data set, where dimensionalities of different data

types span several orders of magnitude (Wade, 2014). We can represent this

data as a data-cube, where x-axis represent participants, y-axis represent clinical

and molecular features, where as z-axis represents time points (followup visits).

Moreover, ensuring veracity, quality of clinical data is a challenging and time-

consuming task (Merelli et al., 2014; Stonebraker et al., 2013). This stems from

a variety of collection methods, featuring manual data input, nondigital data

capture, and nonstandard formats. It needs to be stressed that proper data

curation is a mandatory step for accurate analysis of clinical data and proper

interpretation of analytical results (Satagopam et al., 2016).

The emergence of big biomedical data sets, covering dozens of thousands of

participants (Wade, 2014), raises questions on infrastructure necessary to host

and analyze them. Especially genomic data, generated rapidly due to dropping

sequencing costs, pose a problem in terms of storage and analytics. The perspec-

tive of cloud computing is postulated as a solution to this challenge, as summa-

rized in recent and extensive reviews (Alyass et al., 2015; Costa, 2014; Luo et al.,
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2016). Nevertheless, due to ethical and legal issues arising in cloud-based scenar-

ios (Dove et al., 2015), incorporation of clinical data and processing of sensitive

omics are still considered as an open question (Satagopam et al., 2016).

Translational medicine platforms integrating clinical and omics data need to

ensure a protected environment for sensitive data processing. A number of so-

lutions were developed to address this challenge, as summarized in an excellent

review by Canuel et al. (Canuel et al., 2015). Platforms integrating clinical and

omics data generally consists of four layers: (i) a data layer, to store the data, (ii)

a semantic layer, to integrate and standardize the data by the use of ontologies,

(iii) an application layer, to manage clinical databases, ontologies and data inte-

gration process, (iv) a presentation layer (web interface), to interaction with users

(Miyoshi et al., 2013; Tradigo et al., 2014). These platforms can be divided into

two groups: repositories with an existing infrastructure developed at a site and so-

lutions requiring deployment. The first group is represented by technologies such

as STRIDE (Lowe et al., 2009), iDASH (Ohno-Machado et al., 2012), Information

Warehouse (IW) (Kamal et al., 2010), caGRID (Oster et al., 2007), and its follow-

up, TRIAD (Payne et al., 2011) or BDDS Center (Toga et al., 2015). Certain

platforms of this group focus on a specific disease, such as cBioPortal (Cerami

et al., 2012), OncDRS (Orechia et al., 2015), G-DOC (Madhavan et al., 2011)

for cancer or COPD Knowledge Base (Cano et al., 2014) for pulmonary dysfunc-

tion. The advantage of solutions based on existing computational infrastructure

is direct use but at the cost of reduced flexibility in configuration and toolset

management. The other group of solutions for translational medicine requires

deployment on the user’s infrastructure, often requiring substantial storage or

high-performance computing (HPC) capabilities. Notable examples in this group

are BRISK (Tan et al., 2011) and tranSMART (Szalma et al., 2010). Because of

their highly configurable nature, such solutions are suitable in projects involving

sensitive data, and where a repository is needed to support ongoing projects,

such as the case of longitudinal cohort studies. Informative use cases of such

platforms are SHRINE (Natter et al., 2013) and DARiS (Nguyen et al., 2015),

where well-defined demands of clinical research projects drove the design and

implementation of infrastructure supporting translational medicine (Satagopam

et al., 2016).
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Visually aided data exploration is an important component of clinical and

omics integration platforms. A notable contributor in this field is the Informatics

for Integrating Biology and the Bedside project (i2b2, www.i2b2.org), a scalable

framework enabling the use of clinical data for discovery research (Murphy et al.,

2009, 2010). The i2b2 Hive (Gainer et al., 2007) is a comprehensive collection

of interoperable tools ranging from repository services to basic data conversions

provided by i2b2 cells. Importantly, i2b2 Hive does not support directly the

analysis of omics data, such as gene expression or whole-genome sequences by

itself (Gainer et al., 2007), but enables key capabilities of clinical data exploration

and processing to be used by other platforms (Satagopam et al., 2016).

Among these systems, tranSMART is a well established platform enabling

translation of clinical, preclinical and translational research data into meaningful

biological knowledge (Scheufele et al., 2014). It supports integration of low-

dimensional clinical data and high-dimensional molecular data in a data ware-

house architecture as shown in Figure 1.4. In addition it also stores the annota-

tions from external databases and ontologies. Although tranSMART by default

relies on a relational database technology, it extends toward storing the high-

dimensional biological data using NoSQL technology HBase (Wang et al., 2014).

The platform features data interoperability connectors, including clinical infor-

mation collection (Blond and de Bruijn, 2015), imaging data (Vast, 2015), visual

analytics (Herzinger, 2015; Herzinger et al., 2017), or bioinformatics workflow

management (Bierkens et al., 2015). Finally, tranSMART features builtin data

mining and analysis applications based on open-source systems, such as i2b2 and

GenePattern (Szalma et al., 2010), and provides plugins to external tools, such as

Dalliance Genome Browser (Down et al., 2011), or APIs for statistical packages,

such as R.

1.3.3 Bioinformatics workflow management systems

Reusable and interoperable bioinformatics workflows become increasingly impor-

tant in reproducible analysis of biomedical data and metadata, including clinical,

omics, imaging, and sensor data (Affeldt et al., 2016; Afgan et al., 2015; Leipzig,

2017). A number of software frameworks were developed to support the scientific
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Figure 1.4: tranSMART overview. The figure shows overview of data integration and anal-
ysis in tranSMART, A) different data types typically collected in a clinical and translation
study, B) publicly available annotation databases such as EntrezGene (NCBI Gene), KEGG,
GeneOntology, Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO), literature can be integrated into tranS-
MART to annotate and enrich the clinical and translational data. The data from A) and B)
loaded into C) tranSMART with the help of D) ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) scripts
and tranSMART provides various E) analytics tools and advanced workflows to slice and dice
the data, sub-cohorts selection and run the various dynamic visual analytics as depicted in F).

community in this goal. In a thorough review and classification of these workflow

frameworks (Leipzig, 2017), Leipzig, J clustered existing technologies according

to their interaction mode into command-line/application programming interface

(API) and workbench approaches. The first group includes Snakemake (Koster

and Rahmann, 2012), Yabi (Hunter et al., 2012a), Chipster (Kallio et al., 2011),

or Mobyle (Neron et al., 2009) and relies on textual workflow construction in

a script-like format. Certain tools in this group, such as Chipster, also enable

Web-based collaborative development of workflows (Satagopam et al., 2016).
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The second group of platforms provides the so-called ’workbench environ-

ment’: a GUI enabling visually supported construction of workflows. Usually,

workflows are represented as graphs, where nodes correspond to data process-

ing steps, and edges to data flow. Workbench solutions include Galaxy (Goecks

et al., 2010), Taverna (Wolstencroft et al., 2013), Pipeline Pilot (Warr, 2012),

KNIME (Jagla et al., 2011), and gUSE (Kacsuk et al., 2012). Similar to data

integration platforms, these tools need to be deployed on the user-provided in-

frastructure, and the extent of possible analysis is restrained by available storage

and HPC capacities (Satagopam et al., 2016).

Ensuring computational resources may be a challenging task, and cloud com-

puting becomes increasingly more important paradigm in development and execu-

tion of bioinformatics workflows. Cloud-oriented workflow management systems

offer API support for construction of an analytical pipeline, including open-access

solutions, such as Agave (Dooley et al., 2012) or Arvados (Arvados, 2013), or a

number of commercial services (Costa, 2014). Workbench platforms are also

available in the computational cloud environment. Interestingly, a number of

open-access solutions use Galaxy as a workflow construction engine, including

Galaxy Cloud (Afgan et al., 2011), Tavaxy (Abouelhoda et al., 2012), or Ge-

nomics Virtual Laboratory (Afgan et al., 2015). Commercial cloud workbenches,

such as Seven Bridges (http://sbgenomics.com), are also available. In summary,

cloud computing is an attractive scalable option on demand, especially for mul-

tisite collaborative research projects in terms of bringing the tools to the data.

However, the speed of data transfer to the cloud, flexibility of the configuration

of analytical pipelines, and the issues of privacy and security in data analytics

remain challenges to address (Alyass et al., 2015; Leipzig, 2017).

1.3.4 Platforms for visualization of molecular interaction

networks

Molecular interaction networks are a class of graphs, where nodes represent var-

ious biomolecules, and edges represent interactions between them. With the

progress of systems biomedicine, molecular interaction networks became a pop-

ular form of representing knowledge about molecular mechanisms pertinent to
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human health (Jacunski and Tatonetti, 2013). First, such networks provide a

necessary format to encode multitude of interactions identified in biomedicine.

Second, they provide a good support for visual exploration and analytics of com-

plex knowledge (Gerasch et al., 2014). As such, they have a great potential in aid-

ing the interpretation of analytical outcomes of translational medicine pipelines.

Molecular interaction networks can be constructed in various ways that de-

termine their size and purpose. Experiment-derived networks are established

from different types of molecular readouts, allowing, with a certain probability,

to ascertain physical interaction between molecules, for example, protein-protein

interaction (Pizzuti and Rombo, 2014) or chromatin immunoprecipitation as-

says (Kim and Park, 2011). Analysis-inferred networks are constructed by ana-

lyzing high-throughput omics data to identify molecules with similar properties

or behavior, for example, using coexpression analysis (Guo and Wan, 2014). Fi-

nally, knowledge-based networks are established on the basis of existing body of

knowledge, usually a set of published articles. Construction of knowledge-based

networks is usually accomplished with text mining approaches (Neves and Leser,

2014) and/or expert curation (Fujita et al., 2014; Kutmon et al., 2016).

While experiment-derived and analysis-inferred networks offer a vast amount

of unbiased information, they are usually large-scale graphs, requiring sophisti-

cated network analysis to draw meaningful conclusions. Mapping translational

medicine data sets on top of these networks may be considered an important step

in the analysis (Glaab and Schneider, 2012) but not in the final interpretation of

an analytical workflow. In turn, knowledge-based networks are usually established

on the basis of low-throughput, in-depth experiments and allow for direct data

interpretation. In particular, text mining generated networks are often used by

the scientific community, where a number of commercial solutions, such as Inge-

nuity Pathway Analysis (Kramer et al., 2014), Pathway Studio (Pathway-Studio,

2016), or MetaCore (MetaCore, 2016), offer already established databases. These

solutions, however, tend to contain the entire discovery pipeline inside their plat-

forms, greatly reducing data interoperability (Satagopam et al., 2016).

Expert-curated networks focus on resources of high-quality confirmed knowl-

edge and offer the highest degree of data set interpretation to translational

medicine researchers. Important resources in the field of expert-curated net-
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works are repositories called ’pathway databases’, such as KEGG(Kanehisa and

Goto, 2000), Reactome(Croft et al., 2014), or WikiPathways (Kutmon et al.,

2016), which describe general biomolecular mechanisms. In contrast, the other

type of networks focuses on representing mechanisms of human diseases as so-

called ”disease maps (Fujita et al., 2014; Kuperstein et al., 2015; Mizuno et al.,

2012)”. Detailed representation of domain knowledge and support by domain-

related literature make disease maps a potentially interesting element of trans-

lational medicine analytical pipelines. Computational architectures supporting

these maps provide dedicated APIs (Bonnet et al., 2015; Gawron et al., 2016),

opening an interesting avenue in translational medicine data processing - from

storage, through bioinformatics workflow analytics, to interpretation by visual-

ization on the dedicated molecular interaction network (Satagopam et al., 2016).

In the Chapter 8, I have focused on translational medicine workflow provid-

ing the possibility of visually aided data exploration and informative hypothesis

formulation. In this workflow, the data integration platform of choice was tranS-

MART as a server-based solution with i2b2 data exploration component, and

Galaxy as a workflow management system, considering its flexibility and the

availability of tools. Finally, to provide informative interpretation of analytical

results, we bridged the Galaxy Server with MINERVA platform, allowing overlay

of analysis results on disease-related mechanisms.

1.4 Biological application areas

The data integration, knowledge management and analysis methodologies de-

scribed above are applied to different biological areas. Few of them are discussed

briefly in the following sections:

Hutchinson - Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS): HGPS is a rare prema-

ture aging disorder caused by mutations in LMNA gene encoding A-type nuclear

lamins (Marji et al., 2010). The children with this disease age 10 times faster

than normal humans. Due to this accelerated aging progeria children have the

same physiological conditions (e.g., cardiovascular, respiratory, and arthritic con-

ditions) as elderly people. On average, these children will die at the age of 13
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due to progressive coronary atherosclerosis (Hennekam, 2006). There are very

few children (∼100) living with progeria (http://progeriaresearch.org). Apart

from progeria, mutations of lamin A/C (LMNA) cause a wide range of human

disorders, including lipodystrophy, neuropathies and autosomal dominant Emery-

Dreifuss Muscular Dystrophy (EDMD) (Bakay et al., 2006). Refer Chapter 3 for

more details.

Huntington’s Disease (HD): HD is an autosomal dominant, monogenic, fa-

tal neurodegenerative disease (Landles and Bates, 2004). Currently, there are no

effective ways to slow or prevent the neurodegeneration caused by the HD mu-

tation (Leegwater-Kim and Cha, 2004). The disease is caused by expansion of a

CAG repeat within the first exon of the gene encoding huntingtin locus (HTT), a

large (>300kDa) protein of poorly characterized function. The mutated (HD) al-

lele therefore includes an expanded polyglutamine stretch at the amino terminus

of increased length (>35 Q residues). Clinically, the disease is characterized by

progressive motor, cognitive and behavioural symptoms, resulting from degener-

ation of cortical and striatal neurons. Disease onset, progression and severity are

variable and depend at least in part on the length of the CAG repeat. To date,

nine such polyglutamine (polyQ) neurodegenerative disorders known to be caused

by expansion of the CAG repeat in the coding region of the respective genes have

been identified (Ashkenazi et al., 2017; Siwach and Ganesh, 2008). Among these

human neurodegenerative pathologies, Huntington’s Disease is a prototypic ex-

ample where the disease is caused by a characterized mutation. Refer Chapter 4

for more details.

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs): Signal transduction refers to these

cellular processes by which stimuli, either physical or chemical, induce specific

cellular responses, through chosen molecular mechanisms. The specificity of a

cellular response to a signal depends on the receptor expressed on the target

cell (Satagopam et al., 2010). GPCRs are a very important superfamily of cell

membrane receptors in eukaryotic cells. They may interact with both the environ-

ment outside and inside the cell and they play a crucial role in receiving stimuli

signals from the environment. In response they induce certain cellular responses.
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GPCRs have a characteristic structure comprised of seven transmembrane span-

ning α-helices, an extracellular N terminus, an intracellular C terminus and three

interhelical loops on each side of the membrane (Oldham and Hamm, 2008). Lig-

ands bind to GPCRs on the outside of the cell, activating the GPCRs by causing

a conformational change, and allowing them to bind to G-proteins (McCudden

et al., 2005). Through their interaction with G-proteins, several effector molecules

are activated leading to many kinds of cellular and physiological responses. The

great importance of GPCRs and their corresponding signal transduction path-

ways is indicated by the fact that they take part in many diverse disease pro-

cesses and that a large part of efforts towards drug development today is focused

on them (Satagopam et al., 2010). In this dissertation I present Human-gpDB,

a database which currently holds information about human GPCRs and their

interactions with G-proteins and effectors. Refer Chapter 5 for further details.

1.5 Aims of the project

Data integration and knowledge management efforts of my PhD project focused

on integration of both structured and unstructured data from several publicly

available sources and development of different knowledge rich resources and in-

tuitive web applications to apply to large scale experiments and data collection

in ”production environments”.

The purpose was to develop methods, build tools to analyse high-throughput

experimental data like transcriptomics (gene expression analysis), proteomics,

whole genome siRNA, miRNA knockdown experiments, next-generation sequenc-

ing (NGS) etc., obtained from different clinical, preclinical and translational

projects. These projects are aiming to study complex diseases such as ’cancer’,

’Hutchinson - Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS)’, neurodegenerative diseases:

’Huntington’s disease’, ’Parkinson’s disease’. These tools also can be used to

study physiological phenomenon such as ’Cell cycle regulation’, in order to priori-

tise the biomarkers and targets for further functional validation. Thus eventually

leads to the discovery of novel biological processes, pathways, diagnostics makers,

drug targets and drugs.

Major part of the work focused on the collection of several publicly available
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biological databases, full text articles as well as experimental data from projects

such as HGPS (Marji et al., 2010) and TAMAHUD (Marji et al., 2010). I have

used advanced data integration and management techniques, that are described

in great detail in the Chapter 2, bioCompendium, a publicly accessible high-

throughput experimental data analysis platform. The system is aimed to work

with large lists of genes or proteins and to collect a wide spectrum of biological

information. It is also aimed to facilitate the analysis, comparison and enrichment

of experimental results; either proprietary or publicly available data sets. Typical

use cases are the prioritization of potential targets from gene expression analysis

studies or from RNAi studies. The current version is to work best for human,

mouse and yeast model organisms. Main features of the system aimed at:

• Conversion of a wide range of input ID’s like UniProt, GO, Affymetrix and

RefSeq,

• Extraction of bio-entities from different file formats (MS-Office, PDF and

flat text),

• Comprehensive knowledge collection from different biological database for

a given list(s) of genes,

• Search interface to the knowledge collection to find information like gene an-

notations, disease associations, sequences domain architectures, interacting

chemicals and involved pathways,

• Enrichment analysis for GeneOntology terms, diseases, pathways and other

biological concepts,

• Extraction of the protein-protein, protein-chemistry interactions networks,

• Compilation of clusters based on sequence homology and sequence domain

architectures in a given list(s) of genes,

• Analysis and clustering of transcription factor binding site (TFBS) profiles,

• Access to orthology information, clinical trial and patent information,
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• Comparison of results derived from different experimental conditions, time

series or treatments.

Chapter 3 focuses on HGPS, where as Chapter 4 on Huntington’s disease, both

are use cases for bioCompendium. In the former Chapter, I have analyzed gene

expression data obtained from HGPS patients and healthy controls. The Differen-

tially Expressed Genes (DEGs) were analyzed using bioCompendium, annotated

and enriched with knowledge obtained from several databases. A permanent ses-

sion has been created in bioCompendium with analysis results and are compared

with previously published related datasets.

Chapter 4, TArgets and MArkers in HUntington’s Disease (TAMAHUD)

project aims at identification of early disease markers, novel pharmacologically

tractable targets and small molecule phenotypic modulators in Huntington’s Dis-

ease (HD). In this collaborative project, I have analyzed data obtained from RNAi

screen in a human embryonic kidney (HEK293) T-REx cell line overexpressing a

full length mutated Huntingtin construct. TAMAHUD knowledgebase with both

TAMAHUD experimental results as well as public high-dimentional Huntington’s

disease datasets has been developed and is bridged with bioCompendium platform

to analyze and/or compare different datasets from TAMAHUD knowledgebase.

Chapter 5 Human-gpDB is another application of data integration and knowl-

edge management. In this project, I have build a publicly accessible knowledge-

base consists of human GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their interactions. It is

integration with several external data sources and it is a simple, yet a powerful

tool for researchers in the life sciences field as it integrates an up-to-date, care-

fully curated collection of information. The database may be a reference guide

for medical and pharmaceutical research, especially in the areas of understanding

human diseases and drug discovery.

In Chapter 6, I have presented the development of two services: synonym

database service, a comprehensive knowledgebase obtained from mining of various

publicly available biological databases. It consists of several bio-entities (e.g.,

genes, proteins, drugs, chemicals, metabolites), their synonyms, annotations and

cross-references to other resources. Another service, SBML maps annotation

service to enrich different molecular interaction networks and disease maps e.g.,

Parkinson’s disease map by providing rich annotations to various species elements
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of the map. I have developed RESTful APIs for both these services. Systems

biology tools including - CellDesigner, GARUDA, MINERVA platform - took the

advantage of these biological data driven services to develop plugins (gadgets)

using provided RESTful APIs to standardise and harmonise bio-entities and/or

annotate them.

Then in Chapter 7 HIV Mutation Browser, I have built a publicly avail-

able residue-centric resource of HIV mutagenesis and polymorphism literature

designed for use by those carrying out basic and applied HIV research. The HIV

Mutation Browser is one of the first resources to computationally text-mine mu-

tagenesis and polymorphism data, and the first to apply such methods to the

extensive corpus of HIV literature. In this project, I have negotiated with pub-

lishers for bulk download and text-mine the HIV related full text articles. This

literature was text-mined for mutations and mapped them to the corresponding

HIV proteins.

In Chapter 8, I have demonstrated a workflow for analysis and interpreta-

tion of high-throughput translational medicine data, in which visualization is an

important component at each step of data processing and exploration. In this

workflow, three Web services - a tranSMART server, a Galaxy server, and a

MINERVA server - are combined into one big data pipeline. It is called TGM

(tranSMART - Galaxy - MINERVA) pipeline.

Finally, in Chapter 9 Conclusions, I have concluded my whole dissertation

and provided my future directions.
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Chapter 2

bioCompendium:

High-throughput experimental

data analysis platform

2.1 Description

The current field of systems biology increasingly depends on high-throughput

experimental techniques like transcriptomics (gene expression analysis using mi-

croarrays or RNA sequencing), proteomics (using mass spectrometry), next gener-

ation sequence analysis, whole-genome knock-down experiment using for example

miRNAs or siRNAs. This trend challenges computational biologists to develop

fast, accurate, and meaningful ways of analyzing this experimental data and

make sense out of it. Some of these techniques meant to study and understand

physiological phenomena or a pathological conditions (disease states). These ex-

periments may result a list of genes or gene products (mRNAs, proteins, miRNAs

and so on) that may play a role in that particular biological state. The size of

these lists may range from few genes to few thousands of genes. It is tedious and

difficult for researchers to retrieve the information from several publicly available

databases for each gene individually, process it and digest in order to develop a

hypothesis and/or prioritize them for further experimental validation.

To assist the researchers in the analysis of data obtained from above mentioned
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high-throughput experimental techniques, I have developed a information rich

data driven approach by taking the advantage of enormous amounts of data

deposited in the public databases and the literature. This approach is available

as a simple and easy to use web-application as shown in Figure 2.1 and also

provide an API for programmers and bioinformaticians. The bioCompendium

functionality is described in the following sections.

Figure 2.1: The bioCompendium web interface. The figure shows the front page of the
bioCompendium web application. It is equipped with simple search, highlighted with red rect-
angle, gene list(s) analysis input block consisting of selection of primary organism, background
selection, upload of gene list(s) and gene list parameters like name of organism, gene list, place
holder to upload gene list, type of identifier or document. It is also providing short description
of the resource.

2.2 bioCompendium implementation

bioCompendium is a three-tier web application as shown in the Figure 2.2. The

first tier, the presentation layer, is developed using Perl-CGI, JavaScript, HTML,

DHTML, CSS. The second tier, the application (logic) layer, is implemented in

Perl, Perl-CGI, R and BioConductor, Apache HTTP web server. In the third

tier, the database layer, the data is stored in a MySQL database.

Currently bioCompendium is developed for three model organisms (human,

mouse and yeast) and their genome assembly versions were shown in the Table 2.1.

The other model organisms will be added in future releases. The bioCompendium
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Figure 2.2: Web application architecture. The figure shows three layered architecture of
the bioCompendium.

overview is shown in the Figure 2.3 and methods used in the construction of this

resource are detailed in the below sections.

Species Common name Genome build
Homo sapiens human GRCh37
Mus musculus mouse NCBIM37
Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast EF4

Table 2.1: The bioCompendium species table - The list of three organisms currently
integrated in bioCompudium along with their names and version of the genome build.

2.2.1 Data integration

In bioCompendium data warehousing is achieved by the concept of ETL (Extract,

Transform and Load) procedure (Mayer, 2009a), where the source databases were

regularly scanned and loaded into the central repository.

Ensembl gene identifiers (IDs) were used as starting points to integrate the

data with various external sources. The systems that were used to help with

this integration were Ensembl (Flicek et al., 2012), BioMart (Kinsella et al.,

2011) (Guberman et al., 2011), SRS (Etzold and Verde, 1997) (with more than

80 different important biological databases) and a text mining resource, ’Alma

Knowledge Server2’ (AKS2). These resources were installed locally, that facili-

tates faster access to the data compared to accessing them from remote services

through the web. In our studies, these data resources were scanned for each gene

from the above selected three species and the relevant information as for example,

gene names, description, synonyms, chromosomal location, gene function, cellular
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Figure 2.3: The bioCompendium overview. The above figure shows a schematic overview
of bioCompendium consisting of (A) Data layer, in which data from more than 80 important
biological databases in different formats (flat-file, XML,RDBMS) is collected locally and in-
tegrated into the SRS system. The local Ensembl, BioMart, a text mining resource (AKS2)
are also used. All these databases are scanned for each gene from three currently integrated
organisms depicted in (D) and the relevant information is stored in a local MySQL database
(bioCompendium knowledge base)(B). As scientists use different database identifiers (IDs) to
represent their experiment results, in order to compare the results from one format of IDs to
another, I have implemented an ID Conversion service (C). Researchers also do experiments in
different model organisms. Therefore to achieve the cross-species comparison and enrichments,
I am converting information from one genome to another by using orthology relationships (D).
One more unique feature of bioCompendium is handling of documents (PDF, MS-Word, Ex-
cel, PowerPoint, plain text) to extract gene lists. I have implemented an API to access the
Reflect (O’Donoghue et al., 2010), a bio-entity tagging service. After converting any of the
above mentioned documents to ascii text, that text is sent to the Reflect via an API and the
tagged version of the text is received back. The Bio-Entities (genes/proteins) are extracted
and processed like a gene list. The information in bioCompendium is Ensembl gene centric,
all the information from methods depicted in (C), (D) and (E) boils down to Ensembl genes
(F) and it provides several bioinformatics analysis results. Few of these are shown in Figure
(G) - protein-protein, protein-chemical interaction network, transcription factor binding site
profiling, KEGG pathway enrichment and related drugs and chemicals.
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location, involved biological processes, pathways, reactions, regulatory elements,

encoding proteins, protein features, 3D structural information, disease associa-

tion, sequence, cross references, interacting proteins, drugs etc., were then stored

in a local MySQL database (bioCompendium knowledge base) as shown in Fig-

ure 2.3(B). All the data sources under the ’Data layer’ depicted in Figure 2.3(A)

are detailed in the following sections.

Ensembl: This database provides up-to-date genome annotation information

for several model organisms e.g., human, mouse, rat and zebrafish. The version 76

consists of 68 species comprising of vertebrates and other eukaryotic organisms.

It provides gene, regulatory annotations and comparative genomics resources in-

cluding homology, paralogy and orthology relationships. It also provides variation

(Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)) information and incorporates data

from ENCODE project (ENCODE-Consortium, 2011). The knowledge from this

locally installed database is accessed via Ensembl Application Programing Inter-

face (API).

BioMart: It is an open source data management system that enables scientists

to perform advanced querying of a biological data source through a single web

interface. It also provides an API to access the data as well. Further, this resource

is used to get the identifier mappings to Ensembl database.

SRS: Sequence Retrieval System (SRS) is a commercial platform for integration

of biological databases that are heterogenous in content and format. It provides

rapid and easy access to the large amounts of diverse data stored in several public

domain databases through a single user interface. One of the important feature

of SRS is the linking functionality, as these databases have cross-references to

other databases and is also able to explore the relationships between the different

sources of biological data. More than 80 important biological databases are in-

tegrated in local SRS and it is an important source of data for bioCompendium.

All these database are updated on nightly basis.
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AKS2: AKS2 (Alma Knowledge Server 2) is a commercial (now retired) biomed-

ical knowledge management system. It is based on the advanced text mining tech-

nology to extract information from the Medline abstracts, and make it available

to researchers through an easy to use interface (Bioalma, 2010). This resource is

used to extract the drugs and chemicals interacting with the proteins.

2.2.1.1 Biological database resources

The databases used in the development of bioCompendium, Human-GpDB, SBML

map annotation service can be broadly categorized into the following different

knowledge domains -

• Genes/Proteins: Ensembl (Flicek et al., 2012), EMBL (Cochrane et al.,

2009), GenBank (Benson et al., 2011), EntrezGene (Maglott et al., 2011),

Unigene (Schuler, 1997), UniProt (Magrane and Consortium, 2011), IPI

(Kersey et al., 2004), NCBI Protein (Sayers et al., 2012), RefSeq (Pruitt

et al., 2012), HGNC (Seal et al., 2011), UCSC (Fujita et al., 2011), KEGG

(Kanehisa et al., 2002), GeneCards (Safran et al., 2010)

• Diseases: OMIM (Hamosh et al., 2005), KEGG diseases (Kanehisa et al.,

2010)

• Protein structures: PDB (Berman et al., 2007), HSSP (Schneider and

Sander, 1996), PSSH (Schafferhans et al., 2003)

• Protein features: Pfam (Punta et al., 2012), SMART (Letunic et al., 2009),

PRINTS (Attwood et al., 2012), InterPro (Hunter et al., 2012b)

• Chemicals: DrugBank (Wishart, 2008), HMDB (Wishart et al., 2009),

PubChem (Bolton et al., 2008), chEBI (Degtyarenko et al., 2008), STITCH

(Kuhn et al., 2008), MATADOR (Gunther et al., 2008), PDBLigand (Feng

et al., 2004), chemicals from literature (AKS2)

• Pathways: KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2012), PANTHER (Mi et al., 2005),

Reactome (Croft et al., 2011)

• Ontologies: GeneOntology (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000)
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• Interactions (protein-protein, protein-chemical): STRING (Szklarczyk et al.,

2011), STITCH (Kuhn et al., 2008)

• Transcription factor binding site position weight matrices: JASPAR (Bryne

et al., 2008)

• Patents: EPO Proteins (www.epo.org), JPO Proteins (www.jpo.go.jp), USPTO

Proteins (www.uspto.gov), KIPO Proteins (www.kipo.go.kr/en/)

• Clinical trials: http://clinicaltrials.gov database (Zarin et al., 2011)

• Orthology: Ensembl compara (Vilella et al., 2009)

• Gene expression arrays: Affy (Kinsella et al., 2011), Agilent (Kinsella

et al., 2011), Illumina (Kinsella et al., 2011)

• MicroRNA: miRBase (Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones, 2011)

• Literature: PubMed/MEDLINE (PubMed, 2015)

2.2.1.2 Database identifiers

Currently the bioinformatics field has to deal with a wide range of biological

database identifiers. For example, some scientists tend to use Ensembl based

identifiers to represent their experimental results, whereas other scientists tend

to use more of NCBI based identifiers; others use either of these resources. To

compare the experimental results coming from different parts of the world, one

should be able to convert one type of identifiers to other types easily. In order to

address this issue, I have developed an ID conversion service.

ID conversion service: This service converts experimental results (gene/pro-

tein list(s)) represented in identifiers from any of the above mentioned knowledge

domains to Ensembl gene identifiers (IDs) with the help of cross references men-

tioned in the databases. Once any type of IDs are converted into one specific type

(i.e. Ensembl gene identifiers in our case), then it is easy to compare, analyze

and further enrich the information.
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2.2.1.3 Document handling

bioCompendium also provides a unique facility to compare the experimental re-

sults with literature directly, i.e., one can compare list(s) of genes with a pdf,

word, excel, ppt or plain text document directly. In this section, the bioCom-

pendium extracts the bio-entities present in the document and does the further

comparison and analysis. To achieve this functionality programmatically, an

Application Programing Interface (API) has been implemented for the Reflect

resource (Pafilis et al., 2009).

Reflect API: I have developed a REST (REpresentational State Transfer)

based API that allows more precise control of how a document is tagged. The

API can be accessed via REST (http://reflect.ws/REST API.html) using HTTP

’post’ (O’Donoghue et al., 2010). Here is a Perl implementation that uses HTTP

’POST’ method to tag small molecule and protein names in a sample HTML

document:

#!/usr/bin/perl

use LWP::Simple::Post qw(post post_xml);

my $input = "<html><head></head><body>Omeprazole is ATP4A inhibitor\

</body></html>";

my $response = post(

"http://reflect.ws/REST/GetHTML",

"document=$input"

);

The document handling module in bioCompendium takes one or more doc-

uments of type PDF, MS-Word, Excel, Powerpoint, text and converts them to

plain text before sending the request to Reflect through API. As a response bio-

Compendium receives the tagged version of the document where the bio-entities

(genes/proteins, chemicals, wikipedia terms) are highlighted. bioCompendium

extracts the genes/proteins present in the tagged document(s) and maps them to

the Ensembl gene IDs. The important information, genes/proteins in a document

or supplementary material is returned as a list of Ensembl IDs, and that can be

easily compared with other experimental results and can be further analyzed.
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2.2.2 Interspecies comparison

In bioCompendium, experimental results coming from different species are com-

pared with the help of orthology relationships between the proteins. This orthol-

ogy information obtained from Ensembl Compara database is based on Ensembl

GeneTrees (Vilella et al., 2009).

2.2.3 Simple search

bioCompendium is equipped with an auto complete enabled search functionality.

I have used Ajax (Garrett, 2005) and scriptaculous (Fuchs, 2010) JavaScript

libraries to achieve the auto complete. User can search the whole database by

using this simple search. The Figure 2.4 shows the tabular view of hits from

bioCompendium database for the search term ’Alpha-synuclein’. It shows the

number of records found in each organism for the given search term and followed

by the results from each organism segregated in different sub tables. Each tables

consists of gene name, description and corresponding Ensembl Gene Identifier

with gene name hyper linked to bioCompendium summary sheet (refer section

2.3.3), where as Ensembl Gene Identifier hyperlinked to Ensembl database.

Figure 2.4: Simple Search in bioCompendium. The figure depicts the search results for
a given search term e.g. ’Alpha-synuclein’. Initially it provides the number of records (hits)
mentioning the given search term in each organism, then provides the name, description and
corresponding Ensembl Gene ID for each hit in table view organised in subsections for each
organism.
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2.2.4 Experiment set up

In a typical experimental set up, where a bench scientist is working on a dis-

ease, he/she will compare the disease condition with the control as outlined in

Figure 2.5(A). This may lead to a single gene/protein/probe-set list that may

playing an important role in the disease state when compared to the control or

healthy state. In addition to this experimental set up, researcher may want to

find out the effect of a drug or chemical perturbation on this disease, this may

lead to many gene lists as shown in Figure 2.5(B), each line represents a gene

list. These list(s) need to be further compared and analyzed in order to priori-

tize the genes/proteins for further experimental validation. bioCompendium will

help to achieve this goal. Other important scenario is before publishing the re-

sults scientists need to compare their experimental results with already published

data even if the experiment done in different model organism, bioCompendium

is useful here as well.

Figure 2.5: A typical experiment setup. The figure outlines different experimental setups,
A) represents the study of a biological phenomena, for example a disease when compared to
healthy state. Where as B) represents a similar experimental set up with more experimental
variables such as perturbation of a drug or a chemical.
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2.2.5 Data input and comparison

bioCompendium provides dynamic HTML elements with advanced JavaScript

methods to input the data through a web form as shown in Figure 2.6. It also

provides an API which is described in the ’bioCompendium API’ subsection in

detail.

Figure 2.6: The bioCompendium gene list(s) analysis data input form. The figure shows
different elements of data input form starting from selection of primary organism, background
selection, upload of gene list(s) and each gene list parameters like name of organism, gene list,
place holder to upload gene list, type of identifier or document.

Primary organism: A user can select one of the three organisms (human,

mouse and yeast) currently integrated in the bioCompendium as a primary or-

ganism. All the uploaded gene list(s) will be mapped to this selected primary

organism via the orthologous relationships.
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Statistical background selection: In bioCompendium the user has the choice

to select either whole genome or other gene lists as background and can analyze

a single gene list or a few gene lists. In case of a single gene list, the background

will be the whole genome, because in this case there is no other gene list. More

precisely it is the whole genome minus the given gene list as background. But

in the case of several gene lists, user can select either one of the two background

choices. Here also the query gene list is subtracted from the whole genome or the

other gene list(s).

This background data set is used to calculate how significant the selected

features are compared to the random selection of elements from the background

as mentioned in the pathway and GO enrichment subsections (see subsections

2.3.7 2.3.9 respectively).

Upload gene lists/documents and session management: With the help

of the available dynamic file upload functionality, the user can add or remove

files easily. JavaScript dynamically generates the list items for the top down

menu offered by ’ID/Document type’ filed upon the selection of the respective

organism. Generally there is no limit except browser timeout, on the number of

experimental results e.g., gene list(s) that can be analyzed at a time. For the first

10 gene lists, I am pre-calculating the comparisons and showing the results in bar

diagrams. The later visualize how many genes are in each gene list and how many

genes are common across different gene lists in different combinations. For the

gene lists after 10, the user has to specify the query and the bioCompendium will

generate the bar diagram specific to that query, this query functionality need to

be implemented. One can further explore the biological information behind each

subset represented by colored bars as in Figure 2.9(i).

Once the data is uploaded, bioCompendium creates a temporary session with a

unique session ID and processes each gene list. Initially each list is mapped to the

corresponding organism specific Ensembl gene IDs with the help of ’ID conversion

service’ as mentioned above. Later these organism specific Ensembl gene IDs are

mapped to the selected primary organism specific Ensembl gene IDs as described

in the ’Primary organism’ section. If the user gives a document as input, the bio-

entities (genes/proteins) mentioned in that document is obtained with the help
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of Reflect API. These genes are also mapped to the primary organism specific

Ensembl gene IDs. So at this stage all the input gene lists or documents are

boiled down to one common format i.e., list of Ensembl gene IDs.

bioCompendium core knowledge obtained as a result of scanning several bio-

logical databases is stored in a MySQL database as shown in the Figure 2.3. If

each gene from each list (typical size ranging from few to few thousands) is queried

separately for the core information, the number of queries will be enormous and

it will be very inefficient. In order to address this issue, I’m creating a temporary

database in MySQL for each session with session ID as a database name. Each

gene list is a temporary table in that database and now bioCompendium core

knowledge is obtained for whole gene list in a single SQL join query.

The initial user input (gene lists and documents), the files generated after con-

version to common Ensembl format, files that are necessary to create temporary

MySQL database and tables, all are stored in the temporary session. Further

bioinformatics analysis results obtained for the given input are also stored in the

same session directory. These temporary session directories and databases are

removed at regular intervals with a cron job.

Lets take a synthetic example as shown in Figure 2.7, a biologist studying a

disease in a human model and got the list of significantly relevant genes to that

particular disease and represented them as ”human Ensembl genes” and he/she

want to compare the already published data, but in different model organisms.

The primary organism in this example is human and so all other datasets will

be converted to human. The second dataset is from mouse and is represented as

’mouse Entrez Gene identifers’, third dataset is from yeast and is represented as

’Yeast SGD identifiers’ and the fourth dataset is a PDF file related to the same

disease model in human. At this point all the datasets are heterogeneous and are

coming from different model organisms and represented with different database

identifiers. We can not compare them at this stage and the ID (identifier) con-

version service (more details in section 2.2.1.2) convert different ID types into

organism specific Ensembl genes and the documents are converted to plain text

initially and extract the genes/proteins mentioned in the text using Reflect API

(more details in section 2.2.1.3) and mapped them to Ensembl gene identifiers.

At this state, all are converted to organism specific Ensembl gene identifiers, but
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still we can not compare them and genes which are from other than human in

this example are converted to human genes by following orthology information.

At this stage all the data sets are converted to human Ensembl gene identifiers,

so that we can compare and further analyze them.

Figure 2.7: The data input example. The figure outlines the schematic representation of
an example data input consisting of four heterogeneous datasets from human (H), mouse (M),
yeast (Y) and a PDF from human. These datasets are represented with different ID/document
types, ’Ensembl gene IDs, Entrez Gene IDs, SGD IDs and PDF’ respectively. The ID conversion
service converts these heterogenous IDs into organism specific Ensembl gene IDs and Reflect
API extract the gene/proteins from PDF file after converting it to plain text and mapped them
to organism specific Ensembl gene IDs. With the help of orthology information all the different
organism specific Ensembl gene IDs mapped to the primary organism specific Ensembl gene
IDs. All the datasets are boil down to Ensembl gene IDs and can be compared and further
analyzed.

Up to four or five datasets one can easily represent them as venn diagrams,

beyond that it will be bit difficult to show as venn diagrams. That is why I’m

showing the comparisons as bar diagrams as shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Venn diagrams versus bar diagrams. The figure A) depicts a table with
the information after the conversion of the input datasets to human specific Ensembl gene
identifiers. It shows names of the datasets, their size after conversion, a colored bar for each
dataset and these colored bars helps in the visualization of the combinations in B) and C), to
easily navigate each dataset. It also provides the organism names, the second dataset organism
name is ’mouse ->human’, this means the original dataset is obtained from mouse and is mapped
to human genes by orthology, similarly the third dataset as well i.e ’yeast ->human’. Some of
the combinations were shown as venn diagrams in B), each circle represent a dataset and color
coding similar to the bars in the table and in bar diagrams in C). As in bioCompendium user can
enter any number of datasets and generate the combinations between first ten datasets because
of total number of combinations (more details in section 3.1.5), it will be difficult show them
as venn diagrams that is why in the combinations were depicted as bar diagrams as shown in
C). Here ’intersection’ set was shown in grey colored bar, where as ’unique only’ dataset shown
with respected colored bar and their size.
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Figure 2.9: The bar diagram and menu in bioCompendium. The figure shows an example
bar diagram (i) that results from processing of 3 gene lists. The unique gene are represented
by a colored bar. The colors of these bars are randomly selected and the length corresponds
to the gene set size (i)(a). The intersection part (the common gene set) is represented as grey
bar (i)(b). By clicking on any of these bars or size numbers, a menu opens as shown in (ii). By
following each hyperlinked menu item, one can view bioinformatics results obtained from that
particular method or section.
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2.2.6 Bar diagrams and menu

In bioCompendium the user can submit any number of gene lists as input. The

overlapping and unique gene sets are represented as bar diagrams as shown in

Figure 2.9(i), instead of venn diagrams. Up to 5 or 6 gene lists can be represented

as venn diagrams, but beyond that it will be difficult to represent as venn diagram.

bioCompendium calculates all possible combinations for up to 10 uploaded gene

lists. For example, if the user gives 4 gene lists as input, then it generates all 11

possible combinations up to pairs as represented in the equation 2.1 and calculates

overlapping genes and represents the results as bar diagrams. An example of such

a bar digram is shown in Figure 2.9(i).

n∑
r=2

(nr C) =
n∑

r=2

(
n!

(n− r)! (r!)

)
(2.1)

Each gene set from the Figure 2.9(i) can be further explored for different

bioinformatics analysis results by clicking the colored bar. This will generates

small pop up with the menu shown in Figure 2.9(ii). The materials and methods

used for each of these menu items are detailed in the following subsections and

the corresponding results are also discussed in the subsequent sections.

2.3 bioCompendium functionality

2.3.1 Single gene list analysis

The functionality of bioCompendium is explained with the following examples.

Lets take a microarray expression dataset for diabetes mellitus (GEO Accession

number : GSE25724) (Dominguez et al., 2011). The raw data has been down-

loaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (Barrett et al., 2012) and

analyzed with LIMMA R package (Smyth, 2004). The differentially expressed

genes between type 2 diabetic human islets and non-diabetic islets samples with

p-value ≤ 0.01 and log2 fold change ≥ 1 were selected for bioCompendium anal-

ysis.

The first step is to go to the bioCompendium web interface as shown in Figure
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2.1, and select the ’human’ as a primary organism. At this point user can select

one of the other organisms as a primary organism. Depending on the organism

selected the gene list(s) will be converted to the selected primary organism by

following the orthology relations. Next, select the background, here user has two

possibilities: 1) whole genome and 2) other gene list(s). In this current example

as we have only one gene list, the background will be by default ’whole genome’,

because we don’t have any other gene list. Even if the user selects by mistake

the second option i.e ’other gene list(s)’, it will set back to ’whole genome’.

The second step upload the gene list. The list should contain only one type

of identifiers. First enter the organism name, which in our current example is

’human’. Then enter a name. The user can enter any name but it would be

useful if it represents the gene list or the experiment. After loading the corre-

sponding gene list file, select the appropriate identifier type or document type in

case user uploaded a document (PDF, MS-Word, Excel, PowerPoint, plain text).

The differentially expressed genes from GSE25724 were Ensembl gene identifiers,

so ’ID/Document Type’ is ’Ensembl Gene ID’ and then submit the job. This

will open an initial results interface as shown in Figure 2.10 and it shows the

background information selected during data input step and a table that pro-

vides gene list name, its size after mapping to the Ensembl genes, a colored bar

and the organism name. The user can open a menu to view the bioCompendium

analysis results by clicking on the colored bar. This menu will be explained in

greater detail in the next sections.

At this point in the backend server side, a session directory is created and

stores all the input details and gene list(s) in that directory. The input details go

into a metafile, which will facilitate to reload the session later. Generally a tem-

porary session is created and is deleted after two days due to limited resources. I

also provide permanent sessions on demand. It also creates a temporary database

with tables in MySQL with the same session identifier and loads the data into

this database by using ETL (Extraction, Transform and Loading) scripts.
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Figure 2.10: The bioCompendium single gene list result interface. The figure shows
the initial results interface for a single gene list. It shows selected background and a table with
gene list name, its size, a colored bar after mapping the selected identifiers to ’Ensembl Genes’
and the organism name from which the gene list is obtained. By clicking on the colored bar
a small floating window appears that provides a menu to view the bioCompendium analysis
results.

2.3.2 Multiple gene list analysis

In the above example, we have seen how to analyze a single gene list from a tran-

scriptomics dataset for diabetes mellitus (GEO Accession : GSE25724) (Dominguez

et al., 2011) and now we will focus on analysis of multiple gene lists. Let’s com-

pare the differentially expressed genes from the experiment GSE25724 with a

proteomics experiment and a PDF paper related to type 2 diabetes mellitus. The

proteomics study is about discovery of the novel glucose-regulated proteins from
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human pancreatic islets using LC-MS/MS based proteomics (Schrimpe-Rutledge

et al., 2012) and the PDF paper is related to the same disease but the experiment

is done in a mouse model (de Wilde et al., 2008), whereas transcriptomics and

proteomics studies are done in human models. The transcriptomics data is pre-

sented as ’Ensembl genes’, whereas proteomics data as ’IPI identifiers’ and PDF

will be processed to extract genes/proteins mentioned in the free text by using

Reflect API. In this example the IPI IDs are mapped to human Ensembl gene IDs

by using ID conversion service and the genes/proteins obtained from PDF paper

are related to mouse species and are mapped to corresponding human genes by

following orthology relationships.

The bioCompendium multiple gene list initial result interface is shown in

Figure 2.11. By clicking on any colored bar it will open a menu with hyperlinks

that will provide analysis results for that selected dataset. We will explore each

menu item one by one in the next sections.

2.3.3 Summary sheets

Biological knowledge acquired from various databases (refer to section 2.2.1.1) for

the selected gene list is displayed in a sortable table view. This section provides

gene name, description and links to the summary sheet and Ensembl gene entry

page. The summary sheet displays this knowledge in different sections labeled

as genes, proteins, domains, structural features, diseases, gene ontology (GO),

pathways, chemicals, interactions and orthology. The information of each section

can be further explored, thus giving researchers the opportunity to go deeper

into the volume of knowledge in a more efficient way. All the information is

presented under the same web page, which not only makes the exploration easier

but it also reduces dramatically the loss of time that occurs if someone needs

to find the information by browsing and querying several available databases

individually. For example, if one checks the information in the section ’Proteins’,

(s)he can see that it comes from four resources Ensembl Proteins, Entrez Proteins,

RefSeq Proteins and UniPort. The information in these four resources related

to the protein of interest is either the same or complementary. Furthermore,

a Dasty2 (Jimenez et al., 2008) DAS client provides protein features in a nice
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Figure 2.11: The bioCompendium multiple gene list result interface. The figure shows
the initial results interface when a user uploads more than one gene list. It shows the selected
background and a table with gene list names, their size, colored bars after mapping the selected
identifiers to ’Ensembl Genes’ and the organism name from which the gene lists are obtained.
In this example the third gene list obtained from a PDF file and its original organism is ’mouse’,
but the primary organism is ’human’ that is why the organism is mentioned ’mouse -> human’
which means the mouse genes are mapped to human genes by following orthology relationships
and are highlighted with a red rectangle. Next section show the combinations between the
input gene lists, which can be visualized as bar diagrams by clicking on the ’+ Combinations
between maximum top 10 sets’ button highlighted with a red rectangle. By clicking on any
colored bar a small floating window appears that provides a menu to view the bioCompendium
analysis results.
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graphical representation and also provides the sequences as well.

Summary sheets give users access to a variety of correlated information about

an entity (gene or protein) in a simple interface. Instead of spending time looking

in multiple places for information, users can open a summary sheet and find all

the relevant information organized in one location.

Figure 2.12: The Summary sheet table view. The figure shows a sortable table view with
gene name, description and its corresponding Ensembl gene identifier. By clicking on the gene
names it will open a detailed summary sheet and by clicking on Ensembl gene ID, it will take
the user to the Ensembl resource.

Summary sheets can be launched from the menu by clicking the bar diagrams

shown in Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 or from the simple search shown in Figure 2.4.

In both cases, bioCompendium creates a sortable table view shown in Figure 2.12

with gene name, description and Ensembl gene. A summary sheet will be opened

by following the gene name hyper link. Once opened, the content is organized

in different subsections - name, description, genes, proteins, domains, structural

information, diseases involved, related Gene Ontology terms, pathways involved,

drugs, ligands, metabolities, other chemicals, protein-protein, protein-chemical

interactions, and orthology relationships to all Ensembl model organisms. One

can easily navigate the information in the summary sheet with the help of ’+

Expand All’ and ’- Collapse All’ buttons (highlighted with red rectangles in

the Figure 2.13).

An example of such a summary sheet for a gene ”SNCA” involved in Parkin-

son’s disease is shown in the Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: The summary sheet example. The figure shows the collapsed view of sum-
mary sheet for a gene ”SNCA”. The information is grouped in several subsections and can
be easily explored by toggle between ’+’, ’-’ buttons and all the subsections can be expanded
and collapsed by using ’+ Expand All’ and ’- Collapse All’ buttons, highlighted with red
rectangle.

2.3.4 Homology clustering

In this section, the selected list of proteins were clustered by sequence similar-

ity. Initially protein sequences were collected for all the proteins and ’all against

all blast’ (Gish, 1996), (Lopez et al., 2003) search was carried out to obtain the

sequence similarity. Generally blast jobs take longer to calculate the sequence

similarity. Therefore, in bioCompendium ’all against all blast’ for whole pro-

teome was calculated in advance and the resulting pairwise similarity matrix is

stored into the main memory, which accelerates the homology clustering analysis.

A Remote Procedure Call (RPC) based method is implemented to access the pair-
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wise similarities for the given input of genes/proteins from the whole proteome

similarity matrix.

The Markov Clustering Algorithm (MCL) is used to obtain the sequence sim-

ilarity clusters from the above mentioned pairwise sequence similarity matrix.

MCL is an unsupervised clustering algorithm for networks based on the stochas-

tic flow in graphs (Enright et al., 2002). I have used default inflation parameter

(-I) value 2, this parameter controls the granularity of the output clustering. An

example of such clusters for the GSE25724 type 2 diabetes dataset is shown in

Figure 2.14. The clusters were sorted by their size, largest at the top. Elements

of each cluster can be explored with the help of ’+’ and ’-’ buttons (highlighted

with red rectangles in the Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14: Homology clustering example. The figure shows the overview of the first 10
clusters based on sequence similarity and the first cluster is showing its elements - all are ’RING
finger’ proteins.

2.3.5 Orthology information

This section provides orthologs to all other Ensembl genomes for the given dataset

in a table view and it also details the type of orthology relationships. I am using

same orthology information for the cross species comparisons. The Figure 2.15

shows the overview of orthology results for given input gene list and upon clicking
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on ’+’ and ’-’ buttons, othologs for each gene can be explored, an example of

such information is shown in Figure 2.16.

2.3.6 Clustering by domain architecture

Protein domain information for each protein is obtained from Pfam, SMART, In-

terPro and PRINTS. By having special access to the SMART backend database

and domain graphical representations, SMART domains were chosen for cluster-

ing based on domain architecture. The pairwise domain architecture similarity

between proteins was calculated by using tf-idf (term frequency - inverse docu-

ment frequency) method (Salton and Buckley, 1988), which is widely used to find

out document similarity in text-mining, as outlined below.

Term frequency (tf ): The tfd,p of a domain d in protein p is defined as the

number of occurrences of domain d in protein p. This value is normalized by

dividing by the total number of domains in that protein in order to prevent a

bias towards longer proteins with many domains. The long proteins have a higher

domain count regardless of the actual importance of that particular domain in

the protein. Normalization gives a measure of importance of the domain d within

the particular protein p.

Inverse document frequency (idf ): The dfp, the document frequency of domain

d is the numbers of proteins containing the domain d. The inverse document

frequency, idfd,P is obtained by dividing the total number of proteins P in the

proteome by the document frequency dfp, and then taking the logarithm of the

value.

idfd,P = log

(
P

dfp

)
(2.2)

This inverse document frequency is a measure of whether the domain is com-

mon or rare across the proteome.

tf-idf weight of a domain is the product of tfd,p value and idfd,P value.

(tf − idf)d,p = (tfd,p ∗ idfd,P ) (2.3)

Each protein is now represented by a real-valued vector of tf-idf weights ∈
R|V |. This results in a |V | dimensional vector space, where domains are axes of
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Figure 2.15: bioCompendium orthology overview. The figure shows the overview of orthol-
ogy information for a given list of genes. Initially it shows only the gene name and description,
upon clicking ’+’ button, orthology information can be explored.
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Figure 2.16: bioCompendium orthology results example. The figure shows the orthol-
ogy information for a gene ’MLH3’ in a tabular format consisting of organism name, type of
orthology based on the protein trees (Vilella et al., 2009), (Ensembl, 2009) ortholog name and
corresponding ortholog description.
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the space and proteins are points or vectors in this space. Domain architecture

similarity between pairs of proteins (p,q) is obtained by normalizing each vector

by its length that results in unit vectors and is followed by calculating the inner

product of the two unit vectors.

cos(p, q) =

(
p

|p|
• q

|q|

)
=

 ∑|V |
i=1 piqi√∑|V |

i=1 p
2
i

√∑|V |
i=1 q

2
i

 (2.4)

In the Equation 2.4, pi is the td-idf weight of domain i in protein p and qi is the

td-idf weight of domain i in protein q. cos(p,q) is the cosine similarity of vectors

~p and ~q i.e cosine of the angle between ~p and ~q, which results in the domain

architecture similarity between the proteins p and q. The resulting similarity

ranges from 0 (no similarity) to 1 (same domain architecture).

By using the above methodology, all-against-all domain architecture similar-

ities were calculated. This task is also carried out in advance, similar to the

’Homology clustering’ and the resulted pairwise similarity matrix for whole pro-

teome is stored in the main memory. A Remote Procedure Call (RPC) based

method is implemented to access the pairwise similarities for the given input of

genes/proteins.

The Markov Clustering Algorithm (MCL) (Enright et al., 2002) mentioned

above was used to obtain the protein clusters from the above mentioned pairwise

domain architecture similarity matrix.

A 2D graphical view is implemented for each cluster obtained above us-

ing SMART domain representations, DHTML, JavaScript and CSS. Figure 2.17

shows an example of such clustering results. It lists the proteins of each cluster

in a tabular view and also provides domains and their positions on the protein.

The user can get more details of each of the domains by having the mouse over

it. An interactive graphical view is implemented for each cluster to highlight how

the domains are conserved in these clusters, an example is shown in Figure 2.18.

2.3.7 Pathway information

Pathway enrichments have been calculated by using KEGG (Kanehisa et al.,

2012), PANTHER (Mi et al., 2005), Reactome (Croft et al., 2011) pathway
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Figure 2.17: Domain clustering. The figure shows the example of a domain clustering results
for the GSE25724 type 2 diabetes dataset. One of the clusters is showing its elements - all
mainly contain ’RING finger’ domains. It shows more details of each domain by having mouse
over its name and provides graphical view for each cluser.
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Figure 2.18: Domain clustering graphical view. The figure shows the graphical view for
the selected cluster with SMART domain representations and provides more details for each
domain by having mouse over it (highlighted with red rectangle).

databases for a given list of genes/proteins. Each gene/protein was mapped

to each of the above mentioned pathway databases separately in order to find

out which pathways are enriched for the selected pathway database. In order to

calculate the enrichments, we need a background data set to calculate how sig-

nificant the enriched pathways are compared to the random selection of the same

number of genes/proteins from the background set. In bioCompendium, users

can analyze a single list of genes or a few lists of genes. In addition the user can

select either whole genome or other uploaded gene list(s) as background (in the

case of more than one gene list as input). Two-tailed Fisher’s exact test (Fisher,

1922) is used to calculate the p-values from the 2x2 contingency table for each

enriched pathway and the q-values (adjusted p-values) were calculated by con-

trolling the False Discovery Rate (FDR) by applying BH (Benjamini-Hochberg)

FDR correction method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

The enriched pathway results are provided in a tabular view. Each pathway

is accompanied by a KEGG pathway identifier, corresponding pathway name and

a list of proteins involved in that pathway, an example of such results shown in

Figure 2.19. Each pathway is hyperlinked to a red flag, which ultimately displays

the pathway diagram, an example shown in Figure 2.20 with the proteins from

the selected category highlighted in red from KEGG database.
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Figure 2.19: Pathway enrichment analysis results. The figure shows the tabular view of
enriched KEGG pathways for given input list of genes, each enriched pathway can be visualized
(an example shown in Figure 2.20) by clicking on the red flag (highlighted with red rectangle).
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Figure 2.20: An example enriched KEGG pathway. The figure shows an enriched KEGG
pathway - ”Oxidative phosphorylation”. The enriched genes from the input gene list are high-
lighted in blue in the pathway diagram.
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2.3.8 Chemistry information

Chemistry information is collected from several public databases DrugBank, HMDB,

PubChem, chEBI, STITCH, MATADOR, PDBLigand, and from literature as well

by using Alma Knowledge Server 2 (AKS2). All this heterogeneous chemical in-

formation is parsed and processed to extract the target proteins and the chemicals

are segregated into four sub-categories (i) Drugs, (ii) Ligands, (iii) Metabolites

and (iv) Other chemicals. For each chemical, a Structure-Data File (SDF) is

obtained from PubChem database, which is one of the largest collection of pub-

licly available chemical databases. Each SDF file contains information about the

atoms, bonds and the coordinates of a given chemical (Dalby et al., 1992). A perl

script ’mol2png’ (Haider, 2012a) is used to generate the 2D chemical structure in

PNG format from the SDF files. This is achieved by processing the data through

’mol2ps’ (Haider, 2012b) utility program and gs (Ghostscript). Due to the lim-

ited availability of chemical and related target (gene/protein) information in the

public domain, I have also collected the chemical and related target (gene/pro-

tein) information from a text mining resource, Alma Knowledge Server 2 (AKS2).

This data has been treated carefully by taking the text-mining relevance score

based on number of occurrences into account in order to avoid the false positives.

This relevance score in percentage was provided for the corresponding entries and

higher the score the better. An example of chemistry information for a target

protein ’ATP12A - Potassium transporting ATPase alpha chain 2 (EC 3.6.3.10)

(Proton pump)’ shown in Figure 2.21.

2.3.9 Gene ontology

Gene Ontology (GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000) enrichments have been obtained for

all the three sub-categories of GO - ’Molecular function’, ’Cellular component’

and ’Biological process’. Methodology of pertinence selection of GO terms as

described in the publication (Barriot et al., 2007) have been implemented. It

uses a file of Ensembl genes GO annotations and the GO database of GO terms.

I have used MySQL dump of GO term database. This program looks for GO

terms enrichment or depletion between a given list of genes and background. The

background is similar to the one mentioned in the pathway enrichment section
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Figure 2.21: The chemistry information from bioCompendium. The figure shows the
Drugs and Ligands targeting a protein ATP12A - Potassium transporting ATPase alpha chain 2
(EC 3.6.3.10) (Proton pump)’. Here the drugs Esomeprazole, Pantoprazole are highly effective
inhibitors of gastric acid secretion used in the therapy of stomach ulcers and zollinger-ellison
syndrome.

2.3.7, which is either whole genome or other gene lists. Because GO is an acyclic

graph, the child terms were mapped back to the parent terms with the help of

GO database. Each node in the graph is mapped to the corresponding genes by

using Ensembl genes GO annotations file.

The outline of the analysis is depicted in Figure 2.22 through an artificial

example where a query set of genes (b, c, d, e) is searched for enrichment in GO

biological process and is adapted from publication (Barriot et al., 2007). To

process the query, the search engine (program) converts the annotations into

target sets. For example, the term RNA splicing will be converted to the target

set including the gene d which is directly annotated with this term and also the
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genes that are annotated with the more specialized terms i.e. the genes b and c

annotated with regulation of RNA splicing and the genes c and e annotated with

nuclear mRNA splicing resulting in the target set (b, c, d, e). During the search,

the query set is compared to the target sets by the means of a similarity measure

and the system returns the similar target sets as hits with their annotations

ordered by decreasing similarity up to a certain threshold. From the enriched

features, our query set can be characterized by the RNA splicing process.

Figure 2.22: The processing of a query gene set in order to enrich the most pertinent
over-represented GO terms. The figure shows (a) a query set that is submitted to search
for similar sets in (b) a set of target sets. Sets can include each other: this is represented by
a graph in which nodes represent sets and edges indicate the inclusion of a set into another.
(c) the query set is compared to all the target sets based on a similarity model. (d) target sets
found similar are returned ordered by decreasing similarity. c©Used with permission from the
BMC Bioinformatics (Barriot et al., 2007).

Similar to pathway enrichment, in this method Fisher’s exact test (Fisher,

1922) is also used to calculate the p-value and the q-values were calculated by con-

trolling the false discovery rate (FDR) by Benjamini and Hochberg method (Ben-
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jamini and Hochberg, 1995). The enriched terms were shown in a table view with

adjusted p-values and ratio of genes from input gene list and from whole genome

related to that GO term for each sub-categories of GO (Molecular function, Cel-

lular component and Biological process). It also provides the list of genes from

the input related to each enriched term.

The pathway enrichment component of bioCompendium offers the user the op-

portunity to filter the enriched terms with the help of p-value. The filtered terms

distribution is visualised as a Pie chart using Google chart tools (Google, 2015b).

An example of GO molecular function enrichment results and corresponding Pie

chart is shown in Figure 2.23.

2.3.10 Transcription factor binding site profiling

The binding of transcription factors (TFs) to specific locations in the DNA is

integral to the transcriptional regulation in cells (Whitfield et al., 2012). In order

to obtain the Transcription Factor Binding Site (TFBS) profile for a given list of

genes, a 5kb upstream region starting from the first exon as shown in Figure 2.24

is selected for each gene. This region contains the 5′ UTR (untranslated region),

promoter, upstream enhancers and other gene regulatory machinery. Transcrip-

tion factors (TFs), also called the master regulators, tend to bind in this region

to regulate the gene expression (Gotea et al., 2010).

This 5kb genomic region is scanned with JASPAR core Position Weight Ma-

trices (PWMs, also know as PSSMs - Position Specific Scoring Matrices) (Bryne

et al., 2008). JASPAR is a collection of transcription factor DNA-binding prefer-

ences, modeled as matrices. Initially Position Frequency Matrices (PFMs) were

collected from JASPAR core database and stored in local MySQL database. Later

with the help of TFBS :: DB :: JASPAR4 Perl package, these PFMs were con-

verted to PWMs and the above selected 5kb nucleotide sequence was scanned

with each matrix with relative profile score threshold - 80% as parameter and the

resulted hits were collected in GFF format.

The number of hits for each TF for each gene is collected as a matrix shown

in Figure 2.25 and the elements in the matrix are clustered by using an R

script (Team, 2011). The user can get more details of the matrix elements like
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Figure 2.23: Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis. The figure shows a sample GO -
Molecular function enrichment analysis result in a tabular view and in Pie chart after applying
p-value cut off <1e-04.
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Figure 2.24: The typical eukaryotic protein coding gene structure. The above figure
represents a eukaryotic gene with 3′ UTR (untranslated region), coding sequence consisting of
both introns and exons, 5′ UTR, TATA box, promoter region and the selection of 5kb upstream
region.

binding site start and stop position, score, strand etc., in GFF (General Feature

Format) format as shown in Figure 2.26 by clicking on the corresponding element.

Hierarchal clustering (hcluster) method from ’amap’ (Another Multidimensional

Analysis Package) (Lucas, 2010) R package is used to get the clustered matrix.

Matrix2png tool (Pavlidis and Noble, 2003) is used to visualize this clustered ma-

trix as a heat map as shown in Figure 2.27, from which one can see the significant

TFs in the given gene list. The user can also download the matrix details before

and after clustering.

2.3.11 Patent information

It is very important to know in advance if the researchers intend to patent the sig-

nificant genes/proteins from their experiments and they are not already patented

yet. Patented sequences were collected from European (www.epo.org), USA

(www.uspto.gov), Japan (www.jpo.go.jp), Korean (www.kipo.go.kr) patent of-

fices and the sequences for each organism were separated. Each organism specific

patented sequences were mapped to the corresponding proteome by using WU-

BLAST (Gish, 1996; Lopez et al., 2003). The results were stored in a local

MySQL database and it helps to find if any of the sequence(s) or part of the

sequence(s) from the given list of input proteins are already patented.

For each gene/protein in the given dataset, bioCompendium queries the local

MySQL database and shows the relevant patent records with hyperlinks to the

original data in the respective patent office and an example of such records shown
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Figure 2.25: Transcription factor binding site profiling matrix. The figure shows an
example of a matrix of number of transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) for each gene from
given input gene list from mouse after applying relative profile score threshold filter of 80%.
TFBS number is obtained as a result of scanning each mouse transcription factor (TF) Position
Weight Matrices (PWMs) from JASPAR core vertebrata database on 5kb 5′ UTR of each
input gene. Here by clicking on each number, one can explore the detailed scan results in GFF
(General Feature Format) format as shown in Figure 2.26 for example for gene ’Atp2a1’ and
TF ’Arnt’, which is highlighted with a red rectangle.
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Figure 2.26: Transcription factor binding site scan results. The figure shows an example
of scan results of a mouse transcription factor ’Arnt’ Position Weight Matrics (PWM) from
JASPAR core vertebrate database on 5kb 5′ UTR of a mouse gene ’Atp2a1’ (Ensembl ID:
)ENSMUSG00000030730 in GFF (General Feature Format) format.

in Figure 2.28.

2.3.12 Clinical trials information

bioCompendium processed the clinical trials record from the ’clinicalTrials.gov’

web resource and mapped the each record to the corresponding disease(s) and

genes. This knowledge is queried for the selected gene list in order to know

whether any of the drugs in the current clinical trails apart from the chemistry

information may be interesting for the selected targets (genes/proteins). These

hits were shown in tabular view.

2.3.13 Protein-protein, protein-chemical interactions

Information about protein-protein and protein-chemical interactions is provided

by the STITCH database (Kuhn et al., 2008). The collection of this informa-
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Figure 2.27: Transcription factor binding site profile heat map. The figure shows the
heat map of transcription factor binding site profile matrix after applying hierarchical clustering
(hcluster) method. Here the colour schema is adjusted to the scale 0 to 100, ranging from
green(0) to red (100).
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Figure 2.28: Patent records in bioCompendium. The figure shows the example patent
records related to a human gene ’MSH2; DNA mismatch repair protein Msh2 (MutS pro-
tein homolog 2)’ (Ensembl ID: ENSG00000095002; UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot;Acc:P43246). Here
’Accession e.g.: DD592884’, ’Patent family e.g.: 34221808’, ’Non redundent patent ID e.g.:
NRP000F3E29’, ’Publication number e.g.: WO2005023865’ are hyperlinked to the original
databases and patent offices.
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tion was done through the available API. The STITCH database goes one step

further by providing interacting proteins that were found experimentally other

than proteins that co-occur in the literature. This is the main reason why this

database was selected to provide to the user the relevant protein-protein and

protein-chemical interaction networks for the selected list of genes.

This section is also connected to the EnrichNet - Network-based enrichment

analysis (Glaab et al., 2012) via API. This is a web-application to identify, prior-

itize and analyze functional associations between given input gene or protein list

and cellular pathways using information from molecular interaction networks.

2.3.14 Visualization of the results

bioCompendium provides interactive visualization functionally. One can visual-

ize all or selected genes/proteins and their relationships to knowledge domains -

pathways, diseases, Chemicals (drugs, ligands, metabolites etc) in either 2D rep-

resentation by using the tool Medusa (Hooper and Bork, 2005), as a java applet;

or in 3D representation by using the Arena3D (Pavlopoulos et al., 2008), a java

application. Both tools require input data in a specific format as described in

the respective publications. bioCompendium CGI script generates the input files

in that particular format. In the case of Medusa one can visualize the results in

bioCompendium itself, but in the case of Arena3D, bioCompendium provides a

downloadable file that fits to the Arena3D input format. One has to download

the Arena3D application from http://arena3d.org and upload the downloaded

file to visualize the results in 3D representation. Examples of such visualisations

using Medusa and Arena3D are shown in Figures 2.29, 2.30 respectively.

2.3.15 bioCompendium API

bioCompendium provides RESTful web services based API apart from the web

interface. By using this API users can programmatically access its functionality

and it is very practical for programmers and bioinformaticians. I have imple-

mented RESTful web services and they can be accessed via the following URL

using HTTP ’post’ method.
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Figure 2.29: Medusa 2D Visualization. The figure shows an example of 2D visualization of
selected genes represented as green circles and their interactions with diseases (black circles)
and drugs (golden rhombuses).

URL: http://biocompendium.org/REST/[method]/[arguments]

The following Table 2.2 provides the list of available methods in bioCom-

pendium API and the corresponding arguments provided in the ’Parameters’

column of the table. It provides the output in four formats (i) tab-separated

values (tsv), (ii) comma-separated values (csv), (iii) XML, (iv) JSON.
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Figure 2.30: Arena3D Visualization. The figure shows an example of 3D visualization and
organisation of bio-entities in different layers. It provides the clustering of bio-entities on each
layer as well as between the layers.

Method Description Parameters Output

GetPathways
Gets enriched KEGG
pathways

Organism,
GeneList,
IdDocType,
Format

Returns the pathway ID, pathway name, list
of genes mapped to each pathway and p-
value in the selected format (tsv, csv, XML,
JSON)

GetSummary Gets annotated gene list

Organism,
GeneList,
IdDocType,
Format

Returns the annotations of gene list

Table 2.2: The bioCompendium API methods - The table provides the list of available
methods in bioCompendium RESTful API, their descriptions, input parameters and output
details.
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2.4 Results and applications

As bioCompendium is publicly available, this resource is used by many researchers

as shown in web statistics section 2.4.1. I have applied bioCompendium to several

inhouse and collaborative projects, some of which are listed in the Table 2.3.

Project Description Colloborator Publication

MitoCheck

Phenotypic profiling of the human
genome by time-lapse microscopy re-
veals genes with functions in cell divi-
sion, survival or migration

Ellenberg J. EMBL (Neumann et al., 2010)

Progeria

Defective lamin A-Rb signaling in
Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome
and reversal by farnesyltransferase in-
hibition

Djabali K., Columbia Univ.
NYC

(Marji et al., 2010)

TAMAHUD

Identification of early disease mark-
ers, novel pharmacologically tractable
targets and small molecule phenotypic
modulators in Huntington’s Disease

TAMAHUD consortium
(Jimenez-Sanchez et al.,

2015a)

GARUDA

Garuda is an open, community-driven,
common platform that provides a
framework to interface, discover, &
navigate through different applications,
databases and services in bio-medical
research

Garuda alliance (Garuda,
2015)

On going

HIV - Human
Interaction

From experimental setup to bioinfor-
matics: an RNAi screening platform to
identify host factors involved in HIV-1
replication

Krusslich H.G., Dep. of In-
fect. Diseases, Univ. Hei-
delberg

(Borner et al., 2010)

Cancer, inflam-
matory and neu-
ropathic pain

Study of molecular level difference be-
tween cancer, inflammatory and neuro-
pathic pain related targets

Kuner R, Institute of Phar-
macology, Univ. Heidelberg

(Bali et al., 2013); (Simon-
etti et al., 2013); (Bali et al.,
2013)

Diabetes
Signaling in insulin-producing cells is
altered when cells are grown in islets
(3-D) compared to monolayer (2-D)

Bergsten P., Medical Cell
Biology, Univ. Uppsala

(Chowdhury et al., 2013)

betaJUDO
Beta-cells of islets of Langerhans func-
tion in juvenile diabetes and obesity

Collaborative FP7
project (betaJUDO, 2015a)

(Roomp et al., 2017)

MDSC immu-
nity

Study of mechanism of immune re-
sponse suppression in Myeloid-Derived
Suppressor Cells (MDSCs)

Terness P., Institute of Im-
munology, Univ. Heidel-
berg

On going

Systems biology
of cancer

Insights into altered regulation in can-
cer and prediction of strategies for effi-
cient intervention in diseases

Klingmller U., DKFZ, Uni.
Heidelberg

On going

SysTec
Functional analysis of non-coding
RNAs in living cells

Systec:FANCI consor-
tium (Systec, 2010)

On going

Parkinson’s dis-
ease

Discovery of biomarkers, understand-
ing disease mechanisms and finding out
the therapeutic interventions

In house project On going

Table 2.3: Use of bioCompendium - The table listing the inhouse and collaborative projects
in which bioCompendium is used to analyse and annotate the experimental results.
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Of these applications, two are discussed below, (section 2.4.2) providing more

details on bioCompendium plug-in in GARUDA framework, where several bioin-

formatics, computational and systems biology tools were integrated in a seamless

manner. Section 2.4.3 focusing on betaJUDO, the study of beta-cell function

in juvenile diabetes and obesity. And two applications are discussed in detail

in the next chapters: Chapter 3 focus on Progeria, an accelerated ageing syn-

drome, whereas Chapter 4 describes TAMAHUD project, Target and Markers in

Huntington’s disease.

2.4.1 Web usage statistics

bioCompendium is a publicly available web application and it widely used all over

the world. Its usage statistics were monitored by using google analytics (Google,

2015a). The last seven years (from 2010 to 2016)of bioCompendium usage is

outlined in Figure 2.31. The upper part of figure (A) shows distribution of sessions

over time. There are around 10,228 sessions and 3,968 users, among these 38%

are new users and the remaining 62% are returning users. Figure (B) shows

geographic distribution of users all over the world.

2.4.2 Integration with Garuda platform

’Garuda - the way biology connects’ is an ongoing effort to build an open source,

community driven framework to integrate several bio-medical services (bioinfor-

matics, computational and systems biology applications, algorithms, databases

etc.,) thorough a common interface (Ghosh et al., 2011). This will facilitate the

integration of different applications and services as plug-ins, that communicate

and send results from one tool to the other based on the input and output (result)

data types and file formats. This provides the possibility to develop and run the

workflows for repetitive tasks in bio-medical research. It is intended to be used

in both academic and industrial sectors. Domain specific applications such as for

oncology, cardiovascular diseases, infectious diseases, metabolic syndromes will

be developed using Garuda Common Platform, so that interoperability between

different disease domains and re-use of expertise can be enhanced.

Garuda is organising this project by providing language independent API
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Figure 2.31: bioCompendium web usage statistics. The above figure shows the web
interface usage statistics of bioCompendium obtained by using google analytics. Here (A)
provides different statistical parameters like number of sessions over time, users (new and
returning users), session duration etc., and (B) shows the geographic distribution of users all
over the world.

to connect software as gadgets, explore them through the gateway and oper-

ate them through the dashboard, all the while supported by a global alliance of

leaders in computational biology and informatics (Garuda, 2015). The current

version, Garuda 1.1 beta is equipped with services meant for annotation, enrich-

ment, modelling and visualisation in Systems Biology, but plans to reach other

interested groups and resources.

As part of this initiative, I have integrated two services - bioCompendium

analytics and SBML annotation service into Garuda using APIs from respective
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services. bioCompendium analytics plug-in within Garuda dashboard is shown in

Figure 2.32 (highlighted with red square). It can analyse gene or protein datasets

coming from any other tool. Where as SMBL annotation server takes SMBL

files as input, for example coming from a modeling tool of biochemical networks,

CellDesigner and the annotation service parse the SMBL file and annotate each

gene and protein with rich knowledge obtained as a result of integration of several

publicly available biological databases. This services is discussed in greater details

in Chapter 6.

Upon the selection of bioCompendium analytics service from the Garuda dash-

board as shown in Figure 2.32, it will launch the tool as shown in Figure 2.33(A).

The user can drag and drop a list of Ensembl genes in the left panel of the Figure

2.33(A) or other possibility gene dataset can be come from another tool in the

Garuda, then user can run for example pathway enrichment analysis. This gadget

makes a bioCompendium API call and results will be displayed in the right panel

of Figure 2.33(A). These results can be downloaded locally by clicking on ’Save’

button highlighted with green rectangle, whereas these pathway enrichment re-

sults can be connected to other available tools by clicking on the ’Garuda’ button

highlighted with the red square. This has opened the possibility to launch iPath2

as shown in Figure 2.33(B) to visualise enriched pathways on iPath visualisation

web platform.

The integration into Garuda should enable bioCompendium and SBML an-

notation services to gain access to a wider community of biologists and it will

definitely help in increasing the visibility of the tools in the field of Systems

biology.

2.4.3 betaJUDO analysis with bioCompendium

2.4.3.1 betaJUDO introduction

betaJUDO is an acronym for beta-cell function in juvenile diabetes and obe-

sity. This is a collaborative project of the European FP7-HEALTH.2011.2.4.3-2

program (betaJUDO, 2015b).

The main aim of the betaJUDO project is to develop innovative therapeutic

strategies by increasing pharmacology-based alternatives targeting insulin hyper-
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Figure 2.32: Garuda dashborad. The above figure shows the different tools and services
available in Garuda 1.1 beta version that are covering Garuda core modules, analytics, pathway,
modelling, visualisation service etc. bioCompendium analytics service is highlighted with red
rectangle.

secretion for the treatment of young obese individuals. Clinical characterization

including validation of novel genetic variants of the young obese individuals be-

longing to different European cohorts and a well-characterized cell model of dys-

function with isolated human palmitate-treated islets will form the basis of the

translational work, where principles of reduction of insulin hypersecetion will be

mechanistically dissected in the human islets and then tested in the human (be-

taJUDO, 2015a).

2.4.3.2 betaJUDO experiment setup

In this project biological samples were obtained from six human islet donors. Each

sample was split into three equal replicates and each replicate was subjected to

one of three treatments: day 0 without palmitate treatment (Control), day 2 with
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Figure 2.33: bioCompendium analytics service in Garuda. The above figure shows the
launch and run of bioCompendium analytics from Garuda dashboard. Here A) shows the
pathway enrichment widget of bioCompendium analytics, mainly consists of two panels, the
left one is the place holder for input gene dataset and right panel to display the enrichment
results, that can be saved using ’Save’ button highlighted with green rectangle and can be
connected to other Garuda gadgets by using ’Gadura Discovery’ button highlighted by a red
square. Whereas B) shows the compatible tools that can take pathway enrolment wrestles as
input, in this case it is iPath2 garuda widget, a KEGG pathway visualisation tool.

palmitate treatment (P2), and day 7 with palmitate treatment (P7).

Two hundred islets were lyophilized and resuspended in 100 µl 0.1% RapiGest

TEAB. After a brief sonication, six-plex TMT labelling was performed for pro-

tein quantification, according to manufacturers instruction (Thermo Scientific,

Waltham, MA, USA). Briefly, 25 µg of each of the 6 samples were digested with

trypsin, labeled, and pooled together, according to standard procedures (Dayon

et al., 2008). Peptides were separated by off-gel electrophoresis, desalted and

solubilized in an appropriate amount of 5% ACN / 0.1% formic acid for mass

spectrometry analysis. LC-MS/MS analyses were performed on samples using

nanoAcquity system (Waters, Milford, MA, USA).
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2.4.3.3 betaJUDO data acquisition and processing

Raw data were converted to mgf files, and peak lists were submitted to EasyProt

(Gluck et al., 2013) for research against the human SwissProt database. Se-

lected criteria for identification are <1% False Discovery Rate and a minimum

of 2 unique peptides per protein. Isobar (Breitwieser et al., 2011) was used for

quantification after isotopic correction, according to manufacturer instructions

(Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Slight differences in the total channel

intensity are typically observed in each of the channels, as the total amount of

protein used for each TMT condition is not the same. Therefore, the total chan-

nel intensities relative to each other were normalized; each peptides ion intensity

was divided by a channel-specific factor derived from the comparison of the total

sum of the ion counts.

Next, the calculation of normalized quantifications was performed at the pro-

tein level, where each donor was treated separately. Then Libra methodology

from the Trans Proteomic Pipeline (Shteynberg et al., 2015) was applied, only

proteins with at least two unique peptides were included. Each peptide channel

was normalized by the sum of all channels of the respective peptide. The mean

and population standard deviation for all peptides of a protein in each chan-

nel were determined. Subsequently, simple outlier removal was performed, where

those peptides with intensities two standard deviations outside of the mean in one

or more channels were removed, then the mean was recalculated. If a peptide was

measured twice due to different retention times and one displayed outlier char-

acteristics, only the outlier peptide was removed. Contaminating proteins were

excluded, as defined by Mascot (Koenig et al., 2008). This produced normalized

intensities at the protein level.

Kirsten Roomp has processed and analysed the above mentioned mass spec-

trometry data and generated the significant protein datasets. I have analysed

these datasets using bioCompendium. Apart from the classic features of bio-

Compendium (refer section 2.3), I have added two new domains to the bioCom-

pendium knowledge base exclusively for this project and these are discussed in

the following sub-sections. But eventually these new domains will also be made

available in the public version of bioCompendium.
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2.4.3.4 bioCompendium analysis of betaJUDO

In bioCompendium a permanent session for betaJUDO data has been created

and is available at URL http://biocompendium.embl.de/betajudo. The consor-

tia members can always browse the results without upload of the same protein

datasets over and over again by different members. This session is shown in the

Figure 2.34, and two new modules integrated for this project are highlighted with

red rectangle.

2.4.3.5 Tissue expression profiling

The tissue expression information is collected from the Human Protein Atlas

(HPA) resource, a tissue-based map of the human proteome (Uhlen et al., 2015).

Currently it is covering 213 tissue and cell line samples from major organs of

the human body (HPA, 2015). This information has been parsed, mapped to

Ensembl gene IDs, and integrated with bioCompendium database using ETL

(Extract, Transform and Load) scripts. Upon request from bioCompendium web

interface, the server side program runs a join SQL query between the list of the

genes and the tissue expression table and results were displayed in tabular view as

shown in Figure 2.35. It provides expression information in different tissues and

the expression values are represented as low, medium and high and each entry

hyper linked to respective entries in Ensembl and HPA databases.

This tissue expression data has been clustered by using hierarchal clustering

(hcluster) method ’amap’ (Lucas, 2010), a R package. Matrix2png tool (Pavlidis

and Noble, 2003) is used to visualize this clustered data as a heat map as shown in

Figure 2.36 to visualise the clustering of genes based on their tissue expression.

This figure shows, almost all of the significant proteins from betaJUDO mass

spectrometry experiment are over expressed in two cell lines Islets of Langerhans

and Exocrine glandular cells of pancreas. From this we deduce the inference that

these proteins are true and that the selected cell line based approach is a good

model to study juvenile diabetes and obesity.
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Figure 2.34: bioCompendium betaJUDO analysis permanent session. This figure shows
the bioCompendium comparative analysis of two protein lists provided by betaJUDO consor-
tium. It shows the available menu and the two new modules integrated for this project (high-
lighted with red rectangle).
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Figure 2.35: Tissue expression profiling in tabular view. The table view provides expres-
sion information of tissues and their cell lines for each gene.

2.4.3.6 Literature information

This section of the bioCompendium provides context specific literature that is

very relevant for betaJUDO project. This is achieved by using specific MeSH

(Medical Subject Headings) (NIH, 2014) terms ’pancreas, pancreatic islets, liver,

adipose tissue, insulin, glucagon, carbohydrate metabolism and lipid metabolism’.

These MeSH terms are covering relevant tissues, cell types and processes. In ad-

dition disease specific terms ’obesity, type 2 diabetes, hyperglycemia, hyperlipi-

demia, hyperinsulinemia’. These specific MeSH terms were used in the PubMed
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Figure 2.36: Tissue expression profile clustering. This figure visualises the clustering of
genes based their tissue expression profiles. Here almost all of the proteins are over expressed in
two cell lines Islets of Langerhans and Exocrine glandular cells of pancreas that are highlighted
with red rectangle. Here color code: green zero to red three high expression, two medium and
one low expresson. 92
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queries for the co-mentioning of protein and their synonyms. These queries are

restricted only for human, mouse and rat species and run for each and every

protein. In order to build these queries, protein names and their synonyms for all

the proteins from human, mouse and rat were obtained from UniProt database.

The queries and the retrieved PubMed IDs for each protein were presented in

a tabular view as shown in the Figure 2.37 with a possibility to run the query on

the fly. The list of PubMed IDs were sorted by the year of publication and each

PubMed ID providing tagged version of the abstract by tagging genes, proteins,

small molecules and wikipedia terms by using Reflect service (Pafilis et al., 2009).

Clicking on a tagged term opens a small popup showing summary information,

as shown in Figure 2.38 for a protein e.g. ’insulin’.

bioCompendium provides comprehensive knowledge, annotation and analy-

sis results related to the significant proteins obtained from the betaJUDO mass

spectrometry at one place. This is an ongoing project, and the proteomics and

knowledge acquired with the help of bioCompendium will be integrated with

Lipidomics data.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Summary of results and applications

As we know, complex diseases occur as a result of dysregulation, mutations and

the physiological functions, for example, cell division, apoptosis occur as a re-

sult of interaction between various bio-entities (e.g., genes, proteins, chemicals,

metabolites, regulatory elements, non-coding RNAs) in different biological pro-

cesses and pathways at different levels - cell, tissue, organ and systems level.

These are not local effects, but rather systemic, a network of systematically or-

ganised events taking place in organism level. In order to study the systems

biology of these events, both pathological and physiological, researchers are em-

ploying genome-wide high throughput experimentation using techniques including

microarrays, proteomics, metabolomics, next generation sequencing technologies

(whole genome, exome, RNAseq). These high-throughput experiments are result-

ing in different sets of genes or gene products, metabolites, non-coding RNAs (for
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Figure 2.37: Literature information. The table view provides literature information relevant
to each protein in the context of diabetes and obesity and also provides the specific PubMed
queries and the retrieved PubMed IDs hyperlinked to Reflect service that presents a tagged
version of the abstract as shown in the Figures 2.38.

example miRNAs, siRNAs) that are playing an important role in the respective

disease or healthy condition. There is a pressing need to integrate these het-

erogenous experimental datatypes and prioritise the bio-entities for either early

detection of the disease (as disease biomarkers) or efficient patient stratifica-

tion and personalised therapies. On the other side there is large amounts of

already published literature (>27millions scientific papers in PubMed) and vari-

ous publicly available biological databases. I want to take advantage of these vast

amounts of public knowledge to annotate, validate and prioritise the bio-entries,

markers, drug targets from above mentioned high throughput experimental tech-

niques. The main problem with public data resources, they are heterogenous in
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Figure 2.38: Tagged version of abstract with protein popup. The figure shows the
abstract in which bio-entities: genes, proteins, drugs, other chemicals and wikipedia terms are
highlighted. A popup shown in the rectangle opens upon mouse over for example, a protein
’insulin’ and it provides corresponding protein’s ENSEMBL identifier, its synonyms, description,
organism name, sequence, SMART domain architecture, its 3D structure, interaction network,
cellular localisation etc.,

both content (e.g. genes, proteins, regulatory elements, chemicals, metabolites,

diseases, ontologies, reactions, interactions, pathways, literature etc.,) and format

(e.g. flat-file, XML, relational database). This public data needs to be parsed

and integrated in order to use this knowledge seamlessly.

In order to address the above mentioned needs, I have developed bioCom-

pendium, which consists of fine grained knowledge stored in a bioCompendium

knowledge base. It consists of more than 80 important public biological databases

collected locally and integrated into the SRS system. It also uses Ensembl,
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BioMart, a text mining resource (AKS2) as bioCompendium data layers (for more

details refer the Data integration section 2.2.1). All these databases are scanned

for each gene from human, mouse and yeast and the relevant information is stored

in a local MySQL database (bioCompendium knowledge base). As scientists use

different database identifiers (IDs) to represent their experiment results, in order

to compare the results from one format of IDs to another, I have implemented

an ID Conversion service. Researchers also do experiments in different model

organisms. Therefore to achieve the cross-species comparison and enrichments, I

am converting information from one genome to another by using orthology rela-

tionships. One more unique feature of bioCompendium is handling of documents

(PDF, MS-Word, Excel, PowerPoint, plain text) to extract gene lists. I have

implemented an API to access the Reflect (O’Donoghue et al., 2010), a bio-entity

tagging service. After converting any of the above mentioned documents to ascii

text, that text is sent to the Reflect via an API and the tagged version of the text

is received back. The Bio-Entities (genes/proteins) are extracted and processed

like a gene set. The information in bioCompendium is Ensembl gene centric, all

the information from methods - ID Conversion service, Cross species comparison

based on orthology, Handling of documents, boils down to Ensembl genes and it

provides several bioinformatics analysis results.

bioCompendium is a ’work horse’ in our group to analyse datasets of genes or

gene products obtaining from various high throughput experiments from different

projects. As this web application is open to the public it became a tool of choice

not only for our institute but also for researchers from all over the world as

indicated in the web statistics of bioCompendium (section 2.4.1).

It is equipped with an autocomplete-based simple search, one can search the

whole database content using this functionality. bioCompendium allows analysis

and annotation of one or more gene/protein lists and/or documents from human,

mouse or yeast experiments. It provides a menu for different analysis and visu-

alisation of the results, upon clicking on each bar as shown in the Figure 2.9.

It offers summary sheets for a given gene dataset. This facilitates the user to

browse all the relevant information for a given gene at one place. It saves a lot of

time rather visiting each database individually, which is laborious (section 2.3.3

for more details on summary sheet).
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bioCompendium offers two clustering workflows - ’Homology’ (section 2.3.4)

and ’Domain’ clustering (section 2.3.6). The first one based on sequence similarity

where as the second based on the SMART domains. These clusters were presented

in a intuitive way to explore its elements and their features. In addition an

interactive 2D graphical view is implemented. It also provides two enrichment

workflows - ’Pathway’ (section 2.3.7) enrichments have been calculated for KEGG,

PANTHER and Reactome. Whereas ’GO’ enrichment analysis (section 2.3.9) has

been calculated for three sub-categories of GO. It provides transcription factor

binding site profiling for each gene as well as patent information.

bioCompendium integrates chemical information from several databases and

literature (refer section 2.3.8 for more details) and is mapped to the protein

targets. I am also scanning ongoing clinical trials from clinicalTrials.gov to

cover the drugs which are under current trials and are relevant to the protein

targets from the user input. It is also equipped with 2D (Medusa, a java applet)

and 3D (Arena3D, a java application) visualisation tools to visualise selected

genes/proteins and their relationships to pathways, diseases, chemicals (drugs,

ligands, metabolites), GO terms. It also provides tissues expression profiling and

highly relevant literature information by running customised queries to PubMed.

The abstracts are tagged with Reflect service that provides useful popups for

genes, proteins, chemicals and wikipedia terms. Though these two domains are

exclusively developed for betaJUDO project, they will be soon made available for

public version of bioCompendium.

Apart from webbased functionaries, bioCompendium provides RESTful API.

It is very practical for programmers and bioinformaticians to access its function-

ality programatically. All the available API methods are detailed in the section

2.3.15.

As bioCompendium handles all documents (PDF, MS-Word, Excel, Power-

Point, plain text), one can use this functionally to compare the experimental

results with already published data by directly uploading gene dataset(s) and

one or more PDFs of published literature. It will help the researcher by avoid-

ing the painstaking step of collecting gene names manually from the literature.

This functionality also helpful to just extract the bio-entities from one or more

scientific publications.
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bioCompendium both front end (the web application) and the backend (the

database) are designed in very modular way. It is easy to add new knowledge

domains to the existing schema and develop respective web interface views to

serve the new knowledge. This service is widely used in in-house projects as well

as within the worldwide scientific community.

bioCompendium is a tool of choice for high-throughput experiments data an-

notation and analysis.

2.5.2 Future development and directions

As there is lot of interest in this resource from the scientific community, I would

like to further continue developing the service. Transcription factors binding site

profiling section needs to be improved by providing the possibility for the user to

select the genomic regions of interest and also apart from the predictions based on

PWMs, I would like to integrate ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq experimental data from

ENCODE (ENCODE-Consortium, 2011) and other projects. There is lot of room

to improve the visualisation part of the application, especially 2D Medusa applet,

which will be replaced by interactive javascript based visualisation to visualise

the interactions between bio-entities.

More model organisms will be added to the resource, four new ones are in the

pipeline - rat (Rattus norvegicus), zebrafish (Danio rerio), fruitfly (Drosophila

melanogaster) and worm (Caenorhabditis elegans). New knowledge domains,

especially noncoding RNAs are playing a very important role and we have lim-

ited knowledge about functionality of these ncRNAs and their interactions with

other bio-entities. miRNAs, siRNAs. pseudogenes, circular and long ncRNAs

are planned to be integrated into bioCompendium. Another important domain

is single nucleotide polymorphism or directed mutagenesis, we will systematically

mine literature for the mutations and their effects will be integrated into the

resource.

Scientists working in plant science research would like to have a similar re-

source for plant species. The bioCompendiumPlants will be developed in collab-

oration with the plant scientific community.
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Contributions: The development of bioCompendium was conceived by Rein-

hard Schneider and me. The programming of the bioCompendium database, web

application, bioinformatics pipelines, analytics, API and application to various

projects was carried out by me.
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Chapter 3

Progeria

3.1 Introduction

Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS) is a rare premature aging disor-

der caused by a de novo heterozygous point mutation G608G (GGC.GGT) within

exon 11 of LMNA gene encoding A-type nuclear lamins (Marji et al., 2010). The

children affected with this disease age 10 times faster than normal humans. Due to

this accelerated aging progeria children have the same cardiovascular, respiratory,

and arthritic conditions as senior citizen. On average, these children will die at the

age of 13 due to progressive coronary atherosclerosis (Hennekam, 2006). There are

roughly 100 identified children living with progeria (http://progeriaresearch.org).

Apart from progeria, mutations of lamin A/C (LMNA) cause a wide range of hu-

man disorders, including lipodystrophy, neuropathies and autosomal dominant

Emery-Dreifuss Muscular Dystrophy (EDMD) (Bakay et al., 2006).

The gene structure of LMNA gene is shown in the Figure 3.1 and is adapted

from (Pollex and Hegele, 2004). It is 57.6kb in size and contains 12 exons, due to

alternative splicing it encodes 4 proteins. Two are minor products, lamin A delta

10, lamin c2 and two major products lamin A and lamin C. These two major pro-

teins form a heterodimer through their rod domains that create the filamentous

structures found in the nuclear lamina. There are a couple of mutations causing

progeria, among these G608G silent mutation is the most common (Pollex and

Hegele, 2004).
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3. Progeria: Introduction

Figure 3.1: Mutations in HGPS. The figure shows the LMNA gene structure, mutations,
the lamin A, C protein isoforms and locations of the mutations that causing progeria dis-
ease. c©Used with permission from the Clinical Genetics journal, John Wiley and Sons pub-
lisher (Pollex and Hegele, 2004)

.

Lamin A is synthesised from its precursor, prelamin A, which has a CaaX

motif at its carboxyl terminus. Figure 3.2 shows the pictorial representation of

prelamin A processing in normal and progeria condition. In normal condition

the CaaX motif initiates series of catalytic reactions that lead to farnesylation

and carboxymethylation of the carboxy termical cysteine. This farnesylated and

carboxymethylated prelamin A is normally cleaved near its carboxyl-terminus

in a reaction catalyzed by endoprotease ZMPSTE24, leading to the removal of

farnesylated cysteine (Worman et al., 2009). It maintains the integrity of nu-

clear envelope. But in the case of HGPS condition, the LMNA G608G mu-

tation creates a cryptic splice site within exon 11, generating an mRNA that

encodes a prelamin A with a 50 amino acid deletion at its carboxyl-terminal do-

main (De Sandre-Giovannoli et al., 2003; Eriksson et al., 2003), which ultimately

deletes the ZMPSTE24 endoproteolytic cleavage site and hence retains the farne-

sylated and carboxymethylated cysteine at its carboxyl terminus (Worman et al.,

2009).

Expression of progerin, the truncated protein induces severe abnormalities in

nuclear morphology, heterochromatin organization, mitosis, DNA replication and
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Figure 3.2: Lamin A vs Progeria biogenesis. Biogenesis of lamin A and the failure to gen-
erate mature lamin A in the case of ZMPSTE24 deficiency that leads to restrictive dermopathy
and Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS). Prelamin A (664 amino acids) normally
undergoes four posttranslational processing steps (A). First, the cysteine of the CaaX motif is
farnesylated by protein farnesyltransferase (FTase). Second, the -aaX is released. Third, the
newly exposed farnesylcysteine is methylated. Fourth, the carboxyl-terminal 15 amino acids,
including the farnesylcysteine methyl ester, are clipped off by ZMPSTE24 and degraded, re-
leasing mature lamin A (646 amino acids). In the case of ZMPSTE24 deficiency (B), the last
endoproteolytic processing step does not occur, resulting in the accumulation of the farnesy-
lated form of prelamin A. In the case of HGPS (C), a point mutation results in a 50-amino-acid
deletion in prelamin A (amino acids 607656), which removes the site for the second endoprote-
olytic cleavage. Thus, the farnesylated mutant prelamin A (progerin) accumulates in cells, and
no mature lamin A is formed. c©Used with permission from the Annual Review of Genomics
and Human Genetics (Davies et al., 2009). RCE1, Ras converting enzyme 1; ICMT, isoprenyl
cysteine methyl transferase.

DNA repair (De Sandre-Giovannoli et al., 2003; Eriksson et al., 2003). Progerin

toxicity is attributed at least in part to its farnesyl moiety, as chemical inhibitors

of protein farnesyltransferase (FTIs) reverse abnormalities in nuclear morphol-

ogy in progerin expressing cells (Capell et al., 2005; Toth et al., 2005). In addi-

tion, FTIs and other chemical inhibitors of protein prenylation partially reverse

progeria-like phenotypes in genetically modified mice that express progerin or

lack ZMPSTE24, and therefore accumulate unprocessed, farnesylated prelamin

A (Capell et al., 2008; Fong et al., 2006; Varela et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2006).

While several studies have clearly implicated farnesylated progerin in HGPS,

the precise molecular mechanisms of how it induces HGPS pathology remain to be
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understood. Initial gene expression profiling of fibroblasts from human subjects

with progeria syndromes and transfected cell models identified changes in sets

of genes implicated in diverse pathways that have not always been consistent

and have not been shown to be reversed by interventions such as treatment with

FTIs (Csoka et al., 2004; Ly et al., 2000; Park et al., 2001; Scaffidi and Misteli,

2008). Therefore, our collaborators at Columbia University Medical Center, Dr.

Djabali group (now the group is located at Technical University Munich) carried

out additional genome-wide expression studies in cells from children with HGPS

to identify alterations in functional groups of genes that define defective signaling

pathways and to determine if FTI treatment reverses these defects. I have carried

out the bioinformatics analysis and demonstrated a link between progerin and the

retinoblastoma protein (Rb) signaling pathway in HGPS.

3.2 Experiment setup

Dermal fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS were obtained from the Progeria

Research Foundation (www.progeriaresearch.org). The following fibroblasts were

used: HGADFN003 (M, age 2), HGADFN127 (F, age 3), HGADFN155 (F, age 1),

HGADFN164 (F, age 4) and HGADFN188 (F, age 2). Age-matched control der-

mal fibroblasts were obtained from Coriell Institute for Medical Research (Cam-

den, NJ). The following cell lines were used: GM01652C (F, age 11), GM02036A

(F, age 11), GM03349C (M, age 10), GM03348E (M, age 10), GM08398A (M,

age 8). RNA was isolated from these five subjects with HGPS and five con-

trol individuals that were treated or untreated with FTI lonafarnib for three

days. Affymetrix U133 plus 2.0 arrays were used for hybridization to get the

gene expression profiles of genes in each condition and the data was analysed

as described below. Experimental work was done by Jackleen Marji from Prof.

Karima Djabali’s group, Department of Dermatology, College of Physicians and

Surgeons, Columbia University, New York, USA, Department of Dermatology,

Technical University Munich, Munich, Germany. I have analysed the data using

GeneSpring, MetaCore and bioCompendium.
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3.3 Data analysis

3.3.1 Microarray data analysis

The raw data was processed and analyzed using GeneSpring GX 10.0. I have

identified 50,636 probe sets (Figure 3.3A) and selected the differentially expressed

genes which are two-fold above or below the baseline and the P-value cutoff

≤ 0.01. As shown in Figure 3.4 from our Progeria publication (Marji et al.,

2010), 352 genes were significantly differentially expressed between fibroblasts

from subjects with HGPS and controls (gene list 1: Control_versus_HGPS).

65 genes were differentially expressed in control subjects after FTI treatment

compared to no treatment (gene list 2: Control_versus_Control+FTI) and 804

in subjects with HGPS after FTI treatment compared to untreated controls (gene

list 3: Control_versus_HGPS+FTI). But only one gene, PIK3CB was upregulated

in cells from subjects with HGPS treated with FTI compared to cells from normal

subjects treated with FTI (gene list 4: ControL+FTI_versus_HGPS+FTI).

I have analyzed above mentioned four gene lists with bioCompendium, anno-

tated and enriched each gene list with knowledge obtained from several databases.

Figure 3.3 (preceding page): Genome-wide expression profiling of HGPS and con-
trol fibroblast cultures. (A) Microarray plot profiles indicate changes in gene expression in
control, HGPS, FTI-treated control and FTI-treated HGPS fibroblasts. Each continuous line
corresponds to the normalized intensity value of an individual probe set. Line colors denote the
intensity of the signal (red: strong and blue: low signal). Probes that satisfied a greater or less
than two-fold cutoff and statistically significant difference of p,0.01 are displayed. (B) Pie chart
indicates the predicted subcellular localization of proteins encoded by the 352 genes differen-
tially expressed in HGPS. The list of differentially expressed genes in HGPS versus control cells
was analyzed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) and encoded proteins assigned a subcel-
lular localization based on information contained in the Ingenuity Knowledge Base. (C) Genes
differently expressed in HGPS (352 genes) were assigned to diverse cellular functions using the
’Functional Analysis’ tool of IPA software (www. ingenuity.com). Columns represent groups of
genes associated with specific cellular functions (x-axis). The significant genes were compared
to IPA database and ranked according to a p-values generated with Fisher’s exact test. P-
values less than 0.05 indicates a statistically significant, non-random association between a set
of significant genes and a set of all genes related to a given function in IPA database. The ratio
(y-axis) represents the number of genes from the dataset that map to the pathway divided by
the number of all known genes ascribed to the pathway. The yellow line represents the threshold
of p,0.05. (D) As described above, the 352 genes were assigned to diverse physiological systems
according to IPA. c©This figure is from our own Progeria publication (refer section 3.6) (Marji
et al., 2010) and used by following terms of use from Public Library of Science (PLOS).
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A permanent session has been created in bioCompendium with analysis results

and is available at http://biocompendium.embl.de/Progeria. We have also

analyzed these gene lists with MetaCore (www. Genego.com) and Ingenuity

Pathways Analysis (www.ingenuity.com) software.

We first focused on the ’gene list 1’ consisting of 352 differentially expressed

genes in fibroblasts from controls and subjects with HGPS that were not treated

with FTI. Of those genes, 306 were downregulated and 46 upregulated in fibrob-

lasts from subjects with HGPS. The assigned subcellular localizations indicated

that at least 31.6% of the gene products were localized to the nucleus, 30.4%

to the cytoplasm, 23.7% to the plasma membrane and 1.8% to the extracellular

matrix, with the remainder unknown (Figure 3.4B). Molecular function analy-

ses (Figure 3.3C) and physiological distributions (Figure 3.3D) indicated that a

significant number of genes were implicated in lipid metabolism, cell growth and

differentiation, cell cycle, DNA replication and repair as well as cardiovascular

Figure 3.4 (preceding page): Genome-wide expression profiling of FTI-treated and
untreated fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS. (A) Venn diagram comparison of mi-
croarray datasets of controls versus control-FTI, or HGPS and/or HGPS-FTI. 65 genes were
differentially expressed in fibroblasts from control subjects after FTI treatment compared to no
treatment (Control+FTI; red); 352 in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS compared to those
from control subjects (HGPS; green); and 804 in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS after FTI
treatment compared to untreated controls (HGPS+FTI; blue). Genes with altered expression
common between these different datasets are shown as areas of overlap with different colors in
the Venn diagram with numbers of common genes indicated. (B) Pie chart indicates the subcel-
lular localization of the encoded proteins of the differentially expressed genes between control
and HGPS-FTI datasets according to information contained in the Ingenuity Knowledge Base.
(C) Genes differentially expressed between controls versus HGPS-FTI datasets were assigned
to diverse cellular functions according to Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) and (D) were as-
sociated to canonical pathways according to IPA. The significant genes were compared to IPA
database and ranked according to p-values generated with Fisher’s exact test. P-values less
than 0.005 indicate a statistically significant, non-random association between a set of signifi-
cant genes and a set of all genes related to a given function in IPA database. The ratio (y-axis)
represents the number of all known genes ascribed to the pathway. The Yellow line represents
the threshold of p,0.05. (E) Comparison of gene expression alterations between FTI-treated
control cells (yellow) with FTI-treated fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS (red). Using cri-
teria of corrected p-value from unpaired t-test, 0.01 and two-fold change in expression, only
one gene, PIK3CB was upregulated in FTI treated cells from subjects with HGPS compared to
cells from normal subjects treated with FTI. Therefore, 99% of the genes in FTI-treated cells
from subjects with HGPS were expressed at the same levels as in FTI-treated normal fibroblast.
c©This figure is from our own Progeria publication (refer section 3.6) (Marji et al., 2010) and

used by following terms of use from Public Library of Science (PLOS).
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system development (Marji et al., 2010).

3.3.2 Network analysis

Protein interaction network analysis using MetaCore database (www.genego.com)

shown in Figure 3.5 and STRING interaction database shown in Figure 3.6 iden-

tified Rb1 as the only one encoding a protein product, Rb, known to interact

directly with A-type lamins (Mancini et al., 1994; Ozaki et al., 1994).

3.3.3 Comparison with related studies

As shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the Differentially Expressed Gene (DEG) list in

fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS from this study has been compared to the

differentially expressed genes lists in studies by Scaffidi and Mitseli (Scaffidi and

Misteli, 2008), Csoka et al., (Csoka et al., 2004) and Bakey et al., (Bakay et al.,

2006). Control versus HGPS differentially expressed genes established after a

statistical analysis using the t test with 1% significance and 2-fold cutoff were

compared to the initial microarray analyses performed on three HGPS fibroblast

strains derived from patients at age 8 (AG11513), 9 (AG10750) and 14 years old

(AG11498) (Csoka et al., 2004). Only two genes: ATR, KIAA0746 are common.

This small overlap may be due to variation intrinsic to each cell, in addition to

the fact that cells from subjects with HGPS exhibit increased variation in cellular

phenotype with cellular age in vitro and with the donor’s age. Our study was

performed using five fibroblast cultures from five subjects with HGPS at age 2

to 4 years old, kindly provided by Progeria Research Foundation. Cells were col-

lected at an early population doublings stage (PPD <25) when their growth rate

remained similar to that of control fibroblast cultures. Phenotypic variations and

different levels of progerin expression can contribute to the heterogeneity between

fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS. We compared the control versus HGPS gene

list with a study from Scaffidi and Mitseli that used a cellular model for HGPS by

overexpressing progerin in normal immortalized fibroblasts (Scaffidi and Misteli,

2008). We also compared our results with another study (Bakay et al., 2006).

In this study, 125 human muscle biopsies from 13 diagnostic groups including

Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) patients with LMNA and emerin
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mutations were studied and found very little overlap in both the cases (Bakay

et al., 2006).

Control vs
HGPS(352 DEGs)

(Scaffidi
and Misteli,
2008)(1394 DEGs)

(Csoka et al.,
2004)(361 DEGs)

(Bakay et al.,
2006)(232 DEGs)

Control vs
HGPS

- 3.41% 0.57% 3.13%

(Scaffidi and
Misteli, 2008)

0.86% - 2.8% 0.79%

(Csoka et al.,
2004)

0.55% 10.8% - 1.66%

(Bakay et al.,
2006)

4.74% 4.74% 2.59% -

Table 3.1: Comparison of Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) from different
microarray studies. Comparison of the DEGs in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS from
this study to the DEGs in studies (Bakay et al., 2006; Csoka et al., 2004; Scaffidi and Misteli,
2008) that have been previously published. The table shows the % overlap between DEGs
derived from the different microarray studies.

3.4 Summary of results

We analyzed global gene expression changes in fibroblasts from human subjects

with HGPS and found that 352 genes were significantly differentially expressed

between fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS and controls. Most of these genes

are located in nucleus. Molecular function analysis and physiological distributions

indicated that a significant number of genes were implicated in lipid metabolism,

cell growth and differentiation, cell cycle, DNA replication and repair as well as

cardiovascular system development. Protein interaction network analysis using

MetaCore and STRING database identified Rb1 interact with A-type lamins.

The expression of Rb1 was downregulated in HGPS.

The differential expression of most of the identified genes in HGPS can poten-

tially be explained by the hypothesis that an abnormal prelamin A variant causes

Rb to differentially interact with or regulate downstream partners. Importantly,

the differentially expressed genes in HGPS indicated that Rb is a key regulatory

component affected by LMNA mutation and that it is at the center of a signaling

network that is abnormally active in the disease.

To unravel the mechanism underlying reversal of the HGPS phenotype by
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Control vs
HGPS(352 DEGs)

(Scaffidi
and Misteli,
2008)(1394 DEGs)

(Csoka et al.,
2004)(361 DEGs)

(Bakay et al.,
2006)(232 DEGs)

Control vs
HGPS

-

ARFGEF1; BUB1;
EIF4A2; MBNL2;
RALGPS2;
REV3L; SP1;
SPRED1; SR140;
TGFBR1; USP10;
USP34

ATR; KIAA0746

ASPH; ATF2;
ATP2B4; BRD7;
GNS; KIAA0265;
NFASC; NUP160;
SF3B1; SOS2;
UBE4B

(Scaffidi and
Misteli, 2008)

- -

AHR; BENE;
C6orf31;
COL13A1;
COL4A1;
COL4A2; CRTL1;
DKFZP586K1520;
DKFZp761D221;
EMX2; ENH;
HIP1; IFI27;
IR2155535;
ITGA2;
KIAA1671;
KIAA1912; MAIL;
MGC15437;
MGC21981;
MGC24995;
MGC2555; MTLC;
NID2; PBX1;
PGBD3; PLD1;
PRG1; ROR1;
SALL1; SGCD;
SLC1A4; TBX3;
TFPI; TNA; TNC;
TP53I11; TRIM5;
ZSIG13

EDG2; EPPB9;
GALNACT-2;
MGC2749; OS-
BPL1A; PBX1;
PDE4DIP; SAV1;
SGCD; WAC;
ZFHX1B

(Csoka et al.,
2004)

- - -
AASS; GALNT1;
MEST; PBX1;
SGCD; STK38L

(Bakay et al.,
2006)

- - - -

Table 3.2: Common Differentially Expressed Genes (DEGs) from different microar-
ray studies. The table provides list of common DEGs in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS
from this study to the DEGs in studies (Bakay et al., 2006; Csoka et al., 2004; Scaffidi and
Misteli, 2008) that have been previously published.
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blocking protein farnesylation, we determined the gene expression changes occur-

ring in fibroblasts after FTI administration on both control as well as subjects

with HGPS. Comparison of gene expression analysis of DEGs from control and

HGPS subjects before and after the treatment of FTI indicated that FTI restores

a nearly normal gene expression profile in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS.

Microarray analyses results were validated by real-time RT-PCR by Dr. Djabali’s

team and the results were available in our publication (Marji et al., 2010).

3.5 Discussion

Inhibition of protein farnesyltransferase activity by FTIs has been shown to im-

prove abnormalities in nuclear morphology in cells from subjects with HGPS and

from animal models of the disease (Capell et al., 2005; Dechat et al., 2007; Glynn

and Glover, 2005; Mallampalli et al., 2005; Toth et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2008).

FTIs also improve the progeria like phenotypes of mouse models of HGPS (Capell

et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2006). Presumably, blocking farnesylation of progerin,

the truncated prelamin A expressed as a result of the G608G LMNA mutation

which is responsible for most cases of HGPS, renders it less toxic. However,

Figure 3.5 (preceding page): The lamin A-Rb network. The main network (center left) shows
downstream interactions between lamin A/C and the 352 differentially expressed genes in HGPS
fibroblasts. The network was built using MetaCore analyses, which finds known interactions
between gene products. (A) The network divides into several distinct regions, the main region
being the regulatory and signaling network. (B) The detailed view of the main region (top
right) shows that the only gene differentially expressed in HGPS directly downstream of lamin
A/C (layer 1) is that encoding Rb (layer 2). In turn, most of the immediate downstream
partners of Rb included in this dataset are p107, NCOA2, SP1, and ATF-2 and E2F1 (layer 3).
Of the remaining genes that occur downstream of layer 3, nearly half of the 280 genes interact
with only one or more of these transfactors associated to the main network (center left); these
gene products are placed above the centre. From layer 4 and 5, most of the genes can be
connected at least to one entity according to GeneGO. In the HGPS dataset, 124 genes that
had no known interactions in GeneGO are not shown. From the center regulatory and signaling
network (zoom left, panel B)), several groups of genes segregate into six subnetworks, based on
mutual interactions: a group denoted DNA repair (bottom left, panel (C)), motility (bottom
right, panel (D)), and three circles of genes regulated by E2F1, ATF-2 and SP1, respectively.
Symbols associating the genes with functions are indicated. Genes labeled with blue circles
were downregulated and red circles were upregulated. c©This figure is from our own Progeria
publication (refer section 3.6) (Marji et al., 2010) and used by following terms of use from Public
Library of Science (PLOS).
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3. Progeria: Discussion

Figure 3.6: The lamin A-Rb network from STRING database. The protein-protein
interaction network of genes differentially expressed in HGPS fibroblasts. This network was
built using STRING database. Similar to MetaCore network shown in Figure 3.5, STRING
network also reveals that lamin A - Rb signaling network is a major defective regulatory axis
in HGPS.

the molecular mechanisms by which progerin exerts its toxicity and whether FTI

treatment reverses specific molecular defects induced by progerin remain largely

unknown. We have now identified a defective lamin A-Rb signaling network in

cells from subjects with HGPS and demonstrated that treatment of cells with an

FTI reverses abnormalities in the expression of genes encoding proteins in this

network.

We compared our gene expression profiles to those of previous studies that

have examined gene expression in HGPS and found very little overlap (3.5%)

of differentially expressed genes with Scaffidi and Mitseli (Scaffidi and Misteli,

2008), 3% with Bakey et al., (Bakay et al., 2006) and less than 1% with Csoka

et al., (Csoka et al., 2004)(Table 3.1). The corresponding common differentially

expressed genes in these comparisons are shown in Table 3.2. (Csoka et al., 2004)

used fibroblasts from only three subjects ages 8 to 14 years of age whereas we

used cultured fibroblasts from five subjects with HGPS obtained at earlier ages
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3. Progeria: Publication

(age 1 to 4 years). As the growth rate and proliferation potency of fibroblasts

from subjects with HGPS decrease with cellular age in vitro and the donor’s age,

this could partially explain the differences between our results. Importantly, the

average age of death in HGPS is 12 - 15 years, which suggests that the cellu-

lar phenotype may be severely altered in older children (Merideth et al., 2008).

(Scaffidi and Misteli, 2008) generated immortalized normal fibroblasts that over-

expressed progerin and examined gene expression in only two lines, making a

comparison difficult given the very different system and the low statistical power

from using only two biological replicates.

Our results, therefore, suggest that lamin A - Rb signaling network is a major

defective regulatory axis. Treatment of fibroblasts with a protein farnesyltrans-

ferase inhibitor (lonafarnib) reversed the gene expression defects. This study

identifies Retinoblastoma protein (Rb) as a key factor in HGPS pathogenesis

and suggests that its modulation could help in premature ageing and as well as

physiological ageing.

Contributions: This is a collaborative project between scientists from 1) De-

partment of Dermatology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia Uni-

versity, New York, USA; 2) EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany; 3) Departments of

Medicine and of Pathology and Cell Biology, College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Columbia University, New York, USA; 4) Department of Pediatrics, Warren Al-

bert Medical School of Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, USA and

5) Department of Dermatology, Technical University Munich, Munich, Germany.

This research project was conceived and designed the experiments by Karima Dja-

bali. Experimental work was done by Jackleen Marji and bioinformatics analysis

was carried out by me under the guidance of Sean I. O’Donoghue and Reinhard

Schneider.

3.6 Progeria publication

This research work has been published in PLOS ONE journal (Marji et al., 2010)

and the article is provided in the Publications section 9.3.
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Chapter 4

TAMAHUD

4.1 Description

Identification of early disease markers, novel pharmacologically tractable tar-

gets and small molecule phenotypic modulators in Huntington’s Disease (HD) -

TAMAHUD (TArgets and MArkers in HUntington’s Disease) is a FP6 European

Commission funded project. The main objective of this project is to improve

strategies for the prevention and cure of HD by using genome information to bet-

ter understand the molecular mechanisms underlying the pathology. It employed

a state-of-the-art technology, a phenotypic screen to identify human genes encod-

ing druggable proteins in a human cell line overexpressing a full length mutated

Huntingtin construct.

In cellular and animal models of the disease, as well as in patients, intracellu-

lar aggregates containing different proteins including the polyQ-bearing amino-

terminus of the mutated HTT protein are detectable. In fact, the proteolytic

generation and accumulation of such HTT fragments correlates well with cy-

totoxicity in cellular and animal models of the disease (Crook and Housman,

2013). Extensive genetic and transgenic data support the idea that the mutation

causes disease predominantly by a toxic gain-of-function mechanism, although

it is possible that this may be modulated to a minor extent by loss-of-function

(Di Prospero and Fischbeck, 2005; Landles and Bates, 2004).

Many different possibilities have been proposed as molecular mechanisms un-
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4. TAMAHUD: Experimental setup

derlying HD, including excitotoxicity, loss of transcriptional activity of genes

encoding neurotrophic factors, loss of axonal transport functions, gain of protein-

protein interactions leading to transcriptional dysregulation and altered choles-

terol metabolism (Bates, 2003; Cattaneo et al., 2001; Li and Li, 2004; MacDonald

et al., 2003; Sugars and Rubinsztein, 2003). Although genetic testing can identify

individuals carrying the HD allele (Myers, 2004), accurate prediction of disease

onset is presently very difficult to achieve.

Current therapeutic approaches in HD are largely unspecific and aimed at ad-

dressing the psychiatric symptomatology and reducing motor dysfunction (Leegwater-

Kim and Cha, 2004). Some experimental therapeutic approaches have shown a

degree of benefit in animal models (Melone et al., 2005), modestly increasing pa-

rameters such as life-span, motor performance and weight loss. However, where

such approaches have been tested in the clinic, little or no significant benefit

could be demonstrated. Today, therefore, individuals diagnosed with HD and

their families face the certainty of an incurable, fatal, progressive and devastat-

ing neurodegenerative disease, without knowing either when disease onset will

occur or how severe and prolonged disease progression will be.

4.2 Experimental setup

Although primary cultures of mammalian striatal neurons, or striatum-derived

cell lines with the HD mutation would represent an ideal cellular tool for target

identification approaches, the limited accessibility and/or capability to manipula-

tion (robustness in culture and transfection efficiency) afforded by these systems

make them better suited as target validation tools (i.e. useful for the validation

of previously identified targets) rather than for high-throughput screens aimed at

target identification.

Sienabiotech and University of Cambridge developed a stable human embry-

onic kidney (HEK293) T-REx cell line which can inducibly express either a full

length HTT(Q138) under the control of a tetracycline-inducible promoter or a

wild-type HTT transgene. Here, we combined two approaches to identify mod-

ifiers of mutant HTT toxicity by first performing a cell-based screen to identify

genes that, when knocked down, could suppress mutant HTT-induced toxicity,
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4. TAMAHUD: Data integration and analysis

using a library of 16,869 siRNAs targeting 5,623 genes based on the RefSeq anno-

tation of the human genome. We performed this screen in two different HD mod-

els. The primary high-throughput, high-content siRNA screen was carried out by

CENIX, an RNAi-based specialist company which provided the consortium with

the ’druggable genome’ siRNA library, the experience, know-how and specialist

technical competencies required for a high throughput RNAi screen (Sachse et al.,

2005; Sonnichsen et al., 2005). In a secondary analysis, Dr. Rubinsztein and his

team at University of Cambridge validated primary hits in a Drosophila model

of HD.

4.3 Data integration and analysis

For the high-throughput screen, we used a strategy consisting of an iterative

siRNA screen where positive genes were selected after three consecutive rounds

to compensate for the variability of the assay. We eliminated nonpositive siRNAs

and added new siRNAs targeting the selected genes in consecutive passes. We

assessed rescue of cellular toxicity by each siRNA by fluorescence microscopy and

automated image analysis using three independent readouts, (i) number of cell

nuclei (#nuclei), (ii) apoptotic index and (iii) aberrant nuclei index, and we used

rescue indices to express the effect of each individual siRNA for each parame-

ter analyzed. In an initial screen, we tested three independent siRNAs for each

of the 5,623 genes (a total of 16,869 siRNAs), from which we selected 670 pri-

mary genes (see Supplementary Note 1 of our TAMAHUD publication (Jimenez-

Sanchez et al., 2015a,b) for screen assay and criteria selection) for a second pass

2 validation. After three consecutive rounds of screening, we selected 257 genes

and ranked these on the basis of all three rescue indices, using #nuclei rescue

index as a primary criterion (see Supplementary Data Set 1 of our TAMAHUD

publication (Jimenez-Sanchez et al., 2015a,c)).

To validate these 257 hits obtained in mammalian cells and to focus on targets

with potential relevance in vivo, we performed a secondary screen in a Drosophila

model that expressed a construct of the HTT protein containing 48 polyglu-

tamines (Q48) that causes eye degeneration. Out of these 257 mammalian genes

previously selected, 133 genes have one or more orthologs in flies (check Supple-
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4. TAMAHUD: Data integration and analysis

mentary Data Sets 1 and 2 of TAMAHUD publication (Jimenez-Sanchez et al.,

2015a,c,d)). Of these 133 mammalian genes with fly orthologs, 74 Drosophila

genes (corresponding to 66 mammalian genes) rescued the Q48-induced eye degen-

eration with at least one RNAi line, whereas the others showed no obvious effect

(Supplementary Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary Data Sets 1 and 2 of TAMAHUD

publication (Jimenez-Sanchez et al., 2015a,c,d,e)).

An important added value to TAMAHUD project is to have expression and

functional data on the same disease model and a comparison with public data.

In order to support this siRNA screen target identification and validation efforts,

I have selected and analysed 17 publicly available Huntington’s Disease studies

from human, mouse and rat species and the list of these studies is shown in Ta-

ble 4.1. HEK293 T-REx cell line siRNA hits 670 obtained in pass 1, then 257 in

pass 2 and 74 genes from Drosophila model have been integrated with microarray

results obtained from same cell line before and after the treatment of doxycy-

cline. In addition the transcriptome results from selected already published HD

datasets were also integrated into the same database. The hits from TAMAHUD

screen both functional as well as expression and from public HD sets were ex-

tensively annotated with the knowledge from publicly available databases. This

consolidated database and corresponding web application facilitate cross study

analysis, verification of experimental findings and considerably strengthen them.

Some of my contributions are mentioned below.

Annotation pipeline: An annotation pipeline has been set up to annotate

the TAMAHUD screen targets using a wide range of biological databases (gene,

protein, chemistry, pathway, disease, gene expression, domain, gene-ontology,

protein-protein, protein-chemistry interaction databases).

Web server: A secure interactive web server has been developed using MySQL

database as backend, CGI-Perl and JavaScript with access control. It provides

easy access to all the project data to the collaborators of TAMAHUD to the hits

information from both experimental data as well as public microarray datasets

and their annotations. These datasets are accessible via distinct logical sections

as shown in Figure 4.1. In additional several published Hungtinton’s disease ex-

perimental datasets shown in Table 4.1 have been selected. These datasets were

analysed by using in house developed R scripts and integrated with TAMAHUD
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4. TAMAHUD: Data integration and analysis

screen to facilitate cross study analysis and poolig of the data. A plugin is

developed to connect TAMAHUD web application to bioCompendium resource

(refer to Chapter 2 for more details on bioCompendium) with the help of bio-

Compendium API. Using this plugin, the selected datasets were further anal-

ysed with bioCompendium. Gene expression dataset selection and connection

to bioCompendium is shown in Figure 4.2. The URL of this web server is

https://schneider2.embl.de/tamahud.

Figure 4.1: TAMAHUD web interface. The figure shows the landing page of the
TAMAHUD web application. Here TAMAHUD siRNA screen hits were annotated with knowl-
edge from several biological databases and organised the annotations and enrichments in dif-
ferent sub sections. It also provides the entry point to gene expression analysis of TAMAHUD
and public HD datasets shown in Table 4.1.

Summary of known information from biological databases: The different target

groups (Cenix selected, passed 1-4 passes) are mapped to Ambion siRNAs and

provided a comprehensive summary sheet for each gene.

Orthology information: In order to facilitate the work on more than one

animal model, the orthology information from important model organisms are
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4. TAMAHUD: Data integration and analysis

Figure 4.2: TAMAHUD and Public Expression Data Analysis Interface. In this figure
panel (A) shows the organisation of different Huntington’s Disease microarray analysis results
with different p-value, fold-change cut offs and number of significant transcripts with a hyper-
link. This link opens a table view of significant hits with detailed annotations. This panel
also provides link to the corresponding GEO accession and the publication. From here the
user can select one or more transcript lists and send them to the bioCompendium service by
selecting the corresponding checkboxes and clicking ’Go to bioCompendium’ button and are
highlighted with red ellipses. Panel (B) shows bioCompendium data exploration and analysis
interface. Here the table ’Input after conversion’, shows the names of the selected gene lists
and their sizes after mapping them to human genes by following orthology relations. In this
particular example RF3 is the differentially expressed dataset from human embryonic kidney
(HEK293) T-REx cell line before and after the treatment of doxycycline and its corresponding
organism is human, where as other four selected public HD datasets are from mouse models
and bioCompendium converts them from mouse to human by following orthology relations. At
this point all the gene lists are converted to human specific genes, easy to pool or compare and
further explore with the help of exhaustive menu provided by bioCompendium by clicking on
the coloured bars. The ’Combinations’ expand, collapse button provides union or intersection
of the gene lists as shown in panel (C). The bioCompendium menu shown in panel (C) provides
summary sheets, clustering based on sequence and domain architecture similarity, KEGG and
GO enrichments etc., (refer to Chapter 2 Bar diagrams and menu section for more details).
Panel (D) shows a tabular view of the selected list of genes and a summary sheet will be open
upon selection of a gene. This is an example to explore bioCompendium menu items.
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4. TAMAHUD: Data integration and analysis

provided.

Structural features: This section contains protein domain features from SMART (Letu-

nic et al., 2009) and Pfam (Punta et al., 2012), and 3D structures from PDB (Berman

et al., 2007).

Pathway analysis: Hits are analysed with KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2012),

PANTHER (Mi et al., 2005), Reactome (Croft et al., 2011), IPA (Ingenuity

Pathway Analysis) resources and are enriched for each pathway, hits are overlaid

in KEGG pathways. The pathway analysis with IPA shown in Figure 4.3.

Gene ontology: Detailed gene ontology information (function, process and

cellular component) is provided for each hit.

P-C, P-P interactions: Protein-protein, protein-chemistry information from

STRING (Szklarczyk et al., 2011) and STITCH (Kuhn et al., 2008) are provided

for each hit with a graphical network visualization.

Chemistry information: Chemistry related data are provided from PubChem (Bolton

et al., 2008), DrugBank (Wishart, 2008), HMDB (Wishart et al., 2009), Bioalma.

This information is further categorized into drugs, ligands and metabolites.

Gene expression information: Gene expression related data to TAMAHUD

hits were collected from EMBL-EBI Expression Atlas (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/

gxa), which provides normalized data over different gene expression experiments.

Here I have analyzed the data related to our hits and provided the inference in

different sections as follows: a) Brain related - more precisely, the brain parts

where our TAMAHUD hits are expressed, b) Disease related - to point out other

diseases associated to our hits, c) Huntington’s disease related - to know if there

are any other proteins of interest in this set or to detect how many of our hits

are matching genes that are significantly expressed in these gene expression ex-

periments.

Bioalms novoseek: An information extraction system for searching the pub-

lished knowledge in biomedical literature from Bioalma is incorporated into the

TAMAHUD web server.
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4. TAMAHUD: Data integration and analysis

Figure 4.3: Functional categorization of mutant HTT toxicity modifiers. (A) Pie chart
representation of the main molecular functions of genes obtained from siRNA screen in HEK293
cells (670 primary and 257 further selected genes) (top and middle) and 66 validated genes in
Drosophila (bottom). (B) Top functional pathways associated with the 66 hits validated in
Drosophila. Canonical pathways were determined by an Ingenuity Pathway Analysis and were
ranked by log(p-value). Fisher’s exact test was used to calculate a p-value (blue bars). The
threshold line represents a p-value of 0.05, canonical pathways below the yellow line are not
statistically significant. Number and name of the genes associated with each of the top 30
pathways are shown in Supplementary Table 1b. of TAMAHUD publication (Jimenez-Sanchez
et al., 2015a,e).
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4. TAMAHUD: Summary of results

4.4 Summary of results

Cenix, an RNAi-based specialist SME performed the primary cell screen for

suppressors of mutant HTT toxicity using a stable human embryonic kidney

(HEK293) T-REx cell lines expressing full-length human HTT bearing 138 polyg-

lutamines (Q138) under the control of a tetracycline-inducible promoter, which

we refer to as HTT(Q138). The expression of HTT(Q138) confirmed after in-

ducing the cells with doxycycline using antibodies recognizing the N terminus of

human HTT and quantitative RT-PCR using primers spanning different areas of

the human HTT cDNA. This cell line had reduced cell viability after expression

of mutant HTT, which was reverted through treatment with a known reference

compound (Y27632) (Li et al., 2009b), suggesting that this model could be used

to identify potential modulators of mutant HTT cellular toxicity in a large-scale

screen.

We have selected ’druggable genome’ human siRNA library, a total of 16,869

siRNAs covering 5,623 human genes encoding pharmacologically tractable pro-

teins including G-protein coupled receptors, ion channels, enzymes and nuclear

receptors (Hopkins and Groom, 2002). The first pass of the screen provided

670 significant genes and after three consecutive rounds of screening, we selected

257 genes for further validation. To validate these hits the University of Cam-

bridge team performed a secondary RNAi screen in a Drosophila model of HD

and came up with 74 Drosophila genes that are corresponding to 66 mammalian

genes. And the same time Sienabiotech SpA performed the microarray analysis

of HTT(Q138) cells before and after the treatment of doxycycline (TAMAHUD

RF3 dataset).

To gain further insight into the biological relevance of the data generated,

TAMAHUD knowledgebase based on both public and experimental data has been

developed by me at EMBL under the supervision of Reinhard Schneider by fol-

lowing data integration and knowledge management approaches. Here I have

performed bioinformatics analysis of these significant druggable targets obtained

from siRNA screen through passes 1-4 that are 670 genes, 257 and 66 genes re-

spectively. As shown in Table 4.1, I have also selected 17 published Huntington’s

disease studies related to human, mouse and rat species and analyzed them using
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4. TAMAHUD: Summary of results

R & BioConductor along with TAMAHUD RF3 dataset. I have applied data

integration and knowledge management approaches to integrate TAMAHUD ex-

perimental results with public high throughput experimental datasets. All these

datasets and bioinformatics results were systematically labelled and stored in a

MySQL database and a Perl-CGI based web application have been developed with

rich JavaScript functionality. The TAMAHUD hits as well as DEGs (Differen-

tially Expressed Genes) were annotated with information from several biological

databases such as gene, protein, chemistry, pathway, disease, gene expression,

domain, gene-ontology, protein-protein, protein-chemistry interaction databases.

The annotated TAMAHUD hits and their enrichments were organised in different

logical sections as depicted in Figure 4.1. The gene expression datasets were or-

ganised in an expandable tableview along with number of significant DEGs and

their corresponding p-value and fold-change cut offs. The user can select one

or more DEG lists and send them to the bioCompendium service on the fly for

further exploration and analysis as shown in Figure 4.2.

There is a lot of literature on Huntington’s disease and it’s difficult to follow

this vast amount of growing information manually. Bioalma mined the relevant

literature by using their text-mining methods and stored the text-mining results

in Alma Knowledge Server (AKS). These text-mining results were also integrated

with above web application by using AKS API.

With the help of this centralized TAMAHUD database and the web server,

we categorized the different sets of HD toxicity modulators according to their

molecular function. Suppressors were enriched for certain classes of proteins such

as GPCRs or transporters compared to the initial library, whereas the number

of positive kinases in the screen was reduced, and no cytokines, growth factors

or translational regulators were represented. We observed similar functional cat-

egorizations after selection from the cell and Drosophila screen. An Ingenuity

Pathway Analysis of the hits obtained in the primary screen in cells shown in

Figure 4.3 revealed that the majority of these proteins participate not only in

general processes such as GPCR- or cAMP-mediated signaling but also in canon-

ical pathways related to neurodegeneration such as apoptosis, mitochondrial dys-

function, amyloid processing or protein ubiquitination. Notably, ten of these

proteins have been previously related to HD signaling, including subunits of the
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4. TAMAHUD: Discussion

succinate dehydrogenase complex and HTT-associated protein 1 (Supplementary

Table 1a of TAMAHUD publication (Jimenez-Sanchez et al., 2015a,e)). Many of

the genes validated in Drosophila are also involved in processes related to neu-

rodegeneration but are enriched in mitochondrial metabolic pathways, especially

those associated with fatty acid biosynthesis and metabolism.

With the help of TAMAHUD knowledgebase, a gene that had one of the

strongest and most consistent effects in rescuing mutant HTT-induced toxicity

in the cell-based siRNA screen has been prioritized for further experimental val-

idation. The gene product has glutaminyl cyclase activity and is named QPCT.

The University of Cambridge team headed by Dr. David C Rubinsztein further

validated the functionality of QPCT and screened the library of compounds that

inhibit QPCT. Refer to TAMAHUD publicaiton in section 4.6.

4.5 Discussion

In this collaborative project, our approach using a two-step screen, starting with

an initial large-scale analysis in human cell models followed by validation in

Drosophila, has yielded a number of potentially druggable targets which may be

suitable for HD. A variety of high-throughput RNAi screens have identified ge-

netic suppressors of phenotypes mediated by mutant HTT N-terminal fragments

in Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans and mammalian (mouse and human) cells

(Lejeune et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2010, 2012; Yamanaka et al., 2014). In most

cases, aggregation was the primary readout, often measured with C-terminal GFP

fusions. Differences in the nature of the previous screens (species, cellular context,

HTT fragment length, length of the polyglutamine expansion, primary readout,

and differences in siRNA or shRNA sequences) complicate cross-screen compar-

isons. Also, virtually no screens in this area have examined their false negative

rates owing to inefficient knockdown. Additionally, the screen presented here was

biased toward the druggable component of the human genome, and a further selec-

tion was made in the course of sorting toward specific protein target classes. This

most likely contributes to the relatively poor overlap of hits in the present and pre-

vious screens. A comparison with a screen performed in HEK293T cells to identify

genetic suppressors of inducibly expressed mutant HTT exon 1 toxicity (Miller
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4. TAMAHUD: Discussion

et al., 2012) revealed an overlap of only four genes (CPA1, GRIN2A, NR3C2

and USP21) when considering the top 257 hits (check Supplementary Data Set 1

of TAMAHUD publication (Jimenez-Sanchez et al., 2015a,c)). However, matrix

metalloproteases, identified in HEK293T cells as modulators of fragmentation

and toxicity of N-terminal portions of mutant HTT (Miller et al., 2010), were

also identified in our data set together with PAK1, which we previously identi-

fied as a kinase promoting mutant HTT self-association and toxicity (Luo et al.,

2008), thus validating the effectiveness of the screen.

With the help of TAMAHUD knowledgebase, given the reproducible and clear

rescue that QPCT inhibition exerts on mutant HTT toxicity in cells and in

Drosophila, we focused on this target. We identified and characterized a series

of compounds that efficiently reduce mutant HTT aggregation in mammalian

cell lines and also in primary mouse neurons, fly eye and in zebrafish. Although

the levels of rescue obtained varied between compounds depending on the model

used, this may be as a result of differences in absorption routes and bioavailabil-

ity. Nevertheless, our data showed that pharmacologic inhibition of QPCT can

rescue HD phenotypes and provides proof of principle for QPCT as a potential

therapeutic target for HD and possibly other related intracellular proteinopathies

by modulating the formation of oligomeric forms, which have been proposed as

the most toxic species in these diseases (Lajoie and Snapp, 2010; Takahashi et al.,

2008). Clearly, further work, most likely including additional drug development,

is required before we can consider whether this will be clinically relevant. Never-

theless, in a broader perspective, our data suggest that a discovery pipeline from

druggable genome screen to drug development may be tractable for neurodegen-

erative diseases.

TAMAHUD knowledgebase with both TAMAHUD experimental results as

well as public high-dimensional Huntington’s disease datasets has been developed

as a result of this collaborative project. This is useful for many researcher working

in the area of Huntington’s disease and more broadly neurodegenerative area.

Contributions: This is a collaborative project, the consortium is composed

of partners with complementary expertise and specific know-how. Sienabiotech

SpA, University of Cambridge and TCP Innovations carried out the experimen-
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4. TAMAHUD: Publication

tal work: High throughput RNAi (HT-RNAi) screen to establish a druggable

genome for HD; validation of primary hits; validation and interrogation func-

tional role of selected hits (targets) in fly and zebrafish models; small molecule

screening etc., where as Alma Bioinformatics S.L (Bioalma) mined the relevant

literature by using their text-mining machinery, Alma Knowledge Server (AKS).

At EMBL Heidelberg, I have collected and integrated all the experimental data

generated with in the project as well as some of the selected, publicly available

HD datasets and analysed and built a comprehensive TAMAHUD knowledgebase

under the supervision of Reinhard Schneider and contributed to the TAMAHUD

publication.

4.6 TAMAHUD publication

This research work has been published in Nature Chemical Biology journal (Jimenez-

Sanchez et al., 2015a) and the article is provided in the Publications section 9.3.
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Chapter 5

Human-gpDB

5.1 Description

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a major family of membrane receptors

in eukaryotic cells. They play a crucial role in the communication of a cell with the

environment. Ligands bind to GPCRs on the outside of the cell, activating them

by causing a conformational change, and allowing them to bind to G-proteins.

Through their interaction with G-proteins, several effector molecules are acti-

vated leading to many kinds of cellular and physiological responses. The great

importance of GPCRs and their corresponding signal transduction pathways is

indicated by the fact that they take part in many diverse disease processes and

that a large part of efforts towards drug development today is focused on them.

Human-gpDB is a publicly accessible, relational database which currently

holds information about 713 human GPCRs, 36 human G-proteins and 99 hu-

man effectors. The collection of information about the interactions between these

molecules was done manually and the current version of Human-gpDB holds in-

formation for about 1663 connections between GPCRs and G-proteins and 1618

connections between G-proteins and effectors. Major advantages of Human-gpDB

are the integration of several external data sources and the support of advanced

visualization techniques. Human-gpDB is a simple, yet a powerful tool for re-

searchers in the life sciences field as it integrates an up-to-date, carefully curated

collection of human GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their interactions. The
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5. Human-gpDB: Description

database may be a reference guide for medical and pharmaceutical research, es-

pecially in the areas of understanding human diseases and drug discovery.

The initial step was to collect the sequence information for each GPCR, G-

protein and effector from UniProt/SwissProt database. This information was

obtained by parsing respective database entries for the description (DE), the

gene (GN) and the database cross references (DR). The next step was to isolate

and keep those proteins that have at least one connection with other proteins,

e.g., a GPCR with a G-protein and a G-protein with an effector and vice versa.

In order to achieve this, an extensive manual literature search was performed to

detect proteins that co-occur in the same abstract and are biologically relevant.

The corresponding PubMed IDs were also recorded along with the co-occurrence

information. This manual literature search was done my Margarita C. Theodor-

opoulou, University of Athens. I have build the rest of the knowledgebase includ-

ing backend database design and implementation, development of ETLs (Extract,

Transform and Load) scripts and the web application with rich JavaScript and ex-

ploration tools. All the three types of proteins (GPCRs, G-proteins and effectors)

were categorized into families, subfamilies and types. G-proteins were classified

based on their α-subunits sequence homology, whereas effectors classification was

based on their function. For GPCR many different classifications exist, we have

used IUPHAR classification (Harmar et al., 2009).

UniProt identifiers were used as starting points to integrate the Human-gpDB

with various external data sources. The systems that were used to help us with

this integration were similar to the ones mentioned in the bioCompendium data

layer, i.e. ENSEMBL, BioMart and SRS. For each protein, information about

the name, the sequence, the description, the family and the subfamily it belongs

to, together with the full record coming from the Dasty2 DAS client (Jimenez

et al., 2008) was collected.

In oder to develop this resource I have applied data integration and knowl-

edge management approaches to integrate GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their

interactions. These proteins and their interactions are annotated with rich knowl-

edge from publicly available biological databases. The overview of Humap-gpDB

web application is shown in Figure 5.1 The construction of this service, its con-

tent, data integration, visualization technologies used, its implementation details
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5. Human-gpDB: Summary of results

and utility of the service were well described in my publication of this resource,

Human-gpDB publication (Satagopam et al., 2010) and it is available in the Pub-

lications section 9.3.

Currently, two Human-gpDB servers are set up, one running at LCSB/EMBL

(http://schneider.embl.de/human_gpdb) and the other running at the De-

partment of Cell Biology and Biophysics of the University of Athens (http://

bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/human_gpd/). Both servers hold the same copy

of the Human-gpDB database. Concerning the linking to Human-gpDB from

external sources, other databases can link to our database by using, for example,

the following URLs: http://schneider.embl.de/cgi-bin/human_gpdb.cgi?

search=P21918 or http://schneider.embl.de/cgi-bin/human_gpdb.cgi?search=

DRD5_HUMAN, based on Uniprot ID or Accession Number.

5.2 Summary of results

The database currently holds information about 713 human GPCRs, 36 human G-

proteins and 99 human effectors. The interactions between these molecules were

collected manually and the current status of Human-gpDB reveals information

about 1663 interactions between GPCRs and G-proteins and 1618 interactions

between G-proteins and effectors. GPCRs are categorized in four classes. Ta-

ble 5.1 shows the number of families and subfamilies in each GPCR class, while

Table 5.2 shows the distribution of GPCRs’ subfamilies based on the number

of Gα families with which they interact. G-proteins are categorized in Gα, Gβ

and Gγ groups. Gα consists of four respective families. From the 36 human

G-proteins, 17 are characterized as Gα, 7 as Gβ and 12 as Gγ. Effectors are

categorized in 20 families, 29 subfamilies and 63 types based on their biological

function. The two most highly populated effectors families are Ion Channels and

Tubulins.

Visualization of the interactions between GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and

drugs together with the rich data integration part is one of the main features

of Human-gpDB. Medusa (Hooper and Bork, 2005) application was used for 2D

representation of the networks of interactions. Arena3D (Pavlopoulos et al., 2008)

was chosen for 3D and more efficient representation of either the whole network of
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Figure 5.1: Overview of Human-gpDB web application. (a) Backend of the application
consisting of manually collected information regarding GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their
interactions as well as a wide range of publicly available information for each of these proteins
stored in a MySQL database. (b) A CGI-Perl script handles the communication between the
client and the server and (c) provides a wide range of information as output to the user. The
system can be coupled with (d) a 2D visualization tool (Medusa) and a 3D visualization tool
(Arena3D), which allows the easy visualization of the relationships between GPCRs, G-Proteins,
effectors and the drugs. c©This Figure is from my own publication and is used with permission
from the Oxford University Press (Satagopam et al., 2010).
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GPCRs’ Class #GPCR Families #GPCR Subfamilies
Class A 55 640 (422 subfamilies of ol-

factory receptors)
Class B 6 16
Class C 4 41 (29 subfamilies of taste

receptors)
Frizzled/Smoothened 2 11
Total 67 708

Table 5.1: Number of families and subfamilies in each GPCR class - Class A is the
largest and consists of 55 families and 640 subfamilies (422 subfamilies of olfactory receptors).
Class B consists of 6 families and 16 subfamilies. Class C consists of 4 families and 41 subfamilies
(29 subfamilies of taste receptors). Frizzled/Smoothened class consists of 2 families and 11
subfamilies.

Couples with #GPCR Subfamilies
1 Gα family 623
2 Gα families 48
3 Gα families 15
All 4 Gα families 1
Unknown coupling 21
Total 708

Table 5.2: Distribution of GPCR subfamilies based on the number of Gα families
with which they interact - One subfamily of GPCRs, the TSHR family, couples with mem-
bers of all four Gα families. Most of the GPCR subfamilies couple with members of one Gα
family (623 out of the 708 subfamilies of GPCRs). Fifteen GPCR subfamilies couple with
members from 3 Gα families, whereas 48 couple with members from 2 Gα families. Twenty-one
GPCR subfamilies do not have known coupling.

interactions or dense subparts of it. Medusa, which is a Java applet, offers the user

a first glance of the respective network. However Medusa still has disadvantages

compared to Arena3D mainly due to the fact that the visualization it offers is in

2D so the space might be a limiting factor for larger or dense networks.

5.3 Discussion

Human-gpDB compared to the previous gpDB databases (Elefsinioti et al., 2004;

Theodoropoulou et al., 2008) is now richer and focuses only on human GPCRs,

G-proteins and effectors. Human-gpDB is not simply a gpDB subset, since it con-

tains more recent data, and it also contains new information concerning the clas-
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sification of GPCRs (11 new subfamilies were added and all existing subfamilies

are classified based on the IUPHAR classification) and also contains interactions

between all molecules. It is fully integrated with external data sources by bridging

information that did not exist in the previous versions (e.g. drugs and chemicals)

and it now comes with a new user-friendly environment supported by advanced

visualization technologies. The interface makes the navigation friendlier, the ex-

ploration of information more efficient and the extraction of new knowledge easier.

Human-gpDB database was built to provide a simple but yet a powerful tool for

researchers in the life sciences field as it integrates a current, careful collection of

human GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their interactions. Human-gpDB uses

advanced visualization technologies to make the volume of data more informative

and the advanced data integration techniques make Human-gpDB a unique tool,

a reference guide in pharmaceutical research and especially in the areas of chem-

ical and drug discovery for human diseases. In the future, the expansion of the

current version of the database for other organisms starting from the ones that

are evolutionarily closer to Humans is essential.

Contributions: The development of Human-gpDB was conceived by Reinhard

Schneider and Stavros J. Hamodrakas from the Department of Cell Biology and

Biophysics of the University of Athens. The manual literature search was done

my Margarita C. Theodoropoulou and I have build the rest of the knowledgebase

including backend database design, data integratoin and implementation, devel-

opment of ETLs and the web application with rich JavaScript and exploration

tools. Georgios A. Pavlopoulos worked on visualization tools, Nikolaos C. Papan-

dreou, Christos K. Stampolakis, Pantelis G. Bagos. helped in the development of

the application. Reinhard Schneider and Stavros J. Hamodrakas supervised the

project. All are involved in the writing of the Human-gpDB publication.

5.4 Human-gpDB publication

The work has been published in Database journal (Satagopam et al., 2010) and

the article is provided in the Publications section 9.3.
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Chapter 6

SBML Map Annotation Service

6.1 Description

In systems biology scientists often represent the biological pathways information

in computer readable SBML (Systems Biology Markup Language) format, which

is an XML document. These SBML maps can benefit from comprehensive bioin-

formatics annotation that may eventually enrich the map with the new elements

and links.

The Map Annotation Service has been developed in the context of MINERVA

platform (Gawron et al., 2016) to annotate the hosted Parkinson’s Disease (PD)

map (Fujita et al., 2014) elements - genes, proteins, chemicals, drugs, metabolites.

6.1.1 MINERVA platform

As described in (Gawron et al., 2016), MINERVA (Molecular Interaction NEt-

woRks VisuAlization) platform, is a standalone webservice supporting curation,

annotation and visualization of molecular interaction networks in Systems Biol-

ogy Graphical Notation (SBGN)-compliant format. MINERVA provides auto-

mated content annotation and verification for improved quality control. The end

users can explore and interact with hosted networks, and provide direct feed-

back to content curators. MINERVA enables mapping drug targets or overlaying

experimental data on the visualized networks. Extensive export functions en-

able downloading areas of the visualized networks as SBGN-compliant models
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for efficient reuse of hosted networks. The software is available under Affero

GPL 3.0 as a Virtual Machine snapshot, Debian package and Docker instance

at http://r3lab.uni.lu/web/minerva-website. MINERVA is an important

contribution to systems biology community, as its architecture enables set-up of

locally or globally accessible SBGN-oriented repositories of molecular interaction

networks. Its functionalities allow overlay of multiple information layers, facili-

tating exploration of content and interpretation of data. Moreover, annotation

and verification workflows of MINERVA improve the efficiency of curation of net-

works, allowing life-science researchers to better engage in development and use

of biomedical knowledge repositories (Gawron et al., 2016).

6.1.2 Parkinson’s disease map

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease involving a complex in-

terplay of environmental and genetic factors. It becomes increasingly important

to develop new approaches to organize and explore the exploding knowledge of

this field. The PD map is a computerbased knowledge repository, representing

diagrammatically molecular mechanisms of PD in a structured and standardized

way. It can be linked to bioinformatics tools facilitating exploration and updating

the contents of the map using bioinformatic annotations (Fujita et al., 2014).

The PD map (http://pdmap.uni.lu) focuses on pathways involved in neurode-

generative processes of the neuronal system, in particular on the degeneration of

dopaminergic neurons of substantia nigra pars compacta. Its manually curated

interactions are supported by over a thousand publications, resulting in roughly

5,000 elements linked by over 2,000 interactions. The PD map utilizes all MIN-

ERVA functionalities to explore a large repository of molecular mechanisms, and

enables users to interpret their experimental data and guide content curation via

the commenting system (Gawron et al., 2016).

6.1.3 Systems Biology Markup Language

The Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) is a standard for representing

models of biochemical and gene-regulatory networks. It is a computer-readable

XML format for representing models of biological processes. SBML is suitable for,
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but not limited to, models using a process description approach. SBML is defined

in a set of specification documents that describe the elements of the language, its

syntax, and provide validation rules (Hucka et al., 2003). Biological processes,

gene-regulatory and biochemical network models are built using CellDesigner

((http://www.celldesigner.org), a structured diagram editor. Networks are

drawn based on the process diagram with Systems Biology Graphic Notation

(SBGN) and are stored using SBML (Hucka et al., 2003; Le Novere et al., 2009).

6.2 Implementation

Publicly available biological databases consist of valuable information. The cur-

rent 2017 Nucleic Acids Research (NAR) database issue, the annual collection of

bioinformatic databases on various areas of molecular biology, consists of 1877

biological databases (Galperin et al., 2017). I took advantage of the biological

knowledge deposited in these publicly available databases e.g. UniProtKB (Ma-

grane and Consortium, 2011), HGNC (Seal et al., 2011), EMBL (Cochrane et al.,

2009) , Ensembl (Flicek et al., 2012), UCSC genome browser database (Fujita

et al., 2011), RefSeq (Pruitt et al., 2012), EntrezGene (Maglott et al., 2011),

UniGene (Schuler, 1997), GeneCards (Safran et al., 2010), PDB (Berman et al.,

2007), Gene Ontology(GO) (Ashburner et al., 2000), KEGG (Kanehisa et al.,

2012), PANTHER (Mi et al., 2005), Reactome (Croft et al., 2011), Pfam (Punta

et al., 2012), InterPro (Hunter et al., 2012b), PharmGKB (McDonagh et al., 2011)

etc., and implemented an annotation service that will enrich the PD map. Each

species in the PD map is annotated with information like HUGO official gene

symbol, gene description, synonyms, chromosomal location, GO terms, disease

associations apart from PD, link outs to several biological databases mentioned

above and is available via notes section of the PD map XML scheme. An example

of such annotation for a gene SNCA (alpha-synuclein) is shown in Appendix A

section 9.3.

All these important databases are parsed, integrated and indexed into Se-

quence Retrieval System (SRS) (Etzold and Verde, 1997) and this is described in

Chapter 2, section 2.2.1. An ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) Perl script has been

developed with SRS getz queries & queried these databases systematically and
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a comprehensive knowledgebase of bio-entities (e.g., genes, proteins, chemicals,

drugs, metabolites), their synonyms, annotations and cross references to other

databases for seven model organisms - yeast, worm, fly, zebrafish, rat, mouse and

human- have been collected and is named ’SynonymDB’.

In order to process the SMBL files and their contents, especially bio-entities

mentioned in the SMBL files (called ’species’ in CellDesigner terminology) in

realtime, the SynonymDB is stored into the main memory, which accelerates

the information retrieval. A TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet

Protocol) based Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is implemented to access the bio-

entity annotation for the given input of e.g., genes/proteins from the SynonymDB.

Two dedicated web-services have been developed using Perl-CGI, HTML and

Apache HTTP server and both of them are available under bioCompendium

(Chapter 2) as sub-services. The overview of the map annotation service is shown

in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Map annotation service workflow. The figure outlines the overview of the map
annotation service.

6.3 Results

In this project publicly available biological databases have been mined and built

into a comprehensive resource, SynonymDB with bio-entities, their synonyms, an-

notations and cross-references and is stored in the main memory. We have devel-

oped two web-applications as sub-services of bioCompendium - (1) SynonymDB
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web application, which takes list of bio-entities or their synonyms as input and

returns the annotated bio-entities and is available at http://biocompendium.

embl.de/synonym_db and its landing page and an example is shown in Fig-

ures 6.2, 6.3; (2) Map annotation service which is available at URL http:

//biocompendium.embl.de/map_annotator. This web application takes SMBL

file produced by CellDesigner editor, especially in the case of PD map as input.

It parses this XML file, and extracts contents of <species>..</species> elements

and these elements have an attribute name, and its value is the name of the bio-

entity. And species element also has a <notes>..</notes> child element that is

the place holder to incorporate the species annotation information. The species el-

ement’s name attributes (bio-entities) are collected and the structure information

is send to SynonymDB via RPC call. The socket programming method receives

the information and returns the annotations for each bio-entity as a structured

information with header information. The web server processes the received an-

notation information, and incorporates the annotations into <notes>..</notes>

element and provides annotated version of SMBL file for download as shown in

the Figure 6.1. For programatic access, RESTful based Application Programming

Interface (API) has been developed and it takes a list of bio-entities as input and

returns the corresponding enriched annotations as output. As this resource con-

sists of synonyms, it is also serving to harmonise the bio-entities to the standard

database identifiers. This part of the API call takes a list of synonyms as input

and returns the primary identifiers/accession numbers of the database of user

choice.

6.3.1 Applications

Parkinson’s disease map annotation: In our PD map project (it is not

directly part of this thesis work), annotation, enrichment and analysis of the

dysregulated pathways implicated in PD are strongly coupled, and their inter-

connections need to be represented in an integrated and comprehensive way to

be studied efficiently. PD map allows navigation through information on PD as-

sociated mechanisms, and constitutes an interface to well established tools and

methods for updating, enriching, and analysing its contents (Fujita et al., 2014).
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1

2

3

Figure 6.2: Synonym database web application. The figure shows (1) the front page of
the SynonymDB web application. It consists of selection of organism and a place holder for
provide list of bio-entities or upload the file; (2) table view of the mapping results and upon
selection of ’A’ (3) stands for Annotation, will open the detailed annotation of the bio-entity
in a separate page shown in 6.3.

We have enriched the elements of the PD map using the SynonymDB, where the

SMBL file of PD map is uploaded to map annotation service and the annotated

map is downloaded. Information on official gene symbol, synonyms, description

and chromosomal location; association with biological processes and diseases; or

molecular interacting partners have been embedded within the map. Annotation

of the contents of the PD map facilitates the knowledge exploration by providing

additional information about map elements and their interactions, and is easily

accessible online. Figure 6.4 shows the PD map in CellDesigner before and after

the map annotation.
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Figure 6.3: Synonym database web application annotation result interface. The figure
shows annotation for a selected gene of choice for example ’SNCA’.

Map annotation service and MINERVA platform: MINERVA, is the web-

based platform hosting molecular interaction networks encoded as process dia-

grams in SBGN and CellDesigner formats. The platform features configurable

automated annotation tools (Gawron et al., 2016). These tools facilitate the auto-

matic annotation of species elements using map annotation service and synonym

database RESTful API. The MINERVA platform allows direct exploration of the

content, including lookup of multiple terms, hyperlinks to available annotations

as shown in the left panel of the Figure 6.5 and visualization of high-throughput

datasets on the right panel of the Figure 6.5.

SynonymDB as CellDesigner plugin and Garuda gadget: SynonymDB

web service has been integrated into CellDesigner as plugin and it facilitates the
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1

23

Figure 6.4: Parkinson’s disease map in CellDesigner. The figure shows (1) PD map in
CellDesigner interface and selection of a species ’SNCA’; section (2) is the ’Notes’ section of the
CellDesigner and is the place holder for annotations. The annotations in section (2) are from
SMBL file before application of map annotation service, where as in section (3) after application
of the annotation service.

standardisation of the bio-entity (species) names during the development of the

contextualized disease maps as shown in Figure 6.6. In order to achieve the

similar functionality but from Garuda platform (ref Chapter 2 section 2.4.2 for

more details on Garuda), a Garuda gadget has been developed using SynonymDB

RESTful API 6.3.1 and integrated into Garuda platform as shown in Figure 6.6.

MIRIAM (the Minimal Information Requested In the Annotation of Models) is a

standard to annotate and curate computational models in biology http://www.

ebi.ac.uk/miriam. A MIRIAM widget has been developed using SynonymDB

RESTful API and is depicted in the Figure 6.6 block 4.
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Figure 6.5: Map annotation service and MINERVA platform. The figure shows PD map
in MINERVA interface. Here the right part of the diagram shows the biochemical interactions
involved in PD disease pathology. It consists of various elements including genes, proteins,
chemicals, drugs, metabolites. Upon the selection of these elements, the annotations of the
selected bio-entity are shown in left panel of the interface and these annotations are retrieved
using map annotation service which internally uses API call to Synonym Database.

SynonymDB RESTful API: The SynonymDB is the main service behind

the map annotation service and provides RESTful web services based API apart

from the web interface. By using this API users can programmatically access

its functionality and it is very practical for programmers and tool developers.

RESTful web services can be accessed via the following URL using HTTP ’post’

method.

[http://biocompendium.embl.de]/[synonym_db]/[REST]/[method]/arguments

Method : GetMapping

Organism : human
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1 2

3 4

Figure 6.6: SynonymDB as CellDesigner plugin, GARUDA gadget and MIRIAM
widget. The figure shows (1) CellDesigner interface with example network and integration
of SynonymDB as a CellDesigner plugin (2), as GARUDA gadget (3) as well as MIRIAM
widget (4) using SynonymDB RESful API and serving all these systems biology tools with the
information from various publicly available biological databaes.

GeneList : p53 nr1h2

Format : tsv, csv, xml, json

http://biocompendium.embl.de/synonym_db/REST/GetMapping/Organism=human&

GeneList=p53\%20nr1h2&Format=xml

6.4 Discussion

We present the synonym database service, a comprehensive knowledgebase ob-

tained from mining of various publicly available biological databases. It consists

of several bio-entities (e.g., genes, proteins, drugs, chemicals, metabolites), their
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synonyms, annotations and cross-references to other resources. Another service,

SBML map annotation service, enrich the different molecular interaction net-

works and disease maps e.g., Parkinson’s disease map by providing rich annota-

tions to various species elements of the map. Both these services are available as

web applications with RESTful APIs. Systems biology tools including - CellDe-

signer, GARUDA, MINERVA platform - took the advantage of these biological

data driven services to develop plugins (gadgets) using provided RESTful APIs

to standardise & harmonise bio-entities and/or annotate them. In the future we

would like to add more biological databases to this knowledgebase to cover more

bio-entities.

Contributions: The development of Map Annotation Service was conceived

by myself and Reinhard Schneider. Building of the database, web application

and API was carried out by me.
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Chapter 7

HIV Mutation Browser

7.1 Introduction

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the causative agent of acquired immunod-

eficiency syndrome (AIDS), infects millions of people worldwide and, to date, has

been responsible for over 25 million deaths (Kallings, 2008). More than 35 millions

of people of currently living with AIDS (http://aidsinfo.unaids.org). The

clinical importance of the virus has prompted substantial funding of HIV/AIDS

research across many diverse clinical, therapeutic (drug design, vaccine produc-

tion) and basic research fields. This research has produced an extensive catalogue

of HIV literature. Consequently, finding literature pertinent to a particular topic

became a difficult task. Researchers are often interested in the phenotypic varia-

tion resulting from naturally occurring single nucleotide polymorphism or directed

mutagenesis in the HIV genome. Traditionally, mutation data for a particular

protein or region must be manually collected by trawling literature repositories

such as PubMed using author names, protein/gene names, keywords or a mixture

of all three. The scale of the HIV literature (over 275,000 articles) makes such

an approach inadequate.

Several valuable online resources have provided mutation data to researchers

by manually curating polymorphism and mutagenesis data from HIV studies.

These include the Stanford Drug Resistance database (Rhee et al., 2003), which

contains curated mutations related to drug resistance, the UniProt knowledge-
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base (UniProt-Consortium, 2014), which manually annotates articles describing

mutagenesis of HIV proteins and the Los Alamos HIV Database, which anno-

tates various sources of HIV data including epitope variants and escape muta-

tions (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov). However, these resources are limited in scope

because manual curation cannot feasibly be carried out on all of the available lit-

erature.

Resources such as Reflect (Pafilis et al., 2009) and MutationFinder (Caporaso

et al., 2007) are available to quickly scan, tag, annotate the bio-entities computa-

tionally and organise large amounts of scientific literature systematically. These

techniques should be applied to facilitate the work of HIV researchers. But it

is surprising that so few resources are available to access the available literature

in an organised and structured way. One such facility is PubMed Central (PMC

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/), even though PubMed comprises more

than 27 millions publications, only 4.4 millions (16% of PubMed) articles are

archived in PMC and are available for scientific community for manual reading.

Many of these articles are subject to publishers access licenses and copyright

restrictions and are not available for bulk downloading. Only a fraction (1.6 mil-

lions, 6%) of these publications are available for bulk retrieval and text mining.

This was a major issue in miming full text articles.

Fortunately, recent pressure from government and scientific bodies and the

rise of open access publishing has softened the stance of publishers and many are

now receptive to waiving these restrictions. Such advances will pave the way for

many large scale literature text-mining projects and will likely change the way we

access scientific literature. In our case, thankfully, the majority of the publishing

companies and societies that we approached granted us permission to text-mine

and index HIV mutation information contained in their literature. The list of

publishers and journals that have given permission to the HIV mutation browser

to access, data-mine and display articles can be found from the HIV mutation

browser website (http://hivmut.org/index.php?page=about).

In the case of HIV, currently there are over 275,000 articles in PubMed. The

number of articles publishing every year increasing over time and is shown in

Figure 7.1. We have the permission to process approximately 45% of these full

text articles, which are used for text-miming to build the HIV mutation browser.
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Figure 7.1: HIV Publications. The figure shows the number of HIV publications deposited
in PubMed annually over last 3.5 decades.

The HIV mutation browser is a database of mutagenesis and mutation data

on HIV collected from the scientific literature. The data has been identified and

catalogued using computational text-mining methods. A researcher can use the

database to find literature describing the phenotype of a mutation, and/or ex-

perimental data describing the effect of a mutation. The work reported here is

a collaborative project between John Briggs, European Molecular Biology Lab-

oratory (EMBL), Heidelberg and Reinhard Schneider, Luxembourg Centre for

Systems Biomedicine (LCSB), Luxembourg. In this project, I have developed

the database schema and the prototype of mutation retrieval and mapping soft-

ware for the HIV mutation database. I have also contributed to the design and
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construction of article retrieval software, mutation browser website and negotiat-

ing permission for copyrighted articles.

Here we have applied text-mining techniques to extract data on polymor-

phisms and mutations from the available HIV literature. We have organised this

data in a protein and residue-centric way and have made it available through an

online resource, the HIV mutation browser (http://hivmut.org). This publicly

available resource will simplify the task of identifying relevant literature for HIV

research, thereby aiding experimental design and reducing replication of efforts.

7.2 Implementation

Development of the workflows for collection of the literature, extraction of the

mutations and bio-entities (proteins, HIV strain names) from the literature, stan-

dardisation of these bio-entities to gold standards and database identifiers, map-

ping of extracted mutations on HIV proteins, development of the HIV mutation

database and web-server have been outlined in Figure 7.2 and described in detail

in our own HIV mutation browser publication (Davey et al., 2014)(refer sec-

tion 7.5).

7.3 Summary of results

Creation of the HIV mutation browser required a number of steps as shown in

Figure 7.2. First, we obtained permission from publishers, identified, and ac-

cessed the relevant literature. Second, we established and applied text-mining

techniques to retrieve data on mutagenesis and polymorphism from the HIV lit-

erature. Third, we associated the mutation data to the appropriate amino acid

residues within the HIV proteome. Finally, we developed a web server, through

which the data can be accessed in an intuitive and informative way.

As show in the Table 7.1, we identified 275,000 articles containing the search

term ’HIV’ or ’Human Immunodeficiency Virus’ indexed in the PubMed database

(from a total of 27 million publications). We retained 126,800 out of 275,000 rele-

vant articles, published across 2,639 journals, representing approximately 45% of
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Dataset construction
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Figure 7.2: HIV mutation browser schema. A list of HIV related PubMed article identi-
fiers (PMIDs) are retrieved from PubMed. The publishing journal of each article is compared
against a list of participating publishers (i.e. publishers that have given permission for bulk
PDF downloading, computational parsing of PDF and display of articles details). Permitted
articles are retrieved from the publishers website as PDF files. Retrieved articles are compu-
tationally text-mined to parse patterns commonly used in the literature to denote mutations.
Each mutation is then mapped onto the HIV proteome. Mutations are stored in a relational
database and accessed through a web interface, the HIV mutation browser. The HIV muta-
tion browser organises the data by protein and residue and integrates ancillary information
relevant to the users. c©This figure is from our own HIV Mutation Browser publication (refer
section 7.5) (Davey et al., 2014) and used by following terms of use from Public Library of
Science (PLOS).
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the total. For the remaining,˜150,000 citations, permission for computational pro-

cessing of articles couldn’t be obtained from the publishers. The 126,800 articles

from participating publishers were text-mined for mutagenesis or polymorphism

information, and the mutations were mapped to particular residues within the

HIV proteome. This required the development of a method to retrieve the text

of these articles, scan the articles for patterns that are widely used to describe

directed mutations in mutagenesis experiments or polymorphisms, and to map

these mutations to the correct position in the correct protein (refer materials and

methods section of the HIV Mutation Browser publication (Davey et al., 2014)).

A total of 8,061 distinct mutations (a unique non-wildtype amino acid at a given

residue in a given protein) were collected. As each mutation can be described

in multiple articles and each article can describe multiple mutations, the 8,061

distinct mutations were defined by 52,281 unique references to 5,875 articles.

The identified mutations shed light on the nature of the HIV research effort of

the last decades. On the one hand it has been broad in scope: 2,990 of the 3,118

residues in the HIV proteome have one or more associated references to a mutation

in the repository. On the other hand it has been narrow in focus: the coverage is

far from uniform and certain regions such as the catalytic sites of the protease and

reverse transcriptase, as well as host interaction interfaces, are much more highly

studied (Figure 7.3). HIV mutation database protein statistics are shown in the

Table 7.2. It shows the distribution of the mutation data across the proteins of

the HIV proteome. The number of publications, distinct mutations and distinct

mutated positions per protein varies widely. The protein Pol, which contains the

3 enzymatic chains, a protease, an integrase and a reverse transcriptase is by far

the most studied protein.

We have processed the publications from from 2,639 different journals. Ta-

ble 7.3 lists the top 20 journals sorted by the number of mutations annotated.

The above analysis resulted in a database within which each reference to a

mutagenesis experiment or polymorphism in a citation is indexed using three

pieces of information: the protein that contains the mutation, the position in the

protein which has been mutated, and the non-wildtype amino acid to which the

wildtype residue has been mutated. To make this data accessible to researchers

in a simple, intuitive and informative manner, we designed the HIV Mutation
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Figure 7.3: Overview of the distribution of mutation data across the HIV proteome.
(A) Barplot of the counts of (i) the number of articles describing mutations, (ii) the number of
distinct mutations and (iii) the number of residues with mutation data in the database for each
protein in the HIV proteome. (B) Barplot of the counts of the number of curated articles in
the database describing mutagenesis experiments or polymorphisms for each residue mapped
onto the HIV proteome/genome. (C) Reverse transcriptase p66 subunit with residues coloured
by number of articles referring to them. Most highly cited residues are in contact with the
nucleotides or are known drug resistance mutations. White denotes no papers, full red denotes
50 or more papers, colouring is linearly scaled between 0 and 50. c©This figure is from our
own HIV Mutation Browser publication (refer section 7.5) (Davey et al., 2014) and used by
following terms of use from Public Library of Science (PLOS).
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Description #Total

Number of relevant papers in PubMed 275,000

Number of papers permitted to processed 126,807

Number of papers processed 126,807

Number of papers containing mutational information 5,875

Number of mutations 52,281

Number of distinct mutations 8,061

Table 7.1: HIV Mutation Database Statistics - The table shows the statistics of the current
version of the database (version 1.0). The content of the database is created by text-mining
available HIV literature to find mutagenesis information. A list of articles is retrieved from
PubMed using the search terms ”HIV” and ”Human Immunodeficiency Virus”. All articles
from this list that are available to us and that we are permitted to analyse computationally
are downloaded and processed. We currently have permission to process approximately 40%
of the literature, including the majority of basic-science publications on HIV. The database is
updated on a monthly basis to add the latest HIV literature.

Protein #Publications
#Distinct
Mutations

#Distinct Po-
sitions

gag 1,154 1,503 467

pol 4,234 4,328 1,237

env 990 2,226 720

tat 250 234 75

nef 266 376 162

rev 60 169 75

vif 114 274 144

vpr 145 140 58

vpu 72 127 52

Table 7.2: HIV Mutation Database Protein Statistics - The table shows the distribution
of the mutation data across the proteins of the HIV proteome. The number of mutations per
protein varies widely. Pol which contains the 3 enzymatic chains, a protease, an integrase and
a reverse transcriptase is by far the best studied protein.

Browser, a web-interface that acts as a front end for the database. The browser

presents the data in a hierarchically organised manner. The user selects a gene of

interest, then a position of interest, and the citations relating to this position are

presented to the user grouped by non-wildtype amino acid. The web interface is

organised in three panels: the navigation panel at the top; the protein panel in

the middle; and the residue panel at the bottom (Figure 7.4).

The database has been populated by the results from text-mining, and it is

therefore unavoidable that the database contains incorrectly assigned citations.

We have therefore incorporated a user feedback system that allows users to flag

the quality of an entry either positively or negatively.

To built the resource, we have used MySQL as backend to store the literature,

mutation information & their annotations and HTML, PHP, JavaScript have
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Figure 7.4: HIV Mutation Browser interface. HIV Mutation Browser interface for Vpu
residue 51 showing the navigation, protein and residue panels. (1) Options bar for the residue
view section of the interface. (2) Mutation information. (3) User feedback buttons. (4) Muta-
tion information download links. (5) Ancillary residue information panel. c©This figure is from
our own HIV Mutation Browser publication (refer section 7.5) (Davey et al., 2014) and used
by following terms of use from Public Library of Science (PLOS).

been used to develop HIV mutation browser interface. The server is available at

http://hivmut.org. We are updating the database on a monthly basis to add

latest literature automatically using cron jobs and APIs that we have developed

for automatic updates. The available mutagenesis and polymorphism data for a

residue can be downloaded in both tab delimited text and Excel formats directly

from the web interface.

7.4 Discussion and future development

HIV is an important therapeutic target and has been the subject of a major

research effort as evidenced by the large catalogue of HIV experimental litera-

ture. Appropriate organisation and categorisation of the available HIV litera-

ture is necessary to allow efficient and intuitive access to relevant data. In this
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Journal #Mutations
#Papers with
mutations

#Papers

Journal of virology 6,533 1,625 11,472

Antimicrobial agents and chemotherapy 2,415 325 1,915

The Journal of biological chemistry 2,045 434 1,882

PloS one 1,917 418 6,165

Virology 1,633 277 2,495

Antiviral research 1,541 121 940

Retrovirology 1,387 142 636

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 1,172 229 3,630

Journal of molecular biology 1,083 160 1,372

Journal of clinical microbiology 957 82 1,919

Journal of clinical virology 880 92 1,085

PLoS pathogens 806 147 895

Viruses 800 29 113

The Journal of antimicrobial chemotherapy 758 75 143

Nucleic acids research 595 99 1,508

Virus research 415 52 716

The Journal of general virology 407 64 597

Journal of virological methods 386 51 823

AIDS research and human retroviruses 373 19 94

AIDS (London, England) 373 21 199

Table 7.3: HIV Mutation Database Journal Statistics - Data from 2,639 different journals
is curated in the database. The table shows top 20 journals in the HIV mutation browser by
number of mutations annotated.

project, we have developed the HIV Mutation Browser, a residue-centric resource

of HIV mutagenesis and polymorphism literature designed for use by those car-

rying out basic and applied HIV research. The HIV Mutation Browser is one of

the first resources to computationally text-mine mutagenesis and polymorphism

data (Doughty et al., 2011; Krallinger et al., 2009; Laurila et al., 2010), and the

first to apply such methods to the extensive corpus of HIV literature. As such

the HIV Mutation Browser will complement the available manually annotated

and curated HIV resources such as the Stanford Drug Resistance database (Rhee

et al., 2003), the UniProt knowledgebase (UniProt-Consortium, 2014) the Los

Alamos HIV Database (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov). In the coming years, we

expect this method or similar methods to be applied to other viral or cellular

systems.

The resource will continue to evolve in the following ways. Firstly, HIV

literature is produced continuously at a rate of approximately 1,500 articles a

month and consequently the HIV Mutation Browser resource will be updated

on a monthly basis. Secondly, while the resource does contain the majority of

important HIV and general interest journals, it is still incomplete, as we did not
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receive permission from all publishers to text-mine their HIV related articles.

Journals from additional publishers will be added when possible. Thirdly, not

all mutations can be correctly identified and assigned by the text-mining meth-

ods. There are various reasons for this. Many mutations are annotated in an

article using non-standard patterns that are not widely used to describe directed

mutations in mutagenesis experiments or polymorphisms. For example, consider

the following excerpt taken from an article by Mitchell et al., ”The phenotype of

the combination mutant VpuD51A-S52/56N was indistinguishable from that of

Vpu-D51A and Vpu-S52/56N” (Mitchell et al., 2009). The pattern ”S52/56N” is

a non-canonical construct for describing a mutagenesis experiment and currently

will not be discovered by the text-mining method. Furthermore, the position of a

mutation in a paper can be ambiguous and as a result mapping of the mutation

information to the correct residue and protein can be a difficult task. We will

continue to improve the methods for text-mining and assignment. We encour-

age the community to utilise the feedback system for misannotated mutations in

the resource and contact us about mutation data that should be in the resource

that is not present yet. This community input will improve the quality of the

annotated data and will pinpoint parts of the text-mining method that require

improvement (Davey et al., 2014).

In summary, the HIV Mutation Browser is a valuable addition to the currently

available HIV resources that will allow researchers to quickly and intuitively ac-

cess data on mutagenesis and phenotypic variation. We expect the database to

aid the process of experimental design and be a key resource for the HIV com-

munity (Davey et al., 2014).

As the pipelines and software modules developed to build the HIV Mutation

Browser generic enough to apply for any other model organisms. We are in the

process of building similar resource for Hepatitis C virus (HCV). Recently scien-

tist from the in the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases

(USAMRIID) contacted us to build the similar resource for Ebola virus and at

this moment we are collecting the literature related to Ebola virus.

Contributions: This is a collaborative project between Reinhard Schneider

(RS) Group at the Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine (LCSB) in Lux-
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embourg and John Briggs (JB) Group at European Molecular Biology Labo-

ratory (EMBL) in Heidelberg. The development of the HIV mutation browser

was conceived by RS and JB, experimental work carried out by myself, Salvodor

Santiago-Mozos (SSM), and Norman Davey (ND). Data analysis, designing and

construction of the HIV mutation database were done by myself and SSM. RS,

myself and SSM conceived and constructed the mutation retrieval and mapping

software, where as article retrieval software designed and constructed by myself,

SSM and ND. RS, JB, myself, ND negotiated permission for copyrighted articles.

Myself, SSM, ND equally contributed to this work.

7.5 HIV Mutation Browser publication

This research work has been published in PLOS Computational Biology jour-

nal (Davey et al., 2014) and the article is provided in the Publications section 9.3.
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Chapter 8

Clinical and Translational

Medicine Data Integration and

Visualization

8.1 Introduction

The healthcare domain is going through a revolution that will transform the

practice of medicine in virtually every way. Personalized medicine, which is pre-

dictive, preventive, personalized and participatory (also called P4 medicine) aims

at establishing links between biomolecular characterizations, patient conditions,

treatment effectiveness and adverse effects, and thus providing patients with the

best individual treatment (Hood and Flores, 2012).

The European Society for Translational Medicine (EUSTM), defines Trans-

lational Medicine(TM) as ”an interdisciplinary branch of the biomedical field

supported by three main pillars: benchside, bedside and community. The goal of

TM is to combine disciplines, resources, expertise, and techniques within these

pillars to promote enhancements in prevention, diagnosis, and therapies” (Cohrs

et al., 2015).

Translational medicine is a domain turning results of basic life science research

and investigations in humans into new tools and methods in a clinical environ-

ment, for example, as new or improved diagnostics or therapies. It also includes,
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non-human or non-clinical studies conducted with the aim to advance thera-

pies to the clinic or to develop basis for application of therapeutics to human

diseases. Nowadays, the process of translation is supported by large amounts

of heterogeneous data ranging from medical data to a whole range of -omics

data. It is not only a great opportunity but also a great challenge, as transla-

tional medicine big data is difficult to integrate and analyze, and requires the

involvement of biomedical experts for the data processing. The rise of transla-

tional and personal medicine have been made possible due to the advancement

in many high-throughput technologies to study the cellular processes and molec-

ular functions of organisms at different levels - cellular, tissue, organ and sys-

tem as a whole. These technologies such as genome, transcriptome, proteome,

lipidome, metabolome, epigenome, and microbiome collectively called -omics of

both single as well multi-cell samples, their integration and systems biology, have

greatly advanced our understanding of human health and diseases (Canuel et al.,

2015; Hawkins et al., 2010). However, the progress comes at a cost - transla-

tional research data sets nowadays include genomic, imaging, and clinical data

sources (Bender, 2015; Topol, 2015), making them large and heterogeneous. In

effect, important steps of the data life cycle in discovery - collection, integration,

analysis, and interpretation - are a challenge for biomedical research. Moreover,

enabling biomedical experts to efficiently use big data processing pipelines is an-

other challenge.

As translational medicine data become more and more rich and complex, their

potential in informing both clinical and basic research grows (Regan and Payne,

2015). With constantly increasing presence of high-throughput molecular profil-

ing, it becomes increasingly important to ensure that data interpretation capa-

bilities follow generation of large-scale biomedical data sets (Costa, 2014; Mardis,

2010). Visualization can support greatly the processing of complex data sets on

each of the steps of the data life cycle. This opportunity is actively explored in

various domains of biomedical research, including clinical big data (West et al.,

2015) or multiscale biomedical ontologies (de Bono et al., 2012).

Modern translational medicine approaches aim to combine clinical and molec-

ular profiles of the patients to formulate informed hypothesis on the basis of

stratified data (Tian et al., 2012). Integration of plethora of sources renders
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these data sets complex and difficult to process. Visualization of such integrated

data sets can aid exploration and selection of key dimensions and subsets for

downstream analysis. In turn, visually aided data analysis allows to comprehend

even complicated workflows and aids interpretation of resulting data.

In this project, we demonstrate a workflow for analysis and interpretation of

high-throughput translational medicine data, in which visualization is an impor-

tant component at each step of data processing and exploration. In this workflow,

three Web services - tranSMART, a Galaxy Server, and a MINERVA platform -

are combined into one big data pipeline. We call it TGM (tranSMART - Galaxy

- MINERVA) pipeline.

8.2 Implementation

Here I’m providing the outline of the implementation, but for more details re-

fer to my publication (Satagopam et al., 2016) on this project provided in the

Publications section 9.3. In the TGM pipeline as shown in Figure 8.1, our data in-

tegration platform of choice was tranSMART as it is a server-based solution with

Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) (Murphy et al., 2009,

2010) data exploration component. We chose Galaxy as a workflow management

system, considering its flexibility and the availability of tools. Finally, to provide

informative interpretation of analytical results, we bridged the Galaxy Server

with MINERVA platform, allowing overlay of exported data on disease-related

mechanisms.

We approached this problem in three steps:

1. Data integration and exploration are handled using tranSMART reposi-

tory (Szalma et al., 2010)

2. Analysis of tranSMART-provided data is supported by Galaxy Server work-

flows (Blankenberg et al., 2010; Giardine et al., 2005; Goecks et al., 2010)

3. Visualization of Galaxy-provided results is enabled via domain-specific knowl-

edge repositories (Fujita et al., 2014).
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Figure 8.1: tranSMART-Galaxy-MINERVA pipeline. The figure shows the 3 different
services integrated in the pipeline for clinical, translational and associated molecular data
integration, analysis and interpretation of analytical results using contextualized knowledge
repository e.g., Parkinson’s disease (PD) map (Fujita et al., 2014; Gawron et al., 2016).

8.2.1 Integration of clinical and molecular data in tranS-

MART

Translational medicine data sources are heterogeneous and of various granulari-

ties (Bender, 2015; Martin-Sanchez and Verspoor, 2014), and visually aided data

exploration (Shneiderman et al., 2013) is an important enabling technology for

biomedical experts. The powerful visualization and interoperability functionali-

ties of i2b2 are coupled together with omics integration in tranSMART (Athey

et al., 2013; Szalma et al., 2010) platform. tranSMART is a well-established plat-

form enabling translation of preclinical research data into meaningful biological

knowledge (Scheufele et al., 2014). It supports integration of low-dimensional

clinical data and high-dimensional molecular data in a data warehouse architec-

ture. Although tranSMART by default relies on a relational database technology,

it extends toward storing the high-dimensional biological data using NoSQL tech-

nology HBase (Wang et al., 2014). The platform features data interoperability

connectors, including clinical information collection (Blond and de Bruijn, 2015),

imaging data (Vast, 2015), visual analytics (Herzinger, 2015; Herzinger et al.,

2017), or bioinformatics workflow management (Bierkens et al., 2015). Finally,

tranSMART features builtin data mining and analysis applications based on open-

source systems, such as i2b2 and GenePattern (Szalma et al., 2010), and provides

plugins to external tools, such as Dalliance Genome Browser (Down et al., 2011),

or APIs for statistical packages, such as R.

In order to take advantage of the multiple functionalities of tranSMART, the
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target data sets have to be integrated following strict rules of data harmonization,

semantic alignment, and quality checking. The data sets are curated following

three common steps:

1. Data extraction: Source raw data files are extracted from either public or

private data repositories. This could be a simple FTP transfer from a Web

repository or a database dump from a database management system, such

as MySQL or Oracle.

2. Data retrieval: Target information from the raw source files is identified

and converted as Standard Format Files as defined by tranSMART cura-

tion guidelines. At this step, subject-level to sample-level data mapping is

established.

3. Data annotation: Completing and standardizing annotations of metadata

are also expected for guaranteeing data provenance.

The final product of the abovementioned steps is a set of Standard Format

Files, which are used as input by tranSMART’s native ETLs (Extract, Transform,

and Load) scripts. After data curation and loading to tranSMART, features

collected for subject and samples become variables of the corresponding data set.

These variables, as well as the relationships among them, are represented as a

hierarchical parent - child tree control structure (i2b2 tree). One can explore this

tree and use these variables in filtering the cohort and creation of sub-cohorts for

further analysis.

8.2.2 Analysis using Galaxy server

Galaxy as a bioinformatics workflow management system is available as both

Web server and cloud workbench, offering flexibility in terms of data interoper-

ability and allocation of computational resources (Abouelhoda et al., 2012; Afgan

et al., 2011; Goecks et al., 2010). The Galaxy environment keeps track of every

detail of the analysis, allows the building of complex workflows, and allows the

results to be documented, shared, and guaranteeing reproducibility (Afgan et al.,

2011). Galaxy Tool Shed (Lazarus et al., 2012) is a repository of more than 3000
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community-developed tools, allowing easy and versatile establishing of bioinfor-

matics workflows (Blankenberg et al., 2010; Giardine et al., 2005). Such workflows

may combine different aspects of expert knowledge required in subsequent analyt-

ical steps. Basic knowledge about the system is sufficient to use default elements

in the workflow construction. These default methods can be modified, where

the user has sufficient expertise. Once the workflow step is done, users can easily

share and modify it. Analytical results can be directly visualized using embedded

functionalities or exported for downstream processing.

8.2.3 Interpretation of analytical results using MINERVA

platform

High-dimensional translational medicine data sets are difficult material to draw

conclusions relevant for human health. Data sets exported preselected from tranS-

MART database and analyzed using Galaxy will either, in many cases, remain

multidimensional datasets or will be reduced to the list of prioritized molecules.

Interpretation of such results remains challenging and requires both contextu-

alization and visualization. Galaxy Server allows various export options. As

the last step of our pipeline, we propose to interpret the results of analysis of

Galaxy Server in the context of dedicated knowledge repositories supported by

MINERVA platform, such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) map (Fujita et al., 2014;

Gawron et al., 2016). In particular, molecules prioritized by the constructed

pipeline are automatically visualized on molecular interaction networks hosted

by MINERVA platform (Gawron et al., 2016).

8.3 Summary of results

8.3.1 tranSMART-Galaxy-MINERVA (TGM) pipeline

The TGM pipeline as shown in Figure 8.1 is a workflow combining three server

based platforms - tranSMART server, Galaxy server and MINERVA platform - to

enable data integration, visually-aided exploration, bioinformatics workflow con-

struction, analysis and interpretation of high-throughput translational medicine
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data in the disease context.

tranSMART server with cohort data: The tranSMART part of the pipeline

allows for exploration of integrated translational medicine data and for expert

based selection of important subgroups. These are pipelined directly to the

associated instance of Galaxy Server. A tranSMART instance has been setup

with two Alzheimer’s and 15 Parkinson’s Disease studies and is available at

http://tgm-pipeline.uni.lu/transmart. The raw data for these studies, both

clinical and corresponding expression data is downloaded from Gene Expression

Omnibus (GEO) (Barrett et al., 2012). In the tranSMART instance dataset ex-

plorer interface, user can navigate terms from the ’Navigate Terms’ panel on the

left side of the interface and click the folder structure (or i2b2 data tree) to ex-

plore the studies and clinical variables (concepts) for each subject in the study

use them in slicing and dicing of cohort data to build sub-cohorts and export

them to Galaxy for analysis as shown in Figure 8.2. In this use case, we worked

with the GSE7621 PD study data (Lesnick et al., 2007) for defining two focused

cohorts using tranSMART dataset explorer.

Study-related variables in tranSMART can be assigned to two broad cate-

gories: low- and high-dimensional data. Low-dimensional data correspond mostly

to clinical, patient-centric data (e.g., systolic blood pressure) and low-throughput

diagnostic measurements (e.g., quantification of a disease-related blood biomarker).

The corresponding values of low-dimensional data are usually available as text or

numeric values. High-dimensional data, in the majority reflecting ’omics’ data,

are structured as a numeric matrix. In this example two distinct subsets are

defined based on the variables ’disease state’ and ’gender’.

Analysis of a selected subset on Galaxy: High-throughput data provided

by tranSMART contains gene expression in samples from the two selected co-

horts: males with PD (four samples) and age-matched healthy males (eight

samples). We have designed a dedicated Galaxy workflow and it is subdivided

into steps from incorporation of the input files taken from tranSMART through

performing the marker selection (differential expression) analysis and uploading

the obtained results, list of significant transcripts to the PD map hosted on the
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Figure 8.2: tranSMART instance with cohort data. The figure shows the tranSMART
instance dataset explorer interface and steps to follow to create the sub-cohorts and export the
data to Galaxy server. In this interface, users can navigate terms from the ’Navigate Terms’
panel on the left side of the interface and click the i2b2 tree structure to explore the studies
and clinical variables for each subject in the study as shown in Step 1 part of the figure. Then
one can drag and drop each concept to the right panel into either ’Subset 1’ or ’Subset 2’ to
build customized cohort for comparison based on the filtering of the chosen concepts shown in
Step 2. After customized cohort is defined, then using the ’Data Export’ function in on the top
of the interface, user can export the selected dataset (Step 3). Once the export is finished, user
can click the ’Galaxy Export’ to export the dataset to the Galaxy server. In this step a name
should be given by the user as a identifier of the dataset in the Galaxy server (Step 4).

MINERVA platform and making them accessible for interpretation in the dis-

ease specific context. Galaxy server interface with different sub tasks has been

depicted in Figures 8.3, 8.4. In order to facilitate the PD use case, Galaxy in-

stance with ’tranSMART PDMap’ workflow has been setup and is available at

http://tgm-pipeline.uni.lu/galaxy.

A comparison between these two data sets provides insight about disease-

related mechanisms that may be cohort specific. This differential gene expres-

sion was calculated as predefined method using Bioconductor package ’limma’ in

Galaxy (Ritchie et al., 2015) (absolute fold change >1.5, p-value <0.05). The

resulting list of 3,286 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) was uploaded via

MINERVA to the PD map for visual interpretation. This process led to the la-

beling of 224 different dysregulated genes involved in PD and/or their related

protein products in the PD map. The current version (September’17) of PD
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map consists of roughly 5,000 elements linked by over 2,000 interactions. Among

these 5,000 elements, 1,400 are genes/proteins and they are involved in pathways

and neurodegenerative processes of the neuronal system, in particular on the de-

generation of dopaminergic neurons of substantia nigra pars compacta. In this

example only 224 genes out of 3,286 DEGs mapped on PD map, remaining DEGs

are unknown and need further exploration.

Figure 8.3: The Galaxy interface to choose dataset and workflow. The figure shows the
Galaxy part of the pipeline to run analytical workflows for data from the tranSMART server.
Analytical results (list of molecules) are sent to the associated MINERVA instance, hosting the
PD map. In this Galaxy interface, by selecting ’Shared Data’ from top navigation bar, then
selecting the ’Data Libraries’ menu item (Step 1), one can list the available datasets in Galaxy
and choose the dataset to be analyzed. The datasets that were exported from tranSMART
can be selected (Step 2) and imported into to the current history (Step 3). Then by selecting
’Workflow’ tab from top navigation bar, the user can select the workflow of choice (Step 4) e.g.,
’tranSMART PDMap’ workflow to analyze tranSMART exported gene expression data to find
out differentially expressed transcripts and send these list of biomolecules with corresponding
p-values and fold-changes to PD map hosted by MINERVA service.
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Figure 8.4: The Galaxy interface to view results and link to PD-Map. The figure
shows workflow steps to run selected workflow upon choosing the imported datasets as inputs
(Step 1). After the analysis is finished, one can view the results by click the eye-shape icon
(’View data’, Step 2) e.g., differentially expressed genes (DEGs). These DEGs can be overlaid
on PD-Map hosted by MINERVA service (Step 3).

Interpretation of analysis results in the PD map: The MINERVA part of

the pipeline allows interpretation of analytical results from Galaxy server in the

context of hosted molecular interaction networks. Here, Galaxy results are pro-

jected on the PD map, and Parkinson’s disease related mechanisms. A dedicated

MINERVA supported Parkinson’s disease map has been setup and is available at

http://tgm-pipeline.uni.lu/minerva. MINERVA platform accepts POST re-

quests, where the user specifies the target molecular network, user, password, and

the data set to be uploaded. To ensure seamless data transfer from Galaxy to

MINERVA, we created a step in the Galaxy Server Workspace (GSW) called ’PD

map connector’. The code explaining the construction of request to MINERVA

hosted PD map can be found here (Satagopam and Schneider, 2016). This step

generates a POST request to the associated MINERVA instance - PD map in this
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case - to generate a custom visualization on the basis of the workflow data.

By seamlessly connecting Galaxy Server to MINERVA platform, the users can

securely transfer analysis results obtained from Galaxy workflows to MINERVA

platform without leaving the Galaxy system. As shown below in Figure 8.5,

visualization of the results on the PD map allows the identification of major

molecular pathways perturbed in postmortem brain tissue of male Parkinson’s

patients, as selected in tranSMART and processed in Galaxy.

From our publication (Satagopam et al., 2016), evaluation of highlighted ar-

eas in the PD map shows pronounced alterations in the cell nucleus, in particular

a battery of downregulated (red) genes involved in metabolism and secretion of

the neurotransmitter dopamine (Figure 8.5, blue circle) (Meiser et al., 2013).

Another visible perturbation affects the mitochondria, in particular elements of

complex I (Figure 8.5, red circle). This process is essential for energy homeosta-

sis, in particular in high energy demanding neurons. Finally, we observe upreg-

ulation (green) of processes involved in neuroinflammation (Figure 8.5, purple

circle) (Glass et al., 2010). On the basis of this visual exploration, data analyst

may get comprehensive insights in molecular processes potentially involved in

the disease of this specific patient cohort supporting new insights for diagnosis,

prognosis, and therapy. Another approach for visualization is the drug target in-

terface integrated in the MINERVA platform, enabling the mapping of potential

drug interactions with elements of the map, suggesting more precise treatments

and possibly an improvement in existing therapies (Poletti and Bonuccelli, 2013)

8.4 Discussion

Clinical and translational medicine projects generate large amounts of data in-

cluding clinical, molecular (various types of -omics), imaging and kinetic (mobile,

sensor) data. Efficient data capturing, curation, harmonization, integration and

analysis are challenging and pivotal for stratification of the patients, early de-

tection of biomarkers and drug targets. We show here that visualization and

interoperable workflows, combining multiple complex steps, can address at least

parts of the challenge. In this project, we present an integrated workflow for ex-

ploring, analysis, and interpretation of translational medicine data in the context
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Figure 8.5: Data visualization and analysis using PD map. (A) Differential gene ex-
pression data comparing postmortem brain tissues from male PD patients versus controls are
displayed on the PD map (green, upregulated; red, downregulated). Pathways and processes of
conspicuous areas (colored circle) could be identified using the pathway and compartment layout
view of the PD map. Detailed view on deregulated genes that encode for proteins involved in
dopamine metabolism, secretion, and recycling (B), on mitochondrial electron transport chain,
in particular elements of complex I (C), and on microglia activation (D). c©This figure is from
my own publication (refer section 8.6) (Satagopam et al., 2016).

of human health. Three Web services - tranSMART, a Galaxy Server, and a MIN-

ERVA platform - are combined into one big data pipeline. Native visualization

capabilities enable the biomedical experts to get a comprehensive overview and

control over separate steps of the workflow. The capabilities of tranSMART en-

able a flexible filtering of multidimensional integrated data sets to create subsets

suitable for downstream processing. A Galaxy Server offers visually aided con-

struction of analytical pipelines, with the use of existing or custom components.

A MINERVA platform supports the exploration of health and disease related

mechanisms in a contextualized analytical visualization system. We demonstrate
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the utility of our workflow by illustrating its subsequent steps using an existing

data set, for which we propose a filtering scheme, an analytical pipeline, and a

corresponding visualization of analytical results. The workflow is available as a

sandbox environment, where readers can work with the described setup them-

selves. Overall, our work shows how visualization and interfacing of big data

processing services facilitate exploration, analysis, and interpretation of transla-

tional medicine data.

8.5 Future development and directions

In our group we are currently working on different clinical and translational

projects e.g., eTRIKS: European Translational Information & Knowledge Man-

agement Services (https://www.etriks.org), NCER-PD: National Centre of

Excellence in Research on Parkinson’s Disease (http://www.ncer-pd.lu). We

would like to apply this TGM pipeline to these projects. We are planning to

add more workflows to Galaxy. In the case of NCER-PD project, we are cur-

rently building an ’International Parkinson’s Disease Variant Database’ and will

be connected to tranSMART and MINERVA platform. This new pipeline will

facilitate the slicing and dicing of the clinical data (selection of sub-cohorts) in

tranSMART instance and enrich the significant disease causing variants by con-

necting to the variant database and overlay these variants on PD map hosted in

MINERVA platform for visual exploration of contextualized Parkinson’s Disease

knowledge.

Contributions: Myself, Wei Gu and Serge Eifes conceived and designed the

project. Adriano Barbosa da Silva, Wei Gu and Serge Eifes curated the data

and integrated into tranSMART. Myself and Serge Eifes implemented Galaxy

workflows. Myself and Piotr Gawron developed the Galaxy-MINERVA interface.

Stephan Gebel interpreted the experimental results. Myself, Reinhard Schneider

and Rudi Balling supervised the project.
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8.6 Publication

This research work has been published in Big Data journal (Satagopam et al.,

2016) and the article is provided in the Publications section 9.3.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

In recent years we are witnessing breakthrough improvements of biomolecular

knowledge and technologies. During this period many high-throughput technolo-

gies have been developed to investigate various aspects of cellular processes, such

as sequence and structural variations of the genome, transcriptome, epigenome,

proteome, metabolome, interactome (collectively -omics data), imaging, kinetic

(mobile, sensor) and clinical data.

This technological advancement greatly helps scientists to study both complex

diseases such as cancer, diabetes, neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s dis-

ease, Alzheimer’s disease as well as normal physiological conditions at different

levels: at cell, tissue, organ level and system as whole. There are several bio-

logical entities (e.g., genes, proteins, chemicals, metabolites, regulatory elements,

non-coding RNAs) involved in these biological processes. These high-throughput

experiments are producing an explosion of different types of data. There is a

pressing need to integrate these heterogenous experimental datatypes, analyse

and prioritise the bio-entities for either early detection of diseases (as disease

biomarkers) or efficient patient stratification for personalised therapies. On the

other side, there are a large amounts of published literature (>27millions sci-

entific papers in PubMed) and various publicly available biological databases.

We would like to take advantage of these vast amounts of public knowledge to

annotate, validate and prioritise the bio-entries, markers, drug targets identified

from above mentioned high throughput experiments. The main problem of pub-

lic data resources is they are heterogenous in both content (e.g. genes, proteins,
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regulatory elements, chemicals, metabolites, diseases, ontologies, reactions, in-

teractions, pathways, literature etc.,) and format (e.g. flat-file, XML, relational

database). These public data need to be parsed and integrated in order to use

the knowledge seamlessly.

There is also a lot of valuable information available in the literature. For

example, researchers are often interested in bio-entities associated with diseases,

the phenotypic variation resulting from naturally occurring single nucleotide poly-

morphism or directed mutagenesis. Traditionally, this information must be man-

ually collected by trawling literature repositories such as PubMed using author

names, protein/gene/disease names, keywords or a mixture of all three. The vast

amounts of literature makes such an approach inadequate.

In order to address the above mentioned needs, my thesis has focused on:

1. Data integration, knowledge management and analysis,

2. Text-mining of literature to extract knowledge like mutations,

3. Clinical and translational medicine data integration and visualization.

9.1 Data integration, knowledge management and

analysis

9.1.1 bioCompendium

To address the data integration and knowledge management needs, I have devel-

oped bioCompendium, a knowledge base consisting of fine grained knowledge. It

consists of more than 80 important public biological databases collected locally

and integrated into the SRS system. In addition, it also integrated data re-

lated to model organisms (human, mouse, yeast) from Ensembl, BioMart, a text

mining resource (AKS2) into bioCompendium data layer. All these databases

are scanned for each gene from human, mouse and yeast and the relevant infor-

mation is stored in a MySQL database (bioCompendium knowledge base). As

scientists use different database identifiers (IDs) to represent their experiment
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results, in order to compare the results from one IDs system to another, I have

implemented an ID Conversion service. Researchers also perform experiments in

different model organisms. Therefore, to achieve the cross-species comparison and

enrichments, I am converting information from one genome to another in realtime

by using orthology relationships. One more unique feature of bioCompendium is

the handling of documents (PDF, MS-Word, Excel, PowerPoint, plain text) to

extract gene lists. I have implemented an API to access the Reflect (O’Donoghue

et al., 2010), a bio-entity tagging service. After converting any of the above men-

tioned documents to ascii text, that text is sent to the Reflect via an API and the

tagged version of the text is received back. The bio-entities (genes/proteins) are

extracted and processed like a gene set. The information in bioCompendium is

Ensembl gene centric, all the information from methods - ID Conversion service,

Cross species comparison based on orthology, Handling of documents, boils down

to Ensembl genes and provides several bioinformatics analysis results.

bioCompendium web interface supports autocomplete based simple search and

provides summary sheets for each gene/protein with rich annotations. It offers

sequence similarity (homology) based as well as domain architecture similarity

based clustering workflows and KEGG, PANTHER, Reactome, GeneOntology

(GO) enrichments for given lists of genes/proteins. It provides transcription

factor binding site profiling using 5kb upstream region staring from the first

exon of each gene. bioCompendium integrates chemical information from several

publicly available databases and literature and that is mapped to protein targets.

In order to know if any of the protein or part of the protein sequence from user

input is already patented, these sequences are searched in the patented sequences

that are collected from European, US, Japan and Korean patent offices. This

module presents further details of the patent hits and the records are linked back

to the respective patent office.

bioCompendium is also equipped with 2D (Medusa, a java applet) and 3D

(Arena3D, a java application) visualisation tools to visualise selected genes/pro-

teins and their relationships to pathways, diseases, chemicals (drugs, ligands,

metabolites) and GO terms. It also provides tissues expression profiling and

highly relevant literature information by running customised queries to PubMed.

The abstracts are tagged with Reflect service that provides useful popups for
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genes, proteins, chemicals and wikipedia terms. Even though these two domains

are exclusively developed for betaJUDO project, they will be soon made avail-

able for the public version of the bioCompendium. As bioCompendium handles

the documents (PDF, MS-Word, Excel, PowerPoint, plain text), one can use this

functionally to compare the experimental results with already published data by

directly uploading gene dataset(s) and one or more PDFs of published literature.

It will help the researcher by avoiding the painstaking step of collecting gene

names manually from the literature. This functionality is also helpful to just

extract the bio-entities from one or more scientific publications.

Apart from web based functionalities, bioCompendium provides RESTful

API. It is very practical for programmers and bioinformaticians to access its

functionality programatically. bioCompendium both front end - the web appli-

cation and the backend - the database are designed in a very modular way. It

is easy to add new knowledge domains to the existing schema and to develop

respective web interface views to serve the new knowledge.

bioCompendium is a ’work horse’ in our group to analyse datasets of genes

or gene products obtained from various high throughput experiments from dif-

ferent projects. As this web application is open to the public it became a tool

of choice not only for our institute but also for the researchers from all over the

world as indicated in the web statistics of bioCompendium (refer section 2.4.1

from Chapter 2). bioCompendium provides two types of sessions, (a) tempo-

rary session; (b) permanent session through its session management component.

Uploaded gene/protein datasets and analysis results are organised in temporary

sessions and will be deleted at regular intervals with a cron job, but in-house and

collaborative projects are kept longer using permanent sessions. Table 2.3 from

Chapter 2 provides the list of the in house and collaborative projects, in which

bioCompendium is used to analyse and annotate the experimental results. Some

of these applications of bioCompendium are briefed below:

Integration with Garuda platform as Garuda gadget: ’Garuda - the way

biology connects’ is an ongoing effort to build an open source, community driven

framework to integrate several bio-medical services (bioinformatics, computa-

tional and systems biology applications, algorithms, databases) thorough a com-
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mon interface (Ghosh et al., 2011). As part of this initiative, I have integrated two

services - bioCompendium analytics and SBML annotation service into Garuda

using APIs from respective services. bioCompendium analytics plug-in within

Garuda dashboard can analyse gene or protein datasets coming from any other

tool. The SMBL annotation server, on the other hand, takes SMBL files as input,

for example coming from a modeling tool of biochemical networks, CellDesigner.

The annotation service parse the SMBL file and annotate each gene and protein

with rich knowledge obtained as a result of integrating several publicly available

biological databases.

betaJUDO analysis with bioCompendium: In this project, the palmitate

treated and control samples were analyzed using LC-MS/MS mass spectrometry.

The data has been analyzed and the significant proteins annotated and enriched

with bioCompendium. Apart from the classical features of bioCompendium, I

have added two new domains to the bioCompendium knowledge base exclusively

for this project - a) tissue expression information from the Human Protein At-

las (HPA) and b) context specific literature that is very relevant for betaJUDO

project. But eventually these new domains will also be made available in the

public version of bioCompendium. This proteomics data has been integrated

with lipidomics data and this combined analysis of isolated human islets ex-

posed to palmitate reveals time-dependent changes in insulin secretion and lipid

metabolism (Roomp et al., 2017).

A permanent session has been created in bioCompendium and is made avail-

able at URL http://biocompendium.embl.de/betajudo for betaJUDO consor-

tium members.

Progeria: The global gene expression changes in fibroblasts from human sub-

jects with HGPS were analyzed and found that 352 genes were significantly dif-

ferentially expressed between fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS and controls.

Protein interaction network analysis using MetaCore database (www.genego.com)

and STRING interaction database identified Rb1 as the only one encoding a pro-

tein product, Rb, known to interact directly with A-type lamins (Mancini et al.,

1994; Ozaki et al., 1994). The expression of Rb1 was downregulated in HGPS.
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Microarray analyses results were validated by real-time RT-PCR. The differen-

tially expressed genes in HGPS indicated that Rb is a key regulatory component

affected by LMNA mutation and that it is at the center of a signaling network

that is abnormally active in the disease. Thus, therefore, suggest that lamin A -

Rb signaling network is a major defective regulatory axis. Lonafarnib, a protein

farnesyltransferase inhibitor, treatment of fibroblasts with this drug reversed the

gene expression defects. This study identifies Retinoblastoma protein (Rb) as a

key factor in HGPS pathogenesis and suggests that its modulation could help in

premature ageing and as well as physiological ageing.

Differentially expressed gene sets from progeria project and their analysis us-

ing bioCompendium are available at http://biocompendium.embl.de/Progeria.

TAMAHUD: The RNAi screen in a human embryonic kidney (HEK293) T-

REx cell line overexpressing a full length mutated Huntingtin construct followed

by validation in Drosophila, has yielded a number of potentially druggable targets

which are suitable for HD. To gain further insight into the biological relevance

of the data generated, TAMAHUD knowledgebase based on both public and

experimental data has been developed.

The annotated TAMAHUD hits and their enrichments were organised in dif-

ferent logical sections as depicted in Figure 4.1. The gene expression datasets were

organised in an expandable tableview along with number of significant DEGs and

their corresponding p-value and fold-change cut offs. The user can select one or

more DEG lists and send them to the bioCompendium service on the fly for

further exploration and analysis as shown in Figure 4.2.

With the help of this centralized TAMAHUD database and the web server,

we categorized the different sets of HD toxicity modulators according to their

molecular function. Suppressors were enriched for certain classes of proteins such

as GPCRs or transporters compared to the initial library, whereas the number

of positive kinases in the screen was reduced, and no cytokines, growth factors

or translational regulators were represented. We observed similar functional cat-

egorizations after selection from the cell and Drosophila screen. An Ingenuity

Pathway Analysis of the hits obtained in the primary screen in cells shown in Fig-

ure 4.3 revealed that the majority of these proteins participate not only in general
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processes such as GPCR- or cAMP-mediated signaling but also in canonical path-

ways related to neurodegeneration such as apoptosis, mitochondrial dysfunction,

amyloid processing or protein ubiquitination. Notably, ten of these proteins have

been previously related to HD signaling, including subunits of the succinate de-

hydrogenase complex and HTT-associated protein 1. Many of the genes validated

in Drosophila are also involved in processes related to neurodegeneration but are

enriched in mitochondrial metabolic pathways, especially those associated with

fatty acid biosynthesis and metabolism.

TAMAHUD knowledgebase with both TAMAHUD experimental results as

well as public high-dimentional Huntington’s disease datasets has been developed

as a result of this collaborative project. This is useful for many researcher working

in the area of Huntington’s disease and more broadly neurodegenerative area.

SMBL Map Annotation Service: This service has been developed in the

context of MINERVA platform (Gawron et al., 2016) to annotate the hosted

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) map (Fujita et al., 2014) elements - genes, proteins,

chemicals, drugs, metabolites. Here, I have applied data integration and knowl-

edge management approaches to take advantage of vast amounts of publicly

available biological databases (DBs). These DBs are integrated and indexed

into Sequence Retrieval System (SRS) (Etzold and Verde, 1997). An ETL (Ex-

tract, Transform, Load) process has been developed and a comprehensive knowl-

edgebase (SynonymDB) of bio-entities (e.g., genes, proteins, chemicals, drugs,

metabolites), their synonyms, annotations and cross references to other databases

for seven model organisms: yeast, worm, fly, zebrafish, rat, mouse and human is

developed.

Two dedicated web-services have been developed and both of them are avail-

able under bioCompendium as sub-services. 1) SynonymDB web application,

which takes list of bio-entities or their synonyms as input and return the anno-

tated bio-entities and is available at http://biocompendium.embl.de/synonym_

db; 2) Map annotation service, enriching the different molecular interaction net-

works and disease maps e.g., Parkinson’s disease map by providing rich an-

notations to various species elements of the map and is available at http://

biocompendium.embl.de/map_annotator. Both services are available as web
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applications with RESTful APIs. As this resource consists of synonyms, it also

serves to harmonise the bio-entities to the standard database identifiers. This

part of the API call takes a list of synonyms as input and returns the primary

identifiers/accession numbers of the database of user’s choice.

Apart from the disease map annotation, systems biology tools including -

CellDesigner, GARUDA, MINERVA platform - took the advantage of these bio-

logical data driven services to develop plugins (gadgets) using provided RESTful

APIs to standardise, harmonise bio-entities and/or annotate them. In the future

we would like to add more biological databases to this knowledgebase to cover

more bio-entities.

9.1.2 Human-gpDB

Human-gpDB is a database employing visualization tools and data integration

techniques to integrate GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their interactions. G-

protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a major family of membrane receptors in

eukaryotic cells. They play a crucial role in the communication of a cell with the

environment. Ligands bind to GPCRs on the outside of the cell, activating them

by causing a conformational change, and allowing them to bind to G-proteins.

Through their interaction with G-proteins, several effector molecules are acti-

vated leading to many kinds of cellular and physiological responses. The great

importance of GPCRs and their corresponding signal transduction pathways is

indicated by the fact that they take part in many diverse disease processes and

that a large part of efforts towards drug development today are focused on them.

We have developed Human-gpDB, a database which currently holds information

about 713 human GPCRs, 36 human G-proteins and 99 human effectors. The

collection of information about the interactions between these molecules was done

manually and the current version of Human-gpDB holds information for about

1663 interactions between GPCRs and G-proteins and 1618 interactions between

G-proteins and effectors.

Human-gpDB, compared to the previous gpDB databases (Elefsinioti et al.,

2004; Theodoropoulou et al., 2008) is now richer and contains new information

concerning the classification of GPCRs (11 new subfamilies were added and all
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existing subfamilies are classified based on the IUPHAR classification) and also

contains interactions between all molecules. It is fully integrated with external

data sources by bridging information that did not exist in the previous versions

(e.g. drugs and chemicals). Human-gpDB database was built to provide a simple

but yet a powerful tool for researchers in the life sciences field as it integrates

a current, careful collection of human GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their

interactions. Human-gpDB uses advanced visualization techniques to make the

volume of data more informative and the advanced data integration techniques

make Human-gpDB a unique tool, a reference guide in pharmaceutical research

and especially in the areas of chemical and drug discovery for human diseases.

In the future, the expansion of the current version of the database for other

organisms starting from the ones that are evolutionarily closer to Humans is

essential.

In all these projects that have been described so far - bioCompendium, be-

taJUDO, Garuda, Progeria, TAMAHUD, Map Annotation Service and Human-

gpDB, I have applied data integration, knowledge management, analysis and vi-

sualization techniques to integrate both data from high-throughput experiments

and rich publicly available biological databases. Vast amounts of this public

knowledge, application of various analytical and visualization methods are help-

ing in annotation and enrichment of experimental results and their prioritisation

for further experimental validation.

Future development and directions: As there is lot of interest in bioCom-

pendium resource from the scientific community, I would like to further continue

developing the service. The transcription factors binding site profiling section

need to be improved by providing the possibility for the user to select the ge-

nomic regions of interest. Also apart from the predictions based on PWMs, I

would like to integrate ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq experimental data from EN-

CODE (ENCODE-Consortium, 2011) and other projects. There is lot of room

to improve the visualisation part of the application, especially 2D Medusa ap-

plet, will be replaced by interactive javascript based visualisation to visualise the

interactions between bio-entities.

More model organisms will be added to the resource, four new ones are in the
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pipeline - rat (Rattus norvegicus), zebrafish (Danio rerio), fruitfly (Drosophila

melanogaster) and worm (Caenorhabditis elegans). New knowledge domains will

be added to the bioCompendium, especially noncoding RNAs that are playing

very important role and we have limited knowledge about functionality of these

ncRNAs and their interactions with other bio-entities. miRNAs, siRNAs, pseu-

dogenes, circular and long ncRNAs are planned to be integrated into bioCom-

pendium. Another important domain is mutations. We will systematically mine

literature for mutations and their effect, both will be integrated into the resource.

Scientist working in plant science research would like to have similar resource

for plant species. The bioCompendiumPlants will be developed in collaboration

with plant science community.

9.2 Text-mining of literature to extract HIV mu-

tations

Vast amounts of knowledge is buried in the unstructured literature without se-

mantics and most of these full-text articles are not available for text-mining.

Currently PubMed contains more than 27 millions publications, only a fraction

(1.6 millions, 6%) of these publications are available for bulk retrieval and text

mining. This was a major issue in mining full text articles.

Fortunately, recent pressure from government and scientific bodies and the rise

of open access publishing has softened the stance of publishers and many are now

receptive to waiving these restrictions. In our case, thankfully, the majority of the

publishing companies and societies that we approached granted us permission to

text-mine and index HIV mutation information contained in their literature. The

list of publishers and journals that have given permission to the HIV mutation

browser to access, data-mine and display articles can be found from the HIV

mutation browser website (http://hivmut.org/index.php?page=about).

HIV is an important therapeutic target and has been the subject of a major

research effort as evidenced by the large catalogue of HIV experimental literature.

Currently there are over 275,000 HIV related articles in PubMed. We have the
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permission to process approximately 45% of these full text articles published

across 2,639 journals and these are used for text-mining to build the HIV mutation

browser. These articles were mined for mutation information, and they were

mapped to corresponding residues of HIV proteins. From this literature 8,061

distinct mutations were extracted. As each publication can consist of multiple

mutations and each mutation can be mentioned in multiple publications, the

8,061 distinct mutations were from 52,281 mutation mentions in 5,875 articles.

The extracted mutations provide insight into the nature of the HIV research

in the last decades. In our repository 2,990 of the 3,118 residues in the HIV

proteome have one or more mutations. This indicates the HIV research has

been broad in scope. On the other hand certain regions such as host interaction

interfaces, catalytic sites of the protease and reverse transcriptase, are highly

studied (refer Figure 7.3). HIV mutation database protein statistics are shown in

the Table 7.2. It shows the distribution of the mutation data across the proteins of

the HIV proteome. The number of publications, distinct mutations and distinct

mutated positions per protein vary widely. The protein Pol which contains the

3 enzymatic chains, a protease, an integrase and a reverse transcriptase is by far

the best studied protein.

The repository has been populated with text-mining results, and it is therefore

the database contains some incorrectly assigned citations that are unavoidable.

We have therefore provided a user feedback interface that allows users to curate

the data by flag the quality of an entry either positive or negative.

The HIV Mutation Browser is one of the first resources to text-mine mutage-

nesis data from the HIV literature (Doughty et al., 2011; Krallinger et al., 2009;

Laurila et al., 2010). It will complement the resource such as Stanford Drug

Resistance database (Rhee et al., 2003), the UniProt knowledgebase (UniProt-

Consortium, 2014) and the Los Alamos HIV Database (http://www.hiv.lanl.

gov) which are manually annotated and curated. As these text-mining methods

are generic, we expect that these methods or similar ones can be applied to other

viral or cellular systems.

This resource will continue to evolve as HIV literature is produced continu-

ously at a rate of approximately 1,500 articles per month and the database will be

update on a monthly basis. Even though the resource contains the HIV related
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journals, it is still incomplete, as we did not receive permission from all publishers

to text-mine their HIV related articles. Journals from other publishers will be

added when possible. Other point, not all mutations can be correctly identified

and assigned by the text-mining methods. The main reason, many mutations are

annotated in an article using non-standard patterns that are not widely used to

describe directed mutations in mutagenesis experiments or polymorphisms. We

will continue to improve the methods for text-mining and assignment. We encour-

age the community to utilise the feedback system for misannotated mutations in

the resource and contact us about mutation data that should be in the resource

that is not present yet. This community input will improve the quality of the

annotated data and will pinpoint parts of the text-mining method that require

improvement.

In summary, the HIV Mutation Browser is a valuable addition to the currently

available HIV resources that will allow researchers to quickly and intuitively ac-

cess data on mutagenesis and phenotypic variation. We expect the database to aid

the process of experimental design and be a key resource for the HIV community.

The pipelines and software modules developed to build the HIV Mutation

Browser are generic enough to apply for any other model organisms. We are in

the process of building similar resource for HCV and human. Recently scientists

from the in the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases

(USAMRIID) contacted us to build a similar resource for Ebola virus and at this

moment we are collecting the literature related to Ebola virus.

9.3 Clinical and translational medicine data in-

tegration and visualization

Medical field is going through a revolution that will change the practice of health-

care in virtually every way. Translational Medicine(TM) is a highly interdisci-

plinary domain that connects benchside, bedside and community. The main goal

of TM is to promote enhancements in diagnosis, therapies and in general to im-

prove the global healthcare system significantly (Cohrs et al., 2015).
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Nowadays, the process of translation is supported by large amounts of het-

erogeneous data ranging from medical data to a whole range of -omics data.

It is not only a great opportunity but also a great challenge, as translational

medicine big data is difficult to integrate and analyze, and requires the involve-

ment of biomedical experts for the data processing. The rise of translational

and personal medicine have been made possible due to the advancement in many

high-throughput technologies to study the cellular processes and molecular func-

tions of organisms at different levels: cellular, tissue, organ and system as a

whole. These technologies such as genome, transcriptome, proteome, lipidome,

metabolome, epigenome, and microbiome collectively -omics of both single as well

multi-cell samples, their integration and systems biology, have greatly advanced

our understanding of human health and diseases (Canuel et al., 2015; Hawkins

et al., 2010). However, the progress comes at a cost, translational research data

integration requires large resources and efforts. In effect, important steps of the

data life cycle in discovery: collection, curation, integration, analysis, and inter-

pretation are challenges for biomedical research. Moreover, enabling biomedical

experts to efficiently use big data processing pipelines and make sense of it is

another challenge.

As translational medicine data become more and more rich and complex, their

potential in informing both clinical and basic research grows (Regan and Payne,

2015). With constantly increasing presence of high-throughput molecular profil-

ing, it becomes increasingly important to ensure that data interpretation capa-

bilities follow generation of large-scale biomedical data sets (Costa, 2014; Mardis,

2010). Visualization can greatly support the processing of complex data sets on

each of the steps of the data life cycle. This opportunity is actively explored in

various domains of biomedical research, including clinical big data (West et al.,

2015) or multiscale biomedical ontologies (de Bono et al., 2012).

Modern translational medicine approaches aim to combine clinical and molec-

ular profiles of the patients to formulate informed hypothesis on the basis of

stratified data (Tian et al., 2012). Integration of plethora of sources renders

these data sets complex and difficult to process. Visualization of such integrated

data sets can aid exploration and selection of key dimensions and subsets for

downstream analysis. In turn, visually aided data analysis allows to comprehend
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complicated workflows and aids interpretation of resulting data. Efficient data

capturing, curation, harmonization, integration and analysis are challenging and

pivotal for stratification of the patients, early detection of biomarkers and drug

targets. We show here that visualization and interoperable workflows, combining

multiple complex steps, can address at least parts of the challenge.

In this project, we presented an integrated workflow for exploring, analysis,

and interpretation of translational medicine data in the context of human health.

Three Web services, tranSMART, Galaxy, and MINERVA (TGM) are combined

into one big data pipeline. Native visualization capabilities enable the biomedical

experts to get a comprehensive overview and control over separate steps of the

workflow. The capabilities of tranSMART enable a flexible filtering of multidi-

mensional integrated data sets to create subsets suitable for downstream process-

ing. A Galaxy Server offers visually aided construction of analytical pipelines,

with the use of existing or custom components. A MINERVA platform supports

the exploration of health and disease related mechanisms in a contextualized an-

alytical visualization system. We demonstrate the capability of our workflow by

illustrating its subsequent steps using an existing data set, for which we propose

a filtering scheme, an analytical pipeline, and a corresponding visualization of

analytical results. The workflow is available as a sandbox environment, where

one can work with the described setup themselves. Overall, our work shows how

visualization and interfacing of big data processing services facilitate exploration,

analysis, and interpretation of translational medicine data.

Future development and directions: In our group we are currently working

on different clinical and translational projects e.g., eTRIKS: European Transla-

tional Information and Knowledge Management Services (https://www.etriks.

org), NCER-PD: National Centre of Excellence in Research on Parkinson’s Dis-

ease (http://www.ncer-pd.lu). We would like to apply this TGM pipeline to

these projects. We are planning to add more workflows to Galaxy. In the case

of NCER-PD project, we are currently building an ’International Parkinson’s

Disease Variant Database’ and will be connected to tranSMART and MINERVA

platform. This new pipeline will facilitate the slicing and dicing of the clinical

data (selection of sub-cohorts) in tranSMART instance and enrich the signifi-
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cant disease causing variants by connecting to the variant database and overlay

these variants on PD map hosted in MINERVA platform for visual exploration

of contextualized Parkinson’s Disease knowledge.

In this thesis I have demonstrated the power of connecting the dots, the

metaphor for integrating the valuable knowledge deposited in various biologi-

cal databases, literature and use of this compendium of knowledge to fill the gaps

and to achieve data driven hypothesis generation and validation. This biologi-

cal data driven approach has been helping several in-house as well as external

projects to annotate, enrich and prioritise the experimental results that can be

further validated both in the context of pathological (disease) as well as nor-

mal physiological states. To keep these services up-to-date is a challenge, as we

call ’sisyphean’ task. With the availability of service monitoring tools and time-

based job schedulers, most of these update tasks are done automatically as we

demonstrated in the case of HIV mutation browser as well as SRS system.

These advanced data curation, harmonization, integration and visual analytics

are paving a path for stratification of patients, early detection of bio-markers,

drug targets and drug discovery towards personalised medicine.
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This appendix contains the supplementary information for Chapter 6.

Example annotation of PD species - SNCA: An example annotation of a

gene SNCA (alpha-synuclein) in SBML is shown below.

<species metaid="s402" id="s402" name="SNCA" compartment="c1"

initialAmount="0">

<notes>

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

<head>

<title/>

</head>

<body>

[updated by PD map annotation service]

HGNC_ID: 11138

Symbol: SNCA

Name: synuclein, alpha (non A4 component of amyloid precursor)

Description: RecName: Full=Alpha-synuclein; AltName: Full=Non-A beta

component of AD amyloid; AltName: Full=Non-A4 component of amyloid

precursor; Short=NACP;

Previous Symbols: PARK1, PARK4

Synonyms: NACP, PARK1

Chromosome: 4q21.3-q22
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RefSeq_ID: NP_001139527.1, NP_000336.1, NP_001139526.1, NP_009292.1

EnrezGene_ID: 6622

Ensembl_ID: ENSP00000378442, ENST00000394986, ENSP00000378437,

ENSP00000338345, ENSG00000145335, ENST00000394991, ENST00000336904

UCSC_ID: uc010ikt.1, uc003hsp.1, uc003hso.1

Reactome_ID: REACT_76627

EMBL_ID: AAA16117.1, AAA98487.1, AAA98493.1, AAC02114.1, AAG30302.1,

AAG30303.1, AAH13293.1, AAI08276.1, AAL15443.1, AAY88735.1, AF163864,

AK290169, AY049786, BAA06625.1, BAF82858.1, BC013293, BC108275,

CAG33339.1, CH471057, CR457058, D31839, DQ088379, EAX06036.1, L08850,

L36674, L36675, U46897, U46898, U46899, U46901

IPI_ID: IPI00024107, IPI00218467, IPI00218468

UniGene_ID: Hs.21374

PDB_ID: 1XQ8, 2JN5, 2KKW, 2X6M, 3Q25, 3Q26, 3Q27, 3Q28, 3Q29

DIP_ID: DIP-35354N

MINT_ID: MINT-2515483

KEGG_ID: hsa:6622

GeneCards_ID: GC04M090646

PharmGKB_ID: PA35986

Pathway_Interaction_DB: alphasynuclein_pathway

GO_Function: GO:0000287[magnesium ion binding] [IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0005509[calcium ion binding][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0008198[ferrous iron binding][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0008270[zinc ion binding][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0019894[kinesin binding][IPI:UniProtKB],

GO:0030544[Hsp70 protein binding][IPI:UniProtKB],

GO:0042393[histone binding][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0042802[identical protein binding][IPI:IntAct],

GO:0043014[alpha-tubulin binding][IPI:UniProtKB],

GO:0043027[cysteine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity involved in
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apoptotic process][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0045502[dynein binding][IPI:UniProtKB],

GO:0048156[tau protein binding][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0051219[phosphoprotein binding][IDA:BHF-UCL]

GO_Process: GO:0001921[positive regulation of receptor

recycling][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0006916[anti-apoptosis][IMP:UniProtKB],

GO:0006919[activation of caspase activity][IDA:BHF-UCL],

GO:0010040[response to iron(II) ion][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0010517[regulation of phospholipase activity][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0010642[negative regulation of platelet-derived growth factor receptor

signaling pathway][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0031115[negative regulation of microtubule polymerization][IDA:BHF-UCL],

GO:0031623[receptor internalization][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0032026[response to magnesium ion][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0032410[negative regulation of transporter activity][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0032496[response to lipopolysaccharide][IDA:UniProtKB.],

GO:0032769[negative regulation of monooxygenase activity][IDA:BHF-UCL],

GO:0033138[positive regulation of peptidyl-serine

phosphorylation][ISS:BHF-UCL],

GO:0034341[response to interferon-gamma][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0035067[negative regulation of histone acetylation][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0045807[positive regulation of endocytosis][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0045920[negative regulation of exocytosis][IMP:UniProtKB],

GO:0048488[synaptic vesicle endocytosis][ISS:UniProtKB],

GO:0051281[positive regulation of release of sequestered calcium ion into

cytosol][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0051585[negative regulation of dopamine uptake][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0051612[negative regulation of serotonin uptake][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0051622[negative regulation of norepinephrine uptake][IDA:UniProtKB],
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GO:0060732[positive regulation of inositol phosphate biosynthetic

process][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0070495[negative regulation of thrombin receptor signaling

pathway][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0070555[response to interleukin-1][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0071902[positive regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase

activity][IDA:BHF-UCL]

GO_Component: GO:0005634[nucleus][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0005829[cytosol][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0005886[plasma membrane][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0005938[cell cortex][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0015629[actin cytoskeleton][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0030054[cell junction][IEA:UniProtKB-KW],

GO:0030424[axon][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0030426[growth cone][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0043205[fibril][IDA:UniProtKB],

GO:0045202[synapse][IEA:UniProtKB-SubCell]

InterPro: IPR001058, IPR002460, Synuclein_alpha.

Pfam: PF01387, Synuclein

PANTHER: PTHR13820, Synuclein

HOVERGEN: HBG000481

[updated by PD map annotation service]

</body>

</html>

</notes>

<annotation>

<celldesigner:extension>

<celldesigner:positionToCompartment>inside</celldesigner:positionToCompartment>

<celldesigner:speciesIdentity>

<celldesigner:class>PROTEIN</celldesigner:class>
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<celldesigner:proteinReference>pr1</celldesigner:proteinReference>

</celldesigner:speciesIdentity>

</celldesigner:extension>

</annotation>

</species>
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Abstract

Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS) is a rare premature aging disorder caused by a de novo heterozygous point
mutation G608G (GGC.GGT) within exon 11 of LMNA gene encoding A-type nuclear lamins. This mutation elicits an internal
deletion of 50 amino acids in the carboxyl-terminus of prelamin A. The truncated protein, progerin, retains a farnesylated
cysteine at its carboxyl terminus, a modification involved in HGPS pathogenesis. Inhibition of protein farnesylation has been
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global gene expression changes in fibroblasts from human subjects with HGPS and found that a lamin A-Rb signaling
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Introduction

Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) is a rare,

sporadic genetic disorder with phenotypic features of premature

aging [1][2,3,4]. It is caused by de novo dominant mutations in

LMNA [5,6,7]. LMNA encodes A-type nuclear lamins, with the

predominant somatic cell isoforms lamin A and lamin C arising by

alternative RNA splicing [8]. Lamins are intermediate filament

proteins that polymerize to form the nuclear lamina, a meshwork

associated with the inner nuclear membrane. HGPS is one of a

spectrum of diverse diseases, sometimes referred to as ‘‘lamino-

pathies,’’ caused by mutations in LMNA [9].

Lamin A is synthesized as a precursor, prelamin A, which has a

CaaX motif at its carboxyl terminus. The CaaX motif signals a series

of catalytic reactions resulting in a carboxyl-terminal cysteine that is

farnesylated and carboxymethylated [9]. Farnesylated, carboxy-

methylated prelamin A is normally cleaved near its carboxyl-terminus

in a reaction catalyzed by ZMPSTE24 endoprotease, leading to

removal of the farnesylated cysteine [9]. The LMNA G608G

mutation responsible for the majority of cases of HGPS creates

an abnormal splice donor site within exon 11, generating an mRNA

that encodes a prelamin A with a 50 amino acid deletion at its

carboxyl-terminal domain [5,6]. The ZMPSTE24 endoproteolytic

site is deleted from progerin and hence retains a farnesylated and

carboxymethylated cysteine at its carboxyl terminus [9]. Expression

of progerin induces severe abnormalities in nuclear morphology,

heterochromatin organization, mitosis, DNA replication and DNA

repair [5,6,10,11,12,13,14,15]. Progerin toxicity is attributed at least

in part to its farnesyl moiety, as chemical inhibitors of protein

farnesyltransferase (FTIs) reverse abnormalities in nuclear morphol-

ogy in progerin expressing cells [16,17,18,19,20]. In addition, FTIs

and other chemical inhibitors of protein prenylation partially reverse

progeria-like phenotypes in genetically modified mice that express

progerin or lack ZMPSTE24, and therefore accumulate unprocessed,

farnesylated prelamin A [21,22,23,24].

While several studies have clearly implicated farnesylated

progerin in HGPS, the precise molecular mechanisms of how it

induces HGPS pathology remain to be understood. Initial gene

expression profiling of fibroblasts from human subjects with

progeria syndromes and transfected cell models identified

changes in sets of genes implicated in diverse pathways that

have not always been consistent and have not been shown to

be reversed by interventions such as treatment with FTIs

[25,26,27,28]. Therefore, we carried out additional genome-wide

expression studies in cells from children with HGPS to identify

alterations in functional groups of genes that define defective

signaling pathways and to determine if FTI treatment reverses

these defects. Our results demonstrate a link between progerin
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and the retinoblastoma protein (Rb) signaling pathway in

HGPS.

Results

Lamin A-Rb signaling network is implicated in HGPS
pathophysiology

To determine the mechanisms by which progerin exerts its

pathological effect, we performed parallel microarray analyses of

fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS and control individuals that

were treated or untreated with the FTI lonafarnib for three days.

We used RNA isolated from fibroblasts from five subjects with

HGPS and five unaffected individuals to hybridize Affymetrix

U133 plus 2.0 arrays. We identified 50,636 probe sets (Fig. 1A)

and analyzed the data as described in Materials and Methods.

We first focused on the different gene expression profiles in

fibroblasts from controls and subjects with HGPS that were not

treated with FTI. We found that 352 genes were significantly

differentially expressed between fibroblasts from subjects with

HGPS and controls. Of those genes, 306 were downregulated and

46 upregulated in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS. The

assigned subcellular localizations indicated that at least 31.6% of

the gene products were localized to the nucleus, 30.4% to the

cytoplasm, 23.7% to the plasma membrane and 1.8% to the

extracellular matrix, with the remainder unknown (Fig. 1B).

Molecular function analyses (Fig. 1C) and physiological distribu-

tions (Fig. 1D) indicated that a significant number of genes were

implicated in lipid metabolism, cell growth and differentiation, cell

cycle, DNA replication and repair as well as cardiovascular system

development.

Of the 352 genes differentially expressed in cells from subjects

with HGPS, 280 genes had known interactions according to

MetaCore database (www.genego.com). To build networks

integrating these genes, we added LMNA because, although its

levels of expression remained unchanged, mutations in this gene,

which result in abnormal protein expression, are the cause of

HGPS (Fig. 2). Of the genes with altered expression in HGPS, the

MetaCore method identified Rb1 as the only one encoding a

protein product, Rb, known to interact directly with A-type lamins

[29,30]. The expression of Rb1 was downregulated in HGPS.

Based on differential expression of other genes and known direct

protein interactions and relationships, the MetaCore analysis

identified additional downstream factors in a signaling network

that were altered in cells from subjects with HGPS (Fig. 2). This

signaling network started with lamin A/C (layer 1), which is

altered by the LMNA mutation leading to progerin expression, and

impacted Rb (layer 2). The most direct downstream targets of Rb1

were p107, NCOA2, SP1 and ATF2 (layer 3). We added E2F1 to

this network, a direct Rb interacting partner although its

expression level was not changed. These five factors then had

downstream direct effects on 15 other transcription regulators

(layer 4). Of these 15 genes, the expression levels of 13 were

significantly downregulated in fibroblasts from subjects with

HGPS with the exception of ANCO-1, which was upregulated.

HNF4-alpha and c-Myc were added to the network even though

their levels remained unchanged to allow the integration of the

remaining downstream target genes. In the next downstream layer

(layer 5), more nuclear factors were connected and all these genes

had significantly lower levels of expression in fibroblasts from

subjects with HGPS. From the 15 nuclear factors in layer 4, the

network divided into several sub-networks, which included the

JAK pathway implicated in the regulation of cell proliferation,

differentiation and survival, a group of genes related to motility

and cytoskeletal organization, and another group of genes

implicated in DNA replication and repair (Fig. 2, and Figures

S1, S2, S3, S4).

The differential expression of most of the identified genes in

HGPS can potentially be explained by the hypothesis that an

abnormal prelamin A variant causes Rb to differentially interact

with or regulate downstream partners. Most of these genes have at

least one direct connection to an upstream nuclear factor (Fig. 2,

right panel). Importantly, the differentially expressed genes in

HGPS indicated that Rb is a key regulatory component affected

by LMNA mutation and that it is at the center of a signaling

network that is abnormally active in the disease.

The lamin A-Rb signaling network is modulated by FTI
treatment

To unravel the mechanism underlying reversal of the HGPS

phenotype by blocking protein farnesylation, we determined the

gene expression changes occurring in fibroblasts after FTI

administration. Fibroblasts from normal subjects and subjects

with HGPS were grown in medium supplemented daily with

1.5 mM of lonafarnib for three days. Trypan blue exclusion assays

indicated that less than 2% of cells died whether or not they were

treated with FTI (data not shown). We monitored the inhibition of

protein farnesyltransferase by screening for unprocessed HDJ-2

and prelamin A. FTI-treated control cells exhibited an average of

64.0%60.7 (mean 6 SD., n = 3, P,0.05) non-farnesylated HDJ-2

and accumulation of prelamin A (Fig. 3A). FTI-treated fibroblasts

from subjects with HGPS exhibited 62.3%61.5 (n = 3, P,0.05)

non-farnesylated HDJ-2 with a similar increase in prelamin A

(Fig. 3A), indicating that protein farnesyltransferase activity was

similarly inhibited in cells from control individuals and those

with HGPS.

We first examined the effects of FTI treatment on normal

fibroblasts by using Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) to compare

gene expression profiles in fibroblasts from control individuals with

or without FTI treatment. This analysis identified significant

differences in the expression of 65 genes, with 47 downregulated

and 18 upregulated in cells treated FTI. The majority of these

genes were functionally assigned to cell cycle, DNA replication and

repair and purine and pyrimidine metabolism; 63% of the

encoded proteins were nuclear (Figure S5).

The 65 differentially expressed genes were assembled into a

network based on known protein interactions in the MetaCore

database. The changes in FTI-treated control cells can be

explained by a direct effect of inhibition of protein farnesyltrans-

ferase (Fig. 3B). Inhibition of protein farnesyltransferase would

subsequently affect three of its substrates, centromeric proteins F

and E (CENP-F and CENP-E), the genes of which had altered

expression in FTI-treated cells, and lamin A/C. Even though

lamin A/C levels remained unchanged it was added to the

network because FTIs induce the accumulation of unfarnesylated,

unprocessed prelamin A. CENP-E interacts with TPX2 and

CENP-F interacts directly with Rb. These proteins therefore were

added to the network even though their levels remained

unchanged in FTI-treated cells. Rb directly interacts with lamin

A/C and with E2F1, repressing its transcriptional activity.

Expression of all of the downstream targets of E2F1 was

downregulated in the FTI-treated cells (Fig. 3B). These results

indicate that FTI treatment affects a sequential cascade of events

starting from inhibition of protein farnesyltranferase, which in turn

modifies centromeric proteins and lamin A/C and possibly their

interactions with Rb. Alterations in Rb function in turn influence

the activity of the transcription factor E2F1, a key regulator of

downstream genes with decreased expression in fibroblasts after

FTI treatment.
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FTI restores a nearly normal gene expression profile in
fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS

To determine the effects of a FTI on gene expression in cells

from subjects with HGPS, we generated a Venn diagram to

demonstrate overlapping alterations in expression in three datasets

(Fig. 4A). The three datasets were: (1) genes differentially expressed

in fibroblasts from controls subjects after FTI treatment compared

to no treatment (65 genes); (2) genes differentially expressed in

fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS compared to those from

control subjects (352 genes); and (3) genes differentially expressed

in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS after FTI treatment

compared to those from untreated control subjects (804 genes).

Differential expression of 25 genes were specific to FTI-treated

control fibroblasts (dataset 1); 40 genes were commonly differen-

tially expressed in these cells as well as in cells from subjects with

HGPS treated with FTI (dataset 1 compared to dataset 2). Only

one gene, SMC2, a structural maintenance factor of chromosome 2

was common between the three datasets.

We focused on the gene expression profile resulting from FTI

treatment of fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS (dataset 3),

which indicated changes in the expression of 804 genes after FTI

treatment. Of these 804 genes, 414 were upregulated and 390

were downregulated. This high number of genes with altered

expression suggests that cells from subjects with HGPS were highly

sensitive to FTI. For the gene products, 31.9% were predicted to

be nuclear proteins (Fig. 4B), whereas in normal fibroblasts treated

with FTI 63% of the differentially expressed genes were predicted

to encode nuclear proteins (Figure S5). Of these 804 genes

showing differential expression after FTI treatment of cells from

subjects with HGPS, 64 were differentially expressed in untreated

cells from subjects with HGPS compared to normal fibroblasts.

Expression of the remaining 701 differentially expressed genes

were uniquely altered in FTI-treated fibroblasts from subjects with

HGPS and were functionally associated with gene expression, cell

cycle, cell growth, DNA replication and repair, molecular

transport and protein trafficking (Fig. 4C). They also were

involved in several canonical pathways involved in PI3K/AKT

signaling, protein ubiquitination and regulation of the actin

cytoskeletal network (Fig. 4D).

Only 64 genes were differentially expressed in both the datasets

comparing fibroblasts from control to HGPS (dataset 2) and

comparing fibroblasts from control to HGPS treated with FTI

(dataset 3). Hence, abnormal expression of 288 of the 352 genes in

fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS was normalized after FTI-

treatment.

In addition, an additional t-test analysis was done directly

comparing fibroblasts from control individuals treated with FTI to

fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS treated with FTI. This

analysis indicated that only 1 gene PIK3CB (+2.166) was altered in

FTI-treated HGPS cells (Fig 4E). PIK3CB is a phosphoinoitide-3-

kinase that is functionally associated to apoptosis, survival,

migration, proliferation, cell cycle and adhesion. The IPA analysis

links PIK3CB with one network associated to lipid metabolism.

Therefore, the difference in expression of only one gene indicated

that 99% of the genes in FTI-treated cells from subjects with

HGPS were expressed at the same levels as in FTI-treated normal

fibroblasts.

Validation of the microarray analyses by real-time RT-PCR
Differential expression of selected genes found to be significantly

different in the microarray analyses was confirmed by real-time

RT-PCR. To compare fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS to

unaffected controls, we selected genes identified in the microarray

analysis that were upstream regulators in the signaling pathway.

For normal fibroblasts with and without FTI treatment, we

selected genes that were upstream regulators in the signaling

network. For fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS with and

without FTI treatment, we selected genes that showed the greatest

fold changes in expression. We also measured the expression of

PIK3CB in FTI-treated fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS and

unaffected controls, as this was the only gene identified by

microarray analyses to be differentially expressed between these

experimental groups. In all cases, gene expression differences

measured by real-time RT-PCR were consistent with those

measured in the microarray analyses (Fig. 5A, B, C and Figure S6).

Potential relationship between gene expression
alterations in HGPS and physiological aging

Our results implicate a defective lamin A-Rb signaling network

as a pathogenic mechanism in HGPS, a disease with features of

premature aging. We investigated whether alterations in this same

signaling network might occur during physiological aging. We

screened mRNA extracted from human skin biopsies from

individuals 38 to 90 years of age. The skin samples were derived

from an already established skin biopsy tissue bank (approved by

the Columbia University Medical Center Institutional Review

Board), which has been described previously [31]. Total mRNA

extractions from human skin samples were performed as described

previously [31]. Remarkably, lamin A/C transcripts were

increased in skin from individuals 87 to 90 years old (Fig. 5D).

In contrast, Rb mRNA was already decreased in skin from 70 to

72-year-old subjects (Fig. 5D), indicating that changes in LMNA

and RB1 expression occur during physiological aging. Further-

more, Western blot analyses of proteins extracted from skin

showed that A-type lamins were increased in samples from middle

aged and elderly individuals (Fig. 6A, B). Low levels of progerin

were also detected by indirect immunofluorescence microscopy

using a specific antibody in a restricted number of dermal

fibroblasts in skin sections derived from elderly subjects (Fig. 6C).

However, progerin expression was too low to detect by Western

blot analyses of proteins extracted from skin as previously reported

[31]. Rb, which is expressed at low levels in normal skin, was

Figure 1. Genome-wide expression profiling of HGPS and control fibroblast cultures. (A) Microarray plot profiles indicate changes in gene
expression in control, HGPS, FTI-treated control and FTI-treated HGPS fibroblasts. Each continuous line corresponds to the normalized intensity value of an
individual probe set. Line colors denote the intensity of the signal (red: strong and blue: low signal). Probes that satisfied a greater or less than two-fold
cutoff and statistically significant difference of p ,0.01 are displayed. (B) Pie chart indicates the predicted subcellular localization of proteins encoded by
the 352 genes differentially expressed in HGPS. The list of differentially expressed genes in HGPS versus control cells was analyzed using Ingenuity
Pathway Analysis (IPA) and encoded proteins assigned a subcellular localization based on information contained in the Ingenuity Knowledge Base. (C)
Genes differently expressed in HGPS (352 genes) were assigned to diverse cellular functions using the ‘‘Functional Analysis’’ tool of IPA software (www.
ingenuity.com). Columns represent groups of genes associated with specific cellular functions (x-axis). The significant genes were compared to IPA
database and ranked according to a p-values generated with Fisher extract test. P-values less than 0.05 indicates a statistically significant, non-random
association between a set of significant genes and a set of all genes related to a given function in IPA database. The ratio (y-axis) represents the number of
genes from the dataset that map to the pathway divided by the number of all known genes ascribed to the pathway. The yellow line represents the
threshold of p,0.05. (D) As described above, the 352 genes were assigned to diverse physiological systems according to IPA.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.g001
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weakly detected using immunofluorescence microscopy in samples

from young individuals and barely detected in samples from older

subjects (Fig. 6A left panel). These findings indicate that lamin A

and Rb levels change during physiological aging and suggest that

defects in a lamin A-Rb signaling pathway might occur similarly to

what we have identified in cells from subjects with HGPS.

Discussion

Inhibition of protein farnesyltransferase activity by FTIs has

been shown to improve abnormalities in nuclear morphology in

cells from subjects with HGPS and from animal models of the

disease [15,16,17,18,19,20,32]. FTIs also improve the progeria-

like phenotypes of mouse models of HGPS [22,23]. Presumably,

blocking farnesylation of progerin, the truncated prelamin A

expressed as a result of the G608G LMNA mutation which is

responsible for most cases of HGPS, renders it less toxic. However,

the molecular mechanisms by which progerin exerts its toxicity

and whether FTI treatment reverses specific molecular defects

induced by progerin remain largely unknown. We have now

identified a defective lamin A-Rb signaling network in cells from

subjects with HGPS and demonstrated that treatment of cells with

an FTI reverses abnormalities in the expression of genes encoding

proteins in this network.

We compared our gene expression profiles to those of previous

studies that have examined gene expression in HGPS and found

very little overlap (3.5% overlap of differentially expressed genes

with Scaffidi and Mitseli [28] and less than 1% with Csoka et al.

[27] (Table S1). Csoka et al.[27] used fibroblasts from only three

subjects ages 8 to 14 years of age whereas we used cultured

fibroblasts from five subjects with HGPS obtained at earlier ages

(age 1 to 4 years). As the growth rate and proliferation potency of

fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS decrease with cellular age in

vitro and the donor’s age, this could partially explain the differences

between our results. Importantly, the average age of death in

HGPS is 12–15 years, which suggests that the cellular phenotype

may be severely altered in older children [4]. Scaffidi and Misteli

[28] generated immortalized normal fibroblasts that overexpressed

progerin and examined gene expression in only two lines, making

a comparison difficult given the very different system and the low

statistical power from using only two biological replicates.

Separately, Fong et al. [33] used RT-PCR to examine expression

of several genes selected from these previous studies in normal

fibroblasts transfected with antisense oligonucleotides that increase

LMNA alternative RNA splicing to generate progerin. We found

that four of seven genes they tested were similarly differentially

expressed in the fibroblasts we used from subjects with HGPS

(Table S2). An earlier study by Ly et al. [25] used fibroblasts from

three donors with HGPS of age 8 to 9 years and found 61 genes

differently expressed in young subjects compared to old subjects

and with HGPS subjects. Of these 61 genes, 49 were differentially

expressed in HGPS versus young individuals [25]. Comparison of

these 49 genes against the 352 genes differentially expressed in

HGPS identified in our study indicated an overlap of 22 genes. An

additional study from Park et al [26] compared gene expression in

fibroblasts from only one subject with HGPS to that of cultured

fibroblasts in replicative senescence; no statistical criteria were

applied. Although HGPS is an extremely rare disease, to the best

of our knowledge we have used the most biological replicates so far

in any study of genome-wide gene expression in actual patient

material. We also validated our microarray data using information

from the literature, by screening databases and by performing RT-

PCR for selected genes. We confirmed by RT-PCR that Rb

mRNA levels were decreased in HGPS cells in comparison the

control cells. No change in Rb gene expression level was reported

in previous microarray analyses on HGPS cells or HGPS cell

models [26,27,28].

Most importantly, rather than providing a descriptive list of

genes with altered expression levels, our methods identified a novel

signaling network starting with the lamin A-Rb interaction that is

altered in HGPS.

The potential link between progerin and Rb in the orchestration

of cell cycle and proliferation defects was previously suggested by

studies demonstrating that lamin A and C interact with Rb

[30,34]. Rb is a tumor suppressor and major cell cycle regulator

that, in its hypophosphorylated state, binds to and inhibits the E2

factor (E2F) family of transcription factors required for cell cycle

progression [36]. Upon hyperphosphorylation of Rb by cyclin/

cyclin-dependent kinase complexes, E2F is released to initiate S

phase. A role for lamins in this process is further suggested by the

finding that hypophosphorylated Rb is tightly associated with

lamin A/C-enriched nucleoskeletal preparations of early G1 cells

[29]. In HGPS cells there is evidence for a significant reduction in

hyperphosphorylated Rb in HGPS fibroblasts (Dechat et al. 2007).

In our experiments, we found a decreased level of Rb expression at

the mRNA and protein levels in HGPS (see Figure 2 and Figure 6).

Previously, a small fraction of lamin A/C was shown to

colocalize with Rb and E2F1 in nuclear foci during G1-phase [37].

In HGPS cells, we could not detect lamin A foci. Whether Rb foci

remain associated with E2F1 remains to be further investigated. In

HGPS cells, our microarray analysis indicated a decrease in Rb

levels without changes in E2F1 levels. We further investigated

whether E2F1 levels might be altered by indirect immunofluores-

cence microscope and observed no changes in the nuclear intensity

of the E2F1 signal between HGPS and normal fibroblast cells

(data not shown). Previously, the localization of Rb and E2F1 in

cells from Lmna2/2 mice indicated that while Rb levels were

reduced, a portion of Rb remained localized to nuclear foci but

displayed reduced overlap with the E2F1 signal [35]. The

expression levels of E2F1 in Lmna2/2 cells in comparison to wild

type cells has not yet been reported. However, the lack of

association between Rb and E2F1 in nuclear foci in the absence of

lamin A/C could indicate an alteration in Rb control of E2F1

Figure 2. The lamin A-Rb network. The main network (center left) shows downstream interactions between lamin A/C and the 352 differentially
expressed genes in HGPS fibroblasts. The network was built using MetaCore analyses, which finds known interactions between gene products. (A)
The network divides into several distinct regions, the main region being the regulatory and signaling network. (B) The detailed view of the main
region (top right) shows that the only gene differentially expressed in HGPS directly downstream of lamin A/C (layer 1) is that encoding Rb (layer 2). In
turn, most of the immediate downstream partners of Rb included in this dataset are p107, NCOA2, SP1, and ATF-2 and E2F1 (layer 3). Of the
remaining genes that occur downstream of layer 3, nearly half of the 280 genes interact with only one or more of these transfactors associated to the
main network (center left); these gene products are placed above the centre. From layer 4 and 5, most of the genes can be connected at least to one
entity according to GeneGO. In the HGPS dataset, 124 genes that had no known interactions in GeneGO are not shown. From the center regulatory
and signaling network (zoom left, panel B)), several groups of genes segregate into six subnetworks, based on mutual interactions: a group denoted
DNA repair (bottom left, panel (C)), motility (bottom right, panel (D)), and three circles of genes regulated by E2F1, ATF-2 and SP1, respectively.
Symbols associating the genes with functions are indicated. Genes labeled with blue circles were downregulated and red circles were upregulated.
Higher magnifications of panels A to D are provided in Figures S1, S2, S3 and S4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.g002
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activity [35]. Further studies will be needed to understand how

expression levels of lamin A/C, Rb, and E2F1 might affect each

other’s expression levels, interactions and subnuclear localization.

In addition to its role in cell cycle control, Rb also regulates

cellular differentiation. In the absence of lamin A/C in muscle

cells derived from Lmna2/2 mice, reduced levels of Rb and other

transcription factors regulating muscle cell differentiation was

reported [38]. This study provide an additional link between lamin

A/C-Rb and its potential role in muscle cell differentiation [38].

Immunohistochemical analysis of Rb distribution did not reveal

any obvious alteration besides a decreased Rb signal in some

nuclei of cells from subjects with HGPS (Figure S7). Rb was also

detected in the most dysmorphic nuclei exhibiting a strong

progerin staining, indicating the accumulation of high levels of

progerin protein (Figure S7) as reported previously [15]. Based on

these previous studies, decreased Rb expression or phosphoryla-

tion status in HGPS cells appears to be implicated in the

deregulation of proliferation. Whether the interaction of A-type

lamin with Rb is impaired in HGPS cells remains to be further

addressed. However, our present study together with previously

published observations support the potential implication of a

defective lamin A/C-Rb signaling network in the HGPS cellular

phenotype. In support of our finding, a similar potential link

between an altered Lamin A/C-Rb signaling was previously

reported in cells derived from Lmna2/2 mice model [35]. In cells

lacking lamin A/C the levels of Rb was decreased while its mRNA

Figure 3. FTI inhibition of prelamin A and progerin farnesylation and FTI-induced gene expression changes in fibroblasts from
normal subjects. (A) Western blot analysis of protein extracts of fibroblasts from individuals with HGPS and controls that were treated or untreated
with FTI (1.5 mM lonafarnib daily for three days). Blots were probed with anti-lamin A/C (LA/C), anti-prelamin A (preLA), anti-actin, and anti HDJ-2
antibodies. Increase in levels of prelamin A and non-farnesylated HDJ-2 with FTI treatment are indicated. (B) 65 genes were differentially expressed in
FTI-treated control cells. The signaling network was built upon functional association between protein farnesyltransferase (FTase), the enzymatic
activity of which is inhibited by FTI, lamin A/C and Rb even though expression of all three transcripts remained unchanged with FTI treatment. Of
note, lamin A is a known substrate for FTase. Downstream FTase interactions between all the 65 genes differentially expressed in FTI-treated control
cells have been incorporated based on their interactions according to MetaCore analysis. The MetaCore analysis identified two transfactors, E2F1 and
c-Myc, and one transfactor regulator, REP-1 that permit linking all those 65 genes into this single network. Symbols associating the genes functions
are indicated. Genes labeled with blue circles were downregulated and by red circles were upregulated.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.g003
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Figure 4. Genome-wide expression profiling of FTI-treated and untreated fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS. (A) Venn diagram
comparison of microarray datasets of controls versus control-FTI, or HGPS and/or HGPS-FTI. 65 genes were differentially expressed in fibroblasts from
control subjects after FTI treatment compared to no treatment (Control+FTI; red); 352 in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS compared to those from
control subjects (HGPS; green); and 804 in fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS after FTI treatment compared to untreated controls (HGPS+FTI; blue).
Genes with altered expression common between these different datasets are shown as areas of overlap with different colors in the Venn diagram
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level remained unchanged in comparison to wild type cells [35].

These findings suggested that the Rb was unstable in the absence

of lamin A/C. In HGPS cells, we observed a decrease in both

mRNA and protein levels of Rb. Our findings indicate that the

lamin A/C-Rb signaling might be altered differently depending on

the status of A-type lamins in cells (absence of A-type lamins

expression versus expression of an abnormal lamin A variant,

progerin). Further studies are required to understand the

molecular mechanisms driven by alterations in A-type lamins on

Rb signaling pathways.

FTI treatment of cells from subjects with HGPS leads to a

significant reversal of the abnormal expression of genes encoding

proteins in the lamin A-Rb signaling network. This is consistent with

the improved phenotypes that result from blocking protein

farnesylation in cellular and animal models of the disease

[16,17,18,20,21,23]. Defective Rb activity appeared to be respon-

sible for the repression of the large set of downstream transcription

factors and regulators. To evaluate the impact of FTIs, we also

investigated FTI-induced gene expression changes in fibroblasts

from unaffected controls. Remarkably, Rb appeared again in this

dataset as a key regulator of the downstream events. Not surprisingly,

FTI-treated cells from subjects with HGPS demonstrated a near

total reversal (99%) of abnormally expressed genes in comparison to

FTI-treated control cells. Our finding suggests that a potential

correction of the HGPS phenotype does not necessarily require a full

inhibition of protein farnesyltransferase but rather points to the

importance of normalizing Rb expression levels and function.

The results of our study further support the potential use of FTIs

as therapeutic agents in HGPS. A phase II clinical trial treating

children with HGPS with lonafarnib, the FTI we used in this

study, was initiated in spring of 2007 [39]. Because of known

toxicity, the dose of lonafarnib administrated to these children may

generate tissue concentrations below those necessary to obtain the

effects we observed in vitro. Therefore, in human subjects, other

drugs in addition to an FTI may be necessary to inhibit protein

prenylation to a similar extent as in cultured cells. One possibility

is to add a statin and an aminobisphosphonate, which have been

shown to inhibit prelamin A prenylation and improve the

phenotype of mice deficient in Zmpste24 [24]. Furthermore, our

findings suggest that screening candidate molecules against targets

we identified in the lamin A-Rb signaling network could identify

novel therapeutic approaches to treat HGPS. Proteins in this

network could also serve as biomarkers for HGPS.

Because the lamin A-Rb interaction is a new signaling axis in

the pathogenesis of HGPS, we investigated its potential role in

physiological aging. We found that LMNA and RB1 expression

appeared to be inversely modulated in the elderly. These

observations were similar to our findings in cells from subjects

with HGPS. Although lamin A and lamin C levels were not

altered, an abnormal prelamin A variant, progerin, is expressed

and Rb expression is decreased. In addition to changes in the

expression of A-type lamins, several studies suggest that abnormal

prelamin A may accumulate in normal aging [14,31,40,41]. Our

results, therefore, suggest that therapeutic approaches to re-

establish a proper lamin A-Rb signaling network may be beneficial

in preventing complications of physiological aging.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture and FTI treatment
Dermal fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS were obtained from

the Progeria Research Foundation (www.progeriaresearch.org).

The following fibroblasts were used: HGADFN003 (M, age 2),

HGADFN127 (F, age 3), HGADFN155 (F, age 1), HGADFN164

(F, age 4) and HGADFN188 (F, age 2). Age-matched control

dermal fibroblasts were obtained from Coriell Institute for Medical

Research (Camden, NJ). The following cell lines were used:

GM01652C (F, age 11), GM02036A (F, age 11), GM03349C

(M, age 10), GM03348E (M, age 10), GM08398A (M, age 8). The

Institutional Review Board at Columbia University Medical Center

approved the use of human cells established from skin biopsies from

patients with HGPS and unaffected individuals.

Cells were cultured in DMEM containing 15% fetal bovine

serum, 1% glutamine and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were

subcultured at 80% confluency to keep cultures in growth phase

and collected at population doublings between 22 and 27.

Treatment with the FTI lonafarnib (Schering-Plough, Kennil-

worth, NJ) was initiated when the cells reached 45–50%

confluency. Lonafarnib was added to the culture media to a

concentration of 1.5 mM FTI daily for three days. Untreated

fibroblasts were cultured in parallel with added vehicle (DMSO).

Cellular toxicity was determined by Trypan blue exclusion.

Preliminary studies were conducted with varying lonafarnib

concentrations and 1.5 mM was selected, as higher concentrations

caused increased cell death and lower concentrations less

effectively blocked protein farnesylation (data not shown).

RNA Preparation
Total RNA was extracted from the cell pellets using the Rnase

Mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Spectrophotometric quantifica-

tion of RNA was performed and the purity assessed by

measurement of the 260 nm/280 nm absorbance ratio. Ratios

between 1.9 to 2.1 were accepted. Additionally, samples were run

on a 1.2% agarose gel to examine integrity of the RNA. All gels

showed two discrete bands at the 4.5 kb and 1.9 kb, representing

the 28S and 18S ribosomal subunits, respectively (data not shown).

Microarray processing
RNA samples were amplified once using the One Cycle Target

Labeling and Control Reagents and labeled for hybridization

using the Affymetrix reagents and protocols (Affymetrix, Santa

Clara, CA). Prior to hybridization, biotin-labeled cRNA samples

were examined on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent

Technoligies, Palo Alto, CA) to ensure quality. The samples were

hybridized to U133 Plus 2.0 Arrays (Affymetrix) at the Columbia

University Microarray Core Facility.

with numbers of common genes indicated. (B) Pie chart indicates the subcellular localization of the encoded proteins of the differentially expressed
genes between control and HGPS-FTI datasets according to information contained in the Ingenuity Knowledge Base. (C) Genes differentially
expressed between controls versus HGPS-FTI datasets were assigned to diverse cellular functions according to IPA and (D) were associated to
canonical pathways according to IPA. The significant genes were compared to IPA database and ranked according to p-values generated with Fisher
extract test. P-values less than 0.005 indicate a statistically significant, non-random association between a set of significant genes and a set of all
genes related to a given function in IPA database. The ratio (y-axis) represents the number of all known genes ascribed to the pathway. The Yellow
line represents the threshold of p,0.05. (E) Comparison of gene expression alterations between FTI-treated control cells (yellow) with FTI-treated
fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS (red). Using criteria of corrected p-value from unpaired t-test ,0.01 and two-fold change in expression, only one
gene, PIK3CB was upregulated in FTI treated cells from subjects with HGPS compared to cells from normal subjects treated with FTI. Therefore, 99% of
the genes in FTI-treated cells from subjects with HGPS were expressed at the same levels as in FTI-treated normal fibroblast.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.g004
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The microarray data have been deposited in the European

Bioinformatics Institute’s ArrayExpress (www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress)

under accession number: E-MEXP-2597 along with detailed protocol

notes.

Microarray data analysis
Data outputs were normalized and analyzed using GeneSpring

GX 10.0 commercial software package (Agilent Technologies).

Affymetrix data were uploaded into GeneSpring GX, normalized

and quality control assessment was run to ensure the integrity of

the samples. A t-test comparison was performed for each

experimental group. The P-value cutoff was set to 0.01, a

Benjamini-Hochberg correction was applied and the significant

fold difference was considered two-fold above or below baseline.

For interpretation of the results, MetaCore and GeneGo (www.

Genego.com) and Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (Ingenuity Sys-

tems, www.ingenuity.com) software were used. Datasets contain-

ing gene identifiers and corresponding expression values were

uploaded in the applications. An up or down change of two-fold or

greater was set to identify genes whose expression was differentially

regulated. These genes, or focus molecules, were overlaid onto a

global molecular network developed from information contained

in the Ingenuity Pathways Knowledge Base.

Network Analysis and Visualization
Gene sets were analyzed using MetaCore (www.genego.com). We

built networks using as far as possible all and only genes belonging to

the differentially regulated sets. The assembly of the networks exhibited

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 were initially loaded with only the differentially

regulated genes from the respective datasets. Then we added the

known causal genes (encoding A-type lamins for Fig. 2 and protein

farnesyltransferase for Fig. 3) and manually laid out the remaining

genes in a semi-circular network based on the directness of the

downstream interactions to the causal gene. In both cases, only a small

number of genes had direct downstream interactions. For these and

subsequent layers, we applied two rules. Rule 1: if a gene was

downstream only to genes on the current layer or more inner layers,

and if the gene had no genes downstream of it, it was moved to the

outermost layer; otherwise, it was moved to the next layer. Rule 2: after

the second layer, if the gene did not have downstream connections to

genes in the current or previous layer, the gene was moved to a layer

beyond the current layer. Following the initial manual layout, a

number of differentially expressed genes were still not assigned to a

downstream position from the causal gene. We used the MetaCore

transfactor analysis tool to determine which transfactors could be

implicated based on published data. This tool produces a list of

transfactors belonging to the dataset analyzed. The list is ranked by an

estimate of likelihood of being involved. Starting with the most likely,

we added transfactors to the network, manually re-adjusting the

network each time. We moved down the list until we had either

exhausted the possible transfactors or finished the list of genes.

Real-time RT-PCR analysis
We synthesized cDNA using Omniscript Reverse Transcriptase

(Qiagen) using total cellular RNA as template. RNA from fibroblasts

from three subjects with HGPS and three controls, cultured with or

without FTI, was used. Primers were designed using Primer3 (http://

frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3_www.cgi). The list of

genes that were validated by RT-PCR and their corresponding

primers are shown in Table S3.

Real-time RT-PCR reactions contained Power SYBR Green

PCR mastermix (Applied Biosystems), 200 nM of each primer,

and 0.1 ml of template in a 20-ml reaction volume. Amplification

was carried out using the 7300 Real-Time PCR Detection System

(Applied Biosystems) with an initial denaturation at 95uC for two

minutes followed by 50 cycles at 95uC for 30 seconds and 62uC for

30 seconds. Three experiments were performed for each assay, in

which the samples were run in triplicate. GAPDH was used as an

endogenous control and quantification was performed using the

relative quantification method where the real-time PCR signal of

the experimental RNA was measured in relation to the signal of

the control. The 2(DDCT) method was used to calculate relative

changes in gene expression [42].

Western blot analysis
Cells were extracted in Laemmli sample buffer (Bio-Rad) and

heated for five minutes at 95uC. Approximatey 30 mg total protein

extracts were loaded in parallel on a 7.5% polyacrylamide gel. An

average of 7 mg of human skin tissues were extracted in Laemmli

buffer using the bullet blender according to manufacturer

instructions (Next Advance, Averill Park, NY). Approximately

40 mg skin protein extracts were loaded on the gel. After

separation by electrophoresis, proteins were transferred to

nitrocellulose membranes and incubated with blocking buffer as

described previously [12]. Membranes were incubated sequentially

with anti-prelamin A C20 antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,

Santa Cruz, CA), anti-lamin A/C antibodies [43] (kindly provided

by Dr. Nilabh Chaudhary), anti-actin antibodies (Sigma-Adrich,

St. Louis, MO) and anti-HDJ-2 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA),

washed and then incubated with a corresponding secondary

antibody coupled to horseradish peroxidase (Jackson ImmunoR-

esearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA). Other blots were similarly

incubated sequentially with anti-Rb (BD Biosciences Pharmingen,

San Diego, CA), anti- progerin [31], anti-lamin A (133A2, abcam),

anti-laminA/C and anti-actin antibodies. Proteins were visualized

using the enhanced chemiluminescence detection system (GE

Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ). Signals obtained on the autoradio-

grams were analyzed by densitometry using Quantity One 1-D

analysis software (Bio-Rad) on the scanned images.

Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy
Immunohistochemistry was performed on 6 mm frozen human

skin sections fixed in methanol/acetone (1V/1V) at 220uC for 10

minutes and washed in phosphate-buffered saline, then blocked in

phosphate-buffered saline containing 3% bovine serum albumin,

10% normal goat serum and 0.3% Triton X-100 for 30 minutes

and 1 hour in the same buffer without Triton X-100. Cells and

slides were incubated with anti-laminA/C and anti-Rb (BD

Biosciences Pharmingen), or anti-progerin and anti-Rb or anti-

lamin antibodies. The secondary antibodies were affinity purified

Figure 5. Real-time RT-PCR validation of microarray results for selected genes. (A) Validation of a set of genes identified in microarray
analysis comparing fibroblast from subjects with HGPS to controls. The mean value of expression for indicated genes measured using real time PCR
(red; p,0.05), and microarray (blue; p,0.01) are shown. (B) Validation of a set of genes identified in microarray analysis comparing fibroblasts from
control subjects with and without FTI treatment. (C) Validation of a set of genes identified in microarray analysis comparing fibroblasts from subjects
with HGPS with and without FTI treatment. (D) Relative expression of LMNA (L, red) and RB1 (R, blue) in human skin derived from 16 unaffected
individuals of various age groups was analyzed by quantitative real-time RT-PCR. A relative quantification method was used and the data from the 38
to 55-year-old age group were calibrated to a relative quantity of 1. All values were normalized to GAPDH (Materials and Methods).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.g005
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Figure 6. Detection of lamin A/C and Rb in cells from subjects with HGPS and in normal human skin biopsies. (A) Left panel: Western
blot of proteins extracted from control fibroblasts (Control-1 [GM02036A], Control-2 [GM03349C]) and fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS
(HGADFN127, HGADFN155, HGADFN164, HGADFN188) sequentially probed with anti-lamin A/C, anti- lamin A, anti-progerin (progerin) and anti-actin
antibodies. Right panel: Western blot of protein extracts from skin of individuals at different ages as indicated (49 to 88 Year old, Y denote year). Blots
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Alexa Fluor 488 goat or donkey immunoglobulin G antibodies

(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) and Cy3-conjugated IgG

antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch laboratories). All samples

were also counterstained with 49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

(Sigma-Aldrich). Images were acquired on an Axioplan fluores-

cence microscope (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY).

Supporting Information

Figure S1 High magnification of Fig. 2, panel A.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s001 (1.37 MB TIF)

Figure S2 High magnification of Fig. 2, panel B.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s002 (3.89 MB TIF)

Figure S3 High magnification Fig. 2, panel C.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s003 (1.40 MB TIF)

Figure S4 High magnification Fig. 2, panel D.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s004 (1.63 MB TIF)

Figure S5 Genome-wide expression profiling of FTI-treated and

untreated control fibroblast cultures. (A) Genes differentially expressed

in normal fibroblasts treated with FTI compared to untreated normal

fibroblasts were assigned to diverse cellular functions according to

IPA, and (B) were associated with canonical pathways according to

IPA. (C) Pie chart indicates the subcellular localization of the protein

products of the differentially expressed genes according to information

contained in the Ingenuity Knowledge Base.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s005 (0.37 MB TIF)

Figure S6 Validation of the microarray analysis by real-time

RT-PCR. (A) Validation of a set of genes identified in microarray

analysis comparing fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS to

control. The mean value of expression for indicated genes

measured using real time RT-PCR are indicated (SD: standard

deviation; p,0.05), and microarray fold change (p,0.01) are

shown. (B) Validation of a set of genes identified in microarray

analysis comparing fibroblasts from control subjects with and

without FTI treatment. (C) Validation of a set of genes identified in

microarray analysis comparing fibroblasts from subjects with

HGPS treated with FTI to untreated fibroblasts from control

subjects. (D) Validation of the only gene differentially expressed

between FTI-treated fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS to FTI-

treated fibroblasts from control subjects. Fold changes measured

by real-time RT-PCR and microarray analyses are indicated.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s006 (0.71 MB TIF)

Figure S7 Distribution of progerin and Rb in cells from a subject

with HGPS. Immunohistochemy was performed on fibroblasts from

an unaffected control (GM03348) and a subject with HGPS

(HGADFN003) at PPD 25 to 30. Cells were stained with anti-

progerin antibody [31] (red) and anti-Rb monoclonal antibody (BD

Biosciences Pharmingen) (green). Chromatin was stained with dapi.

The triple merged signals are indicated. Scale bar, 20 mM.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s007 (1.31 MB TIF)

Table S1 Comparison of the differentially expressed genes in

fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS from this study to the

differentially expressed genes lists in studies by Scaffidi and Mitseli

[28] and Csoka et al.[27] Control versus HGPS differentially

expressed genes established after a statistical analysis using the t

test with 1% significance and 2-fold cutoff were compared to the

initial microarray analyses performed on three HGPS fibroblast

strains (Coriell cell repositories) derived from patients at age 8

(AG11513), 9 (AG10750) and 14 years old (AG11498)[27]. This

small overlap may be due to variation intrinsic to each cell, in

addition to the fact that cells from subjects with HGPS exhibit

increased variation in cellular phenotype with cellular age in vitro

and with the donor’s age. Our study was performed using five

fibroblast cultures from five subjects with HGPS at age 2 to 4 years

old, kindly provided by Progeria Research Foundation. Cells were

collected at an early PPD (,25) when their growth rate remained

similar to that of control fibroblast cultures. Phenotypic variations

and different levels of progerin expression can contribute to the

heterogeneity between fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS. We

compared the control versus HGPS gene list with another study

from Scaffidi and Mitseli that used a cellular model for HGPS by

overexpressing progerin in normal immortalized fibroblasts [28]

and found very little overlap.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s008 (0.07 MB TIF)

Table S2 Screening of a set of genes that were previously suggested

to be perturbed in HGPS cells [28,33]. Using the same olignucleo-

tides for RT-PCR described by Fong et al 2009[2], we screened

cultured fibroblasts from subjects with HGPS and from control

individuals used in this study. The fold change between fibroblasts

from subjects with HGPS and from control individuals in mRNA

transcript for the corresponding genes are indicated with a P,0.05.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s009 (0.09 MB TIF)

Table S3 List of primers used for real time PCR.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011132.s010 (21.31 MB

TIF)
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HD is a fatal, currently incurable, late-onset neurodegenerative 
disorder. The disease signs include involuntary and repetitive 
choreic movements, psychological dysfunction and cognitive 

impairment, which result from progressive degeneration of cortical 
and striatal neurons1,2.

HD is caused by the expansion of a CAG repeat tract in exon 1  
of the gene encoding huntingtin (HTT), which results in an 
abnormally long polyglutamine stretch in the N terminus of the 
protein3. Although the mechanisms are not fully understood, it 
is believed that the disease arises from a toxic gain of function of 
the mutant protein4,5. A hallmark of HD is the presence of intra-
cellular aggregates, which is also a characteristic of the other ten 
polyglutamine-expansion disorders as well as other neurodegen-
erative conditions such as Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s disease6. 
The role of these aggregates in the disease is not clear, although 
an increasing importance of the oligomeric forms in toxicity is 
emerging7,8, and reducing mutant HTT aggregation with strate-
gies such as pharmacological upregulation of chaperone function 
has been pursued as a therapeutic strategy in HD9. Mutant HTT 
toxicity is believed to be accentuated or possibly induced after 
cleavage events, resulting in the formation of short N-terminal 
polyglutamine-containing fragments, which can also be produced 
by aberrant splicing10. Hence, exon 1 models have been frequently 
used for disease modeling.

Here, we combined two approaches to identify modifiers of mutant 
HTT toxicity by first performing a cell-based screen to identify  
genes that, when knocked down, could suppress mutant HTT-
induced toxicity, using a library of 5,623 siRNAs selected according 
to the potential druggability of their targets with small molecules11. 
We performed this screen in two different HD models. Initially, we 
screened the effects of siRNAs in a mammalian cell line inducibly  
expressing HTT with an abnormal polyglutamine expansion.  
In a secondary analysis, we validated primary hits in a Drosophila 
model of HD.

One of the strongest suppressors of mutant HTT toxicity in both 
mammalian cells and Drosophila was an enzyme responsible for 
the modification of N-terminal residues of glutamine or glutamate 
into an N-terminal 5-oxoproline or pyroglutamate (pE) named 
QPCT. QPCT not only suppressed mutant HTT induced toxicity 
but also greatly reduced the number of aggregates. This effect is not  
HTT-specific as QPCT exerted a general effect on aggregation of  
different aggregate-prone proteins, including other proteins contain-
ing an expanded polyglutamine or polyalanine tract, which could be 
attributed to increased levels of the chaperone αB-crystallin upon 
QPCT inhibition. Furthermore, we designed small-molecule mod-
ulators of QPCT activity, which effectively suppressed mutant HTT 
aggregation and toxicity in cells, neurons, fly and zebrafish models 
of the disease.
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sirna screen identifies QpCt as a druggable 
target for Huntington’s disease
Maria Jimenez-sanchez1, Wun Lam1,2, Michael Hannus3,9, Birte sönnichsen3,9, sara Imarisio1,2,9, 
angeleen Fleming1,4,9, alessia tarditi5,8, Fiona Menzies1, teresa ed dami1,4,8, Catherine Xu1,4,  
eduardo Gonzalez-Couto5,8, Giulia Lazzeroni5, Freddy Heitz5,8, daniela diamanti5, Luisa Massai5, 
Venkata p satagopam6,7, Guido Marconi5,8, Chiara Caramelli5,8, arianna nencini5, Matteo andreini5,8, 
Gian Luca sardone5, nicola p Caradonna5, Valentina porcari5, Carla scali5, reinhard schneider6,7, 
Giuseppe pollio5, Cahir J O’Kane2, andrea Caricasole5,8* & david C rubinsztein1*

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a currently incurable neurodegenerative condition caused by an abnormally expanded polyglu-
tamine tract in huntingtin (HTT). We identified new modifiers of mutant HTT toxicity by performing a large-scale ‘druggable 
genome’ siRNA screen in human cultured cells, followed by hit validation in Drosophila. We focused on glutaminyl cyclase 
(QPCT), which had one of the strongest effects on mutant HTT-induced toxicity and aggregation in the cell-based siRNA screen 
and also rescued these phenotypes in Drosophila. We found that QPCT inhibition induced the levels of the molecular chaperone 
B-crystallin and reduced the aggregation of diverse proteins. We generated new QPCT inhibitors using in silico methods fol-
lowed by in vitro screening, which rescued the HD-related phenotypes in cell, Drosophila and zebrafish HD models. Our data 
reveal a new HD druggable target affecting mutant HTT aggregation and provide proof of principle for a discovery pipeline from 
druggable genome screen to drug development. 
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ReSulTS
Primary cell screen for suppressors of mutant HTT toxicity
We performed the primary screen using a stable human embryonic 
kidney (HEK293) T-REx cell line expressing full-length human 
HTT bearing 138 polyglutamines (Q138) under the control of a 
tetracycline-inducible promoter, which we refer to as HTT(Q138). 
We confirmed the expression of HTT(Q138) after inducing the cells 
with doxycycline using antibodies recognizing the N terminus of 
human HTT (Supplementary Results, Supplementary Fig. 1a and 
Supplementary Note 1) and quantitative RT-PCR using primers 
spanning different areas of the human HTT cDNA (Supplementary 
Fig. 1b). This cell line had reduced cell viability after expression of 
mutant HTT, which was reverted through treatment with a known 
reference compound (Y27632)12 (Supplementary Fig. 1c), suggest-
ing that this model could be used to identify potential modulators of 
mutant HTT cellular toxicity in a large-scale screen.

For our high-throughput screen, we used a strategy consisting of 
an iterative siRNA screen where positive genes were selected after 
three consecutive rounds to compensate for the variability of the 
assay. We eliminated nonpositive siRNAs and added new siRNAs 
targeting the selected genes in consecutive passes. We assessed  
rescue of cellular toxicity by each siRNA by fluorescence microscopy 
and automated image analysis using three independent readouts,  
(i) number of cell nuclei (#nuclei), (ii) apoptotic index and (iii) aber-
rant nuclei index, and we used rescue indices to express the effect 
of each individual siRNA for each parameter analyzed. In an initial 
screen, we tested three independent siRNAs for each of the 5,623 genes  
(a total of 16,869 siRNAs), from which we selected 670 primary genes 
(see Supplementary Note 1 for screen assay and criteria selection). 
As shown in Supplementary Figure 2a, the three readouts were par-
tially redundant, as more than 50% of the 1,000 top-scoring siRNAs 
of one rescue index also ranked among the top 1,000 siRNAs of at 
least one of the other rescue indices. In Supplementary Figure 1b,  
a representation of rescue indices obtained in pass 1 shows the rela-
tively large variability of the assay, with the nontargeting negative 
control siRNAs, negQ and negF, showing a #nuclei rescue index of 
14% and 3%, respectively, whereas using siRNA targeting HTT as a 
positive control rendered a mean #nuclei rescue index of 81%.

After three consecutive rounds of screening, we selected  
257 genes and ranked these on the basis of all three rescue indices, 
using #nuclei rescue index as a primary criterion (Supplementary 
Data Set 1).

Secondary RNAi screening in a Drosophila model of HD
To validate the hits obtained in mammalian cells and to focus on 
targets with potential relevance in vivo, we performed a secondary 
screen in a Drosophila model that expressed a construct contain-
ing 48 polyglutamines (Q48) that causes eye degeneration when 
expressed using a GMR-GAL4 driver13. For most genes selected, 
we studied two upstream activating sequence (UAS)-RNAi con-
structs from the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC): a  
P element (GD) and a phiC31 (KK) construct, the latter of which 
carries more GAL4-binding sites and should therefore express the 
RNAi more strongly14. Of the 257 mammalian genes previously 
selected, we detected 133 that had one or more gene orthologs in 
flies (Supplementary Data Sets 1 and 2). Of these 133 mammalian 
genes with fly orthologs, 74 Drosophila genes (corresponding to 66 
mammalian genes) rescued the Q48-induced eye degeneration with 
at least one RNAi line, whereas the others showed no obvious effect 
(Supplementary Fig. 3a,b and Supplementary Data Sets 1 and 2). 
We crossed suppressor RNAi lines to transgenic flies that expressed 
EGFP, also driven by the same GMR-GAL4 driver. We used EGFP 
to test whether modifiers affected transgene protein synthesis as 
Q48 levels can be modified by aggregation or autophagic degrada-
tion, which do not affect EGFP levels. Two of these fly RNAi lines, 
targeting orthologs to human cathepsin F (CTSF) and to human 

ADAM8, ADAM11 and ADAM33 reduced EGFP levels on western 
blots (Supplementary Data Set 2), suggesting a general effect of 
these genes in protein expression, whereas suppression exerted by 
the other RNAi lines seemed to be polyglutamine specific.

Functional categorization of mutant HTT modifiers
To gain further insight into the biological relevance of the data gen-
erated, we categorized the different sets of HD toxicity modulators 
according to their molecular function. Suppressors were enriched 
for certain classes of proteins such as GPCRs or transporters com-
pared to the initial library, whereas the number of positive kinases in 
the screen was reduced, and no cytokines, growth factors or trans-
lational regulators were represented. We observed similar func-
tional categorizations after selection from the cell and Drosophila 
screen (Supplementary Fig. 4a). An Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 
of the hits obtained in the primary screen in cells (Supplementary 
Table 1a) revealed that the majority of these proteins participate 
not only in general processes such as GPCR- or cAMP-mediated 
signaling but also in canonical pathways related to neurodegenera-
tion such as apoptosis, mitochondrial dysfunction, amyloid pro-
cessing or protein ubiquitination. Notably, ten of these proteins 
have been previously related to HD signaling, including subunits 
of the succinate dehydrogenase complex and HTT-associated pro-
tein 1 (Supplementary Table 1a). Many of the genes validated in 
Drosophila (Supplementary Fig. 4b and Supplementary Table 1b) 
are also involved in processes related to neurodegeneration but are 
enriched in mitochondrial metabolic pathways, especially those 
associated with fatty acid biosynthesis and metabolism.

Validation of QPCT in Drosophila
We focused our attention on a gene that had one of the strongest 
and most consistent effects in rescuing mutant HTT-induced tox-
icity in the cell-based siRNA screen. The gene product has glu-
taminyl cyclase activity and is named QPCT. Two orthologs have 
been reported in fly15, Glutaminyl cyclase (QC) and iso Glutaminyl 
cyclase (isoQC), which show about 39% amino acid identity; a third 
fly ortholog, CG6168, shows expression restricted to male acces-
sory glands (http://www.flyatlas.org/) and is not considered further 
here. RNAi lines targeting either QC or isoQC partially rescued eye 
depigmentation and mediated a substantial decrease in the number 
of black spots in flies expressing Q48 (Fig. 1a,b and Supplementary 
Fig. 5a). Data are shown for GD- and KK-RNAi lines in the case of 
QC, but only a KK line was available for isoQC. These effects are most 
likely independent of transcription and translation of the Q48 as no 
changes in EGFP protein levels were seen when we crossed trans-
genic flies expressing EGFP driven by the same GMR-GAL4 driver as 
Q48 with QC or isoQC RNAi lines (Supplementary Fig. 5b). Thus, 
QPCT represents an interesting candidate to study in HD.

To further evaluate the benefits of downregulating QPCT on 
HD, we took advantage of an additional Drosophila model of  
neurodegeneration, HD flies that express exon 1 of HTT with 
120 polyglutamines, GMR-HTT.Q120, in eye photoreceptors16. 
Drosophila has a compound eye consisting of many ommatidia, 
each of which is composed of eight photoreceptors, seven of which 
can be visualized by light microscopy using the pseudopupil tech-
nique17. Neurodegeneration results in the loss of visible rhabdomeres 
of each photoreceptor and can be rescued or enhanced by genetic 
or chemical approaches18. Consistent with our data using the Q48 
flies, the loss of visible photoreceptors in transgenic flies expressing 
GMR-HTT.Q120 was partially rescued when they were crossed with 
RNAi lines for either of the two QPCT fly orthologs, QC and isoQC  
(Fig. 1c). We observed no effect on the number of rhabdomeres in 
QPCT RNAi lines in the absence of GMR-HTT.Q120. The effects 
of QPCT knockdown on toxicity correlated with a reduction in 
HTT aggregation, which we assessed in flies expressing GFP-tagged 
expanded HTT exon 1, HTTex1-Q46-eGFP, in the eye19 (Fig. 1d).
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QPCT modulates HTT aggregation
To further validate QPCT, we first confirmed 
the protective effect of its knockdown against 
toxicity and aggregation in HEK293 cells 
expressing the exon 1 of HTT (from residue 8) 
with a 74-polyglutamine expansion fused at 
its N terminal to EGFP (EGFP-HTT(Q74))20 
(Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 6a,b). The 
QPCT siRNAs used in these experiments as 
well as in the screen do not target QPCT-like, 
a paralogous protein that catalyzes a similar 
reaction and shares 51% sequence identity 
with QPCT (Supplementary Fig. 6b,c).  
We also validated the effect of QPCT 
knockdown on aggregation in HeLa cells 
(Supplementary Fig. 6d), which, like 
HEK293 cells, express QPCT21. We also con-
firmed a decrease in protein aggregation of a 
construct that expresses full-length HTT car-
rying 138 polyglutamines (similar to the one 
used in the initial screen; Supplementary  
Fig. 6e). QPCT siRNA did not have a general 
anti-apoptotic effect as it did not affect caspase 3  
activity in response to staurosporine treat-
ment (Supplementary Fig. 6f). Consistent 
with these data, QPCT shRNA reduced 
aggregation of EGFP-Q80 (80 glutamines 
fused to EGFP) in primary cortical neu-
rons (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 6g).  
We could not assess the effect of QPCT knock-
down on polyglutamine-mediated toxicity 
in these neurons, as the levels of cell death 
obtained in this assay were very low (Fig. 2b).  
While knocking down QPCT was protec-
tive, overexpression of QPCT in HeLa and 
HEK293 cells increased the numbers of 
apoptotic nuclei and also led to a large accu-
mulation of HTT(Q74) aggregates (Fig. 2c  
and Supplementary Fig. 7a), whereas 
QPCT overexpression did not increase cas-
pase activity upon staurosporine treatment 
(Supplementary Fig. 7b). The effects of QPCT 
were activity dependent, as the catalytically 
inactive E201Q mutant did not increase the 
percentage of cells with HTT(Q74) aggregates  
(Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 7c,d).

We measured mRNA levels of QPCT in 
HD mice and found that its expression was 
reduced compared to that in their wild-type 
littermates, suggesting that QPCT expression  
may be downregulated as a compensatory 
mechanism (Supplementary Fig. 8) and 
that increased QPCT activity may not be a 
prerequisite for aggregation.

QPCT catalyzes the modification of 
N-terminal glutamines or glutamates into 
a pE residue. Although the presence of an 
extended polyglutamine tract makes HTT a 
potential substrate for QPCT, this enzyme only modifies N-terminal 
residues, suggesting that any modification on mutant HTT would 
require an N-terminal cleavage to reveal a glutamine at the N terminal  
that could be cyclated. The formation of a pE residue may then affect 
its stability and propensity to aggregate, a hypothesis that was previ-
ously suggested22. This cleavage model in either the polyglutamine 
tract or HTT exon 1 or GFP is unlikely, as QPCT modulated the 
aggregation of constructs consisting only of isolated polyglutamine 

expansions (Q57 and Q81) C-terminally fused to EGFP (Fig. 2e,f) 
or of HTT exon 1 with 74 glutamines fused to hemagglutinin 
(HA)23 (Supplementary Fig. 9a,b), and QPCT siRNA also reduced 
the aggregation of an expansion of 37 alanines24 (Fig. 2f). QPCT 
appeared to modulate the early stages of mutant HTT oligomeriza-
tion as QPCT overexpression increased the amounts of Flag-tagged 
monomeric mutant HTT that were coimmunoprecipitated by  
GFP-tagged mutant HTT (Fig. 2g)25. As QPCT did not interact with 
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of Drosophila QC (QCGD38277, vdRc Gd-RnAi line 38277). Representative images of eye 
pigmentation rescue are shown. F, female; M, male. (b) downregulation of Qpct fly orthologs 
QC and isoQC using KK-RnAi lines (lines QCKK106341 and isoQCKK101533) reduced the number of black 
necrotic-like spots on Q48 flies (see Supplementary Fig. 5a for quantification). Fisher’s exact test 
was applied to statistically compare control and test genotypes. Females: isoQCKK101533P = 2.42 × 10−14;  
QCKK106341P = 3.05 × 10−12; males: isoQCKK101533P = 3.53 × 10−8; QCKK106341P = 1.72 × 10−9. (c) loss of 
rhabdomeres due to expression of expanded Htt exon1 (elav-Gal4; GMR-Htt.Q120) in the eye 
was significantly rescued upon downregulation of Qpct fly orthologs QC or isoQC (Gd- or  
KK-RnAi lines, as indicated). Graph shows the mean ± s.e.m. of the average number of rhabdomeres 
per eye from four independent experiments; one-tailed paired Student’s t-test was used to test 
significance. (d) the number of aggregates in the eyes of flies expressing expanded Httex1- 
Q46-eGFp using GMR-GAl4 was reduced by downregulating Qpct fly orthologs QC and isoQC 
(RnAi lines isoQCKK101533, QCKK106341 and QCGD38277). Graph shows mean ± s.e.m. of the number of 
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in all panels, *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. Scale bars, 200 μm.
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HTT directly by immunoprecipitation (Fig. 2g), its effect on HTT  
oligomer formation is most likely mediated via intermediaries.

Design and characterization of compounds that inhibit QPCT
To target QPCT pharmacologically, we tested a previously 
described QPCT inhibitor26 that did not rescue the HD pheno-
type in mammalian cells (Supplementary Fig. 10a,b). Although 
this compound has been effective in Alzheimer’s disease models 
by reducing the formation of extracellular pE-Aβ, this effect may 
be due to extracellular QPCT inhibition21,27. Thus, we reasoned 
that the failure of this compound was most likely due to poor cell 
permeability. To generate new QPCT inhibitors, we used exist-
ing data on its structure and known inhibitors to generate three 
three-dimensional pharmacophore models, two ligand-based and 
one structure-based (using the human QPCT X-ray structure, 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 2AFW). We used these models, 
along with stringently applied central nervous system filters and a 
solubility model developed in house, to select 10,000 compounds 
from both commercially available screening compounds and the 
SienaBiotech compound library. We screened these molecules in 
a functional assay assessing the conversion of the H-Glu-AMC  
fluorogenic substrate into pyroGlu-AMC, as previously described28, 

and selected hits associated with predicted robust binding for the 
hit-to-lead phase. The optimization strategy was based on physi-
cochemical properties and approaches based on ensemble docking  
models. The ensemble docking methodology29,30 was chosen to 
take into account the flexibility of the human QPCT catalytic 
site and was constructed using both X-ray structures and protein 
conformations coming from a 100-ns molecular dynamic study 
of the human QPCT 2AFW X-ray structure. The ensemble dock-
ing model was evolved during project development. Initially, only 
four X-ray structures were used (PDB codes 2AFW, 2AFX, 2AFZ 
and 2AFU31), and then a set of 16 protein conformations, selected 
by clustering of molecular dynamic simulations, was added to 
improve model accuracy. Recently, two more X-ray structures 
were added to the model (PDB code 3PBB32 and 3SI0 (ref. 33)). 
All of the docking calculations were performed using CCDC Gold 
(versions 4 and 5)34–36 along with an ad hoc developed program 
to rank and select the best-scoring ligand docking pose from the 
pool of QPCT conformations. Along with the biochemical read-
outs used during this optimization, we included a range of in vitro 
absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination (ADME) 
assays, including solubility measurements, a central nervous sys-
tem membrane permeability assay (PAMPA-BBB)37 and stability 
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measurements in the presence of human CYP3A4, a member of 
the cytochrome P450 mixed-function oxidase system and a key 
enzyme involved in the metabolism of xenobiotics in humans.

We selected a series of compounds on the basis of these prop-
erties and validated their effects on mutant HTT aggregation and  
toxicity in cells expressing HTT(Q74)GFP, which led to the selec-
tion of three of them, SEN177 (1), SEN817 (2) and SEN180 (3) 
(Fig. 3a, Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Fig. 11a). 
Nontoxic concentrations of these compounds caused a dose- 
dependent reduction in the percentage of cells with aggregates, 
which correlated with suppression of mutant HTT-induced apop-
tosis (Fig. 3b–d and Supplementary Fig. 11b). As seen with genetic 
knockdown experiments, pharmacologic inhibition of QPCT using 
these compounds also reduced aggregation of polyalanines (Fig. 3d)  
and did not affect protein levels, as assessed by measuring GFP  
levels by western blotting (Supplementary Fig. 11c) or by metabolic 
labeling of wild-type HTT followed by detection of newly synthe-
sized protein in the presence of SEN177 (Supplementary Fig. 11d).  
Notably, the effect of these compounds was blocked when QPCT 
expression was suppressed by shRNA, confirming that they  
protect by a mechanism that requires QPCT inhibition (Fig. 3e 
and Supplementary Fig. 11e,f). Thus, though these compounds 
also inhibited QPCT-like (Supplementary Fig. 11a), and though 
we cannot exclude the possibility that at least some of the effects 
observed may be mediated by this QPCT isoenzyme, their effects 
on aggregation were QPCT dependent, as the shRNA used did 
not target QPCT-like. Consistent with these data, SEN177 greatly 
reduced the early stages of mutant HTT oligomerization, as it 
decreased the amounts of GFP-tagged monomeric HTT that were 
co immunoprecipitated by Flag-tagged HTT (Fig. 3f). The protective 
effect of these compounds was also confirmed in primary cortical  

neurons (Fig. 3g), with SEN177 and SEN817 significantly reducing  
the percentage of neurons with Q80 aggregates.

QPCT modulates the levels of B-crystallin
The effects of QPCT inhibition on HTT aggregation appeared to be 
independent of effects on protein clearance pathways targeting mutant 
HTT (autophagy and the ubiquitin-proteasome system;  Supplementary 
Fig. 12), changes in mRNA or protein levels (Supplementary  
Fig. 13a,b) or secretion of the enzyme into the medium (Supplementary 
Fig. 13c). QPCT is localized in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and 
secretory pathway, and its knockdown, overexpression or inhibi-
tion seemed to have inconsistent and rather modest effects on dif-
ferent readouts of the ER stress response, as measured by GRP78 
(also known as BIP) levels or phosphorylation of eIF2α, which 
did not correlate with its effect on aggregation (Supplementary  
Fig. 14). Our data also suggested that cAMP response element bind-
ing protein (CREB) or extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 
signaling, recently reported to be activated upon QPCT inhibition38 
(Supplementary Fig. 15a,b), or JNK signaling (Supplementary  
Fig. 15c) were unlikely contributors to the effects we observed.

QPCT overexpression or knockdown did not modulate  
levels of HSP70, the main inducible stress response chaperone 
(Supplementary Fig. 15d). We performed transcriptional profiling 
to assess changes in alternative molecular chaperones induced by 
SEN177 in the presence of mutant HTT and observed upregulation 
of several small heat shock proteins (sHSPs; HSPB6 with 1.6-fold 
increase, HSPB3 with 1.5-fold increase HSPB7 with a 1.5-fold increase 
and, notably, αB-crystallin, with a >2.5-fold increase in transcript 
levels; Supplementary Fig. 16a and Supplementary Data Set 3). 
We confirmed this induction at the protein level as well as with other 
QPCT inhibitors (Fig. 4a). Genetic inhibition of QPCT markedly 
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increased αB-crystallin protein and mRNA levels in the presence of 
HTT(Q74) (Fig. 4b,c and Supplementary Fig. 16b), whereas QPCT 
overexpression, which increased mutant HTT aggregation and  
toxicity (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 7a), reduced αB-crystallin 
levels (Supplementary Fig. 16c). QPCT also modestly modu-
lated αB-crystallin levels in the absence of mutant HTT or in the  
presence of the nonpathogenic Q23 (Supplementary Fig. 16b,c).

As a sHSP, αB-crystallin acts as a molecular chaperone and is a 
suppressor of polyglutamine toxicity in cells and in Drosophila39–41. 
As expected, overexpression of αB-crystallin lowered the num-
ber of HTT(Q74) aggregates, whereas QPCT inhibitors failed to 
reduce aggregation further (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. 16d),  
suggesting that this increase in αB-crystallin was a major contribu-
tor to the protection afforded by QPCT inhibition.

QPCT inhibition protects fly and zebrafish HD models
We tested QPCT inhibitors in flies expressing Httex1Q46 in the  
eye and found a reduction in the number of aggregates (Fig. 5a). 
The compound with a greatest effect, 
SEN177, was able to also rescue the number  
of visible rhabdomeres and prevent neurode-
generation (Fig. 5b).

A transgenic zebrafish expressing Htt 
exon 1 with 71Q fused to EGFP in the rod 
photoreceptors using the rhodopsin pro-
moter has been established and validated as 
a model to study mutant HTT aggregation 
in vivo42. Zebrafish have two homologs with 
putative glutaminyl-peptide cyclotransferase 
activity, QPCT and QPCTLA, sharing 51% 
and 47% protein identity with QPCT and 
QPCT-like, respectively. To test the effect of 
pharmacologic inhibition of QPCT in this 
model, we first determined the maximum 
tolerated concentration for each of the three 
compounds tested in mammalian cells and 
subsequently treated HD larvae. SEN817 and 
SEN180 reduced the total number of EGFP 
aggregates in the retina (Fig. 6a), which cor-
related with a marked decrease in toxicity 
similar to the effect of the positive control, 
clonidine42, as assessed by a rescue in the 
total area of eye photoreceptors (Fig. 6b).

Although the three compounds were protective, their effective-
ness varied between these models, which might be due to the intrinsic 
properties of each system; SEN180 only mildly reduced aggregation 
in neurons, and the effect of SEN817 was not obvious in Drosophila. 
Although SEN177 had the highest in vitro activity and was able to 
efficiently reduce aggregates in mammalian cells, primary neurons 
and Drosophila, we found that this compound was tolerated at much 
higher concentrations than its analogs in zebrafish, and therefore the 
bioavailability in this model is much lower, which could explain the 
lack of effect in this system. All together, we have identified a num-
ber of small molecules that through QPCT inhibition have beneficial 
effects on the treatment of HD in a variety of in vivo models.

DiSCuSSiON
Our approach using a two-step screen, starting with an initial 
large-scale analysis in human cell models followed by validation in 
Drosophila, has yielded a number of potentially druggable targets 
which may be suitable for HD. A variety of high-throughput RNAi 
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screens have identified genetic suppressors of phenotypes mediated 
by mutant HTT N-terminal fragments in Drosophila, Caenorhabditis 
elegans and mammalian (mouse and human) cells43–46. In most 
cases, aggregation was the primary readout, often measured with 
C-terminal GFP fusions. Differences in the nature of the previous 
screens (species, cellular context, HTT fragment length, length of 
the polyglutamine expansion, primary readout, and differences in 
siRNA or shRNA sequences) complicates cross-screen comparisons. 
Also, virtually no screens in this area have examined their false neg-
ative rates owing to inefficient knockdown. Additionally, the screen 
presented here was biased toward the druggable component of the 
human genome, and a further selection was made in the course of 
triaging toward specific protein target classes. This most likely con-
tributes to the relatively poor overlap of hits in the present and pre-
vious screens. A comparison with a screen performed in HEK293T 
cells to identify genetic suppressors of inducibly expressed mutant 
HTT exon 1 toxicity45 revealed an overlap of only four genes (CPA1, 
GRIN2A, NR3C2 and USP21) when considering the top 257 hits 
(Supplementary Data Set 1). However, matrix metalloproteases, 
identified in HEK293T cells as modulators of fragmentation and 
toxicity of N-terminal portions of mutant HTT44 , were also iden-
tified in our data set together with PAK1, which we previously 
identified as a kinase promoting mutant HTT self-association and 
toxicity25, thus validating the effectiveness of the screen.

Given the reproducible and clear rescue that QPCT inhibition 
exerts on mutant HTT toxicity in cells and in Drosophila, we focused 
on this target. A catalytically inactive QPCT was not able to increase 
the number of aggregates, suggesting that pE modifications modulate  

the levels of aggregates in HD models. Although one obvious mech-
anism would involve cleavage of the polyglutamine tract followed by 
cyclization of an N-terminal pE residue that may change properties  
such as stability or hydrophobicity, which would account for its 
change in aggregation22, our data suggest that the effect of QPCT 
on HTT may be indirect. We found that the effect of aggregation  
modulation by QPCT was not restricted to mutant HTT as it 
affected aggregation of other aggregate-prone proteins, and we also 
found that QPCT influences the formation of mutant HTT oligo-
meric species. We observed an induction in several sHSPs, mostly  
αB-crystallin, suggesting that QPCT inhibition caused a stress 
response distinct from classical Hsp70 induction, which might be 
mediated by indirect substrates for pE modification. This molecular  
chaperone reduces aggregation of polyglutamine-containing 
proteins39,41, α-synuclein47,41or amyloid-β peptide48,49, underscor-
ing QPCT inhibition as an effective target for misfolded protein 
disorders. As αB-crystallin is regulated at the transcriptional level, 
whereas QPCT resides in the secretory pathway, inhibition of QPCT 
may activate a signaling response that enhances αB-crystallin tran-
scription. Our data suggest that this is most likely independent of 
an ER stress response or the involvement of ERK and CREB, which 
have been recently found phosphorylated upon QPCT inhibition38, 
as well as other stress signaling pathways such as JNK. Further work 
will need to clarify the QPCT substrate mediating this effect. It is 
important to stress that the benefits of QPCT downregulation may 
not be restricted to αB-crystallin as an effector, as the upregulation 
of other related sHSPs may also contribute beneficially.

We identified and characterized a series of compounds that  
efficiently reduce mutant HTT aggregation in mammalian cell lines 
and also in primary mouse neurons, fly eye and in zebrafish. Although 
the levels of rescue obtained varied between compounds depending 
on the model used, this may be as a result of differences in absorp-
tion routes and bioavailability. Nevertheless, our data showed that 
pharmacologic inhibition of QPCT using this compound series can 
rescue HD phenotypes and provides proof of principle for QPCT 
as a potential therapeutic target for HD and possibly other related  
intracellular proteinopathies by modulating the formation of oli-
gomeric forms, which have been proposed as the most toxic spe-
cies in these diseases7,8. Clearly, further work, most likely including  
additional drug development, is required before we can consider 
whether this will be clinically relevant. Nevertheless, in a broader  
perspective, our data suggest that a discovery pipeline from  
druggable genome screen to drug development may be tractable for 
neurodegenerative diseases. 

received 14 august 2014; accepted 5 March 2015; 
published online 6 april 2015
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Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.
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ONliNe meTHODS
Assays for validation polyglutamine toxicity modifiers in Drosophila. 
Drosophila fly stocks. As a model of polyglutamine toxicity, flies that expressed 
a protein with 48 glutamines encoded by P{UAS-Q48.myc/flag}31 (ref. 13) in 
eyes under control of the GMR-Gal4 driver P{GAL4-ninaE.GMR}12 (ref. 50)  
(Q48) were used. Fly orthologs to the genes identified in the cell screen were 
selected by performing reciprocal BLASTP and cross checking with data-
bases including HomoloGene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene/), 
GeneCards (http://www.genecards.org/) and Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.
org/index.html/). The RNAi lines corresponding to the identified genes were 
obtained from Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC; http://stockcenter.
vdrc.at/control/main/).

UAS-Q48.myc/flag was a generous gift from J.L. Marsh (University 
California, Irvine)13, and UAS-Httex1-Q46-eGFP was a generous gift from 
N. Perrimon (Harvard Medical School)19. Fly lines that are not referenced 
here are documented in FlyBase (http://www.flybase.org/). All fly crosses and 
experiments were performed at 25 °C.

Drosophila RNAi screen. Five virgins of genotype w; GMR-GAL4;  
UAS-Q48.myc/flag (Q48) were crossed to males carrying each UAS-RNAi  
(GD- and KK-RNAi collections, VDRC, http://stockcenter.vdrc.at/control/
main/). Genetic background was controlled by crossing w; GMR-GAL4; 
UAS-Q48.myc/flag females to w1118 males that share the same genetic back-
ground (VDRC stock number 60000 for the GD-RNAi lines and 60100 for the 
KK-RNAi lines). For Glutaminyl cyclase (CG32412), the GD-RNAi line 38277 
and the KK-RNAi line 106341 were used. For iso Glutaminyl cyclase (CG5976), 
the KK-RNAi line 101533 was used. For GD-RNAi lines, degeneration was 
determined by scoring the eye depigmentation in the progeny of the above 
crosses 4 d after eclosion, assessing modification of polyglutamine loss of pig-
mentation and black necrotic-like spots. As the background in KK-RNAi lines  
leads to dark eye pigmentation (http://stockcenter.vdrc.at/control/protocols),  
toxicity was assessed by scoring the presence or absence of black necrotic-like 
spots in the eyes of 10-d-old flies. Fisher’s exact test was performed to compare 
the numbers of necrotic spot–containing flies in the KK-RNAi crosses with 
controls using an arbitrary P < 0.005 as a statistical cutoff for significance. 
Eyes were imaged using a Nikon CoolPix 990 digital camera attached to a 
dissecting microscope.

EGFP expression levels assessed in Drosophila RNAi lines. Western blot 
analysis was performed using progeny of crosses between virgins of the 
genotype w; GMR-GAL4; UAS-EGFP and males of each VDRC-RNAi 
line used or background control (VDRC stock number 60100). Fly heads 
were homogenized in Laemmli sample buffer. Rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP 
at 1:1,000 (AbCam, Ab6556) and monoclonal anti-β-tubulin at 1:10,000 
(Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) were used. Blots were scanned 
using Odyssey Fc Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences). This validation 
was initially performed once on each suppressor, and subsequently RNAi 
lines showing an apparent reduction in EGFP levels were retested using 
the progeny of three independent crosses. Statistical analysis was per-
formed by Student’s two-tailed paired t-test between the RNAi lines and the  
control line.

Pseudopupil assay. Analysis was performed as previously described17. 
Virgins of genotype elav-GAL4C155; {GMR-HD.Q120}4.62/TM3 (elav-Gal4; 
GMR-HTT.Q120)16 were crossed with males carrying the RNAi construct for 
Glutaminyl cyclase (lines QCGD38277 or QCKK106341) or iso Glutaminyl cyclase (line 
isoQCKK101533) and compared to a background control line.

To evaluate the effect of QPCT inhibitors, virgins of genotype yw; {GMR-HD.
Q120}2.4 (GMR-HTT.Q120) were allowed to mate with w1118 control males for 
48 h on standard cornmeal food and then transferred on fly food containing 
the compounds.

The number of rhabdomeres per ommatidium was scored in progeny of 
the above crosses at 3 d (GMR-Q120) or 4 d (elav-Gal4; GMR-HTT.Q120) 
post eclosion. Statistical analysis was performed using one-tailed t-test on 
data from three or four independent experiments, each based on approxi-
mately ten individuals for each genotype, scoring 15 ommatidia per eye. When 
compounds were tested, the analysis was done on females and males of each 
treatment separately.

Aggregate counting. Virgins of genotype w; GMR-GAL4; UAS-Httex1-Q46-
eGFP19 were crossed with males of QPCT UAS-RNAi lines or from the back-
ground KK-RNAi control line as all the background controls show similar 
aggregate scoring. Eye pictures of 18-d-old progeny were taken using a Leica 

MZ16F microscope connected to a Leica DFC340FX digital camera. For each 
genotype, GFP punctae indicating aggregate formation was counted using  
an ImageJ ‘Cell Counter’ plugin in the eyes of 20 males, a pool of 5 males  
from four independent crosses. For compound testing, virgins of genotype w; 
GMR-GAL4; UAS-Httex1-Q46-eGFP were crossed with w1118 control males, 
and females of the progeny were scored 15 d post eclosion. The experiment  
was repeated at least three times, and for each experiment at least four  
female eyes were scored. An unpaired one-tailed t-test was used to deter-
mine statistical significance for single comparisons between two groups using 
GraphPad Prism.

Compound treatment. Flies were reared on food (Instant Fly Food, Philip 
Harris, Ashby de la Zouch, UK) containing either QPCT inhibitor (50 μM) 
dissolved in DMSO or DMSO alone. The progeny were flipped every 2 d on 
fresh food containing the specific inhibitor or DMSO.

Bioinformatics analysis. Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (Ingenuity Systems; 
http://www.ingenuity.com/) was used to analyze the distribution of siRNAs 
tested among the different protein classes as well as to determine the canonical 
pathways associated to the confirmed primary actives.

Assays for validation of polyglutamine toxicity and aggregation modifiers in 
human cell lines. Cell culture. HEK293 (human embryonic kidney) and HeLa 
(human cervical carcinoma) cells and Atg5-deficient (Atg5−/−) mouse embry-
onic fibroblasts (MEFs) (gift from N. Mizushima (University of Tokyo)) 
were grown in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium supplemented with 10% 
FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin-streptomycin and 2 mM l-glutamine at 37 °C in 
5% CO2. UbG76V-GFP–expressing stable HeLa cell line (a kind gift from  
N.P. Dantuma (Karolinska Institute) was maintained in medium containing 
0.5 mg/ml G418.

Isolation and culture of mouse primary cortical neurons. Primary cortical 
neurons were isolated from C57BL/6 mice (Jackson Laboratories) embryos at 
E16.5. Briefly, brains were harvested and placed in ice-cold PBS-glucose, where 
the meninges were removed and the cerebral cortices were dissected. After 
mechanical dissociation using sterile micropipette tips, dissociated neurons 
were resuspended in PBS-glucose and collected by centrifugation. Viable cells 
were seeded on polyornithine-coated 12-multiwell plates. Cells were cultured 
in Neurobasal medium supplemented with 2 mM glutamine, 200 mM B27 
supplement and 1% penicillin-streptomycin at 37 °C in a humidified incu-
bator with 5% CO2. One-half of the culture medium was changed every 2 d 
until treatment. After 5 d of culturing in vitro, differentiated cortical neurons 
were infected with lentiviral particles bearing EGFP-Q80 and scramble or 
QPCT-directed shRNAs. Compounds were added 3 d after EGFP-Q80 viral 
infection and left for another 24 h. When EGFP-Q80 was expressed together 
with shRNA, 5–6 d were needed before cultures were fixed in a 2% PFA-7.5% 
glucose solution.

DNA constructs. Human QPCT (NM_012413) plasmid was purchased from 
Origene (pCMV6-XL5-QPCT). A C-terminal Flag-tagged QPCT construct 
was generated by PCR amplification of QPCT cDNA from pCMV6-XL5-QPCT 
using primers overhanging HindIII and BglII sites and insertion into the 
pCMV5-Flag in HindIII and BamHI restriction sites, using standard restric-
tion enzyme digestion and ligation procedures. QPCT(E201Q)-Flag was gener-
ated using QuikChange II Agilent Site-Directed mutagenesis kit with the following 
 primers: forward, 5′-CTTCTTTGATGGTCAAGAGGCTTTTCTTCACTGG-3′,  
and reverse, 5′-CCAGTGAAGAAAA GCCTCTTGACCATCAAAGAAG-3′. 
pcDNA or pCMV5-Flag empty vectors were used as mock controls for 
pCMV6-XL5-QPCT or QPCT-Flag, respectively.

Constructs expressing the first exon of the Htt gene carrying 74 polyglutamines 
expressed from pEGFP-C1 (Clontech) (EGFP-HTTQ74) or pHM6 (Roche 
Diagnostics) (HA-HTTQ74) or with only 23 polyglutamines (EGFP-HTTQ23) 
were described previously51. pEGFP-N1-Q57 and pEGFP-N1-Q81 (ref. 23) and 
pEGFP-C1-A37 (ref. 24) have been previously described. Mutant HTT(1–588)-
Flag was provided by M.R. Hayden (University of British Columbia), and mutant 
HTT(1–548)GFP was generated by S. Luo25. 3×Flag-CRYAB construct has been 
previously described52. The pGL3-BIP/GRP78-luciferase construct was kindly 
provided by M. Renna (University of Cambridge)53.

Reagents. Chemical compounds used in cell culture were the autophagy 
inhibitors bafilomycin A1 (400nM, DMSO; 4 h; Millipore) and 3MA (10 mM, 
16 h; SIGMA), staurosporine (3 μM) and the proteasome inhibitor MG132  
(10 μM). PBD150 was synthesized as described in ref. 26.
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Transfection. Cells were transfected in six-well plates with 0.5–1.5 μg of 
DNA and 5 μl of Lipofectamine (Invitrogen) or TransIT-2020 (Mirus) per 
well for 4 h in Optimem (GIBCO-BRL) and then incubated in full medium for 
48 h. Gene knockdown experiments were performed using ON-TARGETplus 
SMARTpool siRNA (Dharmacon) for human QPCT, consisting of four 
siRNAs with the following sequences, which do not target the QPCT-like 
sequence: CUAUGGGUCUCGACACUUA, GUACCGGUCUUUCUCAAAU, 
CCUUAAAGACUGUUUCAGA and GGAACUUGCUCGUGCCUUA. For 
siRNA treatment, either a single transfection protocol using 50 nM siRNA for 48 h  
or a double transfection protocol which consisted of a first 50-nM siRNA trans-
fection followed by a second 50-nM siRNA transfection after 48 h was used.

Western blotting. Cells were washed once in PBS and harvested on lysis 
buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 137 nM NaCl, 1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 
10% glycerol, 1× Roche cOmplete mini protease inhibitor). Equal loading 
was obtained by protein concentration determination using a Bio-Rad assay  
followed by resuspension and boiling in Laemmli buffer. Samples were subjected  
to 12% SDS-PAGE and transferred to a PVDF membrane (Immobilon-P,  
GE Healthcare). Blots were proved with the following primary antibodies: 
anti-LC3 (1:2,000; Novus Biologicals, NB100-2220), anti-Hsp70 (1:1,000; 
Enzo SPA810), anti-CRYAB (1:1,000; Cell Signaling 8851), anti-actin 
(1:2,000; Sigma, A2066), anti-α-tubulin (1:4,000; T9026, Sigma), anti-Flag 
epitope (1:2,000; SIGMA, F7425), anti-GFP (1:1,000; Clontech, Living Colors, 
polyclonal), eIF2α (1:1,000, Abcam 5369) and phospho-S51-eIF2α_(1:1,000, 
Abcam 32157), GRP78 (1:1,000, Abcam 21685), anti-phospho-ERK (1:1,000, 
Cell Signaling, 9101), anti-ERK (1:1,000, Cell Signaling, 9102), anti- 
phospho-CREB (S133) (1:1,000, Cell Signaling 9191), anti-CREB 86B10 
(1:1,000, Cell Signaling, 9104), anti-phospho-JNK (1:1,000, Cell Signaling, 
9255), anti-JNK (1:1,000, Cell Signaling, 9252). The appropriate anti-mouse or 
anti-rabbit secondary antibodies were used and visualized using an ECL detec-
tion kit (Amersham) or LI-COR Biosciences infrared imager (Odyssey).

Caspase 3/7 activity assay. Cells were seeded in a 96-well plate 24 h before 
the assay, and 1 μM staurosporine or DMSO was added for the last 8 h. Caspase 
3/7 activity was measured by using a luminogenic caspase 3/7 substrate 
(Caspase 3/7-Glo Assay, Promega) following manufacturer’s protocols in a 
Glomax luminometer (Promega). Protein concentration was determined in 
each cell lysate, and caspase 3/7 activity was normalized to protein levels.

Coimmunoprecipitation assays. Assays were performed as previously 
described25, where HTT(1–588)Flag(Q138) and HTT(1–548)GFP(Q138) were 
expressed in HeLa cells together with QPCT plasmid for 48 h or treated with 
25 μM SEN177 for 24 h. Cells were lysed in buffer B containing 10 mM Tris, 
pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA pH8, 1% Triton and 1× Roche complete 
mini protease inhibitor for 20 min on ice, followed by centrifugation at 13,000 
r.p.m. for 10 min. Five hundred micrograms total protein were incubated with 
primary anti-Flag M2 (Sigma) or anti-GFP (Clontech, Living Colors, polyclo-
nal) at 5 μg/ml overnight at 4 °C. Protein G Dynabeads (Life Technologies) 
were added and incubated for further 2 h. Beads were washed three times with 
buffer B and eluted using 0.1 M glycine, pH 2.5, followed by boiling in Laemmli 
buffer. Samples were subjected to western blotting and visualized using LICOR. 
A fraction of the total lysates was run simultaneously.

Reverse-transcriptase PCR analysis. Total RNA was isolated from cell  
pellets using Trizol Reagent (Invitrogen) and treated with DNase I, and cDNA 
synthesis was performed by SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System 
(Invitrogen). Standard conditions were used for cDNA amplification, and PCR 
products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium bromide 
staining or quantified with real-time PCR. For real-time PCR analysis, the 
reaction mixture containing cDNA template, primers and SYBR Green PCR 
Master Mix (Invitrogen) was run in a 7900 Fast Real-time PCR System (Applied 
Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). Fold changes in mRNA levels were determined 
using a standard curve and after normalization to internal control β-actin 
RNA levels. Primer sequences used in this study are as follows: QPCT, 5′-
CATGGCATGGATTTATTGG-3′ and 5′-GACGGTATCAGATCAAAC-3′; 
QPCT-like, 5′-CAGCGTCTCTGGAGCACTTA-3′ and 5′-GCCTCCA 
GGAACTTTCTGACT-3; GFP 5′-ACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTC-3′ and 5′-T 
TCAGGGTCAGCTTGCCGTA-3′; actin, 5′-AGAAAATCTGGCCCACACC-3′ 
and 5′-GGGGTGTTGAAGGTCTCAAA-3′; CRYAB, 5′-TCTTGAGCTCA 
GTGAGTACTGG-3′ and 5′-AGCTCACCAGCAGTTCATGG-3′; and 
mouse QPCT, 5′-CGACTTGAGCCAATTGCTGA-3′ and 5′-CTTCC 
GGGTTAAGAGTGCTG-3′.

mRNA isolation from mouse brain. All mouse experiments were performed 
under appropriate UK Home Office licenses and following institutional  
procedures. We analyzed samples from N171 mutant HD mice and wild-type 
littermate controls at 20 weeks. mRNA was extracted from brains homogenized 
in Trizol (Invitrogen) using an Ultra Turrax homogenizer.

Lentivirus infection. shRNA containing pLKO.1 vectors targeting both mouse 
and human QPCT (TRCN032432) were obtained from the RNAi Consortium 
(TRC), and scramble shRNA vector was generated in D. Sabatini’s labora-
tory (Whitehead Institute; available from Addgene, plasmid 1864). Lentiviral 
plasmids to express Q80-GFP were kindly provided by J. Uney (University of 
Bristol)54. Lentiviral particles were produced and transduced following the 
RNAi Consortium protocols.

Cell toxicity and aggregation assays. Cells were fixed for 7 min in 4% para-
formaldehyde (PFA). For EGFP-tagged constructs, slides were mounted in 
Citifluor (Citifluor, Ltd.) containing 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI;  
3 μg/ml; Sigma) and visualized using an Eclipse E600 fluorescence microscope 
(plan-apo 60×/1.4 oil immersion lens) (Nikon). For detection of HA-tagged 
constructs, immunofluorescence with an anti-HA (Covance laboratories 1:500) 
and anti-mouse Alexa 488 secondary antibody (Invitrogen, 1:1,000) was per-
formed followed by mounting in Citifluor-DAPI. We assessed the percentage 
of transfected cells (EGFP- or HA-positive cells) with at least one aggregate per 
cell. Apoptotic cell death was determined by assessing the nuclear morphology 
(nuclei fragmented or condensed) in transfected cells. Slides were blinded, and 
at least 200 transfected cells per slide were scored; each individual experiment 
was performed in triplicate.

Detection of nascent protein synthesis. Protein synthesis was assessed by 
metabolic incorporation of AHA (l-azidohomoalanine) into cells transfected 
with EGFP-HTT(Q23). Briefly, 12 h after HeLa cells transfection, medium was 
washed and replaced with l-methionine/l-cysteine–free medium and treated 
with DMSO or SEN177 (50 μM) for 1 h before addition of AHA (l-azido-
homoalanine) to the medium and collection of cells every 2 h. Labeled protein 
was detected by western blotting after performing Click-IT protein detection 
assay (Life Technologies) using biotin, following manufacturer protocols.

Luciferase reporter assay. Cells were transfected with 1 μg of GRP78-
luciferase (firefly) reporter construct and 50 ng of Renilla luciferase (pRL-TK) 
as an internal transfection efficiency control. Cells were collected in Passive 
lysis buffer, and luciferase activity was measured using the Dual-luciferase 
Reporter Assay System (Promega) following the manufacturer’s protocol in a 
Glomax Luminometer (Promega). GRP78-luciferase relative activity was cal-
culated relative to the Renilla luciferase transfection efficiency control activity 
for each sample; experiments were performed in triplicate.

Statistical analysis. Quantification of immunoblots was performed by 
densitometric analysis using the ImageJ software or the LI-COR Biosciences  
infrared imager software and normalized to loading control (actin or tubulin,  
as indicated in each figure legend). The P values were determined by  
two-tailed Student’s t-test.

Aggregates were counted in at least 200 cells per slide (with the observer 
blinded to their identity), and the percentage was calculated relative to control 
conditions. P values were determined by unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. 
All experiments were done at least three times in triplicate, and a representative 
blot or graph from a triplicate experiment is shown unless indicated.

Heat shock proteins and chaperone PCR array. The Human Heat Shock 
Proteins and Chaperones RT2 Profiler PCR Array (SABiosciences, Frederick, 
MD) was used to study the expression profile of 84 heat shock proteins 
according to the manufacturer’s procedure. Briefly, total RNA was extracted 
from cells transfected with HTT(Q74)GFP treated with DMSO or 25 μM of 
SEN177 inhibitor for 24 h using Trizol (Invitrogen) and was further purified 
using RNeasy mini kit with on-column DNAse digest (Qiagen). cDNA was 
then synthesized using an RT2 First Strand kit (SABiosciences), and real-
time PCR was performed using a 7900HT fast real-time PCR system (Applied 
Biosciences). Data were analyzed with RT2 profiler PCR array data analysis 
software version 3.5.

Assays for validation of polyglutamine aggregation modifiers in zebrafish. 
Maintenance of zebrafish stocks and collection of embryos. All zebrafish hus-
bandry and experiments were performed in accordance with UK legislation 
under a license granted by the Home Office and with local ethical approval. 
Zebrafish were reared under standard conditions55 on a 14 h light/10 h dark 
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calculated (n = 5 fish (10 eyes)) for each treatment group. For quantification of 
photoreceptor number, the GFP-positive area of the central retina was quanti-
fied using image thresholding and area analysis in ImageJ (n ≥ 5 fish (10 eyes) 
for each treatment group). To demonstrate that loss of GFP corresponds to 
loss of photoreceptors, sections were stained with anti-rhodopsin (1D1) anti-
body (a kind gift from P. Linser, University of Florida)57 and mounted using 
VectaShield hard set mounting medium (Vector Laboratories). Sections were 
viewed and representative images were acquired using a GX Optical LED fluo-
rescent microscope, GXCAM3.3 digital camera and GX Capture software.

cycle. Embryos were collected from natural spawnings, staged according to the 
established criteria56 and reared in embryo medium (5 mM NaCl, 0.17 mM 
KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl2, 0.33 mM Mg2SO4 and 5 mM HEPES).

Determination of the maximum-tolerated concentration of compounds in 
larval zebrafish. Compound exposure experiments were performed on wild-
type larvae (TL strain) 2–3 d post-fertilization (d.p.f.). Concentration response 
assays were performed over log intervals, from 100 nM to 1 mM, to determine 
the maximum nontoxic concentration (MTC) for subsequent aggregate analysis  
assays (n = 10 larvae per concentration). Compound exposure experiments 
were performed in the dark at 28.5 °C.

Measuring aggregate number and rhodopsin protein levels in transgenic HD 
zebrafish. Aggregate counting and analysis of rod photoreceptor degeneration 
(photoreceptor number) was performed using heterozygous larvae from Tg 
(rho:EGFP-HTT71Q)cu5 zebrafish42 (hereafter referred to as transgenic HD 
zebrafish). Embryos from outcrossed transgenic HD zebrafish were raised 
in 0.2 mM 1-phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) from 1–3 d.p.f. to inhibit pigment 
formation, screened for transgene expression using EGFP fluorescence and 
then washed twice in the embryo medium to remove PTU. From 3–9 d.p.f., 
transgenic HD zebrafish larvae were dark-reared in embryo medium alone 
or in embryo medium containing either DMSO, 1 mM SEN177, 100 μM 
SEN180 or 100 μM SEN817. Embryo medium and compounds were replen-
ished daily. Larvae were anaesthetized by immersion in 0.2 mg/ml 3-amino 
benzoic acid ethyl ester (MS222), then fixed for aggregate counting at 7 d.p.f. 
or for photoreceptor analysis at 9 d.p.f. Anaesthetized larvae were fixed using 
4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS at 4 °C. Larvae were washed briefly in 
PBS, allowed to equilibrate in 30% sucrose in PBS then embedded in OCT 
medium (Tissue-Tek) and frozen on dry ice for subsequent cryosectioning. 
Sections were cut at 10-μm thickness using a cryostat (Bright Instruments). 
For aggregate counting, sections were mounted in 50% glycerol in PBS, and 
the total number of GFP-positive aggregates were counted over 100 μm of the 
central retina on either side of the optic nerve head, and mean values were 
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G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a major family of membrane receptors in eukaryotic cells. They play a crucial role

in the communication of a cell with the environment. Ligands bind to GPCRs on the outside of the cell, activating them by

causing a conformational change, and allowing them to bind to G-proteins. Through their interaction with G-proteins,

several effector molecules are activated leading to many kinds of cellular and physiological responses. The great import-

ance of GPCRs and their corresponding signal transduction pathways is indicated by the fact that they take part in many

diverse disease processes and that a large part of efforts towards drug development today is focused on them. We present

Human-gpDB, a database which currently holds information about 713 human GPCRs, 36 human G-proteins and 99 human

effectors. The collection of information about the interactions between these molecules was done manually and the

current version of Human-gpDB holds information for about 1663 connections between GPCRs and G-proteins and

1618 connections between G-proteins and effectors. Major advantages of Human-gpDB are the integration of several

external data sources and the support of advanced visualization techniques. Human-gpDB is a simple, yet a powerful tool

for researchers in the life sciences field as it integrates an up-to-date, carefully curated collection of human GPCRs,

G-proteins, effectors and their interactions. The database may be a reference guide for medical and pharmaceutical

research, especially in the areas of understanding human diseases and chemical and drug discovery.

Database URLs: http://schneider.embl.de/human_gpdb; http://bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/human_gpdb/
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Background

Signal transduction refers to these cellular processes by

which stimuli, either physical or chemical, induce specific

cellular responses, through chosen molecular mechanisms.

The specificity of a cellular response to a signal depends on

the receptor expressed on the target cell.

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a very import-

ant superfamily of cell membrane receptors in eukaryotic

cells. They may interact with both the environment outside

and inside the cell and they play a crucial role in receiving

stimuli signals from the environment. In response they in-

duce certain cellular responses. GPCRs have a characteristic
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structure comprised of seven transmembrane-spanning

a-helices, an extracellular N terminus, an intracellular C ter-

minus and three interhelical loops on each side of the mem-

brane (1). Several classification systems have been used for

this superfamily categorization. The most frequently system

used (2,3) classifies GPCRs in six classes, based on their

sequence homology and their functional similarity. These

are: Class A or 1 Rhodopsin-like, Class B or 2 Secretin recep-

tor family, Class C or three Metabotropic glutamate/

pheromone, Class D or four Fungal mating pheromone re-

ceptors, Class E or five Cyclic AMP receptors and Class F or

six Frizzled/Smoothened like, first presented by (4). GPCRs

that are not yet characterized or classified are called

orphan GPCRs. Furthermore, a number of putative classes

of some newly discovered GPCRs exist, whose nomenclature

has not yet been accepted by the scientific community (5,6).

Ligands bind to GPCRs on the outside of the cell, activating

the GPCRs by causing a conformational change, and allow-

ing them to bind to G-proteins (7).

G-proteins form heterotrimers composed of Ga, Gb and

Gg subunits, which possess a binding site for a GTP or a GDP

molecule. They are characterized by their a-subunits, which

are further grouped into the Gas, Gai/o, Gaq and Ga12

families (8). The stimulation of GPCRs leads to the activa-

tion of G-proteins, which dissociate into their Ga and Gbg
subunits. The subunits then activate several effector mol-

ecules that lead to many kinds of cellular and physiological

responses (1). Effectors form a diverse group of proteins

through their interaction with G-proteins that act either

as secondary messengers, or lead directly to a cellular and

physiological response. Many proteins such as tubulins, ad-

enylate cyclases, ion channels and others act as effectors (5).

GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their interactions compose

one of the main mechanisms for signal transduction and

activation or deactivation of pathways within the cell. A

large part of efforts towards drug development today is

focused on finding chemicals that affect the ability of lig-

ands to bind to GPCRs (9) either to inhibit or accelerate

certain cellular processes. GPCRs play a crucial role in a

wide range of human diseases.

Human-gpDB was developed as a tool for integrating

together human GPCRs, G-proteins and effectors. It does

not only present how they interact with each other but it

also reveals information about the pathways they are

involved in. Human-gpDB was built as a useful tool for

drug research and as a platform that reveals new patterns

for therapeutic paths.

Construction and content

Data integration

Our initial step was to collect sequence information indi-

vidually about human GPCRs, G-proteins and effectors from

the UniProt/Swissprot database (10). The entries were

acquired using suitable scripts written in Perl in order to

parse the DE (description), the GN (gene) or the DR (data-

base cross reference) field of a respective database entry.

The data sets were then checked manually in order to elim-

inate duplicates. Our main goal was to include database

unique entries from UniProt/SwissProt. Perl scripts were

used for data manipulation.

For each of the three sets, the next step was to isolate

and keep these proteins that have at least one connection

with another protein, a GPCR with a G-protein and a

G-protein with an effector and vice versa. For the extrac-

tion of information concerning the connections between

human GPCRs, G-proteins and effectors, an extensive litera-

ture search was performed attempting to detect terms that

co-occur in the same abstract and are biologically related.

None of the available text mining engines was used in

order to avoid false negative results and to increase the

reliability of the results that are presented. Currently the

database holds 1663 connections between GPCRs and

G-proteins and 1618 connections between G-proteins and

effectors. In addition, PubMed reference articles that pro-

vide the literature support for each recorded connection

are included.

Efficient ways were used to show how G-proteins and

effectors might be categorized into families, subfamilies

and types. G-proteins’ classification is the most commonly

used and is based on their a subunits sequence homology,

while effectors’ classification is based on their function.

Many different classifications exist regarding GPCRs; the

classification used here was according to the IUPHAR clas-

sification (2). All classifications were done manually.

UniProt (10) identifiers were used as starting points to

integrate the Human-gpDB with various external data

sources. The systems that were used to help us with this

integration were ENSEMBL (11), BioMart (12) and SRS

(13). For each of the proteins, information about the

name, the sequence, the description, the family and the

subfamily it belongs to, together with the full record

coming from the Dasty2 DAS client (14) was collected.

Furthermore, a collection of a vast variety of linked identi-

fiers was obtained, to enrich the information for each pro-

tein. Thus, information comes from various databases like

for example Uniprot (10), RefSeq Proteins (15), Entrez

Proteins (16) and Ensembl Proteins databases (11).

Information about the gene location and its properties

are provided from Ensembl (11), EMBL (17), EntrezGene

(18), RefSeq DNA (15) and UniGene databases. Domain

links are provided for Smart (19), InterPro (20) and Pfam

(21,22) databases. Structures are linked to PDB (23), HSSP

(24) and PSSH (25) databases. Information about diseases

comes from the OMIM (26) database and information

about protein function from the Gene Ontology (27) data-

base. Chemical information is provided by HMDB (28) and

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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DrugBank (29) and pathway information comes from KEGG

(30), Panther (31) and Reactome (32) databases. Drugs

related to three categories of molecules of Human-gpDB

(GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors) were collected from

DrugBank (29), Madator (33) and AKS2 (34). All available

interactions between drugs and the three categories of

molecules of the database are presented to the user using

visualization tools (see ‘Visualization’ section for more de-

tails). All of the aforementioned information was collected

for each protein using ENSEMBL, BioMart and SRS and the

results were stored in a MySQL database.

Going one step further, Human-gpDB is not only linked

to other sources but it also comes with some analysis

features to make the data integration part more useful.

Therefore, Human-gpDB comes with domain architecture

analysis, protein–protein/protein–chemical interactions

and pathway enrichment that will be explained in detail

in the ‘Utility and Discussion’ section below.

Implementation details

All the results are delivered to the user through a web ap-

plication. The database was implemented in mySQL where-

as for the graphical user interface (GUI), the HTML

language was used. The dynamic parts of the interface, as

for example the auto-complete forms and the advanced

search capabilities, are supported by Javascript. The com-

munication between the GUI and the database to extract

information from Human-gpDB was achieved with the use

of CGI scripts and all the calculations were performed using

Perl. The entire application is set up behind an apache web

server. The pop-up window that provides links to external

or internal data sources was implemented with the help of

the Overlib library. For the visualization, the Arena3D

standalone Java application (35) was used to support the

projections of large-scale networks whereas for smaller net-

works the Medusa Java applet (36) visualization tool was

used. Figure 1 shows an overview of Human-gpDB web

application.

Visualization

The visualization module in Human-gpDB was designed in

such a way, in order to give maximum flexibility to the user

to visualize the interactions between different knowledge

domains (GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors, drugs related to

GPCRs, drugs related to G-proteins and drugs related to

effectors) at different levels (depths) by taking advantage

of the hierarchical categories of GPCRs, G-proteins and

effectors.

Medusa, a 2D visualization tool (36), was used to graph-

ically visualize interaction partner bioentities such as pro-

teins or drugs as they come from the DrugBank, MATADOR

and AKS2 for each of the GPCR, G-protein and effector

proteins. The newer version of Medusa tool that supports

the current version of Human-gpDB is now more interactive

and many layout algorithms are implemented that make

the networks much more informative and the extraction

of the biological knowledge easier. Like Arena3D,

Medusa comes with a set of layout algorithms that are

able to minimize the crossovers between the nodes and

make the network visually simpler. Medusa is currently

provided as a java applet.

To show either the whole network consisting of drugs,

GPCRs, G-proteins, effector proteins and their interactions

or some large scale sub-networks, the Arena3D standalone

visualization tool (35) was used. According to Arena3D,

drugs, GPCRs, G-protein and effectors were separated

onto four different layers following a multi-layer graph

concept, a stack of 2D networks. Arena3D among others

currently comes with a clustering layout algorithm that is

able to visualize very efficiently predefined distinct clusters.

The separation of the clusters is done by placing the nodes

that belong to the same cluster together either in 2D or 3D

groups. The rich color scheme helps the user to immediately

recognize which node belongs to which cluster since nodes

that belong to the same cluster are colored similarly. Taking

advantage of this functionality, GPCRs, G-proteins and ef-

fectors were clustered individually onto their different

layers into families and subfamilies according to their prop-

erties as mentioned in the previous section, whereas drugs

were not clustered. Arena3D is highly interactive and gives

the opportunity to the user to isolate either individual,or a

set of, connections that reaches his interests for a more

focused research. Users can visually highlight and observe

patterns that can be easier processed by the user. Such an

example could be the answer to a question like whether a

protein targets a specific protein family or not. In this ver-

sion of Human-gpDB, pre-generated input files for the

interaction networks are available for download and can

be used as input files for the Arena3D application, since it is

currently available as a standalone application only and not

as a web based tool.

To visually show the domain structure, a static HTML

view was implemented. For the pathway visualization, the

KEGG schemas are given as they come from the KEGG data-

base. The parts of the pathways that the proteins of the

Human-gpDB are involved in are then highlighted to allow

the users to easier mark and distinguish the signal transi-

tion paths that each protein gets involved in. This function-

ality is also a strong point of Human-gpDB since researchers

can immediately see the influence of a specific protein on a

pathway.

Utility and discussion

Browse section

In this section, information about the three distinct cate-

gories according to the protein type is presented. These are

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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the ‘GPCRs’, ‘G-proteins’ and ‘effectors’ respectively. Each

category of proteins is further sub-divided into classes,

families, sub-families hierarchically. One can easily navigate

the results by choosing the respective category and then by

following the ‘+’ (expand) and the ‘�’ (collapse) button to

navigate through the different levels of the hierarchy. Once

the user fully expands these categories and goes to the

lowest levels that contain the proteins, s/he can see some

information about these proteins like the name, the

description, the gene names, hyper links to UniProt and

links to the relevant entry page, a summary sheet and

visualization module (node level).

Entry page. The entry page of each protein contains

information about the class, the family, the subfamily

that each protein belongs to according to the IUPHAR (2)

classification, the sequence and a variety of cross references

to various available databases like the UniProt, EMBL,

InterPro, PRODOM, GENEID, MIM, PRINTS and PFAM. In

the entry page, links about proteins that interact with a

selected protein in the form of a sorted list and link to

node level visualization module. Redirections to the litera-

ture (PubMed) that reveal the evidence of the recorded

interaction are also given, so that users can observe the

biological relevance of each connection and see where

the interaction comes from.

Summary sheet. It provides information about each in-

dividual protein coming from a vast variety of publicly

available databases. The collected information is further

Figure 1. Over view of Human-gpDB web application. (a) Backend of the application consisting of manually collected informa-
tion regarding GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors and their interactions as well as a wide range of publicly available information for
each of these proteins stored in a MySQL database (‘Data Integration’ section for more details). (b) A CGI-Perl script handles the
communication between the client and the server and (c) provides a wide range of information as output to the user
(see ‘Utility’ section for more details). The system can be coupled with (d) a 2D visualization tool (Medusa) and a 3D visualization
tool (Arena3D), which allows the easy visualization of the relationships between GPCRs, G-Proteins, effectors and the drugs
(see ‘Visualization’ sections for more details).

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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split into different sections; these are labeled as genes, pro-

teins, domains, structural features, diseases, gene ontology

(GO), pathways, chemicals and orthology. The information

of each section can be further explored by giving to re-

searchers the opportunity to go deeper into the volume

of knowledge in a more efficient way. All the information

is presented under the same web page, which not only

makes the exploration easier but it also reduces dramatic-

ally the loss of time that someone needs to find the infor-

mation by browsing and querying the available databases.

For example, if one checks the information in the section

‘Proteins’, he can see that it comes from four resources;

these are ‘Ensembl Proteins’, ‘Entrez Proteins’, ‘RefSeq

Proteins’ and UniPort. The information in these four re-

sources related to the protein of interest is either comple-

mentary to each other or it provides additional evidence.

Furthermore, Dasty2 DAS client links are given, to present

many of the protein features. Simultaneously, a link to visu-

alization module is provided to visualize the interactions

between GPCRs, G-proteins and effectors graphically. In

contrast to the entry page, the summary sheet provides

to the user all the relevant information about how each

protein is linked to other bioentities like genes, structures,

diseases, pathways, domains, chemicals, etc. The links that

are provided were explained in a previous paragraph of

this section.

Visualization module. Human-gpDB provides a very

flexible visualization module, where a user can select know-

ledge domains of interest, level or depth and also the tool

in order to visualize the particular network of user’s choice.

The user may choose to include all types of molecules

(GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors, drugs related to GPCRs,

drugs related to G-proteins and drugs related to effectors)

in the network or some of them. Also the user can decide

the level/depth (Class, Family, Subfamily, Type and Node) in

which the visualization will be made. This feature is avail-

able for GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors, but not for drugs.

Two visualization tools are offered as options: Medusa

(36), for 2D representations, and Arena 3D (35), for 3D visu-

alization. Drugs are not classified and thus they appear as

individual nodes connected to the respective type of mol-

ecule (GPCRs, G-proteins and effectors). The main reason

for giving the possibility to visualize the interactions at

these levels is because otherwise the information gets over-

crowded and it becomes difficult to clearly see the informa-

tion. Arena3D software was chosen to overcome the

problem of the 2D space limitations for visualizing larger

scale networks. These networks consist of hundreds of

nodes and hundreds of connections. The main feature of

Arena3D is that it utilizes 3D space to project the data. Like

Medusa, it also comes with efficient algorithms to minimize

the crossovers between the connections so that the net-

work becomes more informative. The Arena3D tool was

used to visualize the interactions between Drugs, GPCRs,

G-proteins and effectors for any selected category and

any protein level. Simultaneously, the four different mol-

ecule categories were separated onto four different 2D

layers by following a multi-layered graph representation.

These are the Drug, the GPCR, the G-protein and the effect-

or layers. Arena3D does not only visualize the nodes and

the edges of the network but it can also very efficiently

visualize precalculated clusters, which in the case of

Human-gpDB, represent the subfamilies of the proteins

(see ‘Visualization’ section for more details).

Pop-up window. While a user navigates through the

data in the browse section, he/she may further answer

questions that refer to a set of proteins that belong to a

specific level of the hierarchy and not only to individual

ones. A researcher for example, might want to see some

information about the whole B or C class of the GPCRs or

the ‘Gamma-aminobutyric’ acid receptor subfamily. This

way, a user may explore the biological knowledge related

to each category and sub category by following the hyper-

links provided by a pop-up window after clicking on high-

lighted names. The information that a particular user may

retrieve about a set of proteins is explained below.

Knowledge from biological databases. Biological

information from different databases for all of the mem-

bers of the selected category and sub category are dis-

played in a table view. A variety of sorting choices is

provided so that researchers can sort the target proteins

according to their names, their description, the family,

the class or the subfamily that they belong to if any.

Domain architecture. A static comparative domain

architecture view in order to detect patterns and investi-

gate if the selected category possesses specific structural

features is provided. Domain information of each protein

was collected from the SMART database and a HTML based

visualization tool was developed, to display this know-

ledge. In this view, each protein is hyperlinked to the

SMART and ENSEMBL databases. Mouse actions over a spe-

cific domain allow the user to interact with the GUI inter-

actively and get further information about the selected

domain.

Pathway information. Each protein was mapped to

KEGG pathways in order to find which pathways are en-

riched for the selected category. The results are provided

in a tabular view accompanied by a KEGG pathway identi-

fier, a pathway name and a list of proteins involved in that

pathway. Each pathway is hyperlinked to a red flag, which

ultimately displays the pathway, with the proteins from the

selected category highlighted in red color.
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Protein–protein and protein–chemical
interactions. Information about protein–protein and

protein–chemical interactions are provided by the STITCH

database (37). The collection of this information was done

through the available API. The generated networks do not

only include proteins stored in Human-gpDB database but

also proteins that are recorded in the STITCH database.

These proteins do not necessarily belong to one of the

three categories of proteins that Human-gpDB holds. The

STITCH database (37) goes one step further by providing

interacting proteins that were found experimentally

besides proteins that co-occur in the literature. Together

with the variety of information that STITCH database

holds, this is the main reason why this tool was selected

to provide to the user the relevant protein–protein and

protein–chemical interaction networks.

Visualization. This feature of the pop-up window redir-

ects the user to the Visualization module referring to the

particular level of the tree [see Visualization module

and ‘Visualization’ section (main manuscript) for more

details].

Blast search section

This feature of Human-gpDB database gives the opportun-

ity to the users to search for homologies by providing one

or more protein sequences in Fasta format. Wu-BLAST (38)

was used to align a given set of sequences against the se-

lected protein categories of Human-gpDB like for example

against the GPCR category. The user may provide the

advanced blast options in order to narrow down the

search results. The results are then grouped according to

their category and sorted by significance. Each result that is

found is then hyperlinked to an entry page, summary sheet

and node level visualization module. Here, the user can see

the alignments as well.

Advanced search section

This feature gives users the option to search the given fields

in the database. The user can enter any word in one or

more of the available boxes under the name: Gene/

Protein, Class, Family, Subfamily, Type, Description and

Function. Expressions in separate search fields are com-

bined with the AND operator, so every entry of the result

set will satisfy the expressions of all the search fields

the user has chosen. The user has the option to choose

whether the query will be performed against the

GPCRs, the G-proteins or the effectors included in the

database.

Results

The database currently holds information about 713 human

GPCRs, 36 human G-proteins and 99 human effectors.

The collection of information about the interactions be-

tween these molecules was done manually and the current

status of Human-gpDB reveals information about 1663 con-

nections between GPCRs and G-proteins and 1618 connec-

tions between G-proteins and effectors. GPCRs are

categorized in four classes. Table 1 shows the number of

families and subfamilies in each GPCR class, while Table 2

shows the distribution of GPCRs’ subfamilies based on the

number of Ga families with which they interact. G-proteins

are categorized in Ga, Gb and Gg groups. Ga consists

of four respective families, as described initially in the

‘Backround’ section. From the 36 human G-proteins, 17

are characterized as Ga, 7 as Gb and 12 as Gg. Effectors

are categorized in 20 families, 29 subfamilies and 63 types

based on their biological function (Theodoropoulou, M.C.,

Table 1. Number of families and subfamilies in each GPCR
class

GPCRs’ Class No. of

GPCR

Families

No. of

GPCR

Subfamilies

Class A 55 640 (422 subfamilies

of olfactory receptor)

Class B 6 16

Class C 4 41 (29 subfamilies

of taste receptors)

Frizzled/Smoothened 2 11

Total 67 708

Class A is the largest and consists of 55 families and 640 subfami-

lies (422 subfamilies of olfactory receptors). Class B consists of

6 families and 16 subfamilies. Class C consists of 4 families and

41 subfamilies (29 subfamilies of taste receptors). Frizzled/

Smoothened class consists of 2 families and 11 subfamilies.

Table 2. Distribution of GPCR subfamilies based on the
number of Ga families with which they interact

Couples with No. of GPCRs’

Subfamilies

1 Ga family 623

2 Ga families 48

3 Ga families 15

All 4 Ga families 1

Unknown coupling 21

Total 708

One subfamily of GPCRs, the TSHR family, couples with members

of all four Ga families. Most of the GPCR subfamilies couple with

members of one Ga family (623 out of the 708 subfamilies of

GPCRs). Fifteen GPCR subfamilies couple with members from

3 Ga families, whereas 48 couple with members from 2 Ga
families. Twenty-one GPCR subfamilies do not have known

coupling.
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Bagos, P.G. and Hamodrakas, S.J., manuscript in prepar-

ation). The two most highly populated effectors’ families

are Ion Channels and Tubulins.

Visualization of the interactions between GPCRs,

G-proteins, effectors and drugs together with the rich

data integration part is one of the main features of

Human-gpDB. As described in the ‘Visualization’ section

Medusa application was used for 2D representation

of the networks of interactions. Arena3D was chosen for

3D and more efficient representation of either the whole

network of interactions or dense subparts of it. In order for

the user to evaluate the visualization tools offered, five

chosen different examples of visualization are given in

Figures 2–6. Medusa, which is a Java applet, offers the

user a first glance of the respective network. However

Medusa still has disadvantages compared to Arena3D

mainly due to the fact that the visualization it offers is in

2D so the space might be a limiting factor for larger or

dense networks.

Case study of human Prostanoid TP receptor’s
network of interactions

In order to demonstrate the utility of Human-gpDB, a case

study of human Prostanoid TP receptor’s network of inter-

actions (Figure 5) is presented. Human Prostanoid TP recep-

tor may couple with all four subfamilies (Gq, G11, G14 and

G15/16) of the Gq/11 family of G-proteins. These subfamilies

of G-proteins interact with 21 different types of effectors

belonging to 8 different families (Tubulins, PI3/PI4 kinases,

Phospholipases C, Ser/Thr protein kinases, TPR repeat pro-

teins, Tyr protein kinases, Guanine nucleotide exchange

factors and Ezrin-radixin-moesin-binding phosphoproteins).

For this specific receptor 23 different drugs exist. Using in-

formation from STITCH (37) about protein–protein and pro-

tein–chemical interactions, information regarding mostly

known natural or synthetic ligands is presented, comple-

menting the functional role of the receptor. Prostanoid

TP receptor is related with a bleeding disorder in cases of

defection of the receptor [information retrieved from

188 070 entry of OMIM (26) database]. Regarding the

receptor’s participation in particular KEGG (30) pathways,

the receptor is involved in a calcium-signaling pathway

(hsa04020). Using the known coupling preferences of the

receptor, a researcher may relate the receptor with other

specific KEGG pathways (for example gap junction), in

which Gq/11 G-proteins are known to participate. After

launching BLAST against Human-gpDB using human

Prostanoid TP receptor as query sequence, Prostanoid FR

receptor is the most similar entry. Prostanoid FR receptor

interacts with the same subfamilies of G-proteins, shares

four mutual ligands and agonists [comparison of the net-

works presented by STITCH (37)] and two mutual drugs

[comparison of the networks presented by Medusa (36)]

with Prostanoid TP receptor, and, both receptors

Figure 2. Visualization of human Bradykinin B2 receptor’s interactions (a) Arena3D Visualization: human Bradykinin B2 receptor
targets six different subfamilies of Ga G-Proteins belonging to Ga-q/11 and Ga-12/13 families. The G-Proteins are connected to
22 different types of effectors belonging to nine families. (b) Medusa 2D Visualization: human Bradykinin B2 receptor targets Ga
G-Proteins belonging to six distinct Ga subfamilies (Ga-q, Ga-11, Ga-14, Ga-15/16, Ga-12 and Ga-13). These Ga G-Proteins interact
with 22 types of effectors.
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participate in the calcium-signaling pathway. In general,

the two receptors seem to share similar functions. Based

on that, a researcher may assume that chemicals that inter-

act with one of the receptors may also interact with the

other, leading to similar results (if a chemical is an agonist

for one receptor, probably it will also be for the other one

too). Therefore drugs known to affect the function of

Prostanoid TP receptor (for this receptor more drugs are

known) may also affect Prostanoid FR receptor too.

Prostanoid FR receptor is not yet related with any disease

(according to OMIM [26]), nevertheless there are 12 drugs

related with this receptor. One of these drugs is

Latanoprost, which is used for controlling the progression

of glaucoma or ocular hypertension by reducing intraocular

pressure and is a prostaglandin analogue. Based on the

known usage of this drug and also the fact that

Prostanoid FR receptor participates in the calcium-signaling

pathway, there are indications that this specific receptor

may be related with hypertension. As already shown, the

combination of different information retrieved from

Human-gpDB may help the researchers to design specific

experiments by which they will clarify the pathways in

which the receptors participate, propose a mechanism

for the specific disease in the case of Prostanoid TP

receptor, propose a relation between Prostanoid FR

receptor and hypertension and/or comprehend the side

effects of drugs.

Conclusions

Human-gpDB compared to the previous gpDB databases

(39,40) is now richer and focuses only on human GPCRs,

G-proteins and effectors. Human-gpDB is not simply

a gpDB subset, since it contains more recent data

(last update of gpDB was done in March 2008, whereas

all data of Human-gpDB were retrieved until December

2010), but it also contains new information concerning

the classification of GPCRs (11 new subfamilies were

added and all existing subfamilies are classified based

on the IUPHAR classification) and also contains interactions

between all molecules. It is fully integrated with external

data sources by bridging information that did not exist

in the previous versions (e.g. drugs and chemicals) and

it now comes with a new user-friendly environment

supported by advanced visualization techniques. The inter-

face makes the navigation friendlier, the exploration of

information more efficient and the extraction of new

knowledge easier. Human-gpDB database was built to

provide a simple but yet a powerful tool for researchers

in the life sciences field as it integrates a current, careful

collection of human GPCRs, G-proteins, effectors

and their interactions. Human-gpDB uses advanced visual-

ization techniques to make the volume of data more

informative and the advanced data integration

techniques make Human-gpDB a unique tool, a reference

Figure 3. Visualization of human Dopamine D5 receptor’s interactions. (a) Arena3D Visualization: Human Dopamine D5 receptor
targets two Ga-s G-Proteins. The G-Proteins are connected to 12 types of effectors belonging to four specific families. These are:
Adenylate cyclases, Regulators of G-Protein signaling, Tyr protein kinases and tubulins. (b) Medusa 2D Visualization: human
dopamine D5 receptor targets Ga-s G-Proteins, which interact with the following four families of effectors: Adenylate cyclases,
Regulators of G-Protein signaling, Tyr protein kinases and tubulins.
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Figure 4. Visualization of human Rhodopsin receptors’ interactions. (a) Arena3D Visualization: Human Rhodopsin receptor tar-
gets three Ga G-Proteins that belong to the Ga-t subfamily. The three G-Proteins interact with five effectors belonging to the
Rhodopsin-sensitive cGMP-specific PDEases subfamily and more specifically to Phosphodiesterase 6 type of effectors. (b) Medusa
2D Visualization: the Rhodopsin subfamily of the Opsin/Rhodopsin family of the Class A of the GPCRs interacts with the Ga-t
subfamily of the G-Proteins which interact with the Rhodopsin-sensitive cGMP-specific PDEases effectors’ subfamily.

Figure 5. Visualization of human Prostanoid TP receptor’s interactions (drugs included). (a) Arena3D Visualization: Human
Prostanoid TP receptor protein of Class A GPCR family targets four Ga G-Proteins that belong to Gq/11 family. The G-Proteins
are connected to effectors proteins belonging to eight specific families. For this specific receptor 23 different drugs exist.
(b) Medusa 2D Visualization: Human Prostanoid TP receptor protein targets Ga G-Proteins that belong to Gq/11 family. These
G-Proteins interact with 11 different subfamilies of effectors. For this specific receptor 23 different drugs exist.
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guide in pharmaceutical research and especially in

the areas of chemical and drug discovery for human dis-

eases. In the future, the expansion of the current version

of the database for other organisms starting from

the ones that are evolutionarily closer to Humans

is essential.

Availability and requirements

Currently, two Human-gpDB servers are set up, one

running at EMBL (http://schneider.embl.de/human_gpdb)

and the other running at the Department of Cell Biology

and Biophysics of the University of Athens (http://

bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/human_gpdb/). Both servers

hold the same copy of the Human-gpDB database.

Concerning the linking to Human-gpDB from external

sources, other databases can link to our database by

using, for example, the following URLs: http://schneider

.embl.de/cgi-bin/human_gpdb.cgi?search=P21918 or http://

schneider.embl.de/cgi-bin/human_gpdb.cgi?search=

DRD5_HUMAN, based on Uniprot ID or Accession Number.
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Integration and Visualization of Translational Medicine
Data for Better Understanding of Human Diseases
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Abstract
Translational medicine is a domain turning results of basic life science research into new tools and methods in a
clinical environment, for example, as new diagnostics or therapies. Nowadays, the process of translation is sup-
ported by large amounts of heterogeneous data ranging from medical data to a whole range of -omics data. It is
not only a great opportunity but also a great challenge, as translational medicine big data is difficult to integrate
and analyze, and requires the involvement of biomedical experts for the data processing. We show here that
visualization and interoperable workflows, combining multiple complex steps, can address at least parts of
the challenge. In this article, we present an integrated workflow for exploring, analysis, and interpretation of
translational medicine data in the context of human health. Three Web services—tranSMART, a Galaxy Server,
and a MINERVA platform—are combined into one big data pipeline. Native visualization capabilities enable
the biomedical experts to get a comprehensive overview and control over separate steps of the workflow.
The capabilities of tranSMART enable a flexible filtering of multidimensional integrated data sets to create subsets
suitable for downstream processing. A Galaxy Server offers visually aided construction of analytical pipelines, with
the use of existing or custom components. A MINERVA platform supports the exploration of health and disease-
related mechanisms in a contextualized analytical visualization system. We demonstrate the utility of our work-
flow by illustrating its subsequent steps using an existing data set, for which we propose a filtering scheme, an
analytical pipeline, and a corresponding visualization of analytical results. The workflow is available as a sandbox
environment, where readers can work with the described setup themselves. Overall, our work shows how visu-
alization and interfacing of big data processing services facilitate exploration, analysis, and interpretation of trans-
lational medicine data.

Key words: big data analytics; big data infrastructure design; data acquisition and cleaning; data integration;
data mining; disease map

Introduction
Translational medicine capitalizes on advances in basic
life sciences to improve clinical research and care. We
witness great technological advances in methods char-
acterizing human health and disease, including genetic
and environmental factors of our well-being. This is a
great opportunity to understand diseases and to find
new diagnoses and treatments. However, the progress
comes at a cost—translational research data sets now-

adays include genomic, imaging, and clinical data
sources,1,2 making them large and heterogeneous. In ef-
fect, important steps of the data life cycle in discovery—
integration, analysis, and interpretation—are a chal-
lenge for biomedical research. Moreover, enabling
biomedical experts to efficiently use big data processing
pipelines is another challenge.

As translational medicine data become more and
more rich and complex, their potential in informing
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both clinical and basic research grows.3 With constantly
increasing presence of high-throughput molecular profil-
ing, it becomes increasingly important to ensure that data
interpretation capabilities follow generation of large-scale
biomedical data sets.4,5 Visualization can support greatly
the processing of complex data sets on each of the steps
of the data life cycle. This opportunity is actively explored
in various domains of biomedical research, including clin-
ical big data6 or multiscale biomedical ontologies.7

Modern translational medicine approaches aim to
combine clinical and molecular profiles of the patients
to formulate informed hypothesis on the basis of strat-
ified data.8 Integration of plethora of sources renders
these data sets complex and difficult to process. Visual-
ization of such integrated data sets can aid exploration
and selection of key dimensions and subsets for down-
stream analysis. In turn, visually aided data analysis al-
lows to comprehend even complicated workflows and
aids interpretation of resulting data.

In this article, we demonstrate a workflow for transla-
tional medicine big data, in which visualization is an im-
portant component at each step of data processing and
exploration. We describe in detail the interfaces allow-
ing the construction of the workflow, followed up by
a use case scenario. We conclude with a discussion of
the results and an outlook for future development of
visualization in biomedical big data exploration.

Related Work
Clinical and molecular (omics) data integration
platforms
The rise of personalized medicine and the availability
of high-throughput molecular analysis drives the devel-
opment of storage, analytics, and interpretive methods
to enable the transformation of increasingly voluminous
biomedical data into proactive, predictive, preventative,
and participatory healthcare.3,9,10 Key properties of
biomedical big data in translational medicine, accord-
ing to the ‘‘5V’’ classification,11 besides its volume are
variety and veracity. A combination of clinical* and
high-throughput molecular profiles (‘‘omics’’){ creates

a very variable heterogeneous data set, where dimen-
sionalities of different data types span several orders of
magnitude.12 Moreover, ensuring veracity, that is, quality,
to clinical data is a challenging and time-consuming
task.13,14 This stems from a variety of collection methods,
featuring manual data input, nondigital data capture, and
nonstandard formats. It needs to be stressed that proper
data curation is a mandatory step for accurate analysis of
clinical data and proper interpretation of analytical results.

The emergence of big biomedical data sets, cover-
ing dozens of thousands of patients,12 raises questions
on infrastructure necessary to host and analyze them.
Especially genomic data, generated rapidly due to
dropping sequencing costs, pose a problem in terms
of storage and analytics. The perspective of cloud com-
puting is postulated as a solution to this challenge,
as summarized in recent and extensive reviews.5,15,16

Nevertheless, due to ethical and legal issues arising in
cloud-based scenarios,17 incorporation of clinical data
and processing of sensitive omics are still considered
an open question.

Translational medicine platforms integrating clinical
and omics data need to ensure a protected environment
for sensitive data processing. A number of solutions
were developed to address this challenge, as summa-
rized in an excellent review by Canuel et al.18 Platforms
integrating clinical and omics data can be divided into
two groups: repositories with an existing infrastruc-
ture and solutions requiring deployment. The first
group is represented by technologies, such as STRIDE,19

iDASH,20 caGRID, and its follow-up, TRIAD21,22 or
BDDS Center.23 Certain platforms of this group focus
on a specific disease, such as cBioPortal24 or G-DOC25

for cancer or COPD Knowledge Base26 for pulmonary
dysfunction. The advantage of solutions based on exist-
ing computational infrastructure is direct use but at the
cost of reduced flexibility in configuration and toolset
management. The other group of solutions for trans-
lational medicine requires deployment on the user’s
infrastructure, often requiring substantial storage or
high-performance computing (HPC) capabilities. Nota-
ble examples in this group are BRISK,27 tranSMART,28

and Transmed.29 Because of their highly configurable
nature, such solutions are suitable in projects implicat-
ing sensitive data, and where a repository is needed
to support ongoing projects, such as in case of longitu-
dinal cohort{ studies. Informative use cases of such

*Clinical data: Data collected by the characterization of a biomedical research
participant by a medical professional, for example, demographics, study-specific
questionnaires, or examinations. Molecular data: Data collected by analyzing
samples donated by a biomedical research participant using imaging (microscopy)
or high-throughput molecular profiling (‘‘omics’’).
{‘‘omics’’: Technologies for characterization and quantification of entire pools
of biological molecules in a given sample. Data sets generated using omics
are highly dimensional, ranging from hundreds to hundreds of thousands of
variables per sample. The name ‘‘omics’’ encompasses particular readout methods:
genomics (entire genome), transcriptomics (entire gene expression profile),
proteomics (entire protein expression profile), metabolomics (entire pool of
metabolites), and others.

{Cohort: A group of people with a shared characteristic. Here, a group of subjects
with demographic, clinical, or other characteristics relevant for translational
research.
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platforms are SHRINE30 and DARiS,31 where well-
defined demands of clinical research projects drove
the design and implementation of infrastructure sup-
porting translational medicine.

Visually aided data exploration is an important com-
ponent of clinical and omics integration platforms. A
notable contributor in this field is the Informatics for
Integrating Biology and the Bedside project (i2b2,
www.i2b2.org), a scalable framework enabling the use
of clinical data for discovery research.32,33 The i2b2
Hive34 is a powerful collection of interoperable tools
ranging from repository services to basic data conver-
sions provided by i2b2 cells. Importantly, i2b2 Hive
does not support directly the analysis of omics data,
such as gene expression or whole-genome sequences by
itself,35 but enables key capabilities of clinical data ex-
ploration and processing to be used by other platforms.

Bioinformatics workflow management systems
Reusable and interoperable bioinformatics workflows
become increasingly important in reproducible analysis
of biomedical data and metadata, including clinical,
omics, imaging, and sensor data.36–38 A number of soft-
ware frameworks were developed to support the scien-
tific community in this goal. In a thorough review and
classification of these workflow frameworks, Leipzig36

groups existing technologies according to their inter-
action mode into command-line/application program-
ming interface (API) and workbench approaches. The
first group includes Snakemake,39 Yabi,40 Chipster,41

or Mobyle42 and relies on textual workflow construc-
tion in a script-like format. Certain tools in this group,
such as Chipster, enable Web-based collaborative devel-
opment of workflows.

The second group of platforms provides the so-
called ‘‘workbench environment’’: a GUI enabling visu-
ally supported construction of workflows. Usually,
workflows are represented as graphs, where nodes cor-
respond to data processing steps, and edges to data
flow. Workbench solutions include Galaxy,43 Tav-
erna,44 Pipeline Pilot,45 KNIME,46 or gUSE.47 Similar
to data integration platforms, these tools need to be
deployed on the user-provided infrastructure, and the
extent of possible analysis is restrained by available
storage and HPC capacities.

Ensuring computational resources may be a challeng-
ing task, and cloud computing becomes increasingly
more important paradigm in development and execu-
tion of bioinformatics workflows. Cloud-oriented work-
flow management systems offer API support for

construction of an analytical pipeline, including open-
access solutions, such as Agave48 or Arvados,49 or a
number of commercial services.5 Workbench plat-
forms are also available in the computational cloud
environment. Interestingly, a number of open-access
solutions use Galaxy as a workflow construction en-
gine, including Galaxy Cloud,50 Tavaxy,51 or Genomics
Virtual Laboratory.38 Commercial cloud workbenches,
such as Seven Bridges (http://sbgenomics.com), are also
available. In summary, cloud computing is an attractive
scalable option on demand, especially for multisite col-
laborative research projects in terms of bringing the
tools to the data. However, the speed of data transfer to
the cloud, flexibility of the configuration of analytical
pipelines, and the issues of privacy and security in data
analytics remain challenges to address.15,36

Platforms for visualization of molecular interaction
networks
With the progress of systems biomedicine, molecular
interaction networksx became a popular form of repre-
senting knowledge about molecular mechanisms perti-
nent to human health.52 First, such networks provide
a necessary format to encode multitude of interactions
identified in biomedicine. Second, they provide a good
support for visual exploration and analytics of com-
plex knowledge.53 As such, they have a great potential
in aiding the interpretation of analytical outcomes of
translational medicine pipelines.

Molecular interaction networks can be constructed
in various ways that determine their size and purpose.
Experiment-derived networks are established from dif-
ferent types of molecular readouts, allowing, with a cer-
tain probability, ascertain physical interaction between
molecules, for example, protein–protein interaction54

or chromatin immunoprecipitation assays.55 Analysis-
inferred networks are constructed by analyzing high-
throughput omics data to identify molecules with
similar properties or behavior, for example, using coex-
pression analysis.56 Finally, knowledge-based networks
are established on the basis of existing body of knowl-
edge, usually a set of published articles. Construction
of knowledge-based networks is usually accomplished
with text mining approaches57 or expert curation.58,59

While experiment-derived and analysis-inferred net-
works offer a vast amount of unbiased information, they
are usually large-scale graphs, requiring sophisticated
network analysis to draw meaningful conclusions.

xMolecular interaction networks: A class of graphs, where nodes represent
various biomolecules, and edges represent interactions between them.
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Mapping translational medicine data sets on top of
these networks may be considered an important step
in the analysis60 but not in the final interpretation of
an analytical workflow. In turn, knowledge-based net-
works are usually established on the basis of low-
throughput, in-depth experiments and allow for direct
data interpretation. In particular, text mining networks
are often used by the scientific community, where
a number of commercial solutions, such as Ingenuity
Pathway Analysis,61 Pathway Studio,62 or MetaCore,63

offer already established databases. These solutions,
however, tend to contain the entire discovery pipe-
line inside their platforms, greatly reducing data inter-
operability.

Expert-curated networks are focused resources of
high-quality confirmed knowledge and offer the highest
degree of data set interpretation to translational medi-
cine researchers. Important resources in the field
of expert-curated networks are repositories called
‘‘pathway databases,’’ such as KEGG,64 Reactome,65 or
WikiPathways,59 which describe general biomolecular
mechanisms. In contrast, the other type of networks fo-
cuses on representing mechanisms of human diseases
as so-called ‘‘disease maps.’’58,66,67 Detailed representa-
tion of domain knowledge and support by domain-
related literature makes disease maps a potentially in-
teresting element of translational medicine analytical
pipelines. Computational architectures supporting these
maps provide dedicated APIs,68,69 opening an interest-
ing avenue in translational medicine data processing—
from storage, through bioinformatics workflow analyt-
ics, to interpretation by visualization on the dedicated
molecular interaction network.

Approach
A flexible workflow for translational medicine big data
needs to provide biomedical experts, such as medical
doctors and life scientists, with a possibility to explore
high-dimensional data sets. Given the complexity of
source data, experts need to be able to flexibly define
constraints and filters to focus on the most representa-
tive data points for particular health-related questions.
Selected data points need to be processed, often in mul-
tiple analytical steps, as biomedical data are heteroge-
neous and represent complex readouts. Finally,
biomedical experts need to interpret their findings in
the context of biological mechanisms to formulate hy-
potheses on disease mechanisms.

We decided to focus on translational medicine work-
flow providing the possibility of visually aided data ex-

ploration and informative hypothesis formulation.
Therefore, our data integration platform of choice
was tranSMART as it is a server-based solution with
i2b2 data exploration component. We chose Galaxy
as a workflow management system, considering its flex-
ibility and the availability of tools. Finally, to provide
informative interpretation of analytical results, we
bridged the Galaxy Server with MINERVA platform,
allowing overlay of exported data on disease-related
mechanisms.

We approached this problem in three steps:

1. Data integration and exploration are handled
using tranSMART repository28

2. Analysis of tranSMART-provided data is sup-
ported by Galaxy Server workflows43,70,71

3. Visualization of Galaxy-provided results is en-
abled via domain-specific knowledge reposito-
ries.58

The workflow, as illustrated in detail in Figure 1, as-
sumes a biomedical expert supervising each of the
steps, while dedicated interfaces support automated
data transition between each step.

Integration and exploration of clinical and molecular
data in tranSMART database
Translational medicine data sources are heterogeneous
and of various granularities,2,72 and visually aided data
exploration73 is an important enabling technology for
biomedical experts. The powerful visualization and in-
teroperability functionalities of i2b2 are coupled to-
gether with omics integration in tranSMART28 platform.
tranSMART is a well-established platform enabling
translation of preclinical research data into meaning-
ful biological knowledge.74 It supports integration of
low-dimensional clinical data and high-dimensional
molecular data in a data warehouse architecture. Al-
though tranSMART by default relies on a relational
database technology, it extends toward storing the
high-dimensional biological data using NoSQL tech-
nology HBase.75

The platform features data interoperability con-
nectors, including clinical information collection,76

imaging data,77 visual analytics,78 or bioinformatics work-
flow management.79 Finally, tranSMART features built-
in data mining and analysis applications based on
open-source systems, such as i2b2 and GenePattern,28

and provides plugins to external tools, such as Dal-
liance Genome Browser,80 or APIs for statistical pack-
ages, such as R.81
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For the abovementioned reasons, tranSMART be-
came a technology of choice for European Trans-
lational Information and Knowledge Management
Services (eTRIKS, www.etriks.org) initiative. eTRIKS
provides infrastructure for data staging, exploration,
and use in translational research supported by Inno-
vative Medicines Initiative (IMI). IMI is a collaborative
scheme, in which academic institutions and pharma-
ceutical companies in Europe conduct large-scale bio-
medical research.

To take advantage of the multiple functionalities of
tranSMART, the target data sets have to be integrated
following strict rules of data harmonization, semantic
alignment, and quality checking. The data sets are cu-
rated following three common steps:

1. Data extraction: Source raw data files are
extracted from either public or private data repos-
itories. This could be a simple FTP transfer-
ence from a Web repository or a database dump
from a database management system, such as
MySQL or Oracle�.

2. Data retrieval: Target information from the raw
source files is identified and converted as Standard

Format Files as defined by tranSMART curation
guidelines. At this step, subject-level to sample-
level data mapping is established.

3. Data annotation: Completing and standardizing
annotations of metadata are also expected for
guaranteeing data provenance.

The final product of the abovementioned steps is a
set of Standard Format Files, which are used as input
by tranSMART’s native ETL (Extract, Transform, and
Load) scripts. After data curation and loading to tranS-
MART, features collected for subject and samples
become variables of the corresponding data set. These
variables, as well as the relationships among them,
are represented as a hierarchical parent–child tree con-
trol structure (or simply ‘‘tree,’’ see Fig. 2). This tree can
be gradually expanded, which allows efficient data sets
exploration and also the selection of variables from
the hierarchy to build customized patient subsets for
downstream analysis. Features that characterize desired
data points in the tree, such as ‘‘age,’’ ‘‘gender,’’ or ‘‘dis-
ease state,’’ could be used as filters to narrow down the
selected group. With tranSMART, researchers can pin-
point groups of patients and samples sharing similar

FIG. 1. A workflow for big data analytics in translational medicine. Clinical and ‘‘omics’’ data are integrated
in the tranSMART database, allowing their exploration and selection of relevant subsets for downstream
analysis. Selected data set is automatically transferred to Galaxy Server as a source for user-defined analytical
pipelines. Finally, the results of the analysis are automatically transferred to an associated knowledge
repository hosted on MINERVA platform (here: PD map) and displayed on the visualized molecular interaction
networks. PD, Parkinson’s disease.
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characteristics, allowing straightforward hypothesis for-
mulation. Easy identification of such coherent groups
is a necessary prerequisite for accurate downstream
analysis.

tranSMART platform has certain limitations concern-
ing the size of handled data sets. First, data curation and
integration are very time-consuming steps, which are
necessary to upload a multidimensional data collection
to tranSMART. Only then, users benefit the most from
visually aided data exploration and interpretation. Sec-
ond, considering the growing volume of data collected
per patient,12,15 data storage may become a bottleneck
in the proposed architecture. In our experience with
tranSMART, even when working with a data set of
15,000 patients each with 2000 clinical variables, the
system was responsive (data not shown). However, stor-
ing omics for these patients in the native tranSMART
database is an issue. NoSQL solutions can be considered
to address the problem of both storage and analysis
of large data.75 Final bottleneck we foresee concerns
the visualization capabilities of tranSMART. Displaying
large amounts of data points via Web browsers is ineffi-
cient and may become a burden for large data sets.

Analysis of selected data points using Galaxy Server
The process of selection and filtering of tranSMART
data results in a focused subset, which is suitable to an-
swer a particular research question of a biomedical ex-
pert. For this to happen, an analytical workflow needs
to be designed, pinpointing key characteristics of the
selected subset.

Galaxy as a bioinformatics workflow management
system is available as both Web server and cloud work-

bench, offering flexibility in terms of data interoperabil-
ity and allocation of computational resources.43,50,51

The Galaxy environment automatically and trans-
parently tracks every detail of the analysis, allows the
construction of complex workflows, and permits the
results to be documented, shared, and published with
complete provenance, guaranteeing transparency and
reproducibility.50 Galaxy Tool Shed82 is a repository
of more than 3000 community-developed tools, allow-
ing easy and versatile establishing of bioinformatics
workflows.70,71 Such workflows may combine different
aspects of expert knowledge required in subsequent
analytical steps. Basic knowledge about the system is
sufficient to use default elements in the workflow con-
struction. These default methods can be modified,
where the user has sufficient expertise. Once the work-
flow step is done, users can easily share and modify it.
Analytical results can be directly visualized using em-
bedded functionalities or exported for downstream
processing.

Data interoperability and flexibility are important
features of Galaxy. The platform is available in both
server and cloud-based versions and bridges to the
other major bioinformatics workflow management
systems—Taverna,51 KNIME, and gUSE.37 Such archi-
tecture permits transparent and replicable design of
analytical workflows for data exploration and formula-
tion of data-driven hypotheses.

Galaxy may face similar data volume-related issues as
discussed above on tranSMART. In case of big omics
data sets, data transfer and analysis may become time
consuming, especially for large subsets chosen for anal-
ysis and complicated workflows. A possible solution to

FIG. 2. Cohort/subset definition based on the variables displayed in data tree. Two distinct subsets are
defined based on the variables ‘‘disease state’’ and ‘‘gender.’’ In the left panel: data tree in tranSMART data
set explorer. The data tree for GEO study GSE7621 following curation and loading to tranSMART is shown here.
The data leafs correspond to the low- and high-dimensional data variable names. GEO, Gene Expression Omnibus.
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consider in such a case are advanced computational ar-
chitectures offered by other workflow managers, such as
gUSE. This solution is feasible to consider in the light of
recent results on KNIME–Galaxy–gUSE workflow
translation.37

Interpretation of analytical results using
contextualized knowledge repositories
High-dimensional translational medicine data sets
are difficult material to draw conclusions relevant for
human health. Data sets exported preselected from
tranSMART database and analyzed using Galaxy will
either, in many cases, remain multidimensional data
sets or will be reduced to the list of prioritized mole-
cules. Interpretation of such results remains challenging
and requires both contextualization and visualization.
Galaxy Server allows various export options. As the
last step of our pipeline, we propose to interpret the re-
sults of analysis of Galaxy Server in the context of ded-
icated knowledge repositories supported by MINERVA
platform, such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) map.58,69 In
particular, molecules prioritized by the constructed
pipeline are automatically visualized on molecular in-
teraction networks hosted by MINERVA platform.69

Knowledge on detailed molecular mechanisms can
be assembled in the context of a given biological mech-
anism or a particular perturbation of this mechanism—
a disease. Among others, Systems Biology Graphical
Notation (SBGN)83 is used as a format for such mech-
anistic descriptions. Importantly, SBGN foresees a
diagrammatical description of molecular mechanisms,
introducing an important aspect of visualization to
their curation. In effect, a ‘‘map’’ of molecular processes
can be drawn and then visually explored for a com-
prehensive understanding of complex interactions. A
number of systems biology-oriented maps were estab-
lished following this paradigm.84–86 More importantly,
the so-called ‘‘disease maps’’ gained interest as a way to
assemble an overview of pathways and perturbations
specific to a given pathology.58,67,87,88

MINERVA platform is a Web server supporting
curation and visualization of SBGN-compliant molec-
ular interaction networks. The maps of biological
processes can be drawn in editors supporting SBGN
notation, such as CellDesigner (www.celldesigner.org)
or SBGN-ED (www.sbgn-ed.org), and uploaded to an
instance of MINERVA Web server. There, the maps
are automatically verified and annotated and become
accessible for exploration via Web browser. MINERVA
features dedicated functionalities coupled with Google

Maps API to enable intuitive visual exploration, inter-
action with visualized content, advanced search quer-
ies, and mapping experimental data on the displayed
networks. In turn, drug-targeting interface facilitates
health-related interpretation or hypothesis generation.

Results
We have combined three server-based platforms address-
ing different aspects of data processing in translational
medicine research—data integration and exploration,
bioinformatics workflow construction, and interpreta-
tion of analysis results in the disease context. In our
choice of technologies, we focused on two criteria—
capability for exploratory hypothesis generation and data
interoperability. The platforms of our choice, tranSMART,
Galaxy, and MINERVA, can be deployed as a single
data processing workflow for translational medicine.

We focused on available PD studies and exercised
our workflow as described above, from data set selec-
tion and filtering in tranSMART, through analysis in
Galaxy Server, to interpretation of results in the PD
map—an open-access dedicated knowledge repository.
We have established a dedicated Virtual Machine** to
demonstrate the functioning of our workflow. To pro-
vide data sets for exploration, we have used tran-
SMART PD data sets we previously curated, which
are also available at https://public.etriks.org.

Integration and visual exploration of PD data sets
in tranSMART
For the first step of our workflow, we used PD-related
studies that are publicly available in the Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) database.89 To integrate the GEO stud-
ies, data curation was performed to meet the required
format of tranSMART,74 as discussed above. In this
use case, we worked with the GSE7621 PD study data90

for defining two focused cohorts using tranSMART
data set explorer.

Study-related variables in tranSMART can be assigned
to two broad categories: low- and high-dimensional data.
Low-dimensional data correspond mostly to clinical,
patient-centric data (e.g., systolic blood pressure) and
low-throughput diagnostic measurements (e.g., quantifi-
cation of a disease-related blood biomarker). The corre-
sponding values of low-dimensional data are usually
available as text or numeric values. High-dimensional
data, in the majority reflecting ‘‘omics’’ data, are struc-
tured as a numeric matrix.

**Available at http://r3lab.uni.lu/web/tgm-pipeline
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For the purpose of this work, we used tranSMART
for defining two specific patient cohorts based on
low-dimensional data. We used tranSMART data set
explorer to traverse the data tree displaying the low-
and high-dimensional data variables for a given study
(Fig. 2). Using associated drag-and-drop functionality,
we performed on-the-fly cohort definition. As can be
seen in Figure 2, the two cohorts have been defined
based on the variables ‘‘disease state’’ and ‘‘gender.’’
Having these two cohorts, we were in subsequent
steps to export their high-throughput data sets contain-
ing gene expression profiles of the patient brain sam-
ples for downstream analysis and visual exploration.

Interface: tranSMART to Galaxy Server
Once subcohorts are built using the i2b2 tree, all data re-
lated to the two subcohorts can be exported as tab-
delimited files. This step is possible as tranSMART
data interface enables export of all selected data to be
shared with analytical tools. To make the gene expres-
sion data available to the Galaxy environment for
further analysis, we used tranSMART data export func-
tionality. This connection has been implemented within
the collaboration of the eTRIKS consortium and the
tranSMART foundation. In particular, exported data
can be streamlined automatically to an associated
Galaxy Server via the Galaxy plugin to tranSMART
(https://github.com/thehyve/transmart-galaxy).

The tranSMART–Galaxy interface uses the export
function of tranSMART and transfers the files via Gal-
axy API to the Galaxy Server. User of Galaxy will then
have access to the exported data of the subcohorts built
in tranSMART. This way, preselected microarray data
then become available in the Galaxy Server Workspace
(GSW) for further analysis.

Both tranSMART and Galaxy provide user access
rights management functions. Here, we rely on security
mechanisms natively provided by the two systems. The
interface requires a preconfigured login–password pair
to upload data to a dedicated GSW. The login–pass-
word pair is then used as a parameter in the interface
configuration, such that only users having access rights
to both systems can establish the interface and execute
the data transfer over it.

Analysis of a selected subset on Galaxy
High-throughput data provided by tranSMART contain
gene expression in samples from the two selected co-
horts: males with PD (four samples) and age-matched
healthy males (eight samples). The data files are auto-
matically available in GSW after their export from
tranSMART and can be used as input files.

We have designed a dedicated Galaxy workflow
(Fig. 3). The workflow is subdivided into steps from in-
corporation of the input files taken from tranSMART
through performing the differential expression analy-
sis and uploading the obtained results to the PD map
hosted on the MINERVA platform and making them
accessible for interpretation in the disease-specific
context.

A comparison between these two data sets provides
insight about disease-related mechanisms that may be
cohort specific. This differential gene expression was
calculated as predefined method using Bioconductor
package ‘‘limma’’ in Galaxy91,92 (absolute fold change
>1.5, p-value <0.05). The resulting list of 3286 differen-
tially regulated genes was uploaded via MINERVA to
the PD map for visual interpretation. This process led
to the labeling of 224 different genes and/or their re-
lated protein products in the PD map.

FIG. 3. Visually constructed data flow in the Galaxy Server comparing two cohorts from tranSMART.
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Interface: Galaxy Server to MINERVA
MINERVA platform accepts POST requests, where the
user specifies the target molecular network, user, pass-
word, and the data set to be uploaded. To ensure seam-
less data transfer from Galaxy to MINERVA, we created
a step in the GSW called ‘‘PD map connector.’’{{ This
step generates a POST request to the associated MIN-
ERVA instance—PD map in this case—to generate a
custom visualization on the basis of the workflow data.

In the backend of the target MINERVA instance, a
temporary session will be created for that particular
data set to generate a custom layout, which will be

available in the ‘‘Layouts’’ tab after user logs in. The
uploaded data set may contain different types of ele-
ments, allowing coloring elements corresponding to
multiple ‘‘omics’’ or interactions of the visualized
network.69

By seamlessly connecting Galaxy Server to MIN-
ERVA platform, the users can securely transfer analysis
results obtained from Galaxy workflows to MINERVA
platform without leaving the Galaxy system. As shown
below, visualization of the results on the PD map allows
the identification of major molecular pathways per-
turbed in postmortem brain tissue of male Parkinson’s
patients, as selected in tranSMART and processed in
Galaxy.

FIG. 4. Data visualization and analysis using PD map. (A) Differential gene expression data comparing
postmortem brain tissues from male PD patients versus controls are displayed on the PD map (green,
upregulated; red, downregulated). Pathways and processes of conspicuous areas (colored circle) could be
identified using the pathway and compartment layout view of the PD map. Detailed view on deregulated
genes that encode for proteins involved in dopamine metabolism, secretion, and recycling (B), on
mitochondrial electron transport chain, in particular elements of complex I (C), and on microglia activation (D).

{{Code available on the project website, http://r3lab.uni.lu/web/tgm-pipeline
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Upload and interpretation of analysis results
in the PD map
The data exploration and analysis steps described
above created a list of molecules characterizing the
PD-related cohort in comparison to the controls. This
list is then projected on the PD map, a contextualized
knowledge repository of mechanisms relevant for the
disease. The repository is hosted using the MINERVA
platform, a Web service for visualization of molecular
networks, with the capability of custom data upload
and mapping.69 Pathways and processes displayed in
the PD map provide disease- and cellular context-
related information.93 More than 1500 molecular in-
teractions displayed in the PD map are from more
than 1000 PD-related publications manually curated
by experts.58

Evaluation of highlighted areas in the PD map shows
pronounced alterations in the cell nucleus, in particular
a battery of downregulated (red) genes involved in
metabolism and secretion of the neurotransmitter dopa-
mine (Fig. 4, blue circle{{).94 Another visible perturba-
tion affects the mitochondria, in particular elements of
complex I (Fig. 4, red circlexx). This process is essential
for energy homeostasis, in particular in high energy de-
manding neurons. Finally, we observe upregulation
(green) of processes involved in neuroinflammation
(Fig. 4, purple circle***).95 On the basis of this visual ex-
ploration, data analyst may get comprehensive insights
in molecular processes potentially involved in the dis-
ease of this specific patient cohort supporting new in-
sights for diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy. Another
approach for visualization is the drug target interface in-
tegrated in the MINERVA platform, enabling the map-
ping of potential drug interactions with elements of the
map, suggesting more precise treatments and possibly
an improvement in existing therapies.96

Conclusions
Visualization is a necessary tool on the interface between
the expert and big data processing pipelines. It is espe-
cially important in the field of translational medicine,
where biomedical experts formulate and test their hy-
potheses about new diagnostic approaches or treatment.
This process can be greatly supported with the available
translational medicine big data, including clinical and
molecular data sets.97 Efforts in this direction are

reflected with development of disease-oriented knowl-
edge repositories, for example, for pulmonary26 or
neurodegenerative disorders.98 Nevertheless, these knowl-
edge bases lack seamless data flow and require a num-
ber of explicit data transformation steps for exploratory
analysis. In turn, less technically versed users are re-
strained in data-driven hypothesis generation.

Currently, a single person has to master a wide range
of skills to perform a complete biomedical data analysis
and interpretation. This is one of the reasons that big
data integration, analytics, and interpretation become
the true bottleneck of translational medicine.15 We ad-
dress this issue by seamlessly combining platforms
supporting these steps, each of them having strong
components of visually aided data exploration and
analysis. Our approach is modular and capitalizes on
strong points of each of the platforms, promoting data
interoperability. Similar efforts have already been pro-
posed,99 involving tranSMART as data integration plat-
form and a commercial solution GeneData as the
analysis and interpretation engine. We believe that our
pipeline extends their approach by involving a disease-
related knowledge repository and by involving only
open-access technologies will be useful for the scientific
community.

The platforms of our choice are server based, allow-
ing construction of the entire pipeline in a protected
environment, avoiding ethical and legal issues present
in the cloud scenarios. Nevertheless, cloud computing
paradigm is compelling, especially for researchers hav-
ing limited storage and HPC capabilities.5,16 Efforts in
this direction are promising31 and need to be supported
by further advances in data interoperability.12 We be-
lieve our work is a step in this direction.
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Abstract

Huge research effort has been invested over many years to determine the phenotypes of natural or artificial mutations in
HIV proteins—interpretation of mutation phenotypes is an invaluable source of new knowledge. The results of this research
effort are recorded in the scientific literature, but it is difficult for virologists to rapidly find it. Manually locating data on
phenotypic variation within the approximately 270,000 available HIV-related research articles, or the further 1,500 articles
that are published each month is a daunting task. Accordingly, the HIV research community would benefit from a resource
cataloguing the available HIV mutation literature. We have applied computational text-mining techniques to parse and map
mutagenesis and polymorphism information from the HIV literature, have enriched the data with ancillary information and
have developed a public, web-based interface through which it can be intuitively explored: the HIV mutation browser. The
current release of the HIV mutation browser describes the phenotypes of 7,608 unique mutations at 2,520 sites in the HIV
proteome, resulting from the analysis of 120,899 papers. The mutation information for each protein is organised in a
residue-centric manner and each residue is linked to the relevant experimental literature. The importance of HIV as a global
health burden advocates extensive effort to maximise the efficiency of HIV research. The HIV mutation browser provides a
valuable new resource for the research community. The HIV mutation browser is available at: http://hivmut.org.
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Introduction

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the causative agent of

acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), infects millions of

people worldwide and, to date, has been responsible for over 25

million deaths [1]. The clinical importance of the virus has

prompted substantial funding of HIV/AIDS research across many

diverse clinical, therapeutic (drug design, vaccine production) and

basic research fields. This research has produced an extensive

catalogue of HIV literature and consequently finding literature

pertinent to a particular topic is a difficult task. Researchers are

often interested in the phenotypic variation resulting from

naturally occurring single nucleotide polymorphism or directed

mutagenesis in the HIV genome. Traditionally, mutation data for

a particular protein or region must be manually collected by

trawling literature repositories such as PubMed using author

names, protein/gene names, keywords or a mixture of all three.

The scale of the HIV literature (over 270,000 articles) makes such

an approach inadequate. Several valuable online resources have

provided mutation data to researchers by manually curating

polymorphism and mutagenesis data from HIV studies. These

include the Stanford Drug Resistance database [2], which curates

mutations related to drug resistance, the UniProt knowledgebase

[3], which manually annotates articles describing mutagenesis of

HIV proteins and the Los Alamos HIV Database, which annotates

various sources of HIV data including epitope variants and escape

mutations (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/). However, these resources

are limited in scope because manual curation cannot feasibly be

carried out on all of the available literature.

The technology exists to quickly computationally scan, annotate

and organise scientific literature and these techniques should be

applied to facilitate the work of HIV researchers [4,5]. Conse-

quently, it is surprising that so few resources are available to access

the available literature in an organised and structured way. This

incongruity can partly be explained by the strict licensing

agreements with scientific publishers that prohibit the bulk

download and computational processing of scientific research

literature. Fortunately, recent pressure from government and
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scientific bodies and the rise of open access publishing has softened

the stance of publishers and many are now receptive to waiving

these restrictions. Such advances will pave the way for many large-

scale literature text-mining projects and will likely change the way

we access scientific literature.

Here we have applied text-mining techniques to extract data on

polymorphisms and mutations from the available HIV literature.

We have organised this data in a protein and residue-centric way

and have made it available through an online resource, the HIV

mutation browser (http://hivmut.org). This publicly available

resource will simplify the task of virologists attempting to identify

the relevant literature for their research, thereby aiding experi-

mental design and reducing replication of efforts.

Results

Creation of the HIV mutation browser required a number of

steps (Figure 1). First, we obtained permission from publishers,

identified, and accessed the relevant literature. Second, we

established and applied text-mining techniques to retrieve data

on mutagenesis and polymorphism from the HIV literature.

Third, we associated the mutation data to the appropriate residues

within the HIV proteome. Finally, we developed a browser

through which the data can be accessed in an intuitive and

informative way.

Data mining and mutation statistics
We identified ,270,000 articles containing the search term

‘‘HIV’’ or ‘‘Human Immunodeficiency Virus’’ indexed in the

PubMed database (from a total of ,23 million publications). We

retained 120,899 of these articles, published across 2,614 journals,

representing approximately 45% of the total (see materials and

methods, Figure 1). For the remaining ,150,000 citations,

permission for computational processing of articles was not

obtained from the publisher. The 120,899 articles from partici-

pating publishers were text-mined for mutagenesis or polymor-

phism information, and the mutations were mapped to particular

residues within the HIV proteome. This required the development

of a method to retrieve the text of these articles, scan the articles

for patterns that are widely used to describe directed mutations in

mutagenesis experiments or polymorphisms, and to map these

mutations to the correct position in the correct protein (see

materials and methods). A total of 7,608 distinct mutations (a

unique non-wildtype amino acid at a given residue in a given

protein) were collected. As each mutation can be described in

multiple articles and each article can describe multiple mutations,

the 7,608 distinct mutations were defined by 43,264 unique

references to 5,267 articles.

The identified mutations shed light on the nature of the HIV

research effort of the last decades. On the one hand it has been

broad in scope: 2,520 of the 3,118 residues in the HIV proteome

have one or more associated references to a mutation in the

repository. On the other hand it has been narrow in focus: the

coverage is far from uniform and certain regions such as the

catalytic sites of the protease and reverse transcriptase, as well as

host interaction interfaces, are much more highly studied

(Figure 2).

HIV Mutation Browser interface
The above analysis resulted in a database within which each

reference to a mutagenesis experiment or polymorphism in a

citation is indexed using three pieces of information: the protein in

which the mutation is present, the position in the protein which

has been mutated, and the non-wildtype amino acid to which the

wildtype residue has been mutated. To make this data accessible to

virologists in a simple, intuitive and informative manner, we

designed the HIV Mutation Browser, as a web-interface that acts

as a front end for the database. The browser presents the data in a

hierarchically organised manner. The user selects a gene of

interest, then a position of interest, and the citations relating to this

position are presented to the user grouped by non-wildtype amino

acid.

The web interface is organised in three panels: the navigation
panel at the top; the protein panel in the middle; and the residue
panel at the bottom (Figure 3).

Navigation panel. The navigation panel (Figure 3) contains

a set of buttons that allows users to navigate the site. The most

important of these buttons allow users to access the mutation

information by choosing the gene of interest (tagged gene) and one

of three different options for visualising the data in the protein

panel (tagged view). The search button gives users access to a tool

to query the resource by full text, author and PubMed identifier.

The left hand side of the panel contains links to access the home

page, the help page (containing all the information necessary to

understand the information displayed on the website) and the

about pages (containing up-to-date statistics about the website and

information about participating publishers).

Protein panel. The mutagenesis and polymorphism data can

be visualised and accessed by the user in three ways corresponding

to the Sequence, Feature and Table view. All views are accessible

by clicking on the relevant button, tagged ‘‘view’’, in the

navigation bar (Figure 3). All views show the primary protein

sequence of the selected HIV-1 gene - clicking on an amino acid of

interest can access detailed mutagenesis data for that residue. The

Sequence view displays the amino acid sequence of the protein of

interest. Residues with mutation data are displayed in blue boxes.

The Feature view displays the selected protein sequence annotated

and enriched with known functional data, structural data and

modular features (See Figure 3). The number of distinct mutations

for each residue is displayed as a bar plot below the protein

sequence. The Table view displays information on conservation,

structure and chain, as well as the number of mutagenesis and

polymorphism experiments available for each position in a

tabulated format.

Residue panel. The residue panel displays the mutation

information for the residue currently selected in the protein panel.

The left side of the residue panel displays a list of citations that

include mutation information for the residue. Each residue can

have one or more distinct mutations and citations are grouped by

Author Summary

Naturally occurring mutations within the HIV proteome are
of therapeutic interest as they can affect the virulence of
the virus or result in drug resistance. Furthermore, directed
mutagenesis of specific residues is a common method to
investigate the function and mechanism of the viral
proteins. We have developed novel computational text-
mining tools to analyse over 120,000 HIV research articles,
identify data on mutations and work out which amino-acid
in which protein has been mutated. We have organised
these data and made them available in an online
resource—The HIV mutation browser. The resource allows
HIV researchers to efficiently access previously completed
research related to their region of interest in the HIV
proteome. The HIV Mutation Browser complements
currently available manually curated HIV resources and is
a valuable tool for HIV researchers.

A HIV Mutagenesis and Polymorphism Data Resource
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Figure 1. Schema describing article acquisition, mutation curation and data presentation for the HIV mutation browser. A list of HIV-
related PubMed article identifiers (PMIDs) are retrieved from PubMed. The publishing journal of each article is compared against a list of participating
publishers (i.e. publishers that have given permission for bulk PDF downloading, computational parsing of PDF and display of articles details).
Permitted articles are retrieved from the publishers website as PDF files. Retrieved articles are computationally text-mined to parse patterns
commonly used in the literature to denote mutations. Each mutation is then mapped onto the HIV proteome. Mutations are stored in a relational
database and accessed through a web interface, the HIV mutation browser. The HIV mutation browser organises the data by protein and residue and
integrates ancillary information relevant to the users. See methods section for more details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003951.g001

A HIV Mutagenesis and Polymorphism Data Resource
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the non-wild type amino acid to which the wild type amino acid

has been mutated. Within these groupings, if more than one

citation is present, the citations are presented in an order that is

based first on the results of manual curation, then on user feedback

(see below) and finally on number of views. Each distinct mutation

in each article has a unique citation (i.e. the same article may

appear multiple times for the same residue entry but with different

non-wild type amino acids).

For each citation, the information presented includes details of

the residue: its position in the reference proteome, the wild type

Figure 2. Overview of the distribution of mutation data across the HIV proteome. (A) Barplot of the counts of (i) the number of articles
describing mutations, (ii) the number of distinct mutations and (iii) the number of residues with mutation data in the database for each protein in the
HIV proteome. (B) Barplot of the counts of the number of curated articles in the database describing mutagenesis experiments or polymorphisms for
each residue mapped onto the HIV proteome/genome. (C) Reverse transcriptase p66 subunit with residues coloured by number of articles referring
to them. Most highly cited residues are in contact with the nucleotides or are known drug resistance mutations. White denotes no papers, full red
denotes 50 or more papers, colouring is linearly scaled between 0 and 50.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003951.g002

A HIV Mutagenesis and Polymorphism Data Resource
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amino acid and the non-wild type amino acid described in the

article; as well as information on the article (title, author list,

publishing journal, publication, year, direct link to the article at

the publishers website). The ‘show sentences’ button reveals the

sentences from the original article that describe the mutation and

phenotype.

The right hand side of the residue panel contains supplementary

contextual information. When available, the position of the residue

is displayed on a solved structure of the protein domain, retrieved

from RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) [6]. Hovering the cursor over

the structure can rotate it to allow viewing from different directions.

Alternatively, the user can choose to display a multiple sequence

alignment of homologous reference HIV subtype protein sequences

for the 10 flanking residues either side of the residue of interest.

User feedback and curation. The database has been

populated by text-mining, and it is therefore unavoidable that

the database contains incorrectly assigned citations (see discussion).

We have therefore incorporated a user feedback system that allows

users to flag the quality of an entry either positively or negatively.

This feedback is presented for each entry and influences the order

in which citations are presented to the user when multiple papers

describing a given mutation are available. The feedback will also

be used to guide manual curation by the HIV Mutation Browser

team on a quarterly basis coinciding with each new releases of the

HIV Mutation Browser. An emphasis will be put on the curation

of entries that have received negative feedback and are likely to

contain inaccuracies. Manually curated entries are indicated with

a green tick (a good entry) or a red cross (a bad entry). This

curation relates to the accuracy of the text-mining and does not

reflect the quality of the paper.

Download
The available mutagenesis and polymorphism data for a residue

can be downloaded in both tab delimited text and Excel formats

directly from the web interface.

Discussion

HIV is an important therapeutic target and has been the subject

of a major research effort as evidenced by the large catalogue of

HIV experimental literature. Appropriate organisation and

categorisation of the available HIV literature is necessary to allow

efficient and intuitive access to relevant data. In this paper, we

have presented the HIV Mutation Browser, a residue-centric

resource of HIV mutagenesis and polymorphism literature

designed for use by those carrying out basic and applied HIV

research. The HIV Mutation Browser is one of the first resources

to computationally text-mine mutagenesis and polymorphism data

[7,8,9], and the first to apply such methods to the extensive corpus

of HIV literature. As such the HIV Mutation Browser will

complement the available manually annotated and curated HIV

resources such as the Stanford Drug Resistance database [2], the

UniProt knowledgebase [3] the Los Alamos HIV Database

(http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/). In the coming years, we expect this

method or similar methods to be applied to other viral or cellular

systems.

The resource will continue to evolve in the following ways.

Firstly, HIV literature is produced continuously at a rate of

approximately 1,500 articles a month and consequently the HIV

Mutation Browser resource will be updated on a quarterly basis.

Secondly, while the resource does contain the majority of

Figure 3. HIV Mutation Browser interface for Vpu residue 51 showing the navigation, protein and residue panels. (1) Options bar for
the residue view section of the interface. (2) Mutation information. (3) User feedback buttons. (4) Mutation information download links. (5) Ancillary
residue information panel.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003951.g003

A HIV Mutagenesis and Polymorphism Data Resource
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important HIV and general interest journals, it is still incomplete,

as we did not receive permission from all publishers to text-mine

their HIV related articles. Journals from additional publishers will

be added when possible. Thirdly, not all mutations can be

correctly identified and assigned by the text-mining methods.

There are various reasons for this. Many mutations are annotated

in an article using non-standard patterns that are not widely used

to describe directed mutations in mutagenesis experiments or

polymorphisms. For example, consider the following excerpt taken

from an article by Mitchell et al., ‘‘The phenotype of the

combination mutant VpuD51A-S52/56N was indistinguishable

from that of Vpu-D51A and Vpu-S52/56N’’ [10]. The pattern

‘‘S52/56N’’ is a non-canonical construct for describing a

mutagenesis experiment and currently will not be discovered by

the text-mining method. Furthermore, the position of a mutation

in a paper can be ambiguous and as a result mapping of the

mutation information to the correct residue and protein can be a

difficult task. For example, when multiple proteins are referenced

and only a single mutation is discussed (more than one possible

mapping can be possible), when unconventional numbering is used

(particularly when describing mutations in Gag or Env as both are

translated as polypeptide chains and subsequently cleaved) or

when unusual strains with insertions and deletions are used (this

shifts the numbering of residues). We will continue to improve the

methods for text-mining and assignment. We request that

members of the community utilise the feedback system for

misannotated mutations in the resource and contact us about

mutation data that should be in the resource yet is not present.

This community input will improve the quality of the annotated

data and will pinpoint parts of the text-mining method that require

improvement.

In summary, the HIV Mutation Browser is a valuable addition

to the currently available HIV resources that will allow researchers

to quickly and intuitively access data on mutagenesis and

phenotypic variation. We expect the database to aid the process

of experimental design and be a key resource for the HIV

community.

Materials and Methods

Construction of the HIV literature dataset
A list of HIV-related articles was programmatically retrieved

from PubMed using the search terms ‘‘HIV’’ and ‘‘Human

Immunodeficiency Virus’’. A list of target journals was constructed

based on the number of published HIV-related articles. The

licensing agreements of the majority of scientific journals prohibit

a licensee from (1) downloading articles in bulk and (2)

computationally processing the text of an article. Permission to

waive these aspects of the licensing agreement was requested and

received from the majority of virology and general interest

scientific journals. The text of all HIV-related articles from the

participating journals was retrieved programmatically from the

publisher’s websites to create a HIV literature dataset. An up to

date list of the participating journals and publishers is available on

the HIV Mutation Browsers website.

Mutation text-mining of HIV literature
There is no globally applied nomenclature to define directed

mutations in mutagenesis experiments or polymorphisms

[5,11,12]. A set of templates that define phrases and shorthand

widely used to describe directed mutations in mutagenesis

experiments or polymorphisms was created based on the work

of Caporaso et al. [5] (Figure 4A, see Table S1 for full list). Each

article in the HIV literature dataset was converted to plain text and

scanned using this set of templates. These templates consist of 3

pieces of information: the position in the protein which has been

mutated, the amino acid present in that position in the wildtype

sequence of the isolate, and the non-wildtype amino acid to which

the residue has been mutated. For example, consider the sentence

‘‘As reported previously, S52A and S56A mutations of Vpu had no
effect on virus release’’ [13]. S52A and S56A refer to the

experimental mutagenesis of a serine to an alanine at position 52

and 56 in the Vpu protein.

Mapping of mutations to the HIV proteome
The annotation of a mutation text-mined from papers in the

HIV literature dataset requires three piece of information: the

sequence of the isolate used in the study; the protein containing the

mutation; and the position of the mutation within the protein. This

information is sufficient to map a mutation to a reference HIV-1

proteome, but cannot always be directly extracted from the text-

mined paper. The nomenclature for describing isolates, genes,

proteins, chains and domains have not been standardised.

Therefore, mapping dictionaries for HIV isolates and HIV

proteins were constructed. The isolate mapping dictionary was

constructed from isolate names and their synonyms retrieved from

HIV data within the UniProt [3] and Allie [14] resources (Table

S2). The protein mapping dictionary was constructed from

synonyms for genes, proteins, cleavage products, chains and

domain names from the HIV data, also retrieved from the UniProt

[3] and Allie [14] resources (Table S3). The highly-studied HIV

group M subtype B HXB2 isolate was selected as the reference

proteome and all HIV genes, proteins, cleavage products, chains

and domain names, and their synonyms, were mapped onto the 9

proteins of the isolate (Gag, Gag-Pol, Env, Tat, Nef, Rev, Vif, Vpr,

Vpu). This mapping included normalised start positions to correct

the inconsistent numbering schemes of cleavage products, chains

and domain (Figure 4B). Both dictionaries were further manually

curated to improve upon the computationally retrieved mapping.

Several different experimental isolates are commonly used in

HIV experiments. Each paper in the HIV literature dataset was

scanned using the contents of the isolate mapping dictionary to

identify the experimental isolate used in the study (Table S2). If no

isolate information was retrieved, the Human immunodeficiency

virus type 1 group M subtype B HXB2 isolate was set as the

experimental isolate for the paper. The numbering of a mutation in

the HIV literature can refer to the numbering of a protein, chain,

domain or cleavage product, consequently, for a defined mutation

numbering a conclusive mapping may not possible. Inconclusively

mapped mutations text-mined from the HIV literature dataset
were mapped to the HIV proteome using a co-occurrence based
approach (Figure 4C). The co-occurrence based approach utilised

the Reflect tool for automated tagging of biological entities to scan

mutation-containing sentences for protein identifying terms from

the protein mapping dictionary [4]. Each mutation’s position was

normalised to the protein-numbering scheme of the full-length

protein based on the co-occurring protein identifying terms. If the

mutation wildtype amino acid matched the amino acid at the

normalised mutation position in the experimental isolate, the

mutation was retained as a mapped mutation. In the cases where

no information relating to the mutated protein was available, all

HIV HXB2 proteins were scanned at their full-length protein,

chain and domain levels. In the case of chain and domain, a

displacement factor was applied to adjust the mutation’s position

and map the mutation to all possible positions in the proteome. A

mutation mapping score (see below) was calculated for each

putative mutation mapping and the top scoring mapping was

retained as the mapped position of the mutation. In the cases

A HIV Mutagenesis and Polymorphism Data Resource
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where no matches to the experimental isolate proteome were

found, the search was expanded to other commonly studied HIV

isolates (Table S2).

Scoring mutation matches
For each mutation mapped using the above approach, a

mutation mapping score, S, is calculated. The score is the function

of three parameters: the probability of a match by chance; the

number of mapped mutations in the paper; and the displacement

from the reference protein position numbering scheme. The score

ranges from 0 to 1, with values closer to 1 representing high

confidence mapping of a mutation. The top-scoring mapping was

retained as the mapped position of the mutation.

The score, S, is calculated as:

S~a 1{Pð Þzb
M

N

� �
zc 1{

dj j
L{1ð Þ

� �

where M is the number of mapped mutations in the paper, N is the

total number of mutations mentioned in the paper, d is the distance

between the defined mutation position and the mapped position, L is

the sequence length of the protein, the values of a, b, and c are

constants to weight the contribution of each parameter in the equation

(a = 0.7, b = 0.15 and c = 0.15) and P is the probability that the mapped

mutation would map to the protein by chance and is calculated as:

P~1{e L log 1{prð Þð Þð Þ

where p is 0.05, the probability of matching an amino acid by chance

given a 20 amino acid alphabet and assuming an equal frequency for

each amino acid in the HIV proteome, and r is the number of

mutations that have been mapped unambiguously to the protein.

Sources of ancillary data
The HIV Mutation Browser interface integrates information

from several resources to increase the ease of interpretation of the

Figure 4. Example illustrations of issues associated with parsing and mapping mutation data. (A) Representative simple and complex
examples of sentences recognised by the templates used to perform the mutation text-mining of articles (see Table S1 for complete list). Information
of interest representing the wildtype residue (blue) and mutated residue (green) are coloured and position of the mutations are underlined. (B)
Illustration of the distinct numbering schemes for different chains of the same protein. The shown peptide sequence is a short region (497–527) of
the HIV Envelope glycoprotein gp160 (Env) overlapping the site cleaved by the host furin to produce the Surface protein gp120 and Transmembrane
protein gp41 chains. The cleavage site is denoted by a grey triangle. The numbering above the sequence defines the position relative to the start of
the gp160 protein and the numbering below the sequence defines the position relative to the start of the gp41 chain. (C) Examples of three
sentences from the HIV literature where each article uses a different nomenclature or numbering scheme (blue) to describe the same mutation at the
same site, Valine at residue 513 in the gp160 protein. Each article also refers to the protein by the chain name, gp41, rather than the name of the
unprocessed protein, Envelope glycoprotein gp160 (Env), used for mapping in the HIV mutation resource. One example sentence refers to the gp41
chain while utilising the numbering for the unprocessed protein.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003951.g004
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available HIV mutation and mutagenesis data. Conservation

information is displayed using multiple sequence alignments

(aligned using the MAAFT algorithm [15]) retrieved from the

HIV Subtype Reference Protein sequences from the Los Alamos

National Laboratory (http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/). Structural infor-

mation is displayed using structures of HIV proteins retrieved from

the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB) [6]. Intrinsic disorder

predictions for the proteins are calculated using the IUPred

algorithm [16]. Enzymatic active sites, sites of post-translational

moiety addition, sites of proteolytic cleavage and other sites of

functional importance are retrieved from the UniProt resource [3].

Short linear motif interaction interfaces are retrieved from the

ELM databases [17]. An up to date list of the ancillary information

used and displayed is available on the HIV Mutation Browsers

website.

Supporting Information

Table S1 Regular expressions for mutation identifica-
tion and harmonization. A list of templates/regular expres-

sions, based on the work of Caporaso et al. [5], used to search the

publications for sentences describing mutagenesis experiments or

polymorphisms.

(XLSX)

Table S2 The nomenclature for HIV isolates. The

dictionary of HIV strains/isolates and their corresponding

synonyms, used to identify the HIV isolates mentioned in the

publications.

(XLSX)

Table S3 The nomenclature for HIV genes, proteins,
chains and domains. The dictionary of HIV genes, proteins,

cleavage products, chains, domains and their synonyms.

(XLSX)
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